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Suicide bombing targets 

Turkish soldiers; 13 dead
Amir sends a cable of condolence to Turkey president 

ISTANBUL: Thirteen Turkish soldiers were killed and
dozens more wounded yesterday in a suicide car bomb-
ing targeting off-duty conscripts blamed on Kurdish
militants, the latest in a string of attacks to rock Turkey
in recent months. The government said all signs so far
suggested the outlawed Kurdistan Workers Party (PKK)
was behind the bombing in the city of Kayseri, a usually
calm industrial hub in Anatolia.

Forty-eight soldiers were wounded in the attack
which struck when the soldiers were being taken from
their barracks by bus on a weekend shopping trip, the
army said in a statement. Interior Minister Suleyman
Soylu said a total of 55 people were wounded, six seri-
ously. Television pictures showed the bus reduced to a
smoldering wreck by the blast, which comes a week
after 44 people were killed in a double bombing in
Istanbul after a football match. That attack was claimed
by Kurdish militants.

Deputy Prime Minister Veysi Kaynak said in tele-
vised comments that Kayseri attack was “unfortunately
similar” to last weekend’s strikes in Istanbul. “All indica-
tions at present point to the PKK,” Deputy Prime
Minister and government spokesman Numan
Kurtulmus told NTV television. “We have to take into
account all possibilities but the signs at present point
to the PKK.” Prime Minister Binali Yildirim said that the
attack was carried out by a “suicide bomber”, without
giving further details.

Continued on Page 13
KAYSERI: A public bus is seen burning at the scene of a car bomb attack in central Anatolian city of Kayseri,
Turkey yesterday. — AP 

By A Saleh

KUWAIT: The Manpower Authority Deputy Director
for Recruitment Ahmed Al-Mossa said that the total
work permits issued in 2016 were 241,220 compared
to 253,829 issued last year. Al-Mossa justified the
drop by the organizational decisions issued by
Minister Hind Al-Sabeeh concerning the assessment
of companies’ need for laborers. 

Al-Mossa added that according to MSAL’s deci-
sions, laborers locally sponsored by small projects
would be allowed to transfer their residency visas
after working for the same sponsor for a minimum of
one year, whereas those brought from outside
Kuwait would be allowed to transfer to another small
or medium project companies after working for the
same sponsor for a minimum of three years. He said
that the Authority had no intentions (at the time
soon) to open - for transfer of commercial visit visas
and domestic helpers’ visas to work visas. 

Continued on Page 13

ALEPPO: A new deal has been reached to
complete the evacuation of rebel-held
areas of Syria’s east Aleppo which ground
to a halt yesterday over demands from
pro-government forces that people also
be moved out of two villages besieged by
rebels. Syrian rebel official Al-Farouk Abu
Bakr, speaking from Aleppo to news
channel Al-Arabiya Al-Hadath yesterday,
said the deal comprised an evacuation
from the two Shiite villages besieged by
insurgents, the evacuation of wounded
people from two towns besieged by pro-
government forces near the Lebanese
border, and the full evacuation of rebel-
held east Aleppo.

A Syrian government official also said
the stalled evacuation of Aleppo would
resume, alongside some evacuations
from the four besieged towns and vil-
lages. “It was agreed to resume evacua-
tions from east Aleppo in parallel with
the evacuation of (medical) cases from
Kefraya and Al-Foua and some cases from
Zabadani and Madaya,” said the govern-
ment official, part of the evacuations
negotiating team. The Shiite villages of

Al-Foua and Kefraya in Idlib province are
besieged by insurgents. The towns of
Madaya and Zabadani are blockaded by
pro-government forces.

The operation to evacuate fighters and
civilians from the last opposition-held
area of Aleppo was suspended yesterday,
its second day, after pro-government
militias demanded that wounded people
also be brought out of Al-Foua and
Kefraya, and protesters blocked the road
out of Aleppo. There were recriminations
on all sides and UN Secretary-General
Ban Ki-moon said “Aleppo is now a syn-
onym for hell”. Rebel sources accused
pro-government forces they identified as
Shiite militias of detaining and opening
fire on a convoy carrying evacuees from
east Aleppo on Friday.

Abu Bakr told Al-Hadath the previous
agreement was breached by pro-govern-
ment militias who detained “hundreds” of
people trying to leave, leading to some
deaths. A Syrian military source denied
this, but said a convoy trying to leave
Aleppo was returned back to the city. 

Continued on Page 13

New deal reached for Aleppo 

United Nations staff and other supporters assemble on UN headquarters grounds,
around a sculpture entitled ‘Non-Violence’, to show their solidarity with the people
of Aleppo. — AP 

241,220 work 

permits issued

CAIRO: Osama Bin Laden’s son Omar was refused entry to
Egypt yesterday, airport sources said, giving no reason
why his name was on a list of people banned from the
country. Omar, 34, Osama Bin Laden’s fourth-eldest son,
was travelling with his British wife Zaina Al Sabah from
Doha, and they asked to be sent to Turkey, the sources
said. The couple, who lived in Egypt for several months in
2007 and 2008 were previously denied entry to the coun-
try in 2008. Omar Bin Laden broke with his father in 2001
after living in Afghanistan for much of 1996 to 2001. 

In an interview with Reuters in 2010, Omar said he
was working with Saudi Arabia and Iran to end his sepa-
ration from a group of brothers and sisters that dates
back to the chaos in Afghanistan following the Al-Qaeda
attacks of Sept 11, 2001. Omar said Bin Laden’s children
were trying to be “good citizens of the world” but suf-
fered from the lack of a father and the stigma of being
the Al-Qaeda leader’s children. 

None were part of Al-Qaeda, he said at the time. “We
are working with the Iranian government and the Saudi
government at the moment to have my mother’s chil-
dren and grandchildren join us,” he said. Osama Bin
Laden was killed at his Pakistani hideout by US comman-
dos in 2011 in a major blow to the militant group which
carried out the Sept 11 attacks. — Reuters 

Bin Laden’s son 

and wife denied 

entry into Egypt

KHAN YUNIS: Dutch artist Marjan Teeuwen walks past a col-
umn formed from rubble to show off her latest creation, a
barren house in the Gaza Strip where doorless rooms face
into bleak, empty space.  The ‘Shaath House’ in Khan Yunis in
the south of the Palestinian territory was largely destroyed
by an Israeli attack in the 2014 Gaza war but Teeuwen, 52,
specializes in turning unwanted places into works of art.

Working with Palestinian engineers and artists and the
Palestinian Red Crescent, she is “transforming a demolished
house into a beautiful sculpture” which will serve briefly as a
museum. There is one major difference however between
the Gaza house and her previous works, in the Netherlands,
Russia and South Africa. 

Continued on Page 13

Artist brings beauty 

to war-ravaged Gaza 

GAZA: Palestinian youths from Gaza’s Free Parkour team, practice their Parkour skills in Gaza City. — AFP 

CAIRO: Growing up in Egypt, Mina and other Copts
remember all too well the anti-Christian slurs they
used to hear at school and on the street. Once, while
playing football, a Muslim youth snatched Mina’s
necklace and crucifix and stomped on it. “I won’t for-
get that day,” said Mina, now in his 30s. Egypt is now
trying to come to terms with the kind of religious
bigotry behind a December 11 suicide bombing in a
Cairo church that killed 26 people during Sunday
mass. “School curricula, some (religious) platforms
and the absence of an enlightened current are what
have led to this,” said Coptic Church spokesman
Boulos Halim.

Egyptian authorities have announced the arrest
of four jihadist suspects. But the authorities must go
much further and address the kind of prejudice run-
ning through Egyptian society that for decades has
fuelled attacks on Coptic Christians, said Halim.
“Police and military power have never been able to
erase terrorism. It must be accompanied by the pow-
er of thought,” he said. The attack claimed by the
Islamic State group was the second church bombing
in Egypt since 2011 and only the latest sectarian inci-
dent in the Muslim-majority country where
Christians have long complained of discrimination.

Copts, who make up about 10 percent of Egypt’s
90-million population, say they are sidelined both in
the education system and state institutions. Halim
traces the roots of violence against his community to
the 1970s, when then president Anwar Sadat
empowered Islamists against his socialist opponents. 

Continued on Page 13

Church attack

raises calls to

uproot bigotry
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Kuwait scrambles

to relieve Syrians
KUWAIT: Kuwait Red Crescent Society’s (KRCS) urgent operation in Syria
is aimed at securing badly-needed food and clothes to the city residents
who are experiencing extremely hard conditions, KRCS Chairman said
yesterday.

The KRCS, defying surrounding security hazards, has managed to deliv-
er its first batch of humanitarian aid to those in need in the war-battered
Aleppo region, in collaboration with the Qatar Red Crescent Society
(QRCS).

Dr Hilal Al-Sayer, the KRCS Chairman, was speaking following speedy
dispatch of the first batch of supplies, including food and clothes, to
Syrians in Aleppo’s western rural regions and Idlib governorate. A team will
be dispatched in few days to northern Syria to coordinate with Qatari
teams in delivering the relief supplies to the people of Aleppo, those in the
city and the ones who have been locally relocated.

Aggravating humanitarian conditions and the heavy losses suffered by
the civilians in Aleppo in recent days have prompted the society to act
promptly, Dr Sayer said, appealing to good doers in Kuwait to present
donations to help the Syrian people. —KUNA

BEIRUT: Kuwait Red Crescent Society
(KRCS) continued yesterday to provide
relief aid and assistance to the Syrian
refugees residing in Lebanon. Head of the
KRCS field team Talal Al-Khattaf said that
the society provided clothes to Syrian
refugee families in Beqaa District, eastern
Lebanon.

This campaign is within the KRCS initia-
tive to help Syrian refugees fend off the
harsh winter season, said the official. There

are around one million Syrians refugees in
Lebanon escaping from the ongoing war
in their country raging since 2011.

R e ce n t l y,  t h e  c i t y  o f  A l e p p o,
besieged by Syrian regime forces and
allies, had been subjected to a ruthless
onslaught that resulted in the death
and injury of many Syrians. The crisis in
A l e p p o  i s  e x p e c te d  to  wo r s e n  t h e
humanitar ian s i tuat ion in  Syr ia  and
nearby countries. —KUNA

KRCS continues to aid

Syrian refugees in Lebanon

BEIRUT: Chairman of the Board of Trustees for Lebanon’s
Children Cancer Center, Nora Jumblatt extended yesterday
thanks and appreciation to His Highness the Amir of
Kuwait Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah and the
Kuwaiti people for their generous humanitarian contribu-
tions to various parts of the world.

Regarding the $1 million donation by the Kuwait Fund
for Arab Economic Development (KFAED) to help treat
Syrian refugee children at the Center, Jumblatt said that
Kuwait has always been supportive of Lebanon through its
various charitable and humanitarian institutions.

She added that this grant was part of Kuwait’s commit-
ment towards the Syrian people as announced during the
donors’ conferences for Syria. She said that Kuwait has also
been supportive of millions of Syrian people who have
been forced to flee their country as a result of the ongoing
war. She also thanked KFAED for its continuous support of
the Syrian refugees.

Meanwhile, Director of the medical center Dr Hassan Al-
Sulh praised the generous and humanitarian initiative by
KFAED, thanking at the same time His Highness the Amir
Sheikh Sabah as well as the government and people of
Kuwait for the humanitarian initiative.

On Friday, KFAED’s Director General Abdulwahab Al-
Bader said that the grant targets Syrian children, the most
vulnerable segment among Syrian refugees in Lebanon.
Kuwait has been one of the leading countries in providing
relief aid to the conflict-affected Syrian people through
government and non-government organizations. The Gulf
State also hosted three conferences for Syria and also
helped to organize one in London. 

Kuwait’s humanitarian

role in Lebanon extolled

BEIRUT: Chairman of the Board of Trustees for Lebanon’s Children Cancer Center Nora Jumblatt (second right) meets Kuwait Fund
for Arab Economic Development’s delegation. —KUNA

DODOMA: A delegation of Kuwait Fund for
Arab Economic Development (KFAED) is
currently visiting Tanzania examining proj-
ects executed with its contributions,
including a main road linking the African
state with neighboring countries.

The delegation has met with Tanzanian
Finance Minister Dr Philip Mpango in Dar
es Salaam, the country’s capital, for assess-
ing the ventures, namely expansion of a
major hospital in the city of Zanzibar and
building a highway in the west linking the
country with Burundi, Kongo and Rwanda,
according to a statement sent to KUNA by
the Kuwaiti embassy in Dar Es Salaam yes-
terday. KFAED contributes to financing

these mega projects.
Mohammad Al-Omairi,  the Kuwaiti

charge d’affaires, said the minister noted
during the meeting KFAED’s role in bolster-
ing the solid bilateral ties between Kuwait
and Tanzania. He added that the Kuwaiti
embassy, since its opening last year, has
worked to boost the rapprochement
between the two countries.

KFAED’s success in funding ventures that
cannot be financed by larger funds affirms
that the State of Kuwait has rightly earned
the UN title, the humanitarian center, Omairi
said. The delegation is visiting Tanzania to
work out a loan agreement for funding the
hospital and road projects. —KUNA

DODOMA: Tanzanian Finance Minister Dr Philip Mpango meets with Kuwait
fund for Arab Economic Development delegation. —KUNA

Fund delegation examines

projects in Tanzania

KUWAIT: The Interior Minister yesterday
urged for firm action against law offenses
noting the homeland security tops any oth-
er consideration. Regional developments
warrant vigilance and readiness, particular-

ly in light of “explicit hazards and roving
threats,” said Sheikh Khaled Al-Jarrah Al-
Sabah, also the Deputy Prime Minister, in a
statement marking the Arab Police Day,
which falls today. The policemen are able to
confront any “hardships, on national bases
for sake of attaining the country’s higher
interests; which are security, stability and
prosperity, as well as facing the rapid secu-
rity developments locally, regionally and
globally,” he added.

The Ministry of Interior is updating its
networks to live up to such challenges that
threaten Kuwait’s security and stability, he
confirmed, also re-affirming the political
leaders’ support for the security chiefs. He
praised on the occasion the Arab police-
men for serving their countries’ security
and stability. —KUNA

Firm action against

offenders: Minister

Interior Minister Sheikh Khaled 
Al-Jarrah Al-Sabah
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By Hanan Al-Saadoun 

KUWAIT: A Syrian girl was killed while her
mother and brother were injured when a fire
broke in a Jahra spring camp yesterday, said
security sources. Firemen rushed to the scene
shortly after the fire was reported, but the vic-
tim had already succumbed to her injuries by
the time they arrived, the sources added.
Public Relations Director at Kuwait Fire Service
Directorate (KFSD) Khalil Al-Amir extended
condolences to the victim’s family. He also
urged campers to avoid using electric-pow-
ered heaters inside or around tents, and switch
off power generators before falling asleep. 

Fatal crash
Two Kuwaiti women were killed after losing

control over their vehicle, which turned over
near K ing Fahad highway yesterday.
Firefighters, paramedics and police arrived to
the scene in response to an emergency call,
and soon discovered that the victims had died.
The bodies were taken to the coroner.
Meanwhile, a case was filed to investigate the
causes of the accident. Separately, a policeman
was killed and his companion was gravely
injured after losing control over their vehicle
which turned over along the Sixth Ring Road,
said security sources. 

Fire drill
A fire drill was recently conducted at the

central prison to familiarize both prison guards
and inmates with the standard procedures to
follow in case of a fire, said security sources

noting that the drill was organized by the civil
defense, KFSD and attended by the correction-
al facilities, forces and doctors. 

Municipality campaign
Ahmadi municipality recently inspected

Sabahiya, Mangaf, Abo Hlaifa, Jaber Al-Ali and

Fahaheel industrial areas to stop street ven-
dors and remove violations,  said Ahamdi
municipality manager Fahad Al-Shetaili noting,
that the tour resulted in filing nine citations for
bad health condition, hiring labor without
health certificates, using expired health licens-
es and road blockage.

Girl killed in

Jahra camp fire
Two women dead in crash

KUWAIT: Detectives examine the scene after the fire was extinguished.

By Faten Omar

KUWAIT: Wintertime is the best time
for family gatherings and camping. But
while enjoying this time, we should be
aware of carbon monoxide, the silent
killer. Carbon monoxide, or CO, is a col-
orless, odorless, and toxic gas. Room
heaters fueled with gas,  oi l ,  and
kerosene produce it; CO can accumu-
late to dangerous levels. Though the
briquettes do not
produce vis ible
smoke and seems to
be smokeless and
harmless, it contains
poisonous gas with-
in,  which works in
shadows.

“During winter, we
face many cases of
death due to fire and
suffocation. People
use heaters,  coals,
and briquettes to
heat the room and
forget to extinguish
it,” First Lieutenant Ali
Qali, public relations
and media depart-
ment of the Kuwait
Fire Service
Directorate (KFSD) told Kuwait Times. He
added that this causes suffocation and
may lead to a fire due to lack of ventila-
tion. Another cause of death is Carbon
monoxide (CO) poisoning which is
ignored in some cases.

One of the joys of life for Kuwaitis is
that people can spend their time in the
desert. But to ensure the safety and secu-
rity of campers, Qali noted that people
should follow fire prevention procedures
while camping in order to prevent acci-
dents and ensure safety at camps by put-

ting out the coal before sleeping.
“People must use high quality coal.

After the coal turns white, the camper
should make sure the tent has proper
ventilation to prevent breathing in CO
while using the heater,” he said. Qali said
that the briquettes, coal and gas heaters
should be kept outside the room and if
possible CO detectors should be used in
buildings for better precautions. He
pointed out that all kind of heaters are

considered safe if
people use it in the
right way. 

With electrical
heaters, the most
common cause of
ignition is short cir-
cuit. According to a
survey, the cause of
ignition during the
third quarter of 2016
were 510 short circuit
accidents, while 145
were caused by
youngsters and chil-
dren. “Low quality
power socket may
cause a short circuit,
which may lead to
fire and death,” Qali
said. He added that

people should avoid warming up their
clothes by putting them on the heater.
“The electrical heater has ventilation
slots and a fan. When you cover it, it
damages the heater.”  To avoid the risk of
suffocation and fire, he advised people to
supervise children when the heater is
being used, keep flammable things away
from the heater, have a qualified profes-
sional install the equipment and make
sure that all fuel-burning equipment are
vented outside to avoid carbon monox-
ide poisoning.

KFSD official explains danger

of heaters while camping

First Lieutenant
Ali Qali

By A Saleh

KUWAIT: Illegal residents in Kuwait receive medical
treatment as visitors, which means that they have to
pay a KD 5 fee for medical examination at public poly-
clinics, in addition to extra fees for other services such
as radiology tests and ward hospitalization. “The ward

fees gradually increase the longer a patient stays,”
Minister of Health Dr Jamal Al-Harbi said, adding that
the ministry cannot prevent people living illegally in
Kuwait from receiving treatment at public hospitals
for humanitarian reasons. 

In addition, Dr Harbi said that such patients usually
have to pay double fees for surgeries, adding
that many of them prefer seeking medical services at
private hospital to get quicker service, especially since
they pay would almost be the same as what they
would have to pay in a public hospital. 

In other news, Dr Harbi is due to give orders to fill
in several vacant posts within the ministry, including
his previous post of assistant undersecretary for
assisting medical services, and that of the assistant
undersecretary for technical affairs. Moreover, Harbi is
scheduled to sign a ministerial decree within a few
days pertaining forming a special committee to exam-
ine the overseas treatment program files. 

Financial committee
The parliament’s financial affairs committee is due

to discuss a bill today on Kuwait’s contribution in the
capital of the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank.
Headed by chairman MP Khalaf Dumaitheer and with
the attendance of  Deput y  Pr ime M inister  and
Finance Minister Anas Al-Saleh, the committee is
also due to discuss the State Audit Bureau’s report
on assessing the efficiency and effectiveness of the
Public Authority of Industry’s operation systems as
well as the biannual report about privatization. In
other news, MP Saleh Ashour criticized what he
described as ‘sectarian calls made in speeches out-
side the Russian embassy’ and stressed that those
calls are after dividing Kuwait. He also urged the
interior ministry to hold those responsible for such
calls accountable. 

Decisions examined
Minister of Justice and Minister of State for

Parliamentary Affairs Dr Faleh Al-Azeb announced form-
ing a special committee to examine the ministerial deci-
sions issued previously in the justice ministry, as well as to
examine the work of various committees and cancel any
unnecessary ones. Further, Azeb said that he would dis-
cuss the decision to refer former Secretary General of the
Public Anticorruption Authority Ahmad Al-Rumaihi to
retirement with the authority’s officials. In addition, Azeb
said that he would work on reducing divorce rates
through studying the various reasons that lead to divorce,
in addition to age categories, and then suggesting proper
solution. He also noted that he would develop the judici-
ary system and support judges’ demands. Media wise,
Azeb said that the ministry’s public relation employees
would be subjected to special training courses. 

New directors
A directive was recently issued to assign five Kuwait

National Petroleum Company (KNPC) managers to
assume acting positions in Kuwait Integrated
Petrochemical Industries Company until further notice.
According to the directive, Tareq Al-Houtti would be
appointed as acting legal affairs manager, Mohammed
Mansour Al-Ajmi would be appointed as acting mainte-
nance manager at Al-Zour refinery, Ali Mohammed Al-
Ajmi would be appointed as acting operations manager
at the refinery, Nadia Hajji would be appointed as act-
ing planning manager and Abdurrahman Al-Alyan
would be appointed as acting human resources and
manpower development manager.

Illegals pay double fees at 

public medical facilities

Health Minister Dr Jamal Al-Harbi

KUWAIT: Kuwait Fire Service Directorate (KFSD) organized an awareness campaign Friday evening at the Julaia desert camp, in cooperation with EQUATE and the Ministry of Interior. The goal of the campaign is
to spread awareness among campers regarding common fire prevention and safety procedures. Meanwhile, fire extinguishers were distributed to campers as well. —By Hanan Al-Saadoun

Deputy Foreign Minister 
Khaled Al-Jarallah

Jarallah stresses Iran’s

compliance over

detained Kuwaitis

KUWAIT: Deputy Foreign Minister Khaled Al-Jarallah
underlined yesterday the Iranian authorities’ compli-
ance over the detention of four Kuwaiti citizens in
Iran’s Ahvaz area. Speaking to Kuwait Radio over the
issue, Jarallah hoped that definite outcomes would be
reached in the next couple of days, regarding their
whereabouts and immediate release.

As soon as it was informed about detention, the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs moved immediately and con-
tacted the Kuwaiti embassy in Tehran, which, in turn,
communicated with Iranian authorities to reach the
whereabouts and fate of the Kuwaiti citizens, he said.

Jarallah quoted the Iranian authorities as having
promised to do their utmost to secure their release
and safe return. He added that the Iranian ambassador
in Kuwait was summoned on Friday for a meeting with
the assistant foreign minister for consular affairs over
the fate of the four Kuwaiti citizens. —KUNA
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Amir offers 

condolence to

Bahraini King Hamad

KUWAIT: His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-
Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah sent yesterday a cable of
condolence to Bahraini King Hamad bin Isa Al-
Khalifa over the death of Sheikha Lulwa bint Rashed
bin Mohammed bin Isa Al-Khalifa. His Highness the
Crown Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-
Sabah and His Highness the Prime Minister Sheikh
Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-Sabah also sent the
Bahraini King similar condolence cables. — KUNA

Speaker offers

condolences

KUWAIT: National Assembly Speaker Marzouq
Al-Ghanem yesterday sent a cable of condo-
lence to his Turkish counterpart Ismail
Kahraman over the victims of a bomb blast that
hit central Turkey yesterday and left dozens of
people dead or wounded. In the cable, the
speaker reiterated full support with the Turkish
people in their fight against terrorist acts, saying
that Kuwait stands side by side with all meas-
ures Turkey is taking in order to maintain its
security and stability. — KUNA

SMEs forum

concludes

RABAT: Concluding its activities on
Friday, the 7th Arab forum on small and
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) recom-
mended boosting investment atmos-
phere in Arab countries so as to promote
SMEs. In a final communique issued at
the end of the forum, the conferees
called for paying much attention to SMEs
in Arab countries to help achieve the
2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development Goals. — KUNA

In Brief

Photo
o f  t h e  d a y

KUWAIT: Birds are seen at Kuwait Bay. — KUNA

CAIRO: A press conference was held in Kuwait
recently to announce the 'Kuwait of Peace, Egypt
of Love' festival, due to be held at Sharm Al-
Sheikh, Egypt, on December 29-30 under aus-
pices of Egyptian Prime Minister Sherif Ismail.
The festival is  first initiative organized by the
Kuwaiti Future Group and comes as a manifesta-
tion of His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-
Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah's instructions to sup-
port Egypt. 

Speaking during the press conference held at
Kuwait's embassy in Cairo, Kuwait's Ambassador
to Egypt Mohammed Saleh Al-Thuwayyekh start-
ed by expressing Kuwait's condolences to Egypt
for the victims killed in Abbasiya Cathedral

explosion, describing the attack as 'a mean act of
terrorism'. He also stressed that Kuwait-Egypt
relations were historic and a role model for other
Arabs countries.  

In addition, Thuwayyekh explained that the
festival will be held in collaboration with a num-
ber of official and non-official Egyptian and
Kuwaiti bodies. He also stressed that choosing
Sharm Al-Sheikh as a venue for the festival
comes because of its fascinating scenery and
nature, in addition to the safety and security it
enjoys and offers to visitors. 

Supporting Egypt
Meanwhile, the head of the Future Group

and head of the festival, Abrar Al-Masoud said
that the festival comes in implementation of His
Highness the Amir's instructions to support
Egypt in various fields, namely the economic
and touristic sectors. She started her words by
quoting His Highness the Amir's words saying:
"Egypt is so dear to us and we will never let it
down." 

Masoud added that the festival is the first but
not only initiative to express such love and joint
history and destiny between Kuwait and Egypt.
She added that the festival would mark launch-
ing several  Kuwaiti small projects to help solve
the problem of unemployment in Egypt. "The
festival will also witness the display of Kuwaiti

and Egyptian traditional artifacts," she added,
noting that the festival would be sponsored by
Al-Sabah Royalty Company, the Arab Real Estate
Investment Company, Kuwait Fund for Arab
Development, Al-Kharafi Company,  the Kuwaiti-
Egyptian real Estate Company, Al-Anbaa, Al-
Ahram, Al-Nahar, Rosealyousif, Egypt 11 news
website and the Nile Specialized TV Channels
represented by Nile Life. 

Charm and security
Also speak ing on the occasion,  South

Sinai Governor Major General Khaled Foudah
stressed the deep-rooted relations between
both countries, and invited the Kuwaiti peo-

ple to attend the festival and visit Sharm Al-
Sheikh to enjoy its charm and security. 

Fo u d a h  a n n o u n c e d  t h a t  t wo  K u w a i t i
flights would arrive on December 28, carry-
ing a large number of Kuwaiti tourists. He
a l s o  h a i l e d  t h e  i n i t i a t i ve  s u g g e s t e d  b y
Masoud to name one of Sharm Al-Sheikh's
squares after His Highness the Amir. 

A l s o  s p e a k i n g  o n  t h e  o c c a s i o n ,  t h e
Egyptian Minister of Tourism Amr Al-Ezabi
stressed that cordial relations between both
countries go way back to the 1973 War. He
also  noted that  around 140,000 Kuwait i
tourists had visited Egypt last year, adding
that the numbers are still growing.  

Initiative to name Sharm

Al-Sheikh Square after Amir

'Kuwait of Peace, Egypt  of Love' festival announced

CAIRO: Officials attend a press conference to announce the ‘Kuwait of Peace, Egypt  of Love’ festival.
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Changing environmental behavior
a national duty: British Minister

KUWAIT: A visiting senior British
official said that changing people’s
behavior toward the environment
should become a national duty. In
an interview on the sidelines of a
visit to the Environment Public
Authority (EPA), the British Minister
of Middle East and North African
Affairs Tobias Ellwood emphasized
yesterday the significance of edu-
cating people on the environment.

Ellwood called for a collective
approach for the protection of the
environment, noting that the UK’s
Department for Environment, Food,
and Rural Affairs, had started invest-
ing its long experience in Kuwait,
namely to help build capabilities to
understand and monitor the air and
the maritime environment in the
country. The British minister
expressed admiration of Kuwait’s
leading efforts for the preservation
of the environment for the future
generations.

Meanwhile, EPA’s Director
General Sheikh Abdullah Al-Ahmed
Al-Humoud Al-Sabah said that
Ellwood’s visit is part of the efforts
to boost ties between the authority
and the British Department for
Environment, which will be positive-
ly reflected on a host of projects.
Sheikh Abdullah Al-Ahmed stressed
EPA’s keenness on exchanging

expertise for enhancing the quality
of work, and promoting the authori-
ty’s services.

During the official visit, Ellwood,
the British ambassador to Kuwait
Matthew Lodge and an accompany-
ing delegation met with Sheikh
Abdullah Al-Ahmed and his deputies
for technical affairs Mohammad Al-
Enzi, and environment monitoring

Mohammad Al-Ahmad. The meeting
discussed a host of the existing proj-
ects between the EPA and the British
Department on the protection of
maritime environment. In addition,
the British delegation was acquaint-
ed with the EPA’s Geographical
Information System monitoring the
pollution rates in Kuwait round the
clock. — KUNA

KUWAIT: British Minister of Middle East and North African Affairs Tobias
Ellwood meets with EPA’s Director General Sheikh Abdullah Al-Ahmed Al-
Humoud Al-Sabah. —KUNA

ROME: A delegation of GCC stu-
dents took part yesterday in a youth
and cultural gathering at the
Municipality of Rome as part of the

‘Youth Ambassadors of the Gulf’ ini-
tiative. Organizers from the Rome
municipality welcomed the stu-
dents to the event which aimed at

promoting dialogue and cultural
exchange amongst world youth.

Speak ing on behalf  of  the
Mayor of Rome Virginia Raggi, the
officials affirmed that the city was
the perfect venue for such a gath-
ering due to Rome’s historical and
multicultural significance. The city
of Rome is very keen on holding
this gathering which will hopefully
contribute to world peace and
understanding amongst youths of
the globe, said the officials who
lauded the participation of the
GCC youth in the event.

The Rome youth and cultural
gathering was held via an initiative
by Kuwait’s Ambassador to Italy
Sheikh Ali Al-Khaled Al-Jaber Al-
Sabah and other GCC Ambassadors.
Meanwhile the Mayor of Rome
Raggi, held a meeting with
Ambassador Sheikh Ali Al-Khaled
and other GCC diplomats, discussing
issues of mutual interest and ways to
bolster relations between the GCC
and Italy. — KUNA

GCC students partake in Rome
youth, cultural gathering

ROME: Kuwait’s Ambassador to Italy Sheikh Ali Al-Khaled Al-Jaber Al-Sabah
and other GCC Ambassadors meet with Mayor of Rome Virginia Raggi.

ROME: A delegation of GCC students pose for a group photo with Kuwait’s Ambassador to Italy Sheikh Ali Al-
Khaled Al-Jaber Al-Sabah and other GCC ambassadors. — KUNA

GENEVA: A UN team lauded yester-
day the accomplishments of the
State of Kuwait within the domain
of women’s rights, saying that the
Gulf State had taken strong leaps in
empowering women and enabling
them to take leading roles in socie-
ty. The UN team, which concluded a
nine-day visit to Kuwait last
Thursday, said in a report that
Kuwaiti women were ‘highly profes-
sional,’ adding that they have been
strongly contributing to the devel-
opment of their society.

The team, which was headed by
Vice President of UN Working Group
on Discrimination against Women
Kamala Chandrakirana, affirmed
that the Kuwaiti constitution
secured the rights of women,
revealing that for decades, women

were contributing to social, eco-
nomic, and cultural progression in
the GCC country.

“Kuwaiti women won their parlia-
mentary rights in 2005, which was
an important accomplishment that
led to several legislative reforms,”
said the team’s report, adding that
the approval of the 2015 domestic
workers law helped to protect the
rights of some 60,000 helpers who
are mostly women.

Other reforms within the consti-
tutional level have also helped ele-
vate the status of women in Kuwait
in general, said the team, noting
that were some new laws protecting
women rights in the country which
were highly progressive on a
regional level.  The team was
impressed by the inclusion of

women in the security apparatus of
Kuwait, revealing that there around
358 policewomen within the ranks
of the Interior Ministry.

The increase of women in the
working force, by 56.5 and 51 per-
cent in the public and private sec-
tors respectively, was also an indica-
tion that women empowerment in
Kuwait was heading in the right
direction, said the report which also
commended Kuwait’s keenness on
decreasing ill iteracy especially
among women. The team conclud-
ed their report by wishing Kuwait
evermore progress within the fields
of women’s rights and empower-
ment, saying that what have been
witnessed in Kuwait in these
regards, puts the Gulf country on
the right track. — KUNA

UN team lauds Kuwaiti women’s
rights accomplishments

KUWAIT: Kuwait News
Agency (KUNA) took part
yesterday in a fair organized
by the Ministry of State for
Youth Affairs; themed ‘pas-
time in the modern standard
Arabic’ language. Sheikha Al-
Khbaizi, in charge of KUNA’s
pavilion, told the national
news agency that the exhibi-
tion was held on the occa-
sion of the World Arabic
Language Day (WALD);
designed to encourage chil-
dren to embrace the lan-
guage. The exhibition, held
at Al-Shaheed Park, included
a workshop displaying edi-
tions of “KUNA Al-Saghir,” the
children magazine published
by the news agency. Kuwait
Television and a number of
local magazines took part in
the activity. —KUNA

KUNA partakes
in Arabic
language fair

FM condemns 
bombing
KUWAIT: Kuwait’s Foreign
Ministry yesterday
expressed the state’s con-
demnation of the “terrorist”
bombing that targeted a
bus boarding troops in
Kayseri in the Republic of
Turkey. A Ministry official
source affirmed in a state-
ment the State of Kuwait’s
siding with Turkey and sup-
porting its measures to
safeguard its security and
stability.— KUNA
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Iwould like to give an advice to all the businessmen
who strive to make financial gains, although I have a
feeling that many of them will not listen to it because

I have relatively no experience
in business, save for being
legally authorized to sign the
papers of a commercial estab-
lishment. But the main reason I
think they would not take my
advice is the common saying
among merchants, which
comes in the form of an advice
a merchant son had given to
his son that goes like: “My son,
do not mingle with or befriend poor people, because if
there was any good in them, they would have benefited
from themselves in the first place.” 

No businessman will ever accept my advice even if I
am offering it for free. But I will give them my advice, nev-
ertheless. I have noticed that many businessmen put

their commercial ads on YouTube to promote them-
selves. The annoying part about these ads is that they are
usually accompanied with background music, and they

usually pop up when someone
is listening to verses from the
Holy Quran on YouTube, caus-
ing an interruption. 

Almighty Allah ordered us
to listen attentively to the
Quran, saying: “So, when the
Quran is recited, listen to it,
and be silent that you may
receive mercy” (A’raf 204).
Hence, my advice to business-

men who place such ads on YouTube is not to interrupt
the Quran in the run of making profits. I have stated my
case and know that I am not poor in terms of money, but
I am very poor before Almighty Allah, who has bestowed
so many blessing upon me, and upon all of us. 

— Translated by Kuwait Times

A rich man’s advice

By Saad Al-Mo’tesh
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Crime
R e p o r t

Fugitive arrested
A bedoon (stateless) man was recently arrested in
Ferdous when policemen found that he is wanted for
attempted murder, damaging personal property and a
financial claim, said security sources. The man was
apprehended at a checkpoint and taken to the proper
authorities to face charges, the sources added.

Abortion suspect detained
Following the arrest of a doctor for conducting illegal
abortions, a Syrian woman who is also wanted to serve
an eight-year prison sentence for providing abortion
services, was recently arrested while hiding at her
brother’s house in Salwa. — Al-Rai, Al-Anbaa

Brawl after accident
A simple traffic accident was the reason of starting a fight
between two female citizens in Salmiya, said security
sources, noting that in addition to the accident report,
both women filed cases in which they exchanged assault
accusations. 

Smuggling foiled
An Iranian man was recently arrested at Doha port where
custom inspectors foiled his attempt to smuggle tons of
medicines, herbs and chemical substances used in hair
transplant, which he had hidden inside his wooden boat. 

Family disputes
A woman threw her husband out of their apartment
after he beat her up following a family dispute, taking
advantage of the fact that the lease contract is signed
with her name only. The man had to spent the follow-
ing few hours roaming around, before police called and
summoned him to the police station where his wife
filed an assault report, said security sources. A case was
filed and further investigations are in progress.

Couple’s vehicles set

ablaze in Qairawan

KUWAIT: A Kuwaiti citizen working for the Ministry of
Electricity and Water reported recently that his and his
wife’s luxurious vehicles were incinerated while parked
outside the family’s house in Qairawan. The man told
police that his neighbor said that he had seen a golden
sports utility vehicle (SUV) near the two vehicles when the
fire broke out. A case was filed and further investigations
are in progress. 

Al-Anbaa

Spending cut

Previous ministers who were not reappointed in
the new cabinet, those who kept their posts
and those appointed for the first time are all

keen to serve their country and do their jobs as they
accepted to shoulder such huge responsibilities. We
can but think positively about public servants and
ministers in particular. However, is this how things
are evaluated or is this how an observer should
judge the previous cabinet or a newly appointed one
with agendas yet to be disclosed? Has the previous
government filed a ‘statement’ listing its achieve-
ments and failures? Has the government filed a clear-
ly defined program for its achievement or  addressed
the public before ending its tenure regarding its
achievements, and apologized for its mistakes or jus-
tified them? 

None of the above was ever done by the outgoing
cabinet, nor by any of the previous ones. It will not

be done by the current cabinet or the following ones,
either. Such facts make a ministerial position more of
an honor through which ministers go unharmed and
as sure-footed as peacocks. Unless we have a means
of assessing a minister’s performance and measure
his success or failure, things will remain the same
regardless of the formation of the cabinet. The gov-
ernment has become like a train that stops at certain
points where some passengers get off to be replaced
by others. 

The parliament’s monitoring of the government’s
performance has proved to be ineffectual so far. It
has never fixed any problems. It remains nominal and
verbal as long as the government is capable of neu-
tralizing the parliament through some of its mem-
bers, which results in us remaining the same with an
outgoing or incoming cabinet. 

— Translated by Kuwait Times

A statement

By Saleh Al-Shayeji                                                                               

Al-Anbaa

Has the previous
government filed a 

‘statement’ listing its
achievements 
and failures?

No businessman will
ever accept my advice

even if I am offering
it for free

KUWAIT: Kuwait Finance House (KFH) has
commenced Sharia Audit Program comprising
models and practices of various sharia transac-
tions, and thorough illustration on their provi-
sions. The program was held in presence and
participation of the staff of Sharia Control
Departments at KFH-Group including Turkey,
Bahrain, Malaysia and Kuwait. This serves in
achieving the goal of exchanging expertise
and information on the field of sharia audit at
the level of the group. It is worth noting that
the program is the first of its kind at the level
of the Group.

Shaikh Tareq Mufarreh, Sharia Audit Manager
at KFH-Bahrain presented the program that con-
sists of practical and theoretical chapters. The
program tackles a number of significant sub-
jects such as the importance of sharia control in
the work of Islamic financial institutions, the
goals and regulations of sharia audit, mapping
out plans and specialized agendas for the sharia
audit purposes, in addition to the procedures of
implementing the results of sharia audit reports.

The training program took into consideration
the different work environments of the group
banks and the various markets and customers’
requirements, in addition to the various regula-

tions, bearing in mind the strict commitment in
complying with the rules and provisions of
sharia and the approved criteria from Fatwa and
Sharia Supervisory Board at KFH.

KFH commences Sharia

Audit Program at group level 

KUWAIT: The National Bank of Kuwait (NBK) announced hiring 300 Kuwaiti fresh graduates in 2016, further cementing its position as a leading destination for Kuwaiti manpower in the private sector.

KUWAIT: The Commercial Bank of Kuwait hosted a team from Prime
Bites Nutrition Company, which offered health tips and advices on
healthy nutrition habits.

KUWAIT: The Commercial Bank of Kuwait sponsored a contest organized by
the Jahra Governorate recently to select the best diabetes patient in terms
of following up with medical instructions.
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ALEPPO: In this image released on Thursday, Dec 15, 2016 by Aleppo 24, shows residents gathered near a green government bus as they hold their belongings for evacuation from eastern Aleppo. —AP 

Those fleeing Aleppo tell of their pain
‘This revolution is one of the biggest failures in the world’

BEIRUT: Death in Aleppo was personal for
Modar Sheko. He lost his sister to govern-
ment bombing early in the revolt. His broth-
er was killed last month. And as they looked
for a place to bury him, another airstrike
killed his father. Still, Shekho held out in the
besieged city as long as he could.

When he finally was forced to evacuate
Friday, he made a video bidding farewell to
the city.  “We were asking for our freedom.
This is what we get,” he said against a back-
drop of bombed-out buildings and thou-
sands of people waiting for buses to take
them away from Aleppo.  But even in his
first hours of exile, the 28-year-old nurse
longed to return.

“My soul is torn out more with each step
away from Aleppo,” he whispered in an
audio message to The Associated Press, not
wanting to wake other evacuees in their
temporary home in a village west of the
ancient city. He and thousands of others
held tight to their crumbling enclave
despite a grueling four years of war. Bit by
bit over three weeks, the government
offensive chipped away at their last refuge.
Their realm of destroyed buildings and
crater-filled roads in eastern Aleppo shrank
from 17 square miles to just one over a few
weeks as forces loyal to President Bashar
Assad swept through, neighborhood by
neighborhood.

‘Deceiving rebels’ 
The promise of boarding buses to safety

was a relief. But for many like Shekho, losing
Aleppo was inconceivable. Of the more
than half-dozen residents and activists that
AP has maintained regular contact with in
recent months, only one said he felt disillu-
sioned with the rebellion. “This revolution is
one of the biggest failures in the world,” said
21-year-old Ahmed, who has not left the
enclave yet and refused to give his family
name out of fear of reprisal. “If God saves
me from this, I will go to Turkey and start a
new life, away from the criminal regime and
the deceiving rebels.”

Most seemed haunted by the city’s strug-
gle, saying they can’t let go of their dream
to create a Syria without Assad. They said
they will continue their anti-government
activities somehow from wherever they end
up. One gynecologist who had refused to
leave her patients said her husband forced
her to flee to a government-controlled area
for safety.

The woman, who identified herself only

as Farida to protect her family, earlier had
sent her daughter out with thousands of
other evacuees. Farida said she could not
stand living for even two days in the gov-
ernment-controlled sector and fled to the
countryside, where the rebels are in control.
“Despite how hard it was under siege and
bombardment, I was at peace with myself,”
she said.  Farida’s husband, also a doctor, fol-
lowed. But she is still angry at him for forc-
ing her to leave, adding: “I can’t continue my
life with him.”

‘Getting slaughtered’ 
“I can’t feel any joy when my colleagues

are getting slaughtered,” she said in text

messages. She hopes to be reunited one
day with her daughter. Shekho left on the
first day of the evacuation, which was
monitored by the Red Cross. He and thou-
sands of other holdouts boarded green
government buses with portraits of Assad
in the windshield and were taken to rebel-
controlled areas.

“It is very painful that I separate from
my city of 28 years,” Shekho said. “I hope it
is quickly liberated so I can return to it.”
Besides seeing his city crumble, Shekho
watched his family shattered by more than
five years of civil war. On the first day of the
government’s big ground offensive three
weeks ago, Shekho and his family sought a

new home to avoid intense bombing.
Like many others, his family was caught

on the road by the bombardment, and his
brother was killed on the spot. He and his
father had to search for a cemeter y
because Aleppo was running out of burial
space. In the process, his father - a promi-
nent professor of Arabic - also was killed.
Four years earlier, an airstrike killed his sis-
ter outside the hospital where she worked
as a nurse.

After mourning his father and brother,
Shekho had told the AP: “We are all on the
road to death. May God accept them as
martyrs.” Before he boarded the bus, he
roamed the few streets of Aleppo still open

to him for one last time - but he couldn’t
visit the graves of his relatives because the
government had seized the neighborhood
where they are buried.

“I  hope they forgive us” for losing
Aleppo, Shekho said. He said he plans to
be reunited with his wife, who left as the
fighting intensified, and also wants to see
his English teachers again. Most likely, he
will settle in a town on the Orontes River in
Idlib province where rebels are in control.
Many predict that Idlib may be the next
front in a government offensive.  Asked
what he expected in his new life, he said:
“It is the unknown future filled with painful
memories.” — AP

CAIRO:  When a suicide bomber blew himself
up in a Cairo church a week ago, it marked a
bloody escalation by Egypt’s jihadi militants,
raising fears that an insurgency which for
years largely focused on fighting in the Sinai
and killing policemen may now turn to
unleash attacks on civilians in the country’s
capital. A stepped up campaign by militants
linked to the Islamic State group would be a
heavy blow to a country trying to rebuild a
wrecked economy and revive a vital tourism
industry. The prospect is already spreading
terror among Egypt’s Christians, who could
be a main target.

In fact, the militants may use Christians in

an attempt to enflame sectarian divisions in
Muslim-majority Egypt, following the strategy
of the Islamic State group in Syria and Iraq. By
targeting the minority community, the group
may be betting it can sow chaos and under-
mine the government of President Abdel-
Fattah El-Sissi while avoiding indiscriminate
bombings that kill fellow Muslims and bring
an even more furious public backlash.

“They are framing justification for sectari-
an violence in Egypt in the same way they
do it in Syria and Iraq,” said Mokhtar Awad,
research fellow in the Program on Extremism
at George Washington University. A storm of
attacks on civilians would be a frightening

change for Egypt. Despite continued politi-
cal unrest since 2011, Cairo and Egypt’s oth-
er cities along the Nile Valley have largely
been spared such mass mayhem, even as
Iraq, Syria and neighboring Libya have col-
lapsed into chaos.

Tourism devastated 
Extremists linked to the Islamic State

group have been waging an insurgency in
the Sinai Peninsula in brutal fighting with sol-
diers and security forces. In Cairo, they have
carried out small-scale attacks on policemen
and soldiers, as well as assassinations of offi-
cials, but rarely mass bombings. In the past
two years, security agencies succeeded in
breaking up multiple militant cells outside of
Sinai, aiming to keep the insurgency bottled
up in the peninsula. Northern Sinai is a
hotbed of militancy with plentiful weaponry.
Last year, the militants are believed to have
smuggled a bomb on to a Russian jet leaving
the Sinai resort of Sharm El-Sheikh, downing
it in an attack that has devastated tourism
there. But weapons and explosives are easily
found across Egypt and can be smuggled in
through the porous western border with
Libya, a failed state where militias hold sway,
said author and Sinai expert Mohannad
Sabry. “It’s a sprawling hub for explosives like
TNT, just take a look at all the improvised
explosive devices going off in Sinai and that
the government claims it has seized - we are
talking tons,” he said.

El-Sissi has fashioned himself as the leader
of the fight against Islamic militancy in the
region, portraying his crackdown on Egypt’s
previously ruling Muslim Brotherhood as part

of that wider battle.  The new attack could be
a move by militants to shake confidence in
him at a sensitive time, after introducing
painful economic reforms.

Last Sunday’s suicide bomber hit a church
linked to the main cathedral of Egypt’s Coptic
Christian Church, ripping through a crowd of
mainly women worshippers, killing at least 26
and wounding dozens more. It was the dead-
liest such attack on Christians in years, recall-
ing a 2011 suicide bombing at an Alexandria
church that killed more than 20. The govern-
ment said Sunday’s bomber was a former
supporter of the Brotherhood who joined
militants. Later, the Islamic State group
claimed responsibility.

Egyptian officials, however, have kept their
focus on the Brotherhood, the Islamist politi-
cal movement whose leader, Mohamed
Morsi, was ousted from the presidency by the
military in 2013. On Monday, the Interior
Ministry said exiled Brotherhood leaders pro-
vided “financial and logistical support” for the
church bombing.

Uptick in attacks 
Spokesmen for the Interior Ministry,

responsible for police, as well as the Foreign
Ministry, did not respond to requests for com-
ment on whether they believed the bombing
signaled the start of a wider campaign. But a
recent uptick in attacks has shown how vio-
lence has evolved the past two years. New
groups such as one known as Hasm have
emerged, launching high-level assassination
attempts and attacks on security forces in
mainland Egypt, including one that killed six
policemen outside Cairo last week.—AP

Church attack prompts fears of militant escalation

CAIRO: A Coptic clergyman examines the damages at the scene inside the St. Mark
Cathedral in central Cairo, following a bombing, Sunday, Dec. 11, 2016.—AP 
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LOS ANGELES: A pre-winter storm
drenched California with rain and
dumped nearly three feet of snow
to help bolster the vital Sierra
Nevada snowpack but also trig-
gered mud flows, street flooding
and the dramatic rescue Friday of
two homeless women and 10 dogs
from a river island near Los Angeles.

With thousands of acres of
wildfire burn scars all over the
state, authorities were warily mon-
itoring barren slopes where
parched earth soaked with rain
can cause life-threatening mud-
slides. Mud from the San Gabriel

Mountains flowed into the foothill
city of Duarte east of Los Angeles
before dawn, affecting 18 homes
where residents were told to not
to leave, KCBS-T V reported.
Firefighters rescued two people
stuck in cars.

A helicopter was sent Friday
morning to a homeless encamp-
ment on the small island in the
San Gabriel River, where it hovered
in rain between power lines as the
two women, six puppies and four
adult dogs were hoisted to safety.
When the Los Angeles County
sheriff ’s air rescue crew arrived,

one of the women was on top of a
shelter and the other was standing
knee-deep in water, said Deputy
Brice Stella, a tactical medic.

Stella hoisted one woman up
but the other wanted to stay
because she feared her dogs would
be left behind. Stella convinced her
to go into the helicopter by saying
he’d do his best to rescue the dogs.
The helicopter crew emptied two
large bags normally used to store
gear, then lowered Stella down
with the bags. “I was able to fit all
the dogs,” he said. “They actually
looked well-cared-for.”

Potential flooding 
Earlier, torrential rain fell on the

coast between San Francisco and
Los Angeles near the landmark
Hearst Castle late Thursday and
rockslides closed about 36 miles of
Highway 1 in the region. Highway
crews expected to have the scenic
route reopened by mid-afternoon
Friday. A weather station in the
area recorded more than 5 inches
of rain. In the Sierra Nevada, the
Tioga Pass entry point to Yosemite
National Park received 35 inches of
snow in 24 hours, the weather
service said. — AP

WASHINGTON: President Barack Obama has
put Russia’s Vladimir Putin on notice that the US
could use offensive cyber muscle to retaliate for
interference in the US presidential election, his
strongest suggestion to date that Putin had
been well aware of campaign email hacking.
“Whatever they do to us, we can potentially do
to them,” Obama declared Friday.

Caught in the middle of a post-election con-
troversy over Russian hacking, Obama strongly
defended his administration’s response, includ-
ing his refusal before the voting to ascribe
motive to the meddling or to discuss now what
effect it might have had. U.S. intelligence assess-
ments say it was aimed at least in part on help-
ing Donald Trump defeat Hillary Clinton, and
some Democrats say it may well have tipped the
results in his favor.

Though Obama avoided criticizing President-
elect Trump by name, he called out Republicans
who he said fail even now to acknowledge the
seriousness of Russia’s involvement in US elec-
tions. Obama expressed bewilderment about
GOP lawmakers and voters who now say they
approve of Putin, and he said unless that
changes the US will be vulnerable to foreign
influence. “Ronald Reagan would roll over in his
grave,” Obama said as he closed out the year at
a White House news conference. Afterward he
left for the family’s annual vacation in Hawaii.

‘Cut it out’ 
Obama declined to state explicitly that Putin

knew about the email hacking that roiled the

presidential race, but he left no doubt who he
felt was responsible. He said that “not much
happens in Russia without Vladimir Putin” and
repeated a US intelligence assessment “that this
happened at the highest levels of the Russian
government.”

Obama said he confronted Putin in
September, telling the former KGB chief to “cut
it out.” That was one month before the US pub-
licly pointed the finger at Russia. Suggesting his
directive to Putin had been effective, Obama
said the US “did not see further tampering” after
that date. The president has promised a “pro-
portional” yet unspecified response to the hack-
ing of the Democratic Party and Clinton’s cam-
paign chairman. Emails stolen during the cam-
paign were released in the final weeks by
WikiLeaks. On Friday, CIA Director John Brennan
said in a message to employees that the FBI
agrees with the CIA’s conclusion that Russia’s
goal was to help Trump win.

Trump has dismissed the CIA’s assessment
and talk about Russian hacking as “ridiculous,”
while arguing both Democrats and the CIA are
trying to undermine the legitimacy of his victo-
ry. He made no mention of the hacking - or of
Obama - during the latest stop on his “thank
you” tour in Orlando, Florida, Friday night.
Clinton has even more directly cited Russian
interference. She said Thursday night, “Vladimir
Putin himself directed the covert cyberattacks
against our electoral system, against our
democracy, apparently because he has a per-
sonal beef against me.”

‘Obsession’ 
Obama said he’d leave it to political pundits

to debate the question of whether the hacking
swayed the election outcome. He did, however,
chide the media for that he called an “obsession”
with the emails that were made public during
the election’s final stretch. Accusations of
Russian election interference have heightened
the already tense relationship between
Washington and Moscow. Separately, Obama
has blamed Russia for standing in the way of
international efforts to stop the civil war in
Syria, where government forces have beaten
back rebels in Aleppo.

Obama said he feels “responsible” for some
of the suffering in Syria, but he defended his
decision to avoid significant military action
there. He said that while military options short
of invasion were tempting, it was “impossible
to do this on the cheap.” Still, he pinned the
bulk of the blame on Russia, as well as Iran, for
propping up Syrian President Bashar Assad.
“This blood and these atrocities are on their
hands,” he said.

Meanwhile,  the president rejected any
notion that the dispute over hacking was dis-
rupting efforts to smoothly transfer power to
Trump. Despite fiercely criticizing each other
during the election, Obama and Trump have
spoken multiple times since the campaign
ended.  “He has  l i s tened,” Obama said  of
Trump. “I can’t say he will end up implement-
ing. But the conversations themselves have
been cordial.” — AP 

Obama rapping Putin, says US 
could strike back on cyber

‘This happened at the highest levels of Russian government’

WASHINGTON: President Barack Obama speaks during a news conference, Friday, Dec 16, 2016, in the briefing room of the White House. — AP 

RALEIGH: Protesters say the North
Carolina legislature’s actions limiting the
next governor’s influence before he even
takes office were unconstitutional power
grabs by GOP legislators unhappy their
candidate didn’t win re-election. “We vot-
ed for a new governor and they’re choos-
ing to come and ... take away the power,”
said Caren Parker of Carrboro, among the
crowd who demonstrated this week
against the Republican-controlled General
Assembly, leading to more than 50 arrests.

So what’s next for Gov-elect Roy Cooper
and other fellow Democrats now that a
special session is over that passed laws
designed to weaken them? Lawsuits and
more demonstrations are likely, although
it’s unclear how effective those will be.
“Once more, the courts will have to clean
up the mess the legislature made, but it
won’t stop us from moving North Carolina
forward,” Cooper said in a statement after
the legislature adjourned an extraordinary
three-day special session Friday.

McCrory, who lost to Cooper by about
10,000 votes in November, quickly signed
into law a bill that merges the State Board
of Elections and State Ethics Commission
into one board composed equally of
Democrats and Republicans. The previous
state elections board law would have
allowed Cooper to put a majority of
Democrats on the panel.

Partisan again 
The law would also make elections for

appellate court judgeships officially parti-
san again, which could favor Republicans.
A Democrat’s win last month in an officially
nonpartisan Supreme Court race will give
the party its first majority on the court in
almost 20 years. Another bill that received
final legislative approval would subject
Cooper’s Cabinet choices to Senate confir-
mation and would allow Cooper to desig-
nate only up to 425 state employees as his
political appointees, compared with a cap
of 1,500 for McCrory.

The Cabinet bill apparently remains on
McCrory’s desk. Emails and a phone call to
McCrory’s office seeking comment weren’t
returned. With 30 days to decide whether
to sign or veto a bill, McCrory could kick
the bill to his successor Cooper, although
that’s unlikely. Republicans will continue
holding veto-proof majorities in 2017.

Republicans call their approval of legis-
lation reasonable actions to rebalance
state government before a new adminis-
tration takes office. The North Carolina

governor’s powers have expanded since
the state became the last in the country to
give the veto to its executive in 1997. “It is
proper for the legislative branch to adjust
that so that the legislative branch has
more checks and balances,” House Speaker
Tim Moore said Friday. “The more that can
be reviewed by the legislative branch, I
would submit, the better.”

‘This ain’t right ‘ 
Several pieces of legislation passed by

Republicans since they took control of the
General Assembly in 2011 have been
struck down by courts. House Democrats
are convinced any new laws also will be
thrown out. They formally protested all
three days because they said the method
by which Republicans called themselves in
- minutes after an earlier special session
McCrory announced for disaster relief leg-
islation ended - wasn’t initiated properly.
The issue involves the collecting the signa-
tures from enough House and Senate
members.

“This ain’t right; you can’t make it right,”
said House Minority Leader Larry Hall of
Durham. “The people of North Carolina
aren’t being treated right.” Bob Orr, a for-
mer state Supreme Court justice, doubts
the success of a challenge of the constitu-
tionality of holding the extra special ses-
sion if there are enough signatures. But
Orr said the bills passed by the legislature
that address the confirmation of Cabinet
officials and transferring power from the
State Board of Education to the new
Republican state school superintendent
aren’t as cut and dry.

While the state Constitution gives the
Senate power for “advice and consent” of
the governor’s officers, “where that bal-
ance of power lines between the legisla-
tive branch and the executive is not set-
tled,” said Orr, also a previous Republican
gubernatorial candidate.Lawmakers’ veto-
proof majorities since 2013 and the
uncompetitive election districts they drew
have allowed legislative Republicans to
ignore Democratic viewpoints.

Retired school librarian Carolyn White, a
longtime demonstrator who was arrested
two years ago as part of the “Moral
Monday” protests against GOP-led legisla-
tive policies. She said that arrest didn’t
seem to make a difference, but she’s still
speaking out. “Just like the civil rights
movement, it’s forward together,” White
said Friday. “You just have to keep going
forward.” — AP 

Protesters rip GOP for taking 
away next governor’s power

RALEIGH: A protestor shouts as she is arrested outside the House gallery during a
special session of the North Carolina General Assembly at the Legislative
Building. — AP 

DALLAS: A chemical leak from an asphalt plant
that led Corpus Christi officials to warn residents
this week not to drink the water was apparently
reported a week earlier, according to an email
from a state environmental official that was
obtained Friday. The internal email sent
Wednesday by Susan Clewis, a regional director
for the Texas Commission on Environmental
Quality, contained an incident report that
described the leak as a “backflow incident from a
chemical tank impacting the public water system.” 

It was reported Dec 7 at a plant run by Ergon
Asphalt and Emulsions. The email doesn’t say
who initially reported the leak on Dec. 7 or to
whom. It says the state environmental agency
was notified around 3 pm on Wednesday. City
officials notified the public that evening.

“Obviously we are concerned about that ini-
tial report that this may have been known for
seven days and it may have been going on for
that long. And why did it take so long for TCEQ
to get notified?” asked Luis Moreno, chief of staff
for state Sen. Juan Hinojosa, whose district
includes Corpus Christi. “Those are all things that
I think are starting to be figured out right now.”

Hazardous materials
Dan McQueen, the mayor of the Gulf Coast

city of about 300,000 people, has said local offi-
cials also only learned of the leak on Wednesday.
Neither Clewis nor city officials responded to
requests for comment on Friday, when many
schools remained closed for a second day. The
TCEQ report indicates that a combination of
Indulin AA-86 and hydrochloric acid leaked into
the water supply.

Indulin is an asphalt emulsifying agent that’s
corrosive and can burn the eyes, skin and respi-
ratory tract if a person comes into contact with
concentrated amounts. The amber liquid is con-
sidered a hazardous material by the

Occupational Safety and Health Administration
and could cause damage to internal organs. “You
don’t expect to see it in water,” said Terry
Clawson, a spokesman with the Texas
Commission on Environmental Quality.

Up to 24 gallons of it may have seeped into a
pipeline carrying water, allowing it to move to
other areas of the city, Kim Womack, a spokes-
woman for the city, said Thursday. Ergon has said
in a statement that it has been in contact with
the TCEQ and was “working cooperatively to pro-
vide all information to ensure state officials can
remedy the situation as quickly as possible.” Bill
Miller, a company spokesman, declined to
explain Friday how a hazardous chemical may
have entered the water supply.

State and city officials have referred to a
“backflow problem” at the plant, and Womack
said inspectors didn’t find a device in place that
prevents contaminated water from flowing
backward into a potable water supply. Ergon,
though, has argued that the plant does have a
prevention device, Womack said.

Miller said Ergon Inc is leasing the property
for manufacturing purposes. The privately held
Flowood, Mississippi-based conglomerate’s
Corpus Christi subsidiary makes paving and
pavement preservation products. The 62-year-
old company also has refining, trucking and real
estate businesses.

State and federal environmental records list
no problems at the plant over the past five years.
Nationwide, the Environmental Protection
Agency reports no current “significant violations”
at Ergon facilities but shows seven receiving
fines since 2010, the highest $17,200 paid by a
Vicksburg, Mississippi,  refinery. A Texas
Commission on Environmental Quality record
lists an emergency response at the site on March
24 as having been closed. Clawson, the agency
spokesman, said he had no details.

Avoid bathing 
Meanwhile, city officials on Friday continued

to ease restrictions on the use of tap water while
workers flushed water pipes to make sure any
remnants of the chemical are removed. Limited
use of water is allowed in some neighborhoods.
Water can be used for showering and washing
clothes, but not yet for drinking. They warn that
young children and those with weakened
immune systems should avoid bathing so as not
to accidentally swallow the water.

Officials said Thursday that residents in some
parts of the city can consume water however they
wish, but there were still sections Friday where
authorities urged no use at all. In additional to
shuttering schools, the leak also continued to dis-
rupt commerce. Officials said plenty of bottled
water has been donated to help residents. City
officials have said that no one has turned up at
area hospitals with symptoms that might indicate
they were sickened or burned by the chemical. A
city councilman, Michael Hunter, told the Corpus
Christi Caller-Times that it was unlikely the leaked
chemical was concentrated enough to do harm,
but that every precaution must be taken.

The incident is the latest in a string of water
scares for Corpus Christi. In May, the city issued its
third boil-water advisory in a year as a precaution
after nitrogen-rich runoff from rain flowed into
the water system, resulting in low chlorine disin-
fectant levels in the water supply. Boil-water
notices were issued last year because of elevated
levels of E. coli and another for low chlorine levels,
the Caller-Times previously reported. The notices
mirrored two others that were issued in 2007. City
crews have worked to reconfigure some water
mains to ensure that water keeps circulating and
to prevent bacteria growth. But an overarching
concern is an old water system where more than
half of 225 miles of cast-iron pipe needs to be
upgraded. Bajak reported from Houston.  — AP

Chemical leak reported week 
before the public was warned

Big storm hits California
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STEINACH AM BRENNER: Austrian police have started
searching freight trains travelling from Italy at night to
tackle illegal migration and avert further deaths after two
stowaways died earlier this month. A man and a woman
from Eritrea who had hidden on a train bringing trucks
from Italy were crushed to death in Austria’s Tyrol
province, likely having lost consciousness due to freezing
winter temperatures.

Since early November, police have picked up about 90
African migrants heading for Germany on railways in Tyrol,
which are used by most cargo trains going from Italy
across the Alps. Austrian police found 71 dead migrants
locked into a lorry in August 2015, and many officials fear
another disaster. “Illegal migrants always try to scout out
new ways to get north. We have reacted to this phenome-
non of freight train stowaways and intensified controls”
said Manfred Dummer from Tyrol police about the new
search regime that started this week.

Police stop and search all goods trains coming from
Italy between 2200-0600 local time in the shadows of the
ski slopes of the sleepy border town of Steinach, about 80
kilometers closer to Italy than Woergl, where the two
migrants died. “Every kilometer that they’re not on the
train at these temperatures is vital,” Dummer said. With
temperatures of minus 4 degrees Celsius overnight, about
10 policemen and rail security officers in Steinach train sta-
tion carefully searched about 10 freight trains, some of
which were about 600 meters long.

Austria championed the de facto closing this spring of
the Balkan route which hundreds of thousands of people
fleeing war, violence and destruction in the Middle East
and Afghanistan used to reach western Europe last year.
Countries such as Macedonia and Hungary have strongly
tightened controls of road traffic and green border regions
or have erected fences.

This, and a deal the European Union reached with
Turkey to stem the flow, have resulted in more and more
people resorting to travelling across the Mediterranean in
flimsy boats to reach Italy. Most of them want to go north
to Austria, Germany or Scandinavian countries-some as
stowaways on freight trains.

Gerald Tatzgern, who heads the anti-human trafficking
unit at the Interior Ministry, says police pick up about 100
to 150 illegal immigrants a day in Austria. The majority of
those are found on passenger and freight trains. Tatzgern
singled out Bulgaria and Serbia as hubs for traffickers
smuggling Afghans between cargo on trains, sometimes
in groups of up to 30 people in one wagon. —Reuters

NEW YORK: Vanity Fair has had the last
laugh after President-elect Donald
Trump blasted the magazine over a
snooty review of one of his restaurants:
its subscription numbers have broken a
company record.  “Has anyone looked at
the really poor numbers of @VanityFair
Magazine?” the incoming Republican
commander-in-chief asked his 17.4 mil-
lion followers on Twitter bright and early
Thursday. 

“Way down, big trouble, dead!
Graydon Carter, no talent, will be out!”

he added for good measure in reference
to the magazine’s editor, with whom he
has a feud dating back decades. Only it
seems that offending the 70-year-old bil-
lionaire real estate tycoon is good for
business-at least in the news industry.

A magazine spokeswoman said
Vanity Fair that day collected the highest
number of subscriptions sold in a single
day for any Conde Nast company publi-
cation, clocking up 13,000 new subscrip-
tions in a single 24-hour period. The
magazine has added a banner to its

website, calling itself the “magazine
Trump doesn’t want you to read” and
encouraging readers to subscribe.

The offending restaurant review, writ-
ten by reporter Tina Nguyen, summed
up a recent lunch at a bistro in Trump
Tower lobby as “rich-man slop” under the
headline “ Trump Grill  Could Be The
Worst Restaurant in America.” Folio
Magazine quoted Conde Nast as saying
the article received one million unique
views since Trump’s tweet, which did not
link to the review.

Trump has been at loggerheads with
Carter since the 1980s, when the former
reality TV star projected himself as the
definition of wealth. Carter infuriated the
former reality star by calling him a
“short-fingered vulgarian.” Other print
media have similarly seen an uptick in
business since the vitriolic US presiden-
tial campaign and shock election of
Trump, who inflamed the country by
insulting myriad population groups.

The New York Times has announced
an exceptional surge in digital subscrip-

tions, adding more than 200,000 net
subscribers since late September. The
newspaper was among several media
outlets attacked by Trump during his
presidential race. It launched a series of
investigations that revealed his reported
tax loss of more than $900 million.
Vanity Fair followed up the restaurant
review by writing a critical article exam-
ining the ambition and missteps of
Trump’s daughter Ivanka, who is report-
edly considering a role in the White
House. — AFP 

Trump anger smashes Vanity magazine subscription record

DES MOINES: With Ivanka Trump, the typically minor
role of first daughter could get a major makeover. After
she played a key role on the campaign trail, the next
moves by President-elect Donald Trump’s 35-year-old
daughter are being closely watched. She’s been attend-
ing her father’s transition meetings with high-profile fig-
ures from the Japanese prime minister to technology
leaders and has indicated her interest in working on pol-
icy issues like child care.

An executive vice president at the Trump
Organization, Ivanka Trump also owns her own company
selling clothes and jewelry. While three of the president-
elect’s adult children are viewed as close advisers, he
often highlights Ivanka and has made clear that he’d
love to have her with him when he moves into the White
House. Whether that would be in a formal or informal
position is not clear. But Trump adviser Kellyanne
Conway suggested this week that there may be an
exception to anti-nepotism laws for Ivanka Trump and
her husband, Jared Kushner, who runs a real estate and
construction business.

Previous first daughters have played a social role in
the White House. For example, during Harry Truman’s
presidency, when Bess Truman was home in Missouri,
her daughter, Margaret, would play hostess. But it would
be “unprecedented” for Ivanka Trump to serve as a close
adviser, said Katherine Jellison, who chairs the history
department at Ohio University. She added: “If there was
ever a first daughter who played such a close advisory
role to her dad, she really kept it under cover.” Here’s
what we know so far about Ivanka Trump:

The business
With the Trump family, everything comes back to the

vast family business empire. Ivanka, one of Donald
Trump’s three children with his first wife, Ivana Trump, is
an executive vice president of the business along with
her two brothers, Donald Jr., 38, and Eric, 32. Just how
the president-elect will handle his sprawling business
interests remains unclear. Trump has said he will turn
management over to his sons and executives.

Of course, Ivanka has her own business to consider as
well. She recently drew criticism after her company pro-
moted a $10,800 bracelet she wore during a “60
Minutes” interview on CBS. The spokeswoman for the
company later apologized. Since then, Ivanka has
sought to put some distance between herself and her
fashion business. A letter posted on her website said
that she would separate her social media accounts from
her company’s. But questions continue to come up.
Earlier this month, Eric Trump offered a “Private Coffee
with Ivanka Trump in NYC” on a charity fundraising web-
site. But after drawing high bids - and a New York Times
story - the auction appeared to have been removed
from the website Friday. The Trump organization did not
respond to a request for more details.

The White House
Trump’s team says no official decision has been made

about Ivanka Trump’s role, and she was not made avail-
able for an interview for this story.

But the president-elect has made his wishes known.
“I think we’ll have to see how the laws read. I would love
to be able to have them involved,” Trump said on Fox
News of Ivanka Trump and her husband.

Congress passed an anti-nepotism law in 1967 that
prohibits the president from appointing a family mem-
ber to work in an office or agency the president over-
sees. But Conway said on MSNBC’s “Morning Joe” that
the law has “an exception if you want to work in the West
Wing, because the president is able to appoint his own
staff.” Still, Richard Painter, chief White House ethics
lawyer under President George W Bush, said:  “I don’t
believe that this statue exempts the White House.” He
said Conway’s interpretation would be reasonable policy
because it would bring family members under conflict of
interest rules, but added “I’m just not convinced that’s
what the statute says.”

Policy platform
While much about Ivanka Trump’s future role is

murky, her policy interests are quite clear. Throughout
the campaign she highlighted her interest in issues like
child care, pay equity and maternity leave. Her father
mentioned those issues rarely. Ivanka Trump met with a
group of Republican congresswomen on these issues in
September. Since the election, she has been reaching
out to members of Congress to continue the conversa-
tion, according to Sarah Chamberlain, the president and
CEO of Republican Main Street Partnership, who said she
has not heard from the future first daughter.

Republican consultant Katie Packer, who opposed
Trump, said she was welcoming “the spotlight that
Ivanka Trump is going to put on these issues.” But Kristin
Rowe-Finkbeiner, executive director MomsRising, an
advocacy group for women and families, said she was
concerned that the president-elect’s conservative
Cabinet picks don’t share those interests. “Ivanka Trump
is right that child care and paid family leave are national
emergencies, but she was not elected to be president of
the United States of America and her dad, who was, has
taken the opposite approach,” Rowe-Finkbeiner said.

White House hostess
Throughout the campaign, Ivanka Trump played a

more prominent role than Trump’s third wife, Melania,
who has focused her attention on 10-year-old son
Barron. Donald Trump said last month that Melania and
Barron Trump would not move to the White House until
the end of the school year. She could still come in for
major events, but there is historical precedent for a
daughter or sister to step in and shoulder some of the
social responsibilities. Since the election, Melania Trump
has kept a low profile while Ivanka Trump has been a
regular fixture at Trump Tower in New York. This week
she appeared in a photo with Kanye West. — AP 

With Ivanka Trump, the duties  

of first daughter may change

After role in campaign, next moves closely watched 

MANCHESTER, New Hampshire: In this Nov 7, 2016 file photo, Ivanka Trump speaks beside her father, then-
Republican presidential candidate Donald Trump, left, and vice presidential nominee, Indiana Gov Mike Pence
during a campaign rally.— AP 

ORLANDO: President-elect Donald
Trump, in the latest stop of his victory
lap, told a military veteran-laden
crowd in Florida that while he would
build up the country’s armed forces,
he would use them sparingly as com-
mander-in-chief. “For too long, we’ve
moving from one reckless interven-
tion to another, to countries you’ve
never heard of before,” Trump said at a
rally Friday night in Orlando. “It’s crazy
and it’s going to stop.”

Trump still vowed to defeat the
Islamic State group, offering no
details but promising a foreign policy
strategy that “means crushing ISIS
rapidly.” Yesterday, Trump will make
the final stop on his “thank you” tour
at a football  stadium in Mobile,
Alabama, revisiting the site of the
largest rally of his campaign. Then he
will return to Mar-a-Lago, his palatial
Palm Beach estate. Aides said the
president-elect would likely spend all
of Christmas week there, taking meet-
ings and relaxing with his family, and
could stay at the coastal resort until
New Year’s.

Trump on Friday also selected
South Carolina Rep. Mick Mulvaney, a
budget hawk and conservative
Republican, to be his budget director,
according to a transition official not
authorized to speak publicly about
the decision before it was announced.

The stop in Orlando was meant to
salute Trump’s Election Day victory in
a must-win state for his upstart presi-

dential bid. The Republican business-
man, who owns multiple properties
in Florida, calls it his “second home”
and relentlessly campaigned across
it, successfully turning out white vot-
ers from non-coastal areas to best
opponent Hillary Clinton’s strength
among minority voters in the state’s
large cities.

He was in vintage campaign form
Friday, settling scores, belittling oppo-
nents and even conducting a poll
from the stage as to whether the
crowd liked the phrase “Made in
America” or “Made in the USA” better.
(“Made in the USA” won convincingly.)

‘Lock her up’ 
The raucous crowd - which was

double in size of the one in the same
venue in late October - also acted as if
the campaign was still  ongoing,
repeatedly chanting “Lock her up”
about Trump’s former Democratic foe
Hillary Clinton. They also turned their
scorn on the press pen, chanting
“Move them back” when Trump bitter-
ly noted that the reporters at the rally
had better seats than most of the
attendees.

Trump’s pick to head the Office of
Management and Budget helped
found the House Freedom Caucus, the
group of conservative lawmakers who
frequently battled former House
Speaker John Boehner. An early
backer of Trump during the campaign,
Mulvaney took a hard line on federal

spending under the Obama adminis-
tration. A strong proponent of spend-
ing cuts, Mulvaney fought against
raising the nation’s debt limit and fre-
quently expressed a willingness to
shut down the federal government
instead. Mulvaney, as budget director,
would be tasked with steering Trump’s
promised tax cut and infrastructure
investment as well as working to
repeal the Affordable Care Act.

Though Trump will now set up
camp at Mar-a-Lago, he has conduct-
ed most of his Cabinet and White
House interviews from his office in
Trump Tower high above Manhattan.
Those interviews, as well as meetings
with his advisers, continued Friday
morning and included a sit-down with
Homeland Security Secretary Jeh
Johnson, the only current member of
President Barack Obama’s Cabinet to
make the trip to the tower.

Also on Friday, Trump’s incoming
staff - Reince Priebus - had lunch at
the White House with President
Barack Obama’s current chief of staff,
Denis McDonough. Other former
chiefs of staff were also invited.
Meanwhile, three protesters who have
sued Trump, claiming they were
assaulted last March at one of his
campaign rallies, are asking the presi-
dent-elect to sit for a deposition
before he takes office next month.
Trump’s attorney says he intends to
“oppose any efforts” to depose the
president-elect. —AP 

ORLANDO: President-elect Donald Trump takes the stage with Vice President-elect Mike Pence during a rally on
Friday night. — AP 

WASHINGTON: First lady Michelle Obama ‘winks’ and ges-
tures to guests after speaking following the screening for
the movie ‘Hidden Figures,’ Thursday, Dec 15, 2016, in the
South Court Auditorium in the Eisenhower Executive Office
Building on the White House complex. — AP 

WASHINGTON: Michelle Obama says the White House needs
a “grown-up” and the nation will come to appreciate President
Barack Obama. In an interview with Oprah Winfrey set to air
tomorrow night on CBS, the first lady says the election has
reinforced her view that her husband’s administration was
able to inspire hope “because we feel the difference now.”

“Now we’re feeling what not having hope feels like,” she
says. “You know? Hope is necessary. It’s a necessary concept.
And Barack didn’t just talk about hope because he thought it
was just a nice slogan to get votes. I mean, he and I and so
many believe that if you ... what else do you have if you don’t
have hope?” “What do you give your kids if you can’t give
them hope?” she added.

Mrs Obama sat for the interview five weeks after the elec-
tion of Donald Trump to the White House. The Obamas cam-
paigned aggressively against Trump and argued that the New
York businessman is unfit to be president. CBS released an
excerpt of the interview on Friday. In it, Mrs Obama does not
mention the incoming president by name.

While Obama has refused since the Nov 8 election to
repeat his criticisms of Trump, Mrs Obama comes off as less
accepting of the outcome. In the interview, which was taped
Wednesday in the White House residence, she said the public
will eventually appreciate what a reassuring presence her hus-
band was during the past eight years. She compared him to
the person who doesn’t freak out when a toddler bumps his
head, causing the child to start crying.

“I feel that Barack has been that for the nation in ways that
people will come to appreciate,” she said. “Having a grown-up
in the White House who can say to you in times of crisis and
turmoil, ‘Hey, it’s gonna be OK. Let’s remember the good
things that we have. Let’s look at the future. Let’s look at all the
things that we’re building.’” “All of this is important for our kids
to stay focused and to feel like their work isn’t in vain. That
their lives aren’t in vain,” Mrs Obama added. “What do we do if
we don’t have hope, Oprah?” — AP 
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SPRINGFIELD: To deliver his first exten-
sive remarks on the contentious Dakota
Access oil pipeline, all the new North
Dakota governor needed was a camera
and a Facebook account. The simplicity of
the setup spared Republican Gov Doug
Burgum from having to answer questions
from reporters on Thursday and allowed
him to convey his thoughts unfiltered and
unchallenged by the press.

It’s a strategy that’s been used for a
while by governors, state lawmakers and
other elected officials in more tech-savvy
states and becoming increasingly popular
among new-to-politics officeholders,
such as Burgum, Illinois Republican Gov.
Bruce Rauner and, of course, President-
elect Donald Trump, who heavily relies on
Twitter to share his thoughts.

By making social media platforms the
first stop to announce or react to events in
a controlled setting, the politicians are
bypassing the press - who would call into
question assertions made at news confer-

ences - and taking their message to where
their audience is most likely to be
engaged. “Politicians are always trying to
communicate with potential voters. They
want to get a message out and they want
to tell the story the way they want to tell
it,” said Christopher Mooney, director of
the Institute of Government and Public
Affairs at the University of Illinois.

This week, Democratic US Rep.
Michelle Lujan Grisham announced her
run for New Mexico governor in a
YouTube video. In Utah, Republican Gov.
Gary Herbert declared on Twitter he was
pulling his support for Trump after a
video surfaced in October of the busi-
nessman making lewd remarks about
women. Some House Republicans in
Colorado film a YouTube message every
week during the legislative session
because “we can’t be sure how it will be
covered,” House GOP spokesman Joel
Malecka said.

Rauner, a former venture capitalist

who hadn’t served in an elected position
before January 2015, usually takes ques-
tions from reporters after news confer-
ences. Recently, he began hosting
Facebook Live events, typically drawing
about 500 viewers who listen to his
answers to screened questions about
policies he’s advocating for during his 18-
months-and-running budget struggle
with Democrats.

Weakening traditional media 
“As the world continues to engage and

connect on social media, it’s important to
the governor to interact directly with peo-
ple in Illinois to explain how he is working
to create jobs, lower property taxes,
improve schools and enact term limits,”
spokeswoman Catherine Kelly said in a
statement. A July report from the Pew
Research Center on Journalism and Media
found that 44 percent of US adults said
social media was the platform that
informed them of events in the 2016 pres-

idential election during a week in January.
About 29 percent said they relied on a
local print newspaper.

“(Social media has) weakened the
hand of traditional media in many senses.
... Candidates had to give access, they had
to give interviews, they had to be hos-
pitable to reporters,” said Tom Hollihan,
professor of media and politics at the
University of Southern California’s
Annenberg School for Communication
and Journalism. “Nowadays,” he added,
“the Trump campaign has challenged
very powerful news organizations, includ-
ing the Washington Post.”

For decades, most presidents-elect
have held a news conference within days
of the election, which differ from one-on-
one interviews, because the president-
elect must field questions from a broader
range of journalists. Trump has not held a
news conference for more than 140 days -
the longest stretch by a president-elect in
recent memory, according to a running

tally from National Public Radio. During
that time, he’s sent nearly 1,500 tweets by
NPR’s count, and carefully grants one-on-
one interviews. And it’s not unusual for
presidents to champion a direct-to-voters
approach: President Franklin D Roosevelt
gave intimate radio addresses called
“Fireside Chats,” and President Barack
Obama posts weekly video addresses on
the White House website.

Burgum also is new to the political
arena, having spent most of his life as a
computer software executive turned phi-
lanthropist. His “first-day message”
Facebook video, which had 13,000 views
by Friday afternoon, came hours after he
had thrown open his first Cabinet meet-
ing to reporters for 15 minutes - and then
ushered them out without taking ques-
tions. The “media have been the inter-
preters” of politicians’ stories, Mooney
said, but now, “There’s no challenge to
their story. The story is straight out of
their mouths.” — AP 

Social mediation: Politicians avoid press, control message

WARSAW: Thousands of Warsaw residents
joined in a spontaneous protest in front of
Poland’s parliament against a plan by the
conservative ruling party to limit
reporters’ access to legislators. Mobilized
by the civic movement, the Committee for
the Defense of Democracy, or KOD, the
crowd on Friday waved white-and-red
national flags and chanted “Free media!”
in cold winter weather.

Radek Sikorski, a former foreign minister,
was among the government critics who
addressed the protest, harshly denouncing
Poland’s political direction under Jaroslaw
Kaczynski, the powerful chairman of the rul-
ing Law and Justice party that is introduc-
ing many sweeping changes.

Earlier Friday, inside the parliament’s
session hall, a large group of liberal oppo-
sition lawmakers protested the new media
rules by standing on and around the

speaker’s podium for several hours. They
blocked a vote on the 2017 state budget.
The budget vote was eventually taken by
the ruling party’s lawmakers in another
hall, but the opposition questioned its
legality. It was the most serious crisis in
Poland’s parliament in many years.

“The political crisis has grown more
aggravated,” Law and Justice lawmaker
Tadeusz Cymanski said. The crowd
blocked lawmakers’ cars, preventing them
from leaving the parliament area. After a
few hours, police had to make way for
them, as the crowd chanted “We will win!”
At the heart of the issue was free access
to information. In the 27 years of Poland’s
democracy, journalists have been a con-
stant presence in the parliament’s halls.
Banned from the main assembly room,
they can grab politicians for interviews in
the halls. — AP

PARIS: France’s once-powerful left wing is fighting
for its political survival as it prepares for a cacoph-
onous primary for the Socialist presidential candi-
date. Former Prime Minister Manuel Valls leads the
pack but is facing tough challengers who say he’s
betrayed leftist ideals. Here’s a look at the left-wing
contenders, their rivals, and the issues.

When do the votes take place?
Nine candidates declared their candidacy by

Thursday’s deadline to represent the Socialist par-
ty and its allies in France’s two-round, April-May
presidential election. The candidates’ list was
being finalized Saturday for the left’s nationwide
primary, which will take place in two rounds on
Jan. 22 and 29. All French citizens are allowed to
vote if they pay 1 euro ($1.04) and sign a docu-
ment saying they share the values of the left.
Whoever wins the primary will face strong compe-
tition: the anti-immigrant far-right represented by
the National Front, the traditional conservatives
and other centrist and far-left candidates wooing
voters fed up with Socialist President Francois
Hollande.

Why is France’s socialist 
president not running?

Hollande, acknowledging that his personal
unpopularity might cost his party the Elysee
Palace, decided not to run for re-election - clearing
the way for Valls to seek the Socialist nomination
instead. Valls, an immigrant from Spain who
became French as an adult, is campaigning
against populism and wants to be the candidate
of “reconciliation.” The primary is a “great way to be
united again,” Valls said in his first campaign
speech. Yet divisions within the Socialist party
remain deep. The pro-business shift that Hollande
and Valls adopted has prompted rebellion among
some Socialists who believe they betrayed the
leftist values that underpin France’s social welfare
system and its worker protections.

What socialist candidates
are critical of Valls?

Among Valls’ critics is Arnaud Montebourg,
who may be his most serious Socialist challenger.
Montebourg, France’s industry minister and then

its economy minister from 2012 to 2014, lost his
portfolio amid feuding over the country’s eco-
nomic policy. “We have an enormous problem
with Valls. His policies have been, if I summarize,
pro-free market and authoritarian ... it has dislo-
cated the left,” Montebourg told the Le Monde
newspaper. Montebourg pledges to boost the
economy through protectionist measures and
state intervention. Former French Education
Minister Benoit Hamon is also running to present
a more leftist alternative to Valls’ centrist views. A
wild card could be Vincent Peillon, another former
education minister who presents himself  as the
candidate of “unity” and has a less divisive reputa-
tion than Valls.

Who are the popular leftist wild cards?
In a sign of the French left’s deep malaise, other

left-wing candidates have decided to run for presi-
dent without taking part in the January primary.
Polls show far-left leader Jean-Luc Melenchon and

centrist figure Emmanuel Macron - Valls’  former
economy minister - currently have more support
than the eventual Socialist nominee and will be on
the ballot for at least the first presidential round
on April 23.

The right wing and far right
Whoever wins the Socialist primary must also

face strong challengers on the right for France’s
presidential vote on April  23 and - if  the
Socialists survive the first round - the presiden-
tial runoff on May 7. Former Prime Minister
Francois Fillon was designated last month as the
conservatives’ presidential nominee. Another
serious presidential contender is far-right leader
Marine Le Pen, who wants to restore France’s
borders and its national currency and has strong
anti-Islam, anti-migrant views. Political analysts
say Le Pen may reach the second round of the
French presidential election by coming among
the top two contenders in April. — AP 

BARCELONA: Separatist leaders in Catalonia
plan to seek Spanish government support for a
referendum on the region’s independence, but a
lack of consent from Madrid will not stop them
from staging the vote, the president of the
regional government said Friday. Carles
Puigdemont, Catalonia’s pro-independence
leader, told The Associated Press in an interview
that he may seek to push forward his original
plan to hold a binding vote in September 2017.

“We would need to have everything ready,
but it could be earlier, of course,” Puigdemont
said, when asked if his government would hasten
the timetable to prevent the referendum from
becoming mired in legal and political proceed-
ings. “The welfare of Catalonia is only possible
outside of Spain.” Spain’s constitution doesn’t

permit a referendum or the secession of a region.
Earlier Friday, Catalonia Parliament Speaker
Carme Forcadell appeared before a judge to be
questioned about allowing the body’s lawmakers
to debate a secession motion this year.

A thousand Catalan pro-independence sup-
porters, including Puigdemont and hundreds of
town mayors, turned out Friday to support
Forcadell. Waving pro-independence flags and
chanting slogans, the crowd accompanied her
from the local parliament to a nearby regional
court. Other officials, including a former presi-
dent of the region, Artur Mas, have also been
questioned or are being called to testify for
organizing votes in and outside of parliament
about Catalonia’s future within Spain.

Spanish Prime Minister Mariano Rajoy recent-

ly put his second-in-command of his newly-
formed government, Soraya Saez de Santamaria,
in charge of thawing relations with the Catalans,
but both sides blames each other for the lack of
formal negotiations. Friday’s display of support
for Forcadell was aimed, partially, at putting
pressure on Madrid.

A leading figure in the independence move-
ment, Forcadell is accused of disobeying Spain’s
Constitutional Court by recently allowing the
regional Parliament to approve a resolution
expressing its intent to press ahead with seces-
sion. “I made clear that no court can stop the
parliament from debating independence or any
other issue that affects the people of this coun-
try,” she said after answering a judge’s questions
for half an hour. — AP

A crowded starting line for 
France’s Socialist primary

A look at the left-wing, rivals and the issues

PARIS: Former French Prime Minister Manuel Valls, now candidate for the socialist party pri-
mary election, is pictured during the inauguration of his campaign headquarters. —AP 

BANJUL: Longtime Gambian leader Yahya
Jammeh, who initially conceded defeat in a
December 1 presidential poll, has lodged a
Supreme Court case to challenge the result,
despite pressure from the international
community for him to cede power peace-
fully.  The opposition in the small West
African country, however, fears Jammeh
will use a judicial system-considered by
experts to lack independence-to give legiti-
macy to his attempt to hang on to power. 

The legal complaint
The ruling Alliance for Patriotic

Reorientation and Construction (APRC)
filed a complaint with the Supreme Court
on December 13 alleging that opposition
leader Adama Barrow was “not duly elected
or returned as president, and that the said
election was void”. The court challenge
came after Jammeh had surprised
observers by conceding defeat after 22
years in power on television, before chang-
ing his mind.  I t  said the country ’s
Independent Electoral Commission (IEC)
had violated electoral law, announced a
December 5 recount without the consent
of the APRC, and that its returning officers
intimidated legitimate voters and turned
them away on election day.

The Supreme Court
The Gambia’s Supreme Court has lain

dormant since May 2015 with Chief Justice
Emmanuel Fagbenle, a Nigerian, the only
current sitting judge.  Judicial independ-
ence is “the exception rather than the rule,”
said Niklas Hultin, an assistant professor at
the US’s George Mason University and
Africa specialist. “Where the Supreme Court
and other high-level courts have asserted
their independence, there has usually been
some kind of retribution on the part of the
executive,” he added. Jammeh fired several
judges last year after they commuted the
death sentences of former military officers
to life imprisonment.

Judges needed
Jammeh needs to appoint four more

Supreme Court judges for the constitution-
ally required panel of five to hear the chal-
lenge, and six if the decision requires a judi-
cial review. Complicating matters, the tar-
get of his complaint, the Independent
Electoral Commission, is represented by
Jammeh’s own Attorney-General.  The

Gambia’s most influential lawyers’ group,
the Bar Association, has described any
future hearing as therefore “fundamentally
tainted”.  A Bar Association statement said
the challenge was “tantamount to one
being a judge in his own cause considering
that the outgoing president has already
pre-empted the outcome of court process
by declaring the election result as a nullity”.

President-elect Barrow says Jammeh has
left cases against the government to stack
up by failing to appoint justices. “There are
a pile of cases that are waiting... but he
doesn’t care about it,” Barrow told AFP. “And
now he has a case, if he appoints judges we
will see this is personal interest, and not in
the interests of justice.”

Leverage
Senegalese political analyst Babacar

Justin Ndiaye believes Jammeh’s aim is to
obtain better terms for his exit, given the
universal condemnation of his volte-face
and lack of other options. “It’s a strategy of
giving him time, making the situation
worse, wearing down the international
community and finally to look for some
sort of compromise, an arrangement,” he
told AFP. Jammeh has “played his cards
well”, Ndiaye said, leveraging his continued
support from important sections of the mil-
itary to keep the Gambian population from
taking to the streets against him. I f
Jammeh wins the case at some point in the
future, new elections could be called with a
President Barrow in State House. That
would be a “unprecedented” situation in
Africa, according to Ndiaye.

International reaction
The United States has said it does “not

believe (the case) will be heard by a credi-
ble court dedicated to ensuring the integri-
ty of The Gambia’s democratic process”, a
reaction that was notably more hardline
than the UN and regional bloc ECOWAS.
“It is OK for the legal process to be going
on,” the UN’s west Africa envoy Mohamed
Ibn Chambas told AFP Wednesday. “That
legal process has nothing to do with the
term of his mandate,” he added. Banjul-
based diplomats have emphasized that
the most important focus now is the han-
dover of power still expected on January
19, rather than the outcome of the legal
case that for now remains looming in the
background. — AFP 

BARCELONA: The president of the Catalonia region’s parliament, Carme Forcadell, center left, stands next to pro-independence mayors and oth-
er elected officials as she walks towards a court to testify for allowing lawmakers to debate earlier this year on the region’s secession from
Spain. — AP 

Catalan leader mulls early 
vote on break with Spain

BANJUL: This filephoto taken on November 29, 2016 shows Gambian President
Yahya Jammeh listening to one of his aides in Banjul, during the closing rally of the
electoral campaign of the Alliance for Patriotic Reorientation and Construction
(APRC). — AFP 

Gambia’s Jammeh: From 
TV concession to drama

Polish lawmakers, residents 
protest media rules changes
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3 arrested for lynching 
couple over ‘witchcraft’ 

NEW DELHI: A mob beat to death an elderly couple
accused of witchcraft in eastern India, police said yes-
terday, the second such killing in the region in two
weeks. Three people have been arrested over the
lynching, police said, adding that the couple, both in
their late sixties, had been suspected of using black
magic to kill their neighbors in a remote tribal district
of Jharkhand state. After rumors spread that the couple
had killed four people with witchcraft, the mob set
upon them, beating them to death and burning down
their house. “The accused said they killed the couple in
revenge to the death of their four relatives, who they
believe were killed by the couple using witchcraft,”
local police officer Amit Kumar Singh told AFP. Last
week, in another village in the improvised state, a 60-
year-old woman was burnt to death by her neighbor
on suspicion of having used black magic to kill a new-
born baby. Police arrested the neighbor on charges of
murder. Experts say belief in witchcraft and the occult
remains widespread in many tribal and remote areas
of India, where occasional incidents of human sacri-
fices have also been reported. More than 2,000 people
were killed in India on suspicion of witchcraft between
2000 and 2012.

Sri Lanka road accident 
kills 10, more wounded 

COLOMBO: Ten passengers were killed and another
21 wounded yesterday when a van and a bus collided
on a highway in Sri Lankaís former war zone of Jaffna,
police said. All those killed in the head-on collision
along the A-9 highway were passengers travelling in
the smaller vehicle, police said adding that three of
the wounded were in critical condition. The crash
involved a van heading to Jaffna town and a bigger
bus travelling in the opposite direction, police said,
adding that an investigation was underway. A police
officer told AFP it was the worst crash in the area that
he could remember. Last month, the government pro-
posed significantly raising the average traffic fine of
500 rupees to 25,000 rupees ($166) in a bid to reduce
the number of accidents on Sri Lankan roads. About
3,000 people are killed in traffic accidents in the south
Asian country annually.

TOKYO: It’s been five years since North
Korean leader Kim Jong Un took power
following the death of his father, Kim
Jong Il, whose demise was observed at
monuments and on city center plazas
across the nation Saturday. Here’s a look
at five ways the country that has now
been ruled by three generations of Kim -
starting with grandfather Kim Il Sung -
has changed since the ascension of its
30-something “respected marshal.”

The man himself
Kim Jong Un is in some ways a lot

more like his charismatic and gregarious,
albeit brutal and megalomaniacal,
grandfather than Kim Jong Il. He has
gone out of his way to milk that resem-
blance, right down to adopting his trade-
mark haircut from a seemingly bygone
era. While his father almost never spoke
in public, Kim Jong Un has done so on
any number of occasions, including a
four-hour address at his ruling party’s
congress in May. On the flip side, one of
his most important moves to consolidate
power - the execution of his powerful
uncle and the purges that ensued -
demonstrated both his personal inde-
pendence and his willingness to employ
the same kind of oppressive tools that
were the hallmarks of both his father and
grandfather. And, despite a short-lived
friendship with former NBA bad boy
Dennis Rodman, he has yet to travel
abroad or meet a foreign head of state.

Nukes, missiles and rockets
Turning North Korea into a nuclear

power wasn’t Kim Jong Un’s idea - it
almost certainly originated with Kim Il
Sung himself - but it’s defined his first five
years. Of the five nuclear tests North
Korea has conducted, three have been
under his watch and two, including its
most powerful to date and its first of
what Pyongyang claims was an H-bomb,
were this year. Kim Jong Un’s North Korea
has been sprinting to the finish line of a
viable nuclear arsenal and the advanced
missile technology needed to attack
South Korea, Japan and the 50,000 US
troops it hosts, the key US military out-
post of Guam and the US mainland itself.
At the same time, and some argue for
largely the same reasons, the North
under Kim has also joined the space race,
putting satellites into orbit and aiming to
reach the moon within the next decade.

Shifting priorities
North Korea’s main motto under Kim

Jong Il was “Military First.” Under Kim
Jong Un, the focus is now on building

more and better nukes and bolstering
the national economy, in large part
through developing science and technol-
ogy. To suit his goals, Kim has shifted
more power to the ruling party and to his
Cabinet and put the nation on collective
overtime with repeated “loyalty cam-
paigns.” It remains to be seen how sus-
tainable his two-pronged nukes-and-but-
ter policy will be in the face of interna-
tional sanctions and internal, systemic
weaknesses. So far, it has been at least
workable. The North is already a de-facto
nuclear state and its economy, though
fragile and no doubt underperforming, is
showing small but persistent growth.

Fostering markets 
Probably more out of pragmatic

necessity than anything else, Kim Jong
Un has allowed capitalist-style markets
and entrepreneurialism to expand, invig-
orating the domestic economy and creat-
ing new revenue streams for the govern-
ment, which profits by either taking a cut
or by directly supporting such enterpris-
es. Changes in farming policy that let
individuals personally benefit from big-
ger harvests have boosted agricultural
output. The relatively affluent capital of
Pyongyang - home to the North’s most
fortunate - has seen a significant increase
in everything from taxis to coffee shops
and streets stalls. But the rise of the “cash
masters,” an empowered middle class
more open to capitalist ideals, or just
more determined to acquire material
wealth, could prove to be a problem for
Kim down the road.

Keeping the masses entertained
Kim Jong Un has on several occasions

vowed to make North Korea a “more civi-
lized” nation. His signature development
projects include an equestrian center
and sprawling water park in Pyongyang
and a luxury ski resort near the port city
of Wonsan on the east coast. He has tried
to give his regime something of a softer
face through the all-female Moranbong
Band, which sings its odes to him in a
decidedly pop, and vaguely titillating,
manner. Kim also generated a major
national sensation by ordering a Disney-
quality update to the “Boy General” ani-
me series originally commissioned by his
father. On another major front, Kim has
made a big shift toward sports - vowing
North Korea will become a major inter-
national sports power - presumably as a
means of bolstering health and national
pride and providing the masses with a
relatively innocuous diversion from their
daily lives. — AP

Afghan gunmen kill five 
female airport workers 

KANDAHAR: Gunmen shot dead five female airport work-
ers and their driver in southern Afghanistan yesterday,
underlining the threat to employed women in the country.
The women were in a van driving to the airport in the
southern Kandahar province when at least three gunmen
on motorcycles opened fire at them, provincial spokesman
Samim Kheplwak told AFP. “All the women and their driver
aboard the van were killed. The attackers fled the area and
we have launched an investigation,” he said.  Kandahar
International Airport Director Ahmadullah Faizi said the
women were employees of a private company who would
provide luggage and body search services for female pas-
sengers.  He said the women were concerned about their
security after receiving death threats from people who dis-
approved of their career. No one immediately claimed
responsibility for the attack, but Kandahar females who
work outside their homes have long been at high risk of
attack from Taleban militants and other insurgent groups.
Afghan women have made giant strides since the Taleban
regime was ousted in 2001, but they are still absent from
public life and continue to suffer high levels of violence,
oppression and abuse. 

News
i n  b r i e f

BEIJING: A prominent Chinese human
rights lawyer who had been missing for
almost a month was held in police cus-
tody and “confessed” to handing over
state secrets, official media said. Jiang
Tianyong took on numerous high-pro-
fi le cases, including those of Falun
Gong practitioners, Tibetan protesters
and victims of the 2008 contaminated
milk powder scandal before being dis-
barred for his activism in 2009, accord-
ing to campaign group Amnesty
International.   He disappeared on

November 21 en route to Beijing from
Changsha, the capital of the central
province of Hunan, where he had gone
to inquire about the situation of a
detained human rights lawyer.

On Friday a Communist Party news-
paper repor ted that he had been
arrested after using another person’s
documents to board the train and was
held in administrative detention for
nine days.  “Investigations showed...
that he was in possession of documents
containing state secrets and was in

contact with foreign structures, organi-
zations and persons, and illegally hand-
ed over state secrets abroad,” the web-
site of Fazhi Ribao (Legal Daily) said, cit-
ing police sources. 

The newspaper reported that since
December 1, Jiang had been subject to
a “criminal coercive measure”-a vague
term which indicates a restriction on
freedom of movement.  “Jiang Tianyong
confessed the relevant crimes,” the dai-
ly added. Forced confessions are com-
mon in China, where courts are over-

seen by the ruling Communist Party. 
UN Special Reporter on extreme

pover t y  and human r ights  Phi l ip
Alston met Jiang on a visit to China in
August and said last week he feared
the disappearance was in part a retali-
ation against the lawyer’s assistance to
UN experts. 

President Xi Jinping has overseen a
tightening of controls on civil society
since assuming power in 2012, closing
avenues for legal activism that had
opened up in recent years.

While the government initially tar-
geted political activists and human
rights campaigners, it has increasingly
turned its attention to the lawyers who
represent them. 

I n  t h e  m o s t  s t r i k i n g  e x a m p l e,
authorities detained more than 200
people last year during the so-called
“709 crackdown”-named after the July
9th date of the roundup-including
lawyers who took on civil rights cases
considered sensit ive by the rul ing
party. — AFP 

Missing Chinese activist ‘gave away state secrets’ 

MANILA: President Rodrigo Duterte threat-
ened yesterday to terminate a pact that
allows US  troops to visit the Philippines, say-
ing “bye-bye America” as he reacted with rage
to what he thought was a US  decision to
scrap a major aid package over human rights
concerns. A US government aid agency, the
Millennium Challenge Corporation, said earli-
er in the week that its board deferred a vote
on a renewal of the development assistance
package for the Philippines “subject to a fur-
ther review of concerns around rule of law
and civil liberties.”

The agency has clearly not voted to scrap
or approve the aid package, but Duterte
unleashed an expletives-laden tirade upon
his arrival in his southern hometown of
Davao after back-to-back visits to Cambodia
and Singapore. “I understand that we have
been stricken out of the Millennium
Challenge. Well, good, I welcome it,” Duterte
said with apparent sarcasm.

Tit for tat 
“We can survive without American mon-

ey,” he said. “But you know, America, you
might also be put to notice. Prepare to
leave the Philippines, prepare for the even-
tual repeal or the abrogation of the Visiting
Forces Agreement,” he said, referring to a
1998 accord that governs American forces
visiting the Philippines for joint combat
exercises. “You know, tit for tat ... if you can
do this, so (can) we. It ain’t a one-way traf-
fic,” Duterte said, adding tauntingly, “Bye-
bye America.”

The 71-year-old Duterte, who describes
himself as a left-wing politician, has made
similar threats before and after taking
office in June, but he and his officials have
walked back on many of his public state-
ments, causing confusion. While calling
Americans “sons of bitches” and “hyp-

ocrites,” Duterte praised China as having
“the kindest soul of all” for offering what he
said was significant financial assistance. “So,
what do I need America for?” he asked.

He also said Russia can be a very impor-
tant ally. “They do not insult people, they
do not interfere,” he said. Philippine Foreign
Secretary Perfecto Yasay Jr. also criticized
the US  aid decision, saying it happened
after Duterte declared he would chart a for-
eign policy course independent of
Washington. The Philippines had been slat-
ed for another aid package after its previ-
ous five-year, $434 million poverty reduc-
tion program was successfully completed
in May under Duterte’s predecessor,
Benigno Aquino III.

The agency ’s spokeswoman, Laura

Allen, said Thursday that it would continue
to monitor events in the Philippines before
the next board review in March 2017. The
US decision is among the first signs of how
concerns about the rule of law and human
rights under Duterte could entail economic
costs. The US  government, along with
European Union and UN officials, has raised
concerns about Duterte’s crackdown on
illegal drugs, which has left more than
2,000 suspected drug users and dealers
dead in purported gunbattles with police.
More than 3,000 other deaths are being
investigated to determine if they were
linked to illegal drugs.

Burumbumbumbum
In his news conference, Duterte was

pointedly asked how many crime suspects
he has killed in the past when he was still a
crime-busting city mayor amid his vague
and contradicting accounts of his exploits.
The former government prosecutor again
gave contrasting replies. “Maybe one, two
three ... I’m saying, maybe my bullets hit
them, maybe not, but after the burumbum-
bumbum, they’re all dead,” Duterte said.

Replying to another question, he said
that he indeed has killed, but did not pro-
vide details and tried to justify his act.
“When I tell you now that I killed, do not
term them as suspects because all of them
died while they were fighting government
people.” He asked God for forgiveness in
advance, saying he may not have time to
pray if he’s assassinated. “God, forgive me
for killing these idiots,” Duterte said, then
blamed God for the presence of criminals.
“You create a human monster so if you are
God, why do you have to create these
idiots? That’s why they die.”

Duterte, who has had a difficult relation-
ship with President Barack Obama, said he
would change his mindset if President-
elect Donald Trump appeals to him. “I have
talked to Trump, he was very nice, very
courteous,” he said. “I could not sense any
hostile drift, or even the manner he was
saying it, so, in deference, I’ll just wait.”

“I will let Obama fade away and if he dis-
appears, then I will begin to reassess,”
Duterte said, adding that he and Trump
acknowledged each other’s similarly brash
manners. “We talk in the same language,”
Duterte said. He recalled that when he told
Trump in a recent phone call that “I like
your mouth, it’s like mine,” he said Trump
responded by saying, “Yes, Mr President,
we’re similar.” “And you know, people with
the same feather flock together,” Duterte
said. — AP 

China protests Dalai Lama 
meeting with Indian prez

BEIJING: China has objected to the Dalai Lama meeting
with Indian President Pranab Mukherjee earlier this
month, saying the talks had negatively impacted ties
between the Asian neighbors. The Tibetan spiritual leader
met with Mukherjee at the Indian presidential palace in
New Delhi during a child welfare summit attended by
Nobel laureates and world leaders on December 10-11.
“The Chinese side is firmly opposed to any form of con-
tacts between officials of other countries with him (the
Dalai Lama),” Chinese foreign ministry spokesman Geng
Shuang told a regular media briefing Friday. “We urge the
Indian side to... fully respect China’s core interest and
major concerns, (and) take effective means to remove the
negative impact caused by the incident, so as to avoid dis-
turbance to the China-India relationship.” India’s external
affairs ministry brushed off Beijing’s objections, saying the
Dalai Lama and Mukherjee had met at a “non-political”
event, local media reported.  The Dalai Lama fled to India
after a failed uprising in 1959, but is still deeply revered by
many Tibetans in China. — Agencies 

Duterte to US over aid 

issue: Bye-bye America
Duterte unleashes expletives-laden tirade 

SINGAPORE: Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte waves to the Filipino community
in Singapore as he leaves the stage. — AP  

SEOUL: Supporters of impeached South
Korean President Park Geun-hye clashed
with anti-Park protesters yesterday, as
large crowds of demonstrators again gath-
ered in Seoul to demand the scandal-rid-
den leader’s immediate ouster. The histori-
cally large weekend protests over an
explosive corruption scandal pushed
South Korea’s opposition-controlled parlia-
ment to vote this month to impeach Park.
The impeachment suspended Park’s pow-
ers until the Constitutional Court decides
whether she should permanently step
down or be reinstated.

While polls measure Park’s popularity in
the low single digits, her impeachment has
become a rallying point for her conserva-
tive supporters, who turned out in the tens
of thousands yesterday. They waved the
country’s national flag and shouted for
Park’s “illegal” impeachment to be “nulli-
fied,” and the “rotten” parliament to be dis-
solved. The tension was tangible as anti-
Park protesters, whose numbers were
much bigger, gathered on a boulevard
across the street from where Park’s sup-
porters were rallying. Protest organizers
estimated that about 600,000 anti-Park
protesters turned out.

Yelling and shoving 
Despite thick lines of police officers sep-

arating them, there was some yelling and
shoving between the two groups, with one
Park supporter hitting an anti-Park protest-
er with the pole of her flag. There were no
immediate reports of serious violence or
injuries. Huge throngs of anti-Park protest-
ers later walked toward the presidential

offices and residence, known as the Blue
House, carrying candles and signs and
demanding that Park immediately quit.

Other groups marched toward the office
of Prime Minister Hwang Kyo-ahn, who
assumed the role as government caretaker
after Park was impeached on Dec. 9, and
toward the Constitutional Court. “I can’t
stand Park for even another day. Nobody
wants her, but she’s stubbornly sticking
around, using taxpayer money like it’s her
money,” said Kim Eun-young, who partici-
pated in her third weekend protest.

Prosecutors accuse Park of colluding
with a longtime confidante to extort mon-
ey and favors from companies and allowing
her to manipulate state affairs. The court
has up to six months to decide on Park’s
case. If she is formally removed from office,
the country will hold a presidential election
within 60 days. Park has apologized for put-
ting trust into her jailed friend, Choi Soon-
sil, whose criminal trial begins on Monday,
but has denied any legal wrongdoing.

On Friday, lawmakers attempted to
inspect records at the president’s office, but
were denied entry. The lawmakers had
planned to look into allegations that Blue
House security officials allowed Choi and
her key associates to easily move in and out
of the presidential offices and residence.
Park’s lawyer, Lee Joong-hwan, said the
court should restore Park’s powers because
there is insufficient evidence to justify her
unseating. 

He and other members of Park’s legal
team submitted a statement to the court
explaining why the case should be decided
in the president’s favor. — AP 

KANDAHAR: An Afghan policeman inspects a damaged
vehicle in Kandahar yesterday, in which five female air-
port workers were killed. —AFP 

5 ways N Korea has changed 

in 5 years under Kim Jong Un

SEOUL: Supporters of South Korea’s President Park Geun-Hye march toward the
presidential house during a rally against the impeachment of the president. — AFP 

S Korea’s Park supporters  

clash with demonstrators 
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The army said that the bus-carrying low-ranking pri-
vates and non-commissioned officers-was attacked
after leaving the commando headquarters in the city.
President Recep Tayyip Erdogan said that the “acts of
terror” in Turkey were “aiming at all 79 million of our citi-
zens together with our soldiers and police.” Without
referring specifically to the Kayseri attack, he said that
Turkey was targeted by all terror groups but especially
the outlawed Kurdistan Workers Party (PKK). 

“We will fight decisively against these terror organi-
zations in the spirit of a national mobilization,” he said.
Turkey has seen a spate of deadly bombings in a bloody
2016 blamed both on jihadists and Kurdish militants
that have left dozens dead and put the country on daily
alert. In June, 47 people were killed in a triple suicide
bombing and gun attack at Istanbul’s Ataturk airport,
with authorities blaming the Islamic State group.

Another 57 people including 34 children were killed
in August in a suicide attack by an IS-linked bomber at
a Kurdish wedding in the southeastern city of
Gaziantep. Kurdish militants have twice struck with
bombings that killed dozens in Ankara in February and
March. The attacks have come with the civil war still
raging in neighboring Syria, where Turkey is staging its
own incursion to expel jihadists and Kurdish militia
from the border area. Turkey is also still reeling from a
failed July 15 coup blamed on the US-based Islamic
preacher Fethullah Gulen that has been followed by a
relentless purge of his alleged supporters from all state
institutions.

One of the main cities of central Turkey, Kayseri is a
key industrial hub with a population of over one million

and usually seen as a peaceful area. The city lies close to
the famous landscapes of Cappadocia, a magnet for
tourists around the world. It is well west of the south-
east of the country that has been hit by months of
deadly fighting between the PKK and the security
forces. Following the bombing, dozens of protesters
stormed the offices of the pro-Kurdish Peoples’
Democratic Party (HDP) in Kayseri, draping a Turkish
nationalist flag from the top floor, footage posted on
social media showed.

The government slapped a temporary broadcast ban
on footage of the attack, as is becoming typical in the
aftermath of major incidents in the country. The Turkish
military has stepped up operations against the PKK
after a fragile ceasefire broke down in the summer of
2015. Since then, there has been a dramatic surge in
violence that shows no sign of ending. Last week’s dou-
ble bombing in Istanbul, which targeted police after a
match of the Besiktas football club, was claimed by the
Kurdistan Freedom Falcons (TAK) seen as a radical off-
shoot of the PKK.

Meanwhile, His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-
Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah yesterday sent a cable of con-
dolence to Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan over
the victims of the car bombing that hit Turkey’s central
province of Kayseri earlier yesterday and left dozens of
people dead or wounded. In the cable, His Highness the
Amir condemned the blast as a terrorist act that target-
ed innocents and breached all religions and human and
ethical values. His Highness the Crown Prince Sheikh
Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah and His Highness
the Prime Minister Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Hamad
Al-Sabah sent the Turkish president cables of similar
sentiments. — Agencies 

Suicide bombing targets Turkish soldiers...
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“Now we are working on international guarantees to
guarantee the safety of those who leave Aleppo so that
such violations are not repeated,” Abu Bakr said. 

The chaos surrounding the Aleppo evacuation
reflects the complexity of Syria’s civil war, with an array
of groups and foreign interests involved on each side.
Aleppo had been divided between government and
rebel areas in the nearly six-year war, but a lightning
advance by the Syrian army and its allies that began in
mid-November deprived the insurgents of most of their
territory in a matter of weeks.

Iranian demands
The Syrian Observatory for Human Rights, which

monitors the war, said no buses or ambulances had yet
entered Al-Foua or Kefraya, but the operation was
expected to begin soon. It said in the villages there are
about 20,000 people, of whom roughly 4,500 are pro-
government fighters. Iran, one of Syria’s main allies, had
demanded that the villages be included in any ceasefire
deal, rebel and United Nations officials have said.

Though both Russia and Iran back Syrian President
Bashar Al-Assad, rebels have blamed Tehran and the
Shiite groups it backs in Syria for obstructing Moscow’s
efforts to broker the evacuation of east Aleppo. Earlier
this week, the government side demanded the evacua-
tion of wounded people from al-Foua and Kefraya for
the Aleppo deal to proceed. Rebels initially accepted the
demand, but on Friday it emerged that one group, for-
merly known as the Nusra Front, had not agreed to it.

The Syrian Observatory said 8,000 people, including
some 3,000 fighters and more than 300 wounded, had
left the city in convoys of buses and ambulances in the
evacuations that began on Thursday morning. Rebel
officials say the numbers evacuated are much lower,
with no fighters having left. The head of the
International Committee of the Red Cross in Syria said
no one knows how many people are left in rebel-held
Aleppo, and the evacuation could take days.

The UN says around 30,000 people remain in the
crowded enclave of rebel-held Aleppo, of whom a num-
ber would be taken to Idlib province, which is mostly

controlled by hardline Islamist groups, and the rest
would go to government-held city districts. Idlib is
already a target for Syrian and Russian air strikes but it is
unclear whether the government will push for a ground
assault or simply seek to contain rebels there for now.
Turkey has said Aleppo evacuees could also be housed
in a camp to be constructed near the Turkish border to
the north.

Putin seeks ceasefire
Russian President Vladimir Putin, Syria’s most power-

ful ally, said on Friday he was working with Turkish
President Tayyip Erdogan to try to start a new round of
Syrian peace talks aimed at securing a nationwide
ceasefire. A senior Syrian opposition leader, Riyad Hijab,
said he was willing to attend the talks if the aim was to
set up a transition government. Assad has ruled out
stepping down as part of a political solution to the war.
Aleppo, a once-flourishing economic centre with
renowned ancient sites, has been pulverized during the
war that has killed more than 300,000 people, created
the world’s worst refugee crisis and allowed for the rise
of Islamic State.

The United States has watched from the sidelines as
the Syrian government and its allies, including Russia,
pinned down the rebels in an ever-diminishing pocket
of territory, culminating in a ceasefire this week. US
President-elect Donald Trump said on Friday his admin-
istration would build “safe zones” to try to help civilians
trapped in Syria’s bloody conflict, an idea that President
Barack Obama said would be too hard to enforce.
“Responsibility for this brutality lies in one place alone:
with the Assad regime and its allies Russia and Iran. And
this blood and these atrocities are on their hands,”
Obama said on Friday.

The Syrian White Helmets civil defense group and
other rights organizations accused Russia of committing
or being complicit in war crimes in Syria, saying Russian
air strikes in the Aleppo region had killed 1,207 civilians,
including 380 children. Even with victory for Assad in
Aleppo, the war will be far from over. Insurgents retain
their rural stronghold of Idlib province, and the jihadist
Islamic State group holds swathes of the east and recap-
tured the ancient city of Palmyra this week. — Reuters

New deal reached for Aleppo 

Continued from Page 1

Meanwhile, the Acting Manpower Authority Director
Abdullah Al-Motoutah said that the Authority is coordi-
nating with the Manpower and government restructur-
ing program to inspect workers at the private sector -
and taking legal actions against those involved in fake

employment only to get the national labor support
allowances. An inspection committee including elements
from the Manpower Authority, Kuwait Municipality,
Ministry of Commerce and Industry and the Interior
Ministry had discovered 2,036 fake companies since the
beginning of the year and that those companies had
been sponsoring 1,128 illegal laborers and beggars. 

241,220 work permits issued

Continued from Page 1

Teeuwen usually works in buildings that are due to be
destroyed in a few months, turning them into temporary
exhibits in what she describes as juxtaposition of the oppos-
ing forces of construction and destruction.

“(But) for the first time I started in a building which was
destroyed already, which was destroyed by war,” she said.
Perhaps Teeuwen’s most famous work in the Netherlands
saw her transform four empty houses due for demolition
into a minimalist space with tilted floors and caved-in walls.
But in Gaza, they had to start by rebuilding one of the walls
destroyed during the war. The team closed it with rows of
bricks and breeze blocks stacked on top of each other but
without cement, which is sparse in Gaza, leaving space for
light to come through.

Inside the exhibition, which took Teeuwen three months,
she has used rubble and chips of tiles from the war to con-
struct a column which snakes upwards to the ceiling. Floors
have been twisted upwards or collapsed inwards, while
some interior walls were removed completely. Others fall
diagonally or are deliberately disjointed to create the feeling
that “everything is on edge,” a written guide to the work said.

More than 120,000 homes were partially or fully
destroyed in the 50-day war in 2014, which led to the deaths
of 2,251 Palestinians and 73 Israelis, according to the United
Nations agency for Palestinians (UNRWA).71,000 have been
repaired, while 12,000 are in the process, UNRWA spokesman
Chris Gunness said. A further 57,000 are yet to be repaired or
rebuilt. Dressed in black, Teeuwen talked to her colleagues
by a fire to keep warm in the winter air, despite the sun pok-
ing through holes in the roof.  “My message to the Palestinian
people is visit this place and see the beauty,” she said.
Mohamed Abu Dagga, Teeuwen’s assistant, said he hoped
the artwork would send a “message” about Gaza.

“Despite the blockade and all the wars the Palestinian
people still love art and beauty and life,” he said. Gaza has
been under an Israeli blockade for a decade, while Egypt
has also largely closed its border with the beleaguered
Palestinian enclave-which is run by Islamists Hamas.
Mohammed al-Najjar, 40, from a nearby town, is still wait-
ing for war-damaged his home to be rebuilt. “I hope I find
help to build a home like this,” he said. After being shown
to the public the Shaath House building will eventually be
demolished, as the owner wants to construct a family
home. — AFP 

Artist brings beauty to war-ravaged Gaza 
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Attacks by Muslims on Christians, especially in rural areas,
carried on after Sadat himself was assassinated by jihadists
in 1981 and succeeded by his vice president, Hosni
Mubarak. In more recent times, Copts have also had to con-
tend with Islamist extremists whose propaganda portrays
them as outsiders and second-class citizens.

Some say the roots of discrimination can be found in
schools. Schools teach compulsory classes in religion, with
Christians leaving classrooms during Islamic lessons to
attend separate Christian religion tuition. In Arabic classes,
Christians memorize Quranic verses-a primary reference for
teaching the language-while Muslims are taught about
Christianity from an Islamic perspective. “They don’t learn
anything about my religion,” said Peter, a Copt in his 30s.
Bigotry was one of the reasons that Peter, who asked not to
be fully identified, left Egypt, saying it made him feel “like I’m
not from this country”.

Halim said confronting discrimination should involve gov-
ernment ministries as well as institutions from both sides of
the religious divide. They should “create a national project to
start a current of enlightenment among Egyptians”, Halim
said. After Mubarak’s overthrow in a 2011 uprising, Copts
came under attack again, with dozens killed in sectarian
clashes and in a confrontation with the military in October
that year. Under Islamist president Mohamed Morsi, funda-
mentalists regularly incited violence against Christians. 

Following his overthrow by the military in 2013, Muslim
mobs attacked dozens of churches and Christian properties

accusing the Copts of having sided with the army. With for-
mer military chief Abdel Fattah Al-Sisi’s election a year later,
Copts hoped they had found an ally who understood the
dangers of Islamist extremism. Sisi, who oversaw a bloody
crackdown on Morsi’s supporters and pledged to wipe out a
jihadist insurgency, became Egypt’s first president to attend
a Christmas mass. His administration also finally regulated
church construction under a law supported by the Coptic
Church, though opposed by critics for retaining obstacles.

“What happened is not enough to change ideologies,”
said Halim. There has been an uptick of sectarian incidents
in 2016. In May, Muslim villagers set ablaze Christian homes
and paraded an elderly Coptic woman naked over rumors
that her son was in a relationship with a Muslim woman. In
February, authorities halted the hiring of a Christian woman
as a school principal after student protests in Minya
province, south of the capital.  

Violent attacks have increased, with clashes often
ignited by rumors that Christians were building a
church. Activists say extremist Salafi preachers are
spreading hatred in non-mainstream religious services,
some of them available online. “It is very clear that
hatred is present in speeches. I don’t know what they
(the authorities) are waiting for,” Halim said. This year,
four Coptic teenagers were convicted of insulting Islam
after they recorded a video mocking the Islamic State
group. The government prefers to defuse communal
tensions or clashes between Muslims and Copts by hold-
ing “conciliation meetings” rather than applying the law,
critics say. —  AFP 

Church attack raises calls to uproot...

ROME: Pope Francis voiced hope for a “fruitful and joyous”
old age at a mass for his 80th birthday yesterday, as he
received messages of congratulations from around the
world. “Old age sounds ugly, and causes fear. But old age
yearns for wisdom,” he told dozens of cardinals at the mass
in a papal chapel in Rome.  “Old age is quiet and religious,
but also fruitful. Pray that mine will be that way, quiet and
religious, fruitful and also joyous.” The Argentine pope
received messages of congratulations from around the
world for his 80th birthday, including at email addresses in
eight languages specially set up by the Vatican.

“Italy is grateful to you for your constant closeness,”
said one from Italian President Sergio Mattarella.  “The
pope’s office is covered in drawings by children from the
whole world celebrating his birthday,” tweeted Antonio
Spadaro, a Jesuit theologian close to the pontiff. Spadaro
released photographs of drawings showing a smiling
pope with the world on his head or surrounded by chil-
dren and party balloons.  But like almost every other day
of his papacy, Saturday will be a working day for the holi-
day-phobic Francis.

Apart from the morning mass with the cardinals, he has
meetings with Maltese President Marie-Louise Coleiro, sev-

eral prelates and members of the Nomadelfia, a secular
community that tries to live as the early Christians.  In
recent years, the pope has marked his birthday by distrib-
uting hundreds of sleeping bags to homeless people in
Rome or by sending food to a migrant shelter. Born into a
family of Italian heritage on December 16, 1936, Jorge
Bergoglio became the 266th pope when he was elected on
March 13, 2013.This will be the fourth birthday the former
bishop of Buenos Aires has celebrated in the modest St
Martha’s boarding house he has made his home inside the
Vatican’s walls.

He has shown no sign of slowing down in his drive to
reshape the Catholic Church to reflect his own vision of
compassion and humility.  The first pope from the
Americas continues to set a relentless pace as he reaches a
milestone at which cardinals are ushered into semi-retire-
ment. There are signs of fatigue, natural for a man of his
age who lost part of a lung in his youth, and the occasional
grimace bears witness to the sciatic pain that is a near con-
stant companion. He has not ruled out following the his-
toric example of his predecessor Benedict XVI, who retired,
exhausted, in 2013, although there is no suggestion that
could happen soon. —  AFP 

Pope, at 80, looks to ‘joyous’ old age



By Celia Lebur

A
li Bukar didn’t know anyone when he arrived in
Maiduguri with 43 people in tow and not a coin in
his pocket.  Bukar was fleeing the brutal killings of

civilians by the Boko Haram Islamists in northeast Nigeria-
along with his wives, his sons, their wives and grandchil-
dren. They slept in a parking lot “until a man took pity on
us,” he said.  Around one million people have flooded the
capital of Borno state seeking to escape the insurgency
that Boko Haram has waged since 2009.  

The camps set up for displaced people are not sufficient,
so many residents of Maiduguri have opened their doors to
these victims of conflict.  But now years later the refugees
still cannot return to their home villages, and struggling city
residents are starting to blame the influx for problems in
the community. Between 70 to 90 percent of the displaced
in Maiduguri have relied on the compassion of the local
people to survive. Bukar and his family have never stayed at
a camp. A local merchant had welcomed them to his home
and fed them for a year, the scar-faced old man said.

But then they had to leave because the financial burden
became too much, Bukar said. Today the family is living in a
so-called “hosting community”, one of hundreds of such
private places where refugees are sheltered around the
city. “I couldn’t just sit there and watch people die of
hunger, I had to help them,” said Baba Kura Al-Kahi, the
boss of these hosting communities, a local businessman
who made his fortune in real estate and in 2013 turned
over some land he owned to the displaced.

Boko Haram epicenter
Today many refugees are squatters on construction

sites, in schools, in public housing, while thousands of oth-
ers are taken in by relatives or members of their ethnic
group, often Kanuri or Hausa. Neighbors have organized
aid, growing food for the most needy, bringing them
clothes and sheets and cooking utensils. But “resources are
overstretched, especially with regards to water and sanita-
tion, with regards to hospital facilities, with regards to even
food security issues,” the Borno state governor, Kashim
Shettima said.  

Still Maiduguri, after years of being under siege, has a
semblance of normal life compared with the devastated
hinterland. The city’s ceasefire has been pushed back four
hours to 10:00 pm. Soldiers and checkpoints are less
noticeable and merchants and passers-by have returned to
the centre city’s sidewalks. The schools, which were closed
for two years, reopened last month. 

Over the past year, Nigerian President Muhammadu
Buhari’s government has made repeated announcements
that Boko Haram is close to being defeated, and Shettima
considers the battle “over” and predicts that hundreds of
thousands of displaced people will have returned to their
homes by May But this is the cradle of Boko Haram
Islamists and they have not disappeared.  Just last week-
end, a new suicide bombing hit Maiduguri’s busy market,
killing one person and injuring 18 others. The two bombers
were girls thought to be only seven or eight years old, a
hallmark of the jihadist group which often uses women or
girls in such operations-especially in Borno state-the epi-
centre of their insurgency.

Begging and prostitution 
And the economy of the region has been ravaged by

war. Unemployment is sky high at around 35 percent or
more, according to the Borno governor. In the streets of
Maiduguri the number of beggars in rags who bang on the
windshields of the cars stopped at red lights has mush-
roomed. The city’s ills are now being blamed on the
refugees, these waves of people who have flooded
Maiduguri and doubled its population since the Boko
Haram revolt began. The insurgency has left more than
20,000 people dead and 2.6 million displaced in northern
Nigeria. The governor says the displaced camps “are the
source of many problems”, including networks for prostitu-
tion and drug trafficking.  

“The residents helped as much as they could but now
they are more and more critical.” a journalist in Maiduguri
who requested anonymity said. “The people are afraid of
the crime and epidemics that can arise,” Yannick
Pouchalan, director of Action against Hunger in Nigeria,
says “it is clear that Maiduguri cannot offer a decent life to
all these people,” Yet compared to the villages, the
refugees, especially the youth, find the city has more to
offer.  “If you are 15, and you can take advantage of the
security, the services of a big city and have access to the
internet... you’re surely not going to go back home to your
village,” Pouchalan says. — AFP
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Maiduguri overwhelmed by victims of Boko Haram insurgency

By Celia Lebur 

A
t Hot Bites, the party is in full swing and there is
beer, dancing and boy-meets-girl until curfew time
hits Maiduguri, the cradle of the Boko Haram

jihadist movement.  “We need to move on,” said 18-year-old
Fatima, her almond-shaped eyes rimmed with eyeliner,
teetering on high heels with a dress sporting a plunging
neckline. “Maybe I can find my future husband here,” she
said with a laugh.  Nightlife is slowly returning to the
northern city, where the Boko Haram insurgency erupted
in 2009 and has since spread havoc and destruction across
Nigeria and its adjoining countries.

At Hot Bites, the trendiest nightclub in the capital of
Borno State, northern Nigeria’s many cultures cavort, with
dancers in veils next to writhing women in sexy glittering
dresses. Beer flows as indulgent soldiers watch on, taking a
welcome break from the rigours of the frontline. After years
of being under siege, Maiduguri is attempting to return to
normal. The ceasefire has been pushed back four hours to
10 pm, and there are fewer policemen and soldiers on the
streets. Boko Haram’s violent campaign for a hardline
Islamic north has claimed more than 20,000 lives in Nigeria
alone and led to more than 2.6 million people to flee their
homes. Teens like Fatima have spent half their lives living in
fear: fear of being abducted, raped or killed, or having
someone in the family murdered.

‘I just drink beer’ 
But tonight, Fatima is out to snare a man, and has

dropped her hijab toward that end. “I live with my grand-
ma, so I can’t dress like that, she doesn’t even know I
came here,” she said, adding: “I changed my clothes on
the way.” Although Borno is conservative-Sharia was
decreed in the state in 2001 well before the Boko Haram
insurgency broke out-Maiduguri has always been more
relaxed, attracting youths from across the north seeking
more freedom and fun.

Christians and Muslims party together at Hot Bites,
grooving to hits from Afropop stars such as Wizkid or Mr
Balogun, born more than 1,000 kilometers down south in

Lagos, Nigeria’s teeming seaside economic capital.  Muna,
her hair tucked under a black turban and a cigarette in
hand, downs a third beer perched on a bar stool. “I just
drink beer, I don’t take anything else,” she said, adding
that many of her peers did drugs. Tramadol-a powerful
pain killer which is used by Boko Haram fighters and can
lead to addiction-is sold round the corner. Heroin and
cocaine are also easily available in Maiduguri, humanitari-
an workers say.

‘Can’t live without music!’ 
But revelers at Hot Bites know that the conflict is not

over, that Islamist fighters are hiding out at the nearby
Sambisa forest and that they have to scrupulously respect
the curfew. Some hardened veterans lock themselves in

and party all night long over weekends. “We are free to do
what we want” in the pulsating nightclub, said a 32-year-
old official named Sunday. “Everybody is welcomed, except
for Boko Haram.”

Hot Bites’ owner Ayo Deji organizes poolside parties
with local artists on Sunday afternoons. “We suffered too
much. Young people just want to relax and forget the trou-
bles,” Deji said, adding that Boko Haram members or their
cohorts would spy on the young to see if they were adher-
ing to traditional Islamic mores.  “When Boko Haram was
there, they forbid us to listen music. Even on the phone
you couldn’t listen to music or they shoot you,” he said.  But
that left him undeterred. “They can launch bombing
attacks, I’ve never stopped listening to music. We, the
Nigerians, cannot live without music!” he said. — AFP 

On frontline of Nigeria’s jihadist war, nightlife fights the blues 

Dr James J Zogby 

T
he tumult that has rocked the Arab World, has con-
tributed to dramatic changes in the Arab public’s
attitudes toward important global and regional

powers. This is one of the findings of a recent Zogby
Research Services (ZRS) poll of over 7,000 adults in six
Arab countries (Egypt, Lebanon, Jordan, Saudi Arabia,
UAE, and Iraq), Turkey, and Iran. 

The wide-ranging study, prepared for the annual Sir
Bani Yas Forum, covered a number of topics asking
respondents to identify: obstacles to stability and
sources of the conflicts in Iraq, Syria, Libya, and Libya; the
causes of extremism; and how best to deal with the
threat of extremism. While all warrant examination, the
shake up in the region’s positive and negative percep-
tions of the roles played by global and local powers is
both fascinating and consequential. 

In face to face interviews, conducted in late
September-early October, ZRS found that Saudi Arabia is
in an exceptionally strong position in the Arab World,
while favorable attitudes toward Iran and Turkey contin-
ue to decline. These ratings and the mixed reviews given
to the US and Russia define the turn-about that has
occurred in recent years. In 2006, just one decade ago,
the attention of most Arabs was focused on the continu-
ing US war in Iraq and the US support for Israel’s destruc-
tive assault on Lebanon and its occupation policies in
the West Bank and Gaza. In that context, not surprisingly,
attitudes toward the US were at their lowest point. 

With then-Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad
leading a war of words not only against the US and Israel,
but also the weak Arab response to both, favorable atti-
tudes toward Iran were on the rise region-wide reaching
over 70% in most Arab countries-including over 85% in
Egypt and Saudi Arabia. In 2009, Turkey’s then Prime
Minister Erdogan created a sensation with his televised
public rebuke of Israeli President Shimon Peres. This
behavior brought about a spike in the Arab World’s
favorable assessment of Erdogan and Turkey. 

After the Turks broke relations with Israel and con-
tinued to publicly challenge its policies, their favorable
ratings rose even higher. Contributing to the Arab
World’s positive assessment of Turkey were that coun-
try’s economic progress and what appeared to be its
successful democratic experience. Much has changed
in the past decade. Iran’s meddlesome regional role has
angered many Arabs causing a steep and steady
decline in its ratings. The “nail in the coffin” of Iran’s
regional standing has been its support for the Syrian
regime of Bashar Al Assad. 

Just how precipitous this decline has been can be
seen by looking at the changes that have occurred in
Egypt and Saudi Arabia dropping from almost nine in
ten who had a favorable rating of Iran in 2006 to less
than one in ten in 2016. Even Lebanon, which continued
to rate Iran favorably throughout the last decade, has
now joined the rest of the Arab World is giving that
country a net negative rating. It is also worth noting that
in no Arab country does a majority see Iran as playing a
positive role in the region or view it as important to have
good relations with the government in Tehran. 

The Arabs’ assessment of Turkey has also taken a hit
largely owing to that country’s bungling efforts to claim
a regional leadership role and its troubling drift toward
authoritarianism. Once held in high esteem in every
Arab country, now only Jordan and Lebanon give Turkey
a net favorable rating and only Jordan and Saudi Arabia
see Turkey playing a constructive regional role.  

While attitudes toward Turkey and Iran are in decline
across the region, Saudi Arabia continues to receive the
highest favorable ratings in all Arab countries and
Turkey. Majorities in all the Arab countries also see the
Kingdom contributing to peace and stability and view
having good relations with Saudi Arabia as important-
with a majority of Iranians also favoring good relations
with the Kingdom.   

Both of the major global powers covered in this sur-
vey, the United States and Russia, fare quite poorly. They
each receive a net positive rating in only one country-the
US in Lebanon and Russia in Iran. Neither the US or
Russia are seen as promoting peace and stability, and
both receive mixed reviews in response to the question
about the importance of having good relations with
them-the US scores high in just Lebanon, Jordan, and
the UAE, while only Egypt, Lebanon, and Iran want good
ties with Russia. 

Iraq is the one country where the US scores lowest in
all areas. Only 6% of Iraqis view the US favorably and see
it contributing to peace and stability in the Middle East,
and only 16% of Iraqis say that it is important for their
country to even have good relations with the US. It is
interesting to note the countries where attitudes toward
the US actually improved (Egypt, Lebanon, and Jordan).
The cause of both appears to be the Administration’s
lighter regional footprint. 

Focus

A picture taken in Bama, northeast Nigeria shows a fuel station destroyed by Boko Haram. The conflict with Boko
Haram in northeast Nigeria has displaced more than 2.6 million people. — AFP 

Photo shows a general view of the abandoned streets in Bama in northeast Nigeria. —AFP 



RAMSAU: Johannes Rydzek led a German sweep
of the top four spots in a Nordic combined
World Cup event yesterday. Rydzek overtook
Fabian Riessle on the finish stretch and beat
his teammate by 1.5 seconds as he finished
in 22 minutes, 23.6 seconds. It was Rydzek’s
third win of the season and ninth overall as
the world champion extended his lead in the
season standings. Olympic champion Eric
Frenzel trailed by 8.7 in third, and Vinzenz
Geiger was 15.0 back in fourth. Norway’s Espen
Andersen was the best non-German finisher in
fifth. Frenzel opened the 10-kilometer cross-coun-
try race after winning the jumping ahead of
Mario Seidl of Austria. Seidl dropped to
seventh after posting the 37th time in
the cross-country portion. Another
Nordic combined event is scheduled
for today. — AP
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BERLIN: Borussia Dortmund CEO Hans-Joachim Watzke has
slammed the referee who sent off their Germany international
winger Marco Reus in the 2-2 draw at Hoffenheim.
Hoffenheim remain the only unbeaten team in Germany’s top
flight this season after Friday night’s stalemate. Pierre-Emerick
Aubameyang earned a point for the visitors just after the
break with his 16th league goal of the season. But Dortmund
played the entire second half with 10 men after Reus’s dis-
missal and Watzke was furious with the performance of refer-
ee Benjamin Brand. The official missed Sandro Wagner’s push
on Sven Bender to make it 2-1 to the hosts on 20 minutes at a
sold-out Rhein Neckar Arena, before Aubameyang struck the
leveller. And Brand missed a pull by Nadiem Amiri on Reus,
who then earned a second yellow-and subsequent red-on 41
minutes having already been booked early on. “I’m happy
(with the result), but still annoyed by these unbelievable
incorrect decisions in the first half, that is clear,” Watzke told
Sky. “Everyone saw the push (from Wagner) and the referee
was five metres away. — AFP

Dortmund boss slams ref 
after draw at Hoffenheim

MADRID: Fourteen-times grand slam champion Rafa Nadal has turned to fel-
low Mallorcan Carlos Moya in an attempt to revitalise his career, the 30-year-
old Spaniard said yesterday. Moya, like Nadal a former world number one, will

join his team for the coming season and work alongside
his uncle Toni Nadal and Francis Roig. “To have some-

one like Carlos who is not only a friend but also a very
important person in my career is something special,”
Nadal said in a statement. “He will be next to me on
my practice and competition.” Nadal, without a
grand slam title since winning the French Open for
a ninth time in 2014, has been plagued by injuries

and loss of form in the past two years. He has always
been fiercely loyal to uncle Toni who has been his coach

since before he burst into the limelight by winning the
French Open as a teenager in 2005.  However, with

his powers apparently on the wane Nadal has
moved to shake up his entourage, turning to
close friend Moya.— Reuters

Carlos Moya joins Rafal 
Nadal’s coaching team

Rydzek leads German
sweep in Nordic WCup

VAL GARDENA: From left, second placed Aksel Lund Svindal, of Norway, first placed Max Franz of Austria and third placed Steven Nyman of
the United States celebrate on the podium of an alpine ski, men’s World Cup downhill, in Val Gardena, Italy, yesterday. — AP

VAL GARDENA: Max Franz stunned the field to
win a World Cup downhill yesterday, ending
Austria’s 13-race drought in skiing’s signature
event with his first career victory.

Starting with the No. 26 bib after all of the
favorites had already come down the Saslong
course, Franz finished a slim 0.04 seconds ahead
of Norwegian standout Aksel Lund Svindal and
0.41 in front of Val Gardena specialist Steven
Nyman. The previous Austrian man to win a
downhill  was Hannes Reichelt in Kvitfjell,
Norway, in March last year. Austria, once known
as the sport’s “Wunderteam” for producing
downhillers l ike Franz Klammer, Stephan
Eberharter,  Hermann Maier and Michael
Walchhofer, didn’t win a single downhill all of
last season.

“It’s a big relief,” Franz said. “We knew that all
we needed was a little something and then the
pressure would let up and now we can all ski
without this external pressure.” Matthias Mayer
of Austria won the downhill at the 2014 Sochi
Olympics but he had his season cut short last
year with a horrific crash in Val Gardena, break-
ing two vertebrae. Having returned to action
earlier this season, Mayer finished 17th yester-
day. Franz also had injury problems last season,
missing several races due to knee and ankle

problems. “Of course it’s an individual sport but
this is going to help the entire team,” Franz said
in German through a translator.

The 27-year-old Franz’s previous best results
were two runner-ups and one third-place.
Svindal was already being interviewed as the
presumed winner when Franz came down and
made up a deficit in the final interval.

Upon seeing his result, Franz whipped his
poles around wildly while Svindal took his hat
off and Nyman applauded.

Svindal swept both the super-G and downhill
in Val Gardena last season and was looking for
his first victory since missing much of last sea-
son following a crash and knee injury in
Kitzbuehel. Nyman, meanwhile, needed one
more win to match Klammer and Italian stand-
out Kristian Ghedina for a record fourth down-
hill win in Val Gardena.

The highlights of the Saslong are the camel
bumps, which launch skiers into the air for near-
ly 80 meters (90 yards), and the twisty and tech-
nical “ciaslat” section - two areas that come right
after another midway down. There are also
numerous little bumps and jumps, providing
constant air time.

Svindal made a major error midway through
his run, landing a jump far outside the race line,

prompting him to brake to clear the next gate.
“You don’t win races with mistakes,” Svindal

said. “The other guys are too fast. ... I knew it
wasn’t really perfect.”

Nyman also struggled, sitting down on his
skis while landing the bigger camel jump. Still,
the American was able to regain his speed. “I
was just telling myself, ‘You got to keep push-
ing. The first thing in my mind was that the
knees didn’t pop so things are OK. Let’s keep
going, keep charging. Let’s go, let’s go, let’s go,’”
Nyman said

All three of Nyman’s wins have come in Val
Gardena.

“I  can’t not be happy about a podium,”
Nyman said. “I’m really happy to perform the
way I did with a mistake.” Adrien Theaux of
France finished fourth and 2013 winner Erik
Guay of Canada was fifth.

In a strong day for the US Ski Team, Travis
Ganong came seventh and Bryce Bennett was
eighth. Kjetil Jansrud, the Norwegian who had
won the opening three speed races of the sea-
son - including Friday’s super-G on the Saslong,
was only 12th.

The men travel over the Gardena pass into
Alta Badia for a giant slalom and a parallel
slalom today and tomorrow, respectively. — AP

Franz beats Svindal to 
maiden World Cup win

VAL D’ISERE: Ilka Stuhec continued her
outstanding form by winning a World Cup
downhill race yesterday for her fourth vic-
tory so far in a remarkable season.

The 26-year-old Slovenian finished .28
seconds ahead of Austrian Cornelia
Huetter and .32 clear of I talian Soffia
Goggia - who is also enjoying a break-
through season.

Stuhec had never finished higher than
fourth in a race prior to this year, but this
was her third success in downhill and her
second straight win after clinching Friday’s
Alpine combined.

“It was really bumpy. I told myself, ‘just
push, push, push,’” Stuhec said. “I tried to
keep the (racing) line but I was really tired.
I did enough.”

Goggia also had a career best of fourth
before this season began, and now has six
podiums in eight races during this cam-
paign. She was also third in Friday’s race
and strengthened her grip on second in
the overall standings behind American
slalom specialist Mikaela Shiffrin.

“Everyone asks me about the overall,
but actually it’s not my goal,” the 24-year-
old Goggia said. “Maybe when I was a child
and I was dreaming about having this crys-
tal globe in my hands.”

Still, Goggia is confident that she can
turn her podium finishes into wins.

“I still haven’t found my limit yet on the
downhill, I think I have something more to
give,” she said. “I’m happy with the final
result but not so satisfied with my skiing. I
was pretty slow on the upper part.”

Three Italians, including two sisters,
completed the top six: Nadia Fanchini was
fourth ahead of Johanna Schnarf and
Elena Fanchini. But the day belonged to
Stuhec. She was ahead of Huetter on all
the time splits as she powered down the
Oreiller-Killy course in bright morning sun-

shine. Only .07 ahead on the fourth split,
Stuhec then accelerated away on the bot-
tom section to beat Huetter, who now has
10 career podiums.

Stuhec knew she was quick, but even
the result surprised her as she put her
hands over her face, then sank onto her
back, shaking her head in disbelief.

“It was a surprise for me. Coming down
and seeing the No. 1 (on the screen) I just
didn’t get it at first,” Stuhec said. “I thought
I’d made too many mistakes.”

Her two other wins in downhill were
both in Lake Louise earlier this month. It
has been a remarkable turnaround. Prior to
this year, Stuhec had finished only twice in
the top five, with fourth in super-G three
years ago.

Meanwhile, defending World Cup over-
all champion Lara Gut of Switzerland failed
to finish for the second straight race, skiing
off course after losing balance on the top
section. She was .03 seconds faster than
Huetter at the first split but then lost time
to drift .35 behind on the next.

Then, just like during the slalom run in
Friday’s Alpine combined race, Gut went
out. “There are days when you feel well
and you ski well, and there are some when
you just cannot bring it all together,” said
Gut, who explained that a bump on the
course led to her mishap.  “That’s how it
goes.” Gut came here with a great chance
of overtaking Shiffrin. But she remains 105
points behind and needs to pick up some
points in Sunday’s super-G. “I shouldn’t
start to have doubts,” said Gut, who was
won a giant slalom and a super-G race this
season. “Tomorrow is another day and I’m
going to go for it.”

But she faces a strong challenge. When
Gut won the super-G in Lake Louise earlier
this month, Goggia was third and Stuhec
was fifth. — AP

Ilka Stuhec continues great 
form with WCup downhill win

VAL D’ISERE: First placed Slovenia’s Ilka Stuhec celebrates at the end of an alpine ski,
women’s World Cup downhill, in Val D’Isere, France, yesterday. — AP

EGNA: Carolina Kostner is coming full circle. The
Italian has returned to her native Alto Adige
region to climb back to the elite level of interna-
tional figure skating after a nearly three-year
absence due to a suspension for helping her then
-boyfriend evade doping controls.

While the hometown fans gave her a heroine’s
welcome during the Italian championships this
week, Kostner was nowhere near her top form of
2014, when she won the bronze medal at the
Sochi Winter Olympics with a near flawless free
skate.

But if anyone can raise her back to Olympic
levels, it is Alexei Mishin, the Russian coach who
trained Alexei Urmanov, Alexei Yagudin, and
Yevgeny Plushenko to greatness.

Kostner has been training with Mishin full-
time in St. Petersburg since Sept. 1. “‘When she
came to me, she was destroyed,” Mishin said after
Kostner claimed her eighth Italian title on
Thursday. He said his first mission, after her long
absence from competition, was to give her confi-
dence “that she is able to complete. And step by
step, I think we did.” His second task has been to
radically shake up her approach to the elements.
Mishin’s skaters don’t learn by repetition, a com-
mon approach to vanquish errors and create
muscle memory. Instead, Mishin assigns them a
set of exercises for each jump to create the prop-
er technique.

LEARNING ALL OVER AGAIN 
The program, call it creative destruction, is

nothing less than grueling, Kostner acknowl-

edged. “He has revealed an interesting but not so
simple method that has provoked many
moments of frustration, some cursing, many falls,
and many moments of uncertainty,” Kostner said.
She said she felt like she has been learning all
over again.

“‘In some ways, I feel like a 14-year-old who is
learning, almost from zero. It is not from zero, it is
only a change in perception, which often in life
isn’t bad.” Kostner’s last competitive season in
2014 was by far her finest. She won the Olympic
bronze with a career-best 142.61 points in the
free skate after landing eight triples, three in
combination, to a fluidly choreographed “Bolero.”
She followed that with a best-ever short program
at the world championships in Saitama, Japan,
where she finished third.

She always planned to take off at least part of
the 2015 season to rest, but the suspension
turned that into two full years. She called it “a
period of maturation” when addressing reporters
after reaching a deal last year to return to com-
petition. She exuded a newfound tranquility,
along with a determination to get back into
competition, sights set on the 2018 Winter
Games.

During the break, Kostner kept up exhibition
skating, and she started training with a dance
company in Rome to enhance her expression.
But she was missing critical ice hours working on
top-level elements.

Fast forward 2 1/2 seasons, and her level of
difficulty has clearly diminished.

In her final free program before an adoring

hometown crowd, the former world champion
skipped a simple triple toe loop jump in combi-
nation. As she came off the ice, Mishin gave her a
quizzical look and pointed to his head, as if to
say, “What happened?” The error was surprising,
but Mishin played it down. “We did not plan to
be perfect right now,” he said.

He huddled backstage after the nationals
with Lori Nichols, Kostner’s longtime choregra-
pher, telling her that they needed to add more
difficulty to the program to be competitive.
Kostner’s next challenge will be the Europeans in
Ostrava, Czech Republic, at the end of January.
Depending on the outcome, the Italian federa-
tion will  make a final decision on whether
Kostner will get Italy’s single world’s berth, which
last year went to Roberta Rodeghiero, who fin-
ished 16th. Kostner is spending two weeks at
home in Alto Adige with her family, at least part
of that time she will be working huddled with
Nichol to add difficulty to the program according
to Mishin’s prescription.

Mishin is confident in Kostner’s ability, saying
“Carolina is one of the most precise and serious
pupils which I ever had.”

The multilingual Kostner likened Mishin’s
technique to learning to converse in a new lan-
guage. The experience has been nothing if not
humbling. “Slowly, slowly, I am managing to put
into practice what he is teaching me. I still have a
lot to learn, and that is wonderful because two
years ago, I thought I had learned everything in
my sport.  Instead, every day I am aware there is
a whole new world.” — AP

Kostner working with Mishin to regain her Olympic form

EGNA ORA: In this photo taken on Thursday, Dec 15, 2016 Carolina Kostner performs dur-
ing the Italian figure skating championships in Egna Ora, Italy.  The Italian has returned to
her native Alto Adige region to climb back to the elite level of international figure skating
after a nearly three-year absence due to a suspension for helping her then-boyfriend
evade doping controls. — AP
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MELBOURNE: Australia’s Fair Work
Ombudsman is investigating the nation-
al cricket board’s controversial pregnan-
cy clause in contracts offered to elite
women players.

Cricket Australia has been under fire
over the clause which required women
to declare whether they were pregnant
before signing contracts.

The clause said: “The Player warrants
that, to the best of her knowledge, she is
not pregnant as at the date of signing
this Contract and undertakes that upon

becoming aware that she is pregnant,
she will notify the details of the preg-
nancy (in writing, where practicable) to
the CA medical officer (or such other
appropriate representative of CA or oth-
er person designated by CA) as soon as
reasonably practicable.”

The clause has been slammed by
women’s groups as discriminatory after
being brought to light during pay nego-
tiations between the board and the
players’ association.

CA initially defended the clause as

being out of concern for women’s health
and safety.

“Our only interest in whether one of
our women players is pregnant is to
ensure the health of her and her baby,
and we have strict rules around medical
confidentiality,” CA high performance
chief Pat Howard said in a statement this
week. “We are very mindful that cricket
involves physical risk, and we need to
ensure that our medical staff and players
are aware of every aspect that can affect
a player’s health.”

But CA changed its position on
Saturday, announcing it would review its
policies and contracts that applied to
“pregnancy, maternity leave and carer
support” after it was contacted by the
labour watchdog on Friday.

“We will co-operate fully with the
Ombudsman, and welcome their
inquiries because it is always our inten-
tion to provide the best support for all
our players,” CA chief executive James
Sutherland said in a statement.

Despite the probe, Sutherland

blamed the players’ association for rais-
ing the issue.

“We are extremely disappointed that
this issue has been raised by the ACA
(Australian Cricketers Association),” he
said. “Their senior executives were fully
involved in negotiating, amending and
then agreeing the contract for women
players in the first half of 2015.

“As the ACA has shown no objection
to this contract, they should take
responsibility for their role in developing
the current policy.”— Reuters

Australia board under fire over pregnancy clause

BRISBANE: Pakistan’s spin bowler Yasir Shah (R) dives to filed a ball played by Australia’s batsman Steven Smith (C) during the third day-night
cricket Test match between Australia and Pakistan in Brisbane yesterday. — AFP

BRISBANE: Pakistan were in a backs-to-the-wall
struggle to save the day-night first Test as
Australia took a strangle-hold on the third day
at the Gabba yesterday.  At the close, the
tourists were hanging in at 70 for two with
Azhar Ali not out 41 and 112-Test veteran Younis
Khan not off the mark after facing 19 balls.
Pakistan trailed by 419 runs.  

Pakistan made a much better fist of playing
in the tricky twilight session with the pink ball
losing just two wickets after their catastrophic
seven for 24 in the first innings on the previous
evening. The openers lasted into the 12th over
before Starc got Sami Aslam to edge to Matt
Renshaw at first slip for 15. Babar Azam fell to
spinner Nathan Lyon in the final half-hour when
he edged to Steve Smith at slip for 14.

It was slow going but at least the tourists
were not shedding wickets in clumps to keep
the Australians at bay and still with two long
days to play.  “We have had some very good
partnerships and we are hopeful of getting
some more partnerships,” Pakistan batsman
Asad Shafiq said.  “We are taking this game step
by step, hour by hour, and we are looking for
the good batting opportunities here.”  

Australia will be pressing hard on Sunday’s
fourth day to win the series opener where
they have yet to lose at the Gabba in 27 Tests
stretching back to 1988.

“We wanted to have a crack at them at
night time,” senior batsman Usman Khawaja
said, explaining Australia’s decision not to
enforce the follow-on.  “We wanted to try and
get a big lead, give our bowlers another little
rest, it’s tough for the bowlers to back up in
the hot humid conditions.  “We’ve got two
days and they need to chase 400-odd, you
always want to be in this position, but we’ve
got to do a lot of hard work early tomorrow.” 

THWARTED BY TECHNOLOGY 
The highest  winning run chase in  the

fourth innings at the Gabba stands at 236 for
seven by Australia against the West Indies in
1951.   But  Pak istan wi l l  have to go wel l
beyond the record highest-ever Test run chase
of 418 for seven set by the West Indies against
Australia in Antigua in 2003. Skipper Smith
chose not to enforce the fol low- on after
Pakistan were dismissed for 142 in the first
session, even though they were 287 runs in

front on the first innings. Instead Australia
amassed a formidable lead over the belea-
guered tourists to set up a declaration during
the dinner break to capitalise on bowling in
the final twilight session.  Smith went after the
runs and brought up his 19th Test half-century
off 59 balls with his eye on a declaration.

But he was caught at long-on by Rahat Ali
going for a heave off leg-spinner Yasir Shah for
63 off 70 balls with 11 fours. Khawaja, out
cheaply for four in the first innings, cracked 74
off 109 balls before he was splendidly caught
by Misbah-ul-Haq off Rahat nearing the dinner
break. Nic Maddinson once again failed and
was out for four off just three balls before he
was caught off Wahab Riaz.

Both the Austral ian openers  were out
before tea. David Warner fell for 12 when he
went to hit Mohammad Amir through mid-

wicket only to miscue his pull shot to Wahab
Riaz at mid-on, while Matthew Renshaw was
caught at second slip off Rahat Ali for six.

Earlier Pakistan’s last two partnerships bat-
tled for almost an hour before they were all
out for 142. Wicketkeeper Sarfraz Ahmed top
scored with a fighting unbeaten 59 off 64 balls
as  the tourists  added 45 runs to their
overnight total  97 for eight.   Sar fraz and
Mohammad Amir put on a stubborn 54 runs
for the ninth wicket before Amir was adjudi-
cated caught behind off a faint edge, detected
by Hot Spot.

Technology again thwarted Pakistan when
after repeated replays Rahat Ali was given run
out by Warner for four. Replays showed that
Rahat’s bat was millimetres off the ground
when the bails were dislodged by Warner’s
throw from mid-off. — AFP

Pakistan knuckle down in 

fight to save pink-ball Test

England 1st innings (overnight 284-4; M. Ali 120
not out, B. Stokes 5 not out)
A. Cook c Kohli b Jadeja 10
K. Jennings c Patel b Sharma 1
J. Root c Patel b Jadeja 88
M. Ali c Jadeja b Yadav 146
J. Bairstow c Rahul b Jadeja 49
B. Stokes c Patel b Ashwin 6
J. Buttler lbw b Sharma 5
L. Dawson not out 66
A. Rashid c Patel b Yadav 60
S. Broad run out (Rahul/Patel) 19
J. Ball b Mishra 12
Extras (b4, lb5, w1, pen 5) 15
Total (all out; 157.2 overs) 477
Fall of wickets: 1-7 (Jennings), 2-21 (Cook), 3-167

(Root), 4-253 (Bairstow), 5-287 (Stokes), 6-300
(Buttler), 7-321 (Ali), 8-429 (Rashid), 9-455 (Broad),
10-477 (Ball)
Bowling: Yadav 21-3-73-2, Sharma 21-6-42-2,
Jadeja 45-9-106-3, Ashwin 44-3-151-1, Mishra
25.2-5-87-1, Nair 1-0-4-0.

India 1st innings
L. Rahul not out 30
P. Patel not out 28
Extras (lb 2) 2
Total (0 wicket; 20 overs) 60
Bowling: Broad 5-2-6-0, Ball 3-0-9-0, Ali 7-1-18-0,
Stokes 2-0-12-0, Rashid 2-0-13-0, Dawson 1-1-0-0.
To bat: M. Vijay, C. Pujara, V. Kohli, K. Nair, R.
Ashwin, R. Jadeja, A. Mishra, I. Sharma, U. Yadav.

SCOREBOARD

CHENNAI, India: Scoreboard at stumps on day two of the fifth and final cricket Test between India and
England in Chennai on yesteday.

Australia, 1st Innings: 429 Pakistan, 1st Innings
(Overnight 97-8)
Sami Aslam c Wade b Bird 22
Azhar Ali c Khawaja b Starc 5
Babar Azam c Smith b Hazlewood 19
Younis Khan c Wade b Hazlewood 0
Misbah-ul-Haq c Renshaw b Bird 4
Asad Shafiq c Khawaja b Starc 2
Sarfraz Ahmed not out 59
Wahab Riaz c and b Hazlewood 1
Yasir Shah c Khawaja b Starc 1
Mohammad Amir c Wade b Bird 21
Rahat Ali run out (Warner) 4
Extras: (3lb, 1w) 4
TOTAL (all out) 142.
Overs: 55. Batting time: 250 minutes.
Fall of wickets: 1-6, 2-43, 3-43, 4-48, 5-54, 6-56, 7-66, 8-
67, 9-121, 10-142.
Bowling: Mitchell Starc 18-2-63-3 (1w), Josh Hazlewood
14-1-22-3, Jackson Bird 12-6-23-3, Nathan Lyon 11-2-31-0.

Australia, 2nd Innings
David Warner c Wahab b Amir 12
Matt Renshaw c Khan b Rahat 6
Usman Khawaja c Misbah-ul-Haq b Rahat 74
Steve Smith c Rahat b Shah 63

Peter Handscomb not out 35
Nic Maddinson c Azam b Wahab 4
Matthew Wade not out 1
Extras: (2b,4lb,1nb) 7
TOTAL: (for five wickets, dec.) 202.
Fall of wickets: 1-12, 2-24, 3-135, 4-188, 5-199.
Overs: 39. Batting time: 177 minutes.
Did not bat: Mitchell Starc, Josh Hazlewood, Nathan
Lyon, Jackson Bird.
Bowling: Mohammad Amir 8-0-37-1, Rahat Ali 10-1-40-
2, Yasir Shah 10-1-45-1, Wahab Riaz 7-1-47-1 (1nb),
Azhar Ali 4-0-27-0.

Pakistan, 2nd Innings
Sami Aslam c Renshaw b Starc 15
Azhar Ali not out 41
Babar Azam c Smith by Lyon 14
Younis Khan not out 0
TOTAL: (for two wickets) 70.
Fall of wickets: 1-31, 2-54.
Overs: 33. Batting time: 147 minutes.
Still to bat: Misbah-ul-Haq, Asad Shafiq, Sarfraz Ahmed,
Wahab Riaz, Mohammad Amir, Yasir Shah, Rahat Ali.
Bowling: Mitchell Starc 8-3-28-1, Josh Hazlewood 11-8-
5-0, Jackson Bird 8-3-24-0, Nathan Lyon 6-2-13-1.

SCOREBOARD

BRISBANE, Australia: Scoreboard at stumps yesterday after the third day of the first cricket test between Australia
and Pakistan, a day-night match at the Gabba.

CHENNAI: Debutant Liam Dawson yester-
day said it could be “hard work” for England
bowlers on flat deck after his gritty half-
century helped the visitors post a formida-
ble 477 on day two of the fifth Test against
India in Chennai.

Dawson scored an unbeaten 66 and
shared a 108-run stand with Adil Rashid
(60), England’s best for the eight wicket, to
lift their first innings total after the Indian
bowlers hurt the visitors with early strikes.
England, who resumed the day on 284-4,
slipped to 321-7 after overnight centurion
Moeen Ali departed for 146, but Dawson
and Rashid made sure the the tourists keep
going. England’s innings ended 45 minutes
into the evening session as India were firm
in their reply with 60 for no loss at stumps.
Lokesh Rahul (30) and Parthiv Patel (28)
were at the crease as the hosts trail by 417
runs. “There isn’t huge amount of spin, has-
n’t been much pace in it for the seamers, so
tomorrow is going to be hard work for us,”
Dawson, who bowls left-arm spin, said.

“But if we keep going all day and keep
trying to take wickets then we can take
wickets,” the 26-yer-old allrounder told
reporters at Chennai’s MA Chidambaram
Stadium. Allrounder Dawson, who was a
late inclusion in the England squad before
the fourth Test in place of Zafar Ansari,
showed his batting prowess during his 148-
ball stay, hitting 5 fours and a six.

His effort was the highest by an England
No. 8 on debut in Tests, surpassing the late
David Bairstow’s 59 against India in 1979.
“It is obviously nice to do well on debut. It
was interesting first few balls in Test cricket
for me but I was pleased to get through

them,” said Dawson on getting a bouncer
from Ishant Sharma that saw him lose his
balance after being hit on the helmet.

Dawson has represented England in a
one-day international and Twenty20 earlier
this year, but the Hampshire allrounder was
thrilled to play a part in the team’s Test per-
formance.

“I was extremely excited and from a
team point of view as well, we want to fin-
ish on a high. We are in a fairly good posi-
tion,” said Dawson.  Rashid, who recorded
his second Test fifty in his 10th game, also
looked solid during his gutsy effort as he
fell one short of his Test best of 61.

ALI BOUNCED OUT 
Earlier Ali seemed relentless in his drive

to consolidate England’s position after
adding 26 runs to his overnight score but
his efforts were cut short just after the first
drinks interval of the day.  Indian skipper
Virat Kohli’s ploy of getting his pacemen to
bowl short at Ali paid off as the left-hander
mistimed a pull on one of Umesh Yadav’s
rising deliveries.

Yadav and Sharma took two wickets
each while Ravindra Jadeja, with three
wickets on the opening day, stood out on
the bowling list for India.  “They (England)
got some quick runs, but I think the ball is
not turning that much. That is the problem,
we can’t get wickets and that momentum,”
said Yadav, who bowled at a lively pace.

“Let’s see how the wicket behaves, if it
turns after the third day (or not). I think
there is still some interest left in the game,”
said Yadav.  The hosts have already pocket-
ed the series 3-0. — AFP

Dawson, Rashid propel 

England in fifth Test

CHENNAI: India’s Parthiv Patel runs between the wickets during their second day of
the fifth cricket Test match against England in Chennai, India, yesterday. —AP

Granite-tough Sri Lanka braced for South Africa
JOHANNESBURG: Buoyed by victories in
their most recent five Test matches, Sri Lanka
embark on a two-month tour of South Africa
with a three-day match against a youthful
South African Invitation XI,  starting in
Potchefstroom today.

It is likely to be a relatively gentle introduc-
tion to a tough challenge in a country where
Sri Lanka have struggled on four previous
tours. In anticipation of having to deal with
South Africa’s strong fast bowling attack on
pitches with pace and bounce, the Sri Lankan
batsmen practiced on granite surfaces before
leaving for the tour. 

Sri Lanka have been beaten in eight of the
ten Test matches they have played in South
Africa, with just one win and one draw.  But
they have done better in one-day internation-

als. Although South Africa have won 15 times
on home soil, Sri Lanka have had seven wins
and a tie in 2003 which ended South Africa’s
hopes of progressing in a World Cup they
hosted. The current tour includes three Test
matches, five one-day internationals and three
Twenty20 internationals.

It is Sri Lanka’s first tour of South Africa in
five years and there are only five survivors
from the 2011/12 tour-captain Angelo
Mathews, Dinesh Chandimal, Rangana Herath,
Dimuth Karunaratne and Kaushal Silva.

Chandimal made his debut and hit two
half-centuries in Sri Lanka’s only Test win in
South Africa, in the second Test in Durban,
while Herath took nine wickets and was man
of the match. Mathews and Chandimal helped
Sri Lanka in a 3-0 home Test series win against

Australia but missed a recent 2-0 victory in
Zimbabwe because of injuries. 

Both are likely to be key players if Sri Lanka
are to challenge a South African Test team
which is coming off a third successive away
series win in Australia. After a succession of leg
injuries, Mathews is confident that he will be
able to play a full all-rounder’s role in a coun-
try where his seam bowling is likely to be
needed more than in his home country.

The first Test, though, is in Port Elizabeth,
which usually provides the slowest and lowest
of South Africa’s Test pitches.

The Sri Lankans arrived in South Africa last
Sunday and have had a full week of prepara-
tion in Potchefstroom, a university town an
hour’s drive from Johannesburg which is a
favoured training venue for a variety of inter-

national sporting teams and individuals.
The Invitation XI consists mainly of some of

South Africa’s most promising young players,
led by experienced Cape Cobras and South
Africa A batsman Omphile Ramela.  Off-spin-
ner Dane Piedt is the only Test player in the
side. Sri Lanka Test squad: Angelo Mathews
(captain), Dinesh Chandimal, Kusal Mendis,
Kusal Perera, Dimuth Karunaratne, Kaushal
Silva, Dhananjaya de Silva, Upul Tharanga,
Lahiru Kumara, Vikum Sanjaya, Nuwan
Pradeep, Dushmantha Chameera, Suranga
Lakmal, Dilruwan Perera, Rangana Herath.

Fixtures:
December 18-20, South African Invitation XI,
Potchefstroom
December 26-30, First Test, Port Elizabeth

January 2-6, Second Test, Cape Town
January 12-16, Third Test, Johannesburg
January 20, First Twenty20 international,
Centurion
January 22, Second Twenty20 international,
Johannesburg
January 25, Third Twenty20 international, Cape
Town
January 28, First one-day international, Port
Elizabeth
February 1, Second one-day international,
Durban
February 4, Third one-day international,
Johannesburg
February 7, Fourth one-day international,
Cape Town
February 10, Fifth one-day international,
Centurion. —AFP
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LOS ANGELES: Lydia Ko defended the
role her parents have played in her
career but says she can now make her
own decisions, including her choice to
split with instructor David Leadbetter.

The New Zealand teenager has been
taking care of business on the golf
course-winning 12 times on the LPGA
Tour before the age of 19. Off it, she is
learning how to find her own voice and
make major decisions.

And that includes the recent move to
split with hitting instructors Leadbetter
and Sean Hogan.  “Of course I discussed
my decision with my parents,” the world
number one Ko told the LPGA.com
website on Friday. “ They gave their
opinions, too. But at the end of the day I
made the final decision to change.

“My parents are a big part of my golf-

ing career and I know I wouldn’t be here
without them.” But Ko, and especially
her parents, came under fire last week
for firing instructors Leadbetter and
Hogan who she had been with for three
years.

Following the separation, Leadbetter
called out her parents for interfering
with their daughter’s development.

“I t ’s been difficult the last few
months, when she’s hearing more than
one voice,” Leadbetter told
GolfChannel.com. Speaking publicly for
the first time since the breakup, the 19-
year old from Auckland admitted she’s
sometimes too dependent on her par-
ents. “I think I have, yes, sometimes
been too reliant on my parents because
I am so used to being with them,” Ko
told LPGA.com. “But I think I need to

learn more about taking ownership and
making my own decisions.”

Ko said she would have never been
able to have the success she’s enjoyed
at such a young age without her par-
ents’ support. “I am very close with my
parents. But it would be a lie to say that
we have never had an argument or I’ve
never been upset because of them.

“But at the end of the day, even
though I may not know it at the time,
they are wishing the very best for me
and it’s because they care and love me.”

KO STRIVES FOR NEW HEIGHTS 
When it comes to Ko’s development

you can’t argue with success. Not only
has she won two major championships,
but she is also the youngest player to be
ranked No. 1, and the youngest woman

to ever win a major championship.
Ko’s career has taken a different track

than another of Leadbetter’s famous
clients,  Michelle Wie. Wie, 27, and
Leadbetter have been together 14 years
and despite early predictions of major
wins and then a fleeting moment with
the men’s tour, Wie has underachieved.
It took her four years on the LPGA Tour
to win her first ever 18-hole title and a
decade to claim her first major.

Ko, who won four times in 2016 and
a silver medal for New Zealand at the
Summer Olympics, decided she wasn’t
going to rest on her laurels.

In October, she split with her caddie
Jason Hamilton and is also reportedly
making an equipment change by
switching from one club manufacturer
to another.   The separation with

Leadbetter is just another move in an
off season of change.

“ They say when it ’s working why
change?” Ko told the website. “Even
though I  have made quite a few
changes the past few months, I guess I
didn’t realize until people started point-
ing it out to me. But I don’t regret mak-
ing them.”

Ko says this is the start of a new
beginning and she is looking forward to
the challenge of another Tour season.

“I think playing my first tournament
of the 2017 season I will get a whole
new feeling, just like playing in the
Bahamas in my first event as a rookie,”
said Ko. “My biggest goal when playing
is to enjoy and have fun. Hopefully
these changes will give me more confi-
dence.” —AFP

Ko has no regrets leaving instructor Leadbetter

RALEIGH: T.J. Oshie and Evgeny Kuznetsov scored
in the shootout and the Washington Capitals
earned its sixth straight win by beating the
Carolina Hurricanes 4-3 on Friday. Oshie also
scored the tying goal on a deflection with 6:04 left,
Alex Ovechkin scored his team leading 14th goal
and Justin Williams also scored for the Capitals.
Teuvo Teravainen had a goal and an assist, Jeff
Skinner and Justin Faulk scored and rookie
Sebastian Aho had two assists, but the Hurricanes
had their seven-game home winning streak
snapped. Oshie beat Cam Ward high on
Washington’s first attempt in the shootout, and
after Jaccob Slavin hit the post with a backhand to
start the second round, Kuznetsov put a backhand
high past Ward to end it. Ward made 23 saves for
the Hurricanes. Philipp Grubauer stopped 27 shots
for Washington.

BLUE JACKETS 4, FLAMES 1
Sam Gagner got his fifth goal in five games,

Zach Werenski continued his impressive rookie sea-
son with two assists and Columbus beat Calgary
for its eighth straight win. Boone Jenner, Brandon
Saad and Matt Calvert also scored for Columbus,
which owns the NHL’s best winning percentage at
.750. The streaking Blue Jackets are 13-1-2 in their
last 16. The streak is tied for the second-longest
ever for Columbus, which is in third place in the
highly competitive Metropolitan Division with 42
points. Werenski has 20 points on the season, tied
for fourth among rookies. He has six more points
than the closest defenseman. Sergei Bobrovsky
had 22 saves and won his seventh straight start.
Sean Monahan scored for Calgary, and Chad
Johnson stopped 25 shots.

KINGS 1, PENGUINS 0, OT
Tyler Toffoli scored a minute into overtime,

helping Los Angeles end Pittsburgh’s seven-game
winning streak. The Kings have won three of four
overall and four straight against the Penguins.
Toffoli got his eighth goal, and Peter Budaj stopped
39 shots for his third shutout of the season. Matt
Murray made his fifth straight start and had 27
saves for the Penguins. Pittsburgh had won nine of
11 and six straight at home. Toffoli scored on a 3-
on-1, taking a pass from defenseman Alec Martinez
before skating to the top of the crease and lifting a
wrist shot that beat Murray to the glove side.

SHARKS 4, CANADIENS 2
David Schlemko, Patrick Marleau, Timo Meier

and Melker Karlsson scored to chase Carey Price in
the second period, and San Jose beat Montreal.
Looking for his 250th victory, Price was pulled after
conceding the four goals on 18 shots. Al Montoya
made five saves in relief. Brian Flynn and Jeff Petry
scored in the third period for Montreal.  The
Canadiens are 1-7-1 against San Jose in the last six
years. Martin Jones made 26 saves for San Jose. The
Sharks have won four in a row, starting their four-
game trip with shootout victories in Toronto and
Ottawa on Tuesday and Wednesday night.

SABRES 3, ISLANDERS 2, OT
Rasmus Ristolainen scored 42 seconds into

overtime to give Buffalo a victory over New York.

Johan Larsson and Matt Moulson also scored, and
Ristolainen had his team-leading 19th assist to
help the Sabres win their second straight game.
Robin Lehner made 33 saves. Ryan Strome and
Alan Quine scored for New York, and Jean-Francois
Berube made 34 saves in his first start of the sea-
son. The Islanders have lost four in a row.

PANTHERS 3, AVALANCHE 1
Reilly Smith scored a short-handed goal to

break a third-period tie, and Florida beat reeling
Colorado. Jason Demers had a goal and an assist,
and Michael Matheson also scored for the
Panthers. James Reimer made 30 saves. Jaromir
Jagr didn’t assist on any of the Florida goals and

remains three points behind Mark Messier for sec-
ond place on the NHL’s career scoring list. Jagr has
1,884 points and now returns home for five games
as he tries to pass the Hall of Famer.

CANUCKS 4, LIGHTNING 2
Bo Horvat scored the winning goal off a lucky

bounce in the third period, helping Vancouver beat
Tampa Bay. Ryan Miller had 25 saves and Brandon
Sutter, Luca Sbisa and Alexandre Burrows also
scored for Vancouver. Loui Eriksson and Markus
Granlund added two assists. Victor Hedman and
Cory Conacher scored for Tampa Bay, which has
won only twice in its last 10 games. Andrei
Vasilevskiy made 20 stops. —AP

RALEIGH: Carolina Hurricanes’ Jeff Skinner (53) scores against Washington Capitals goalie Philipp Grubauer, of Germany, as Capitals’ Matt
Niskanen (2) defends during the first period of an NHL hockey game in Raleigh, N.C., Friday. — AP

Oshie, Kuznetsov help Capitals 

beat Hurricanes 4-3 in shootout

Western Conference
Central Division

W L OTL GF GA PTS
Chicago 20 8 4 88 75 44
Minnesota 17 8 4 85 59 38
St. Louis 17 10 4 87 87 38
Winnipeg 14 16 3 86 99 31
Nashville 13 12 4 86 86 30
Dallas 12 14 6 81 100 30
Colorado 11 17 1 64 93 23

Pacific Division
San Jose 19 11 1 79 68 39
Anaheim 16 10 5 87 84 37
Edmonton 15 12 5 94 88 35
Los Angeles 16 12 2 79 77 34
Calgary 16 15 2 85 96 34
Vancouver 13 16 2 77 96 28
Arizona 11 14 5 69 93 27

Eastern Conference
Atlantic Division

Montreal 19 7 4 94 68 42

Ottawa 16 11 3 73 82 35
Boston 16 13 3 77 79 35
Florida 14 13 5 77 87 33
Tampa Bay 15 14 2 89 88 32
Buffalo 12 11 6 65 77 30
Detroit 13 14 4 72 85 30
Toronto 11 11 7 83 90 29

Metropolitan Division
Pittsburgh 20 7 4 108 88 44
NY Rangers 21 10 1 108 72 43
Columbus 19 5 4 94 58 42
Washington 19 7 3 80 64 41
Philadelphia 19 10 3 105 97 41
Carolina 12 11 7 80 86 31
New Jersey 12 11 6 71 87 30
NY Islanders 11 13 6 79 93 28
Note: Overtime losses (OTL) are worth one point in the
standings and are not included in the loss column (L) 

NHL results/standings

Vancouver 4, Tampa Bay 2; Florida 3, Colorado 1; Columbus 4, Calgary 1; San Jose 4, Montreal 2; Washington 4,
Carolina 3 (SO); Buffalo 3, NY Islanders 2 (OT); Los Angeles 1, Pittsburgh 0 (OT). 

YOKOHAMA: FIFA president Gianni Infantino
hopes to see video referees used at the 2018
World Cup in Russia—if its teething problems
have been fixed in time.

Colombia’s Atletico Nacional slammed the
new video assistant referee (VAR) technology
being trialled at the Club World Cup in Japan
after the first-ever penalty awarded under the
system helped knock them out midweek.

Real Madrid were also lukewarm after con-
fusion around a Cristiano Ronaldo goal in
another game, but Infantino promised FIFA
would iron out the glitches.

“It’s still premature to say when we will go
live with this system,” he told reporters yester-
day. “But I hope at the next World Cup the test
results will be positive enough to be able to
implement it.”

Infantino praised the decision to award
Japan’s Kashima Antlers a penalty against the
South American champions. “The referee did-
n’t see the play and his non-decision could be
corrected thanks to the video technology,” he
said on the eve of the final between Real and
Kashima. “The time it took (to award the spot
kick) lasted too long, that’s something we can
work on.  “But the right decision was taken
and the penalty awarded, which was correct.”

Chaos followed Ronaldo’s late goal in a 2-0
victory over Club America a day later, when it
appeared video technology could have ruled
out the effort.  

Ronaldo’s celebrations were briefly cut
short before the goal was confirmed.
Infantino blamed the confusion on the video
assistant pressing the intercom while consult-
ing colleagues, confusing the match referee.
“The Ronaldo goal was a communication

issue,” said Infantino, who later confirmed that
12 national associations have signed up to tri-
al the system. 

UNHAPPY FELLOW 
Real midfielder Luka Modric criticised the

system after the game. “I’m sure Modric will
be happy next time, if  he wins a match
because of it,” said Infantino. “Even if it takes a
few seconds to make the decision, the bot-
tom line is the decisions were right.”

FIFA’s technical development chief Marco
van Basten echoed his boss’s sentiments. “It
can only be better with VAR because there are
more eyes,” said the former Dutch goal
machine.  “Modric was a little bit confused like
everybody was after Ronaldo’s goal,” he added.
“That happened unfortunately, but it probably
won’t happen next time so I’m sure Mr Modric
will be a happy fellow.” Players have com-
plained that it holds up play, with Nacional
midfielder Mateus Uribe calling it “annoying.”
But Infantino hit back, arguing that players
spend more time feigning injury than it takes
video assistants to review footage.

“We don’t want the flow of the game inter-
rupted but what is 30 seconds or one minute
in a World Cup if you can win or lose a final
because of a mistake by the referee?” he said.

“How much time do players waste in a
match when they fall down? “For over 50
years there has been discussion and FIFA has
been criticised for refusing to use video assis-
tance,” Infantino added.  “Now we have made
history here in Japan. We are in a test phase
and it needs to be fine-tuned but VAR can
deliver minimum interference for maximum
benefit.” — AFP

FIFA boss wants video 

refs at 2018 World Cup

YOKOHAMA: In this Dec. 15, 2016 file photo, a monitor used by the video assistant
referee (VARs) is set up on the sidelines of Yokohama International Stadium before
the semifinal match between Real Madrid and Club America, at the FIFA Club World
Cup soccer tournament in Yokohama, near Tokyo. —AP

CHAPECO: A Brazilian footballer who survived
the air crash that killed most of his team in
Colombia last month changed seats at the last
minute after a team mate encouraged him to
sit beside him, he said yesterday.

Chapecoense full back Alan Ruschel was
sitting near the back of the plane when club
director Cadu Gaucho asked him to move on
the journey to play in the Copa Sudamericana
final. “Cadu Gaucho asked me to sit further
forward and let the journalists sit together at
the back,” Ruschel told reporters at his first
news conference since the Nov. 28 accident.

“I didn’t want to but then I saw (Jackson)
Follman and he insisted that I sit beside him,”
he added. “Only God can explain why I sur-
vived the accident. He grabbed me and gave
me a second chance.”

Ruschel, 27, was one of only six survivors

on the plane, which crashed into the moun-
tains near Medellin. The disaster killed 71 peo-
ple, including almost all the Chapecoense
team, directors and staff.

Goalkeeper Follman, one of Ruschel’s best
friends in the team, also survived, but had
part of his leg amputated. He was transferred
on Saturday morning via air ambulance from
Sao Paulo to a hospital in the club’s home city
in southern Brazil. “I don’t remember anything
about the accident,” Ruschel said at the Arena
Conda, the club’s stadium in Chapeco.

“When they told me what happened it
seemed like a dream, a nightmare. Little by lit-
tle they’ve been telling me what happened
and I’m starting to understand.

“I try not to speak of the accident, I avoid
the news, but from the little I’ve seen I think it
was greed on the pilot’s art.”—Reuters

Seat swap may have saved 

Chapecoense player’s life 

BANGKOK: Thai forward Siroch Chatthon
scored twice against Indonesia to help
Thailand lift the Suzuki Cup in Bangkok late
yesterday, overturning a shock first leg
deficit. Goals on either side of halftime
gave his side a 2-0 victory that helped
Thailand retain the hotly-contested
Southeast Asian title for a record fifth time.

The pressure was on the War Elephants
after a crushing loss to Indonesia in the
final’s first-leg, when the Garuda took
advantage of their home turf to become
the first team in the tournament to breach
Thailand’s defence with a 2-1 win. 

But Thailand headed into half time in
high spirits on Saturday after Siroch got
lucky and kneed a pass from Theerathon
Bunmathan into the net just seven minutes
before the break. 

The strike shaved off Indonesia’s first-leg
win advantage and set off a thunderous
roar from raucous, fan-packed stands in
Bangkok’s Rajamangala Stadium.

Thailand charged confidently back onto

the field after half time and swiftly widened
their lead when Suroch scored his second
goal eight minutes in.  The squad contin-
ued their onslaught of attacks for the
remainder of the match but failed to make
another breakthrough.  In minute 81’
Indonesian goalkeeper Kurnia Meiga found
some redemption in blocking a penalty
kick by Thailand’s star striker Teerasil
Dangda, who earned the cup’s top scorer
award with 6 goals in the tournament.  The
Garuda emerged as the dark horse of this
year’s tournament after making it to the
final despite missing out on more than a
year of competitive matches due to a one-
year ban from international events
imposed by world soccer body FIFA.

The AFF Suzuki Cup was Indonesia’s first
international tournament since the ban
was lifted in May.  But the team will now go
home empty-handed from the final for the
fifth time, as Thailand’s smooth-passing,
attack-minded players once again take the
Southeast Asian title. —AFP

Siroch double sends Thais 

to Suzuki Cup triumph

BANGKOK: Thailand’s football team players and staff hold aloft an image of Thai King
Maha Vajiralongkorn after Thailand won the AFF Suzuki Cup Final between Thailand
and Indonesia at Rajamangala Stadium in Bangkok yesterday. — AFP 
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LONDON: David Moyes admits he
might not have taken the Sunderland
job i f  he had k nown the Premier
League strugglers had so little money
and would be put up for sale.

Moyes took charge at Sunderland in
July after Sam Allardyce was appointed
England manager, but the Scot now
claims he was lured to the Stadium of
Light under false pretences.

The former Manchester United boss
says Sunderland’s American owner Ellis

Short didn’t make it clear he wanted to
sell up and has also gone back on his
promise to get Moyes fresh blood in
the transfer market.  With Sunderland
rooted to the bottom of the Premier
League table going into this weekend’s
fixtures and plagued by injuries to key
players, Moyes knows the Black Cats
face a tough task to avoid relegation.

He is adamant the blame lies with
the club’s  hierarchy.   “Sunderland
always had an appeal to me, but if I had

known about the situation I  would
have needed to look at it in a different
way,” Moyes was quoted as saying in
the Daily Mail yesterday.

“I  would have had to think a lot
more about it because at the end of the
day I want to manage in the Premier
League. “I did not know the club could
be going up for sale, I was not made
aware of that before. I didn’t see us
having no money in January.  “Even in
the summer I  k new what we were

spending was small in comparison and
I said that to the owner.

“But I hoped it would be a short
period and we would then have the
next period to get things done. That
has shown itself not to be the case.
“I’m disappointed that I will not be able
to do some work in January (to get new
players) and try and build on what
we’ve done.” Sunderland, who host
Watford on Saturday, have narrowly
survived in the top flight after dramatic

escape acts for the last two seasons
and Moyes has no intention of resign-
ing as he tries to inspire a similar sprint
to safety.  “I have not been tempted to
walk because I saw some steel from the
players and a belief in what they are
doing,” he added.

“So I have thought to myself, ‘I came
here to do a job and the first job is to
keep us up’.  “Other managers have
done it and I have to as well, but my
task might be slightly harder.” — AFP

Moyes accuses Sunderland of broken promises

HOUSTON: Houston Rockets’ Nene Hilario (42) goes up to shoot against the New Orleans Pelicans during the first half of an NBA basketball
game Friday, in Houston.—AP

HOUSTON: James Harden had his sixth triple-
double of the season and the Houston Rockets
made an NBA-record 24 3-pointers in a 122-
100 win over the New Orleans Pelicans on
Friday. Harden had 29 points, 13 assists and 11
rebounds for his 15th career triple-double,
passing Hakeem Olajuwon for the most in fran-
chise history. Ryan Anderson made Houston’s
24th 3-pointer with 32 seconds remaining, and
the crowd roared in celebration of the record.
In picking up its ninth straight win, the Rockets
attempted 61 3s - making 39.3 percent - to
shatter their own record of 50 tries set earlier
this season. They broke the NBA record for 3s
made in a game, shared by Houston in 2013
and Orlando in 2009. Eric Gordon added 29
points on 7-for-12 shooting from 3 for the
Rockets. Anthony Davis scored 19 points in 22
minutes for New Orleans.

HAWKS 125, RAPTORS 121
Dwight Howard had 27 points and 15

rebounds, Dennis Schroder scored 24 points
and Atlanta snapped Toronto’s four-game win
streak. Kyle Korver had a season-high 19
points, including a season-best six 3-pointers,
for Atlanta.  Howard’s double-double was his
17th of the season. DeMar DeRozan had 34
points for the Raptors, while Kyle Lowry
added 27. Down 113-97 with 7:10 to go, the
Raptors went on a 14-4 run to get within six
points on DeRozan’s dunk with 3:47 to play.
The teams then exchanged the next six bas-
kets. Schroder converted a free throw with 6.7
seconds left to re-establish a four-point
Atlanta edge, and Lowry’s miss on a 3 with 1.9
seconds left ended Toronto’s comeback effort.

WIZARDS 122, PISTONS 108
John Wall had 29 points and 11 assists,

leading a Washington offense that committed
a season-low five turnovers against Detroit.
Bradley Beal added 25 points and Marcin
Gortat had 12 to go with 14 rebounds for
Washington, which also set a season high for
points in its fourth win in five games.
Kentavious Caldwell-Pope scored 24 points to
lead the Pistons. Andre Drummond added 13
points and 12 rebounds on a night when the
teams combined for 11 players in double fig-
ures. The Pistons began the day as the
league’s leader in fewest turnovers per game
and only had nine against the Wizards. But the
league’s second-best defensive team trailed
most of the evening and by double digits for
almost all of the second half.

BUCKS 95, BULLS 69
Giannis Antetokounmpo had 22 points, 11

assists and seven rebounds, and Milwaukee
routed Chicago for a sweep of their home-
and-home series. Greg Monroe added 14
points and 12 rebounds, and fellow reserve
Mirza Teletovic finished with 13 points. The
Bucks (13-12) had dropped four of five before
the pair of wins against the Bulls. Chicago (13-
13) shot 30 percent and lost for the sixth time
in eight games in the opener of a three-game
homestand. Nikola Mirotic did not play for the
second straight night after he missed the
pregame walkthrough, and Taj Gibson exited
in the third quarter with a bruised hip.
Dwyane Wade scored 12 points for the Bulls,

booed off the floor as the final seconds ticked
off. Jimmy Butler was held to seven on 3-for-
14 shooting.

LAKERS 100, 76ERS 89
Julius Randle scored nine of his 25 points in

a dominant first quarter and Los Angeles
snapped an eight-game losing streak with a
victory over Philadelphia. Lou Williams added
18 points, and D’Angelo Russell and Nick
Young had 15 apiece for the Lakers. They were
playing the third game of a seven-game, 12-
day trip - their longest of the season. Joel
Embiid scored 15 points for the 76ers. They
have dropped eight straight at home to fall to
an NBA-worst 6-20.

CLIPPERS 102, HEAT 98
Blake Griffin scored 20 points, Chris Paul

and J.J.  Redick each added 17 and Los
Angeles held off Miami for its fourth consecu-
tive win. DeAndre Jordan had an offensive
rebound off a missed free throw and scored
the clinching basket with 7.7 seconds left for
the Clippers, finishing off his 12-point, 19-
rebound night. Goran Dragic had 21 points
and 11 assists, Justise Winslow scored 15 and
Wayne Ellington added 13 points before leav-
ing injured for the Heat. Hassan Whiteside had
11 points and 17 rebounds.

CELTICS 96, HORNETS 88
Isaiah Thomas scored 16 of his 26 points in

the second half and Al Horford had 18 points
and five blocked shots as Boston beat
Charlotte to stop a three-game slide. Avery
Bradley and Jae Crowder added 12 points
apiece for the Celtics, who held the Hornets to
13 field goals in the second half. Charlotte
played without leading scorer Kemba Walker,
who did not travel with the team due to per-
sonal reasons, and lost its fourth straight.
Nicolas Batum led the Hornets with 22 points
and 10 rebounds.

MAGIC 118, NETS 111
Nikola Vucevic had 21 points and 10

rebounds in his return to the lineup, Evan

Fournier also scored 21 and Orlando beat
Brooklyn to snap a six-game home losing
streak. Fournier scored 11 straight points in
the final 2:26, going 8 for 8 from the free
throw line after the teams were tied at 106.
Serge Ibaka had 18 points and 10 rebounds,
and D.J. Augustin scored 17 for the Magic.
Brook Lopez had 22 points and five blocked
shots for the Nets before fouling out with 20.1
seconds to play. Brooklyn has lost eight
straight on the road.

KINGS 96, GRIZZLIES 92
DeMarcus Cousins scored 22 points, Kosta

Koufos had 16 points and 13 rebounds, and
Sacramento weathered a late Memphis rally.
Garrett Temple added 17 points and Darren
Collison had 11 for the Kings in coach Dave
Joerger ’s return to Memphis, where he
coached the Grizzlies until they fired him last
spring. Marc Gasol led Memphis with 20
points. The Kings led by 11 with 4 minutes
left, but Tony Allen scored two baskets and
Troy Daniels converted a pair of 3-pointers,
the last one with 55 seconds left to trim
Sacramento’s lead to 95-92. The Grizzlies had
a chance to tie, but Mike Conley - just back
from injury - missed a leaning 3 point attempt
with 3.9 seconds remaining.

JAZZ 103, MAVERICKS 100
Rodney Hood pulled up for a 3-pointer in

transition with 0.8 seconds left that gave Utah
the win after a furious rally by Dallas in the
fourth quarter. Dallas used a 9-0 run late in
the fourth to tie the score at 100 before Hood
grabbed the rebound of Deron Williams’ miss
and pushed the ball up the floor. He drained a
26-footer from the left side to send Utah to its
10th victory in 12 games. Following a timeout,
the Mavericks had one more chance to tie it.
But an inbounds pass deflected off Harrison
Barnes’ hands, and time expired. Rudy Gobert
posted his sixth straight double-double with
16 points and 10 rebounds. Hood finished
with 15 points. Barnes led the Mavericks with
21 points, and Williams added 18 points and
seven assists against his former team. —AP

Rockets drain record 24 three
pointers in win over Pelicans

LONDON: Mauricio Pochettino admits
Tottenham have no margin for error as they
try to make up ground in the title race with
a win against Burnley yesterday
Pochettino’s side currently occupy fifth
place in the Premier League table after last
season’s tilt at the title saw them pipped by
Leicester and then fall behind Arsenal on
the final day.

That top four finish qualified them for
the Champions League but failure to get
beyond the group stage of Europe’s elite
club competition this term has left a cloud
of disappointment over White Hart Lane.
And with Premier League leaders Chelsea
already 10 points clear of their London
rivals, Tottenham boss Pochettino knows
his team must put together a winning run
over Christmas to remain in the title hunt.
“Maybe we feel disappointed for the
Champions League and the expectations
were, from the beginning, too high,”
Pochettino said.  “But it’s true that after 16
games in Premier League we have four
points more (than this stage last season)
and the gap with the second in the table is
four points and 10 with the top with
Chelsea.  “We can see that we have
improved a bit from last season but that
feeling is difficult to put away because the
disappointment, the frustration with the
Champions League that killed a little bit
the positives of what we are doing from the
beginning of the season.”

If Spurs have maintained their level it is
also true that Chelsea have improved
theirs, as have Liverpool to join Arsenal and
Manchester City in the top four.

“Liverpool or Chelsea are not involved in
European competition and their invest-
ment in the summer was massive,”
Pochettino added.  “It’s normal that they
improve on the summer their squad but I
think we need to compare with us and try
to improve every season.  “We are in a dif-
ferent project, a different philosophy, and
we need to take the positive things.
Sometimes we have too much focus on
negative things.” Tottenham midfielder
Mousa Dembele is doubtful with a foot
injury and the Burnley game comes too
soon for Erik Lamela (hip) and Vincent
Jansson (ankle).  Burnley will be looking to
improve on Wednesday’s trip to London,
which ended in a 1-0 defeat at West Ham.

The Clarets were timid in the first 45
minutes but dominated the second period
without reward and manager Sean Dyche
is keen for a repeat of the latter rather than
the former.

“You can’t afford just one good half at
Tottenham,” he said. “Mauricio Pochettino
has done a brilliant job there along with his
players, and they’re a force to be reckoned
with this season without a shadow of a
doubt.  “We’ve got to be realistic about the
challenge. There’s been good signs, we cre-
ated chances. It’s tough home or away in
this league, certainly for clubs like our-
selves. “We had three golden chances at
West Ham and an unfortunate decision
goes against us.

“But we’ve got to take care of business
ourselves. A few away games this season
the opposition have been better than us,
and we have to take responsibility.” —AFP

Pochettino wants Spurs 
to step on the gas

Eastern Conference
Atlantic Division
W L PCT GB

Toronto 18 8 .692 -
Boston 14 12 .538 4
NY Knicks 14 12 .538 4
Brooklyn 7 18 .280 10.5
Philadelphia 6 20 .231 12

Central Division
Cleveland 18 6 .750 -
Milwaukee 13 12 .520 5.5
Detroit 14 14 .500 6
Chicago 13 13 .500 6
Indiana 13 14 .481 6.5

Southeast Division
Charlotte 14 13 .519 -
Atlanta 13 13 .500 0.5
Washington 11 14 .440 2
Orlando 12 16 .429 2.5
Miami 9 18 .333 5

Western Conference
Northwest Division

Utah 17 10 .630 -
Oklahoma City 15 11 .577 1.5
Portland 13 15 .464 4.5
Denver 10 16 .385 6.5
Minnesota 7 18 .280 9

Pacific Division
Golden State 23 4 .852 -
LA Clippers 20 7 .741 3
Sacramento 10 16 .385 12.5
LA Lakers 11 18 .379 13
Phoenix 8 18 .308 14.5

Southwest Division
San Antonio 21 5 .808 -
Houston 20 7 .741 1.5
Memphis 18 10 .643 4
New Orleans 9 19 .321 13
Dallas 6 20 .231 15

NBA results/standings

Utah 103, Dallas 100; Milwaukee 95, Chicago 69; Sacramento 96, Memphis 92; Houston 122, New Orleans 100; La
Lakers 100, Philadelphia 89; LA Clippers 102, Miami 98; Boston 96, Charlotte 88; Atlanta 125, Toronto 121; Washington
122, Detroit 108; Orlando 118, Brooklyn 111.

YOKOHAMA: Sergio Ramos is set to
return for Real Madrid in the Club World
Cup final. The Spain international wasn’t
fully fit for Thursday’s 2-0 semifinal win
over Club America of Mexico, but has
declared himself ready for today’s clash
against Japanese champion Kashima
Antlers. “Today my condition is very
good,” Ramos said yesterrday. “I had a
full session with the other players today

so if the coach needs me I would like to
play tomorrow.”

Madrid coach Zinedine Zidane made
clear the 30-year-old Ramos is in his
plans. “Yes, he is our captain and his con-
dition is getting better,” the former

France great said. “He was able to partic-
ipate in the training today, therefore yes,
he should be in the team tomorrow, no
problem. I hope that he will be able to
play the full game.”

Ramos scored a 92nd-minute winner
in the 3-2 victory over Deportivo La
Coruna in the Spanish league on Dec. 10
and a 90th-minute equalizer in the 1-1
draw with Barcelona a week earlier.

But Ramos is hoping that no late
heroics will be needed today. “Of course
if I can score a goal I will be very happy,
but I don’t want to wait until the last
minute like in previous matches,” he
said. “I would like to become a champi-
on, that is all.”

Ramos opened the scoring when
Madrid won the 2014 Club World Cup
title, beating San Lorenzo of Argentina
2-0. Madrid is unbeaten in any competi-
tion since April  6, a run which has
stretched to 36 matches.

Kashima is the first Asian side to
progress to the final,  and coach
Masatada Ishii is looking forward to his
team’s big day. “For me, participating in
the final has a very special and signifi-
cant meaning,” the 49-year-old Ishii said.

“Regardless of who we are playing
against, advancing to the final is a very
big thing to motivate my players. The
final is a very special match so I’m sure
my players are excited.” —AP

Ramos set for return in 
Club World Cup final

Sergio Ramos

GUINGAMP: Guingamp’s Belgian forward Nill De Pauw (R) vies with Paris Saint-
Germain’s Italian midfielder Marco Verratti during the French Ligue 1 football match
Guingamp against PSG (Paris Saint Germain) yesterday at the Roudourou stadium in
Guingamp, western of France. — AFP
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MADRID:  A stunning 25-yard strike
from Saul Niguez snapped Atletico
Madrid’s three-game winless streak with
a nervy 1-0 win over Las Palmas yester-
day to move up to fifth in La Liga.

Atletico started the day 12 points
adrift of leaders Real Madrid after a run
of four defeats in seven league games.
However,  Niguez ’s bril l iant hit just
before the hour mark brought some
blessed relief to the Vicente Calderon as
Atletico ensured they will end the year
just a point off the top four.

Niguez also had the best effort of a
bright start from the hosts as he

volleyed off the inside of the post on 15
minutes. Atletico’s struggles have coin-
cided with Antoine Griezmann’s loss of
form as the Frenchman, who finished
third in the running for the Ballon d’Or
this week, was held scoreless for a ninth
consecutive league game.

Griezmann’s strike partner Kevin
Gameiro didn’t fare much better as he
passed up a huge chance when trying to
square for Griezmann moments later
and then fired wide from point-blank
range at the near post.

Las Palmas dominated possession
throughout with their neat short-pass-

ing but the closest they came to break-
ing the deadlock before half-time was
an outrageous hit from fully 40 yards by
centre-back Mauricio Lemos that came
back off the crossbar.

The game swung in two moments at
either end just two minutes apart at the
start of the second-half. Firstly, Atletico
‘keeper Miguel Angel Moya made a vital
save from Roque Mesa on his first La
Liga start of the season in the absence
of the injured Jan Oblak.

Niguez then pounced on a loose ball
at the edge of the Las Palmas area to
curl home his first league goal of the

season. Moya was called into action
again three minutes from time to parry
Marko Livaja, but Atletico held out for a
crucial three points.

Fresh from a 2-0 win over Atletico on
Monday, Villarreal remain a point ahead
of last season’s Champions League final-
ists thanks to a 3-1 win at Sporting
Gijon. A dominant start from the visitors
was rewarded with a two-goal lead
inside 20 minutes through goals from
Jonathan dos Santos and Nicola
Sansone. Former AC Milan and Chelsea
striker Alexandre Pato then rounded off
a fine individual display with just his sec-

ond La Liga goal of the season 16 min-
utes from time before Carlos Carmona
registered a late consolation for
Sporting. Defeat for Sporting also
ensures that Valencia will end the year
outside the relegation zone on goal dif-
ference. Sevilla can leapfrog Barcelona
into second place with victory at home
to Malaga later.

Barca aren’t in action until Sunday
when they host Espanyol in the Catalan
derby. Real Madrid are not in league
action this weekend as they face
Kashima Antlers in the Club World Cup
final in Yokohama, Japan, today. — AFP

Niguez stunner hands Atletico much-needed win

STOKE: Leicester City’s Riyad Mahrez, right, makes an attempt on goal past Stoke City’s Erik Pieters during their English Premier League soccer
match at the Bet365 Stadium, Stoke, England, yesterday. — AP

STOKE-ON-TRENT: Claudio Ranieri lost Jamie
Vardy and his own composure, but saw 10-man
Leicester City display the spirit of champions in a
2-2 draw at Stoke City yesterday.  Daniel
Amartey completed the comeback in the 88th
minute as he rose between two defenders to
head home a Christian Fuchs cross and earn
Leicester a crucial point after they had played for
62 minutes without Vardy.  Referee Craig
Pawson, widely criticised for his failure to send
off Manchester United’s Marcos Rojo at Crystal
Palace in mid-week, dismissed Vardy for a similar
two-footed challenge.

He also showed Leicester five yellow cards in
the final seven minutes of the first half, leading
to tempestuous scenes at the interval.  Vardy
was dismissed, for the third time in his career, on
28 minutes after launching himself into a chal-
lenge on Mame Biram Diouf with his studs
showing.  It was a contentious decision and led
to a Leicester meltdown, plus two goals for the
home team.

Danny Simpson was booked after conceding
a penalty for handball, from which Bojan Krkic
gave Stoke a 39th-minute lead.

Four Leicester players followed Simpson into
the book in the final seven minutes of the half:
Islam Slimani, Andy King, Fuchs and Marc
Albrighton.  After Pawson blew the half-time
whistle numerous visiting players, and Ranieri,
approached the official, who was surrounded by
security personnel.  Ranieri, the veteran Leicester
manager, had to be hauled away by his players,
while City coach Mike Stowell restrained Slimani,
who was leading the players’ protests.

It was a scene that could yet lead to discipli-
nary action by the Football Association. In addi-
tion, furious Leicester supporters, gathered in
the corner of the ground where the tunnel is sit-
uated, had to be held back by stewards as
Pawson headed into the dressing room.

It appeared that objects were also thrown in
the officials’ direction.  On the field, the opening
goal followed 11 minutes after Vardy’s dismissal
when Simpson slid in to try and intercept Bojan’s
cross from the left-hand byline and handled.

TECHNOLOGY THWARTS SHAWCROSS 
The Spaniard took the resulting penalty him-

self and slotted the ball low into the bottom-left
corner of Kasper Schmeichel’s goal.  Stoke dou-
bled their lead in injury time when Giannelli
Imbula received a short free-kick and drove a
powerful shot against the post and off
Schmeichel, allowing Joe Allen to tap into an
open goal.

Earlier, Schmeichel had dived sharply to the
foot of his post to keep out Jonathan Walters’s
low shot after just five minutes.  But Leicester,
with Vardy looking sharp on the counter-attack,
looked just as likely to open the scoring.

The England forward volleyed wide from
Albrighton’s long ball, then started a counter-
attack that allowed Riyad Mahrez a run at goal
from which he tested Lee Grant with a driven

shot. King’s cross was then met by Robert Huth,
whose powerful header was tipped over the
crossbar by Grant.

Slimani beat Ryan Shawcross to King’s long
pass on 23 minutes, taking the ball in his stride
and forcing Grant into another solid piece of
goalkeeping.  A mistake by Erik Pieters gifted
Leicester the ball in his own half and allowed
Mahrez another shot at Grant. Huth was cau-
tioned, along with Stoke’s Glen Johnson, early in
the second half, becoming the visitors’ sixth
booking in nine minutes either side of the inter-
val. The game might have been put completely

beyond their reach just before the hour when
Diouf’s deep cross found Walters, whose goal-
bound header was well saved by Schmeichel.

Leicester, to their credit, halted their decline
and ill-discipline as they sought a way back into
the contest.

In the 74th minute, substitutes Demarai Gray
and Leonardo Ulloa combined to give Ranieri
hope when their respective first touches led to a
goal.  Gray crossed from the left and Ulloa rose
impressively to head goalwards. Shawcross
cleared, but the goal-line technology confirming
the ball had crossed the line. — AFP

Vardy off but Leicester 

rally to hold Stoke

Leicester 2

Stoke 2

LEIPZIG: RB Leipzig knocked Bayern
Munich, who they meet in five days’ time,
off the top of the Bundesliga yesterday
with a 2-0 win at home to Hertha Berlin.

With Bayern at bottom side Darmstadt
today, Leipzig took their chance to reclaim
top spot with a convincing win at their
sold-out Red Bull Arena. Leipzig, who had
led for three weeks before last Saturday,
are now three points clear.

However, Carlo Ancelotti’s Munich can
regain top spot due to their superior goal
difference by beating Darmstadt, ahead of
Wednesday ’s mouth-watering clash
against Leipzig at the Allianz Arena.

Goals either side of the break by striker
Timo Werner and burly centre-back and
captain Willi Orban sealed Leipzig’s win.

I t  put RB back on track after last
Saturday’s shock 1-0 defeat at Ingolstadt
which ended their 13-match unbeaten
run-a record for a team at the start of their
first Bundesliga season.

“I said after the (Ingolstadt) defeat that
I wanted to see a reaction and my team
didn’t disappoint. We showed what we
wanted from the first second,” said Leipzig
coach Ralph Hasenhuettl.

Leipzig used their 64 percent posses-
sion to create 16 shots to Hertha’s three
and made nearly twice as many passes.

Pal Dardai’s Berlin drop to fourth after
the defeat. “Leipzig were a bit too quick
for us,” admitted the Berlin coach. RB went
ahead when Guinea midfielder Naby Keita,
who later went off with a leg injury and is
set to miss the Bayern game, played
Werner into the box to dart between two
defenders and slot home on 41 minutes. It
was the ninth goal in 15 games for RB’s
top scorer. Werner has been working with
the club’s psychologist having been

booed by Ingolstadt fans every time he
got the ball. That had been the 20-year-
old’s first appearance since winning a
penalty in the 2-1 win over Schalke a fort-
night ago with what the club later admit-
ted was a dive. Werner was shown a yel-
low against Hertha for play-acting when
he went to the turf after being blocked by
Berlin’s centre-back Jens Hegeler on 59
minutes. Leipzig sealed the win on 62
minutes when Orban got on the end of
Emil Forsberg’s corner kick and powered
his header home, giving Hertha goalkeep-
er Rune Jarstein little chance.

Orban looked to have claimed his sec-
ond on 78 minutes, but the linesman
flagged with three Leipzig players offside.

Elsewhere, Mainz midfielder Danny
Latza hit a hat-trick in his team’s 3-1 home
win over strugglers Hamburg. Augsburg’s
caretaker-coach Manuel Baum got off to
winning star t  as Mar tin Hinteregger
scored from a corner in their 1-0 home
home over Borussia Moenchengladbach.

Ex-Arsenal winger Serge Gnabry res-
cued a point for Werder Bremen with his
sixth league goal this season in their 1-1
draw with Cologne to cancel out Artjoms
Rudnevs’ goal.

Ukrainian winger Yevhen Konoplyanka
netted for Schalke in their 1-1 draw with
Freiburg. On Friday, 10-man Borussia
Dor tmund earned a 2-2 draw at
Hoffenheim as the league’s top scorer,
Pierre-Emerick Aubameyang, netted their
second-half equaliser for his 16th goal of
the season.

Hoffenheim remain the only unbeaten
team in Germany’s top flight this season
while Dortmund had Germany winger
Marco Reus sent off for a second booking
in the first half. —AFP

Leipzig down Hertha to 

knock Bayern from top

MIDDLESBROUGH: Alvaro Negredo scored a
brace as goal-shy Middlesbrough got back to
winning ways before Christmas with a 3-0 suc-
cess which sent Swansea deeper into the rele-
gation zone yesterday.

The Spanish international had netted just
three times for the Premier League strugglers,
failing to score in 13 of his previous 15 appear-
ances, since his summer signing.

But the 31-year-old forward was on target
after 18 minutes at the Riverside off an Adam
Clayton cross and 11 minutes later converted
Boro’s first penalty of the season after Jordi
Amat tripped up Adam Forshaw in the box.

Dutch midfielder Marten de Roon added a
third on 58 minutes off a pin-point Gaston
Ramirez cross as Boro rallied to just their fourth
win since promotion from the Championship.
Middlesbrough moved above champions
Leicester to 14th place as Swansea dropped to

second-bottom. The defeat piles more pressure
on the Welsh outfit who headed north without
Federico Fernandez and Ki Sung-yueng, who
were both recovering from toe injuries.

Bob Bradley’s side had gotten off to a bright
enough start with Modou Barrow having a cross
cut out by Ben Gibson and a Gylfi Sigurdsson
shot kept out by Boro keeper Victor Valdes.

Negredo had his first chance in the 10th
minute but his effort was cleared by Swans
goalkeeper Lukasz Fabianski.

Danish midfielder Viktor Fischer hobbled off
for the hosts with a knee problem early but
Negredo grabbed the opener when he finished
off a Clayton cross with Ramirez almost grab-
bing a second minutes later from a free-kick
after being fouled by Angel Rangel. Boro dou-
bled their account before the half-hour mark
when Amat tripped Forshaw in the box.
Negredo made no mistake to ensure the home
side ended the first period well in control.

Despite the odds stacked against them
Swansea continued to press forward with
Sigurdsson firing over the bar and Leroy Fer
effort blocked. But Swansea’s hopes of a late
consolation goal were dashed when Valdes
saved from Fernando Llorente late, as the visi-
tors slumped to second from bottom ahead of
Hull on goal difference. — AFP

SUNDERLAND: Patrick van Aanholt’s goal
earned Sunderland a potentially priceless
1-0 win over Watford yesterday as they
climbed off the foot of the Premier League
table.

The Dutch left-back struck for the third
time this season in the 49th minute at the
Stadium of Light as David Moyes’s men
returned to winning ways after back-to-
back losses to Swansea City and Chelsea.

With 21 of the last 24 teams who were
bottom of the table on Christmas Day hav-
ing been relegated at the end of the sea-
son, it was a timely moment for Sunderland
to abandon the basement position.

They moved up to 18th place, just a
point from safety, while Watford slip one
place to 12th after a fourth successive away
defeat.

In a misleading preface to what would
follow in a drab first half, both goalkeepers
were tested inside the first two minutes.
Sunderland defender Papy Djilobodji saw a
header fielded by Watford’s Heurelho
Gomes before Jordan Pickford was forced
into a finger-tip save by Nordin Amrabat’s
volley at the other end.

Watford captain Troy Deeney remains a
goal short of 100 for the club and he
spurned a chance to reach his century
when he opted to pass to Odion Ighalo,
allowing Sunderland to clear.

Sunderland striker Jermain Defoe then
saw a shot blocked by Miguel Britos, who
headed wide of the hosts’ goal following a
free-kick shortly after.

Watford were holding their own, but
manager Walter Mazzarri was forced into a
defensive reshuffle in the 31st minute
when Sebastian Prodl had to cede his place
to Christian Kabasele.

It was not until stoppage time that the
first half yielded a chance worthy of the
name, as Van Aanholt raced through, only
to be thwarted by Gomes.

The former Chelsea player would not be
denied, however, and duly broke the dead-
lock four minutes into the second half,
swivelling to score via the post from
Defoe’s pass.

The goal emboldened Moyes’s players
and the hosts went close to adding a sec-
ond goal when Victor Anichebe crashed a
shot narrowly wide.

Deeney had a sight of goal in the 72nd
minute, but he headed wide from
Amrabat’s cross, while Pickford saved from
Daryl Janmaat and Ighalo amid late, but
fruitless, Watford pressure. — AFP

Negredo lifts goal-shy 

Middlesbrough past Swans

Middlesbrough 3

Swansea 0

MIDDLESBROUGH: Swansea City’s Angel Rangel, right, and Middlesbrough’s Viktor
Fischer battle for the ball during their English Premier League soccer match at the
Riverside Stadium, Middlesbrough, England, yesterday. — AP

Patrick Aanholt lifts 

Sunderland off bottom

Sunderland 1

Watford 0

Matches on TV 
(Local Timings)

FIFA Club World 

Championship 2016

Club America v Nacional 10:00
beIN SPORTS 1 HD
Real Madrid v Kashima Antlers 13:30
beIN SPORTS 1 HD

English Premier League

Bournemouth v Southampton 16:30
beIN SPORTS 2 HD
Manchester City v Arsenal 19:00
beIN SPORTS 2 HD
Tottenham Hotspur v Burnley 19:00
beIN SPORTS 7 HD

Spanish League Primera Div

Leganes v Eibar 18:15
beIN SPORTS 3 HD
Valencia v Real Madrid 19:00
beIN SPORTS
Deportivo v Osasuna 20:30
beIN SPORTS 9 HD
Barcelona v Espanyol 22:45
beIN SPORTS 3 HD

Italian Calcio League Serie A

Sassuolo v Inter Milano 14:00
beIN SPORTS 4 HD
Udinese v Crotone 17:00
beIN SPORTS 
Chievo Verona v Sampdoria 17:00
beIN SPORTS 7 HD
Pescara v Bologna 17:00
beIN SPORTS 
Napoli v Torino 17:00
beIN SPORTS 4 HD
Genoa v Palermo 22:45
beIN SPORTS 7 HD
Lazio v Fiorentina 22:45
beIN SPORTS 4 HD

German Bundesliga 1st Div

Darmstadt v Bayern Munich 17:30
beIN SPORTS 5 HD
Leverkusen v Ingolstadt 19:30
beIN SPORTS 5 HD

French League 1st Div

Nice v Dijon 17:00
beIN SPORTS 6 HD
Marseille v Lille 19:00
beIN SPORTS 6 HD
Monaco v Lyonnais 22:45
beIN SPORTS 6 HD
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LONDON: Chelsea’s Belgian goalkeeper Thibaut Courtois (C) jumps to save a shot by Crystal Palace’s Zaire-born Belgian striker Christian Benteke during the English Premier League football match between Crystal Palace and
Chelsea at Selhurst Park in south London yesterday. — AFP

LONDON: Diego Costa struck as Chelsea won 1-0 at
Crystal Palace yesterday, a club record-equalling 11th
straight victory that sent them nine points clear at the
Premier League summit.

Costa’s 43rd-minute header was the striker’s sixth
goal in his last eight games, his 50th Chelsea goal in
total and gave Antonio Conte’s side a third successive
1-0 win.

Chelsea once again delivered a controlled, effective
performance, giving struggling Palace little chance of
getting back into the game once they fell behind.
Chelsea matched their record of 11 consecutive wins
from April to September 2009, achieving the feat within

the same season for the first time, and remain on course
to break Arsenal’s all-time record of 14.

The only blemishes were yellow cards for Costa and
N’Golo Kante that mean both players will be suspended
for next weekend’s home game against Bournemouth.

The match marked the first anniversary of Jose
Mourinho’s dismissal as Chelsea manager and the con-
trast in fortunes between the two clubs over the subse-
quent 12 months has been striking.

This time last year, Palace were in sixth position-they
entered 2016 in fifth — 11 points ahead of Chelsea,
who were in danger of getting drawn into a relegation
battle. With Guus Hiddink taking temporary charge,
Chelsea steadied the ship before this season’s resur-
gence under Conte, while for Palace, 2016 started badly
and got worse.

Their dismal run over the calendar year would have
seen them relegated if replicated over a whole sea-
son. Yet while they came into the game still smarting
from the late 2-1 defeat by Manchester United in mid-
week, there have been promising signs during a

recent spell of improved form. Conte opted to restore
Nemanja Matic in place of Cesc Fabregas, despite the
Spain midfielder scoring the match-winner at
Sunderland in mid-week.

PUNCHEON FLUFFS LINES 
Eden Hazard, meanwhile, returned after missing the

Sunderland clash through injury, with Pedro Rodriguez
making way, while Willian retained his place. Palace
enjoyed long periods of possession in the first half, but
Conte’s side held them comfortably at arm’s length
before Costa struck.

Before then, Palace had the better chances, with
Jason Puncheon in particular guilty of missing a clear
opportunity when he screwed a first-time shot wide
from Martin Kelly’s right-wing cross.

While Alan Pardew’s side continued to press, with
James McArthur heading wide from another Kelly cross,
it was clear that Puncheon’s miss could prove costly.

Chelsea had looked comfortable in possession with-
out truly stretching Palace and goalkeeper Wayne

Hennessey had barely been troubled.
But when the home side lost concentration two min-

utes before half-time, Costa was on hand to cap a rou-
tine move and put the visitors ahead.

Hazard moved the ball from left to right to Cesar
Azpilicueta, who floated a deep cross towards the far
post that should have been dealt with comfortably by
the Palace defence. Instead, it caused confusion, with
Hennessey starting to come for the ball before stopping
and Scott Dann failing to monitor Costa’s run, enabling
the striker to climb above him and head past
Hennessey.

The hard work of the previous 43 minutes had been
undone and instead of holding on, Palace were forced
to chase the game after the break.

For 15 minutes after the restart, Pardew’s side
pressed, but Chelsea held on comfortably before taking
control as they attempted to kill off the game.

Fabregas drew a smart save from Hennessey, low to
his right, and Marcos Alonso struck the bar from a
free-kick. — AFP

Costa earns Chelsea 11th straight win

Crystal Palace 0

Chelsea 1 

LONDON: Mark Noble boosted West
Ham’s bid for Premier League survival as
the midfielder’s late penalty sealed a 1-0
win over fellow strugglers Hull yesterday.

Noble struck from the spot with 14
minutes left to give Slaven Bilic’s side
successive victories at the London
Stadium for the first time since moving
into their new home in the close-season.

Although they were out-played by
lowly Hull for long periods, West Ham
have pulled five points clear of the rele-
gation zone with a solid run of one
defeat in their last five league matches.

Hull slumped to the bottom of the
table after setting a club record with sev-
en consecutive away defeats in the top-
flight. The Tigers have gone six league
games without a win and head into the
busy Christmas period facing a tough
fight to avoid relegation.

Dieumerci Mbokani was back in Hull’s
attack after returning from suspension
and the Congolese forward had the visi-
tors’ first chance when a nimble step-over
opened space for a shot that flashed just
wide. Mbokani went even closer
moments later, pouncing on Aaron
Cresswell’s under-hit back pass to
Hammers goalkeeper Darren Randolph
before smashing his strike against a post.

Hull had failed to score in any of their
past four away matches, but Mike Phelan’s
team were well on top and when
Randolph made a fine save to keep out
Harry Maguire’s header from a Robert
Snodgrass corner, rumbles of discontent
could be heard all around the London
Stadium.

It was no surprise the natives were rest-
less given West Ham’s miserable start to
life in their new home  this season and
their complaints grew more vocal after
Maguire brought Randolph into action
again just before the interval. Bilic sent on
Andre Ayew and Edimilson Fernandes for
Manuel Lanzini and Pedro Obiang at half-
time, but West Ham almost shot them-
selves in the foot when Noble headed
against his own post in a panicked
attempt to clear.

Remarkably, Hull struck the woodwork
yet again, this time through Andrew
Robertson, who lashed a superb effort
beyond Randolph only to see it rebound
back off a post. West Ham mounted a rare
incisive attack of their own as Ayew’s
header was cleared off the line by Andrew
Dawson, but Hull were immediately back
on the attack and Maguire saw his header
scrambled off the line by Fernandes.

Hull’s profligacy finally came back to
haunt them in the 76th minute when Tom
Huddlestone conceded a penalty with the
slightest contact on Michail Antonio.
Noble had seen his spot-kick saved before
he converted the rebound in midweek,
but this time he netted at the first
attempt, sending his penalty racing past
Marshall.— AFP

Noble spot on to boost 

West Ham’s survival bid

West Ham 1

Hull 0

WEST BROMWICH:  Zlatan Ibrahimovic was
again at his irrepressible best with another
double earning Jose Mourinho’s increasingly

confident Manchester United a 2-0 win at
West Bromwich Albion in the Premier League
yesterday.

The 35-year-old Swede told the TV cameras
beforehand that he felt as sprightly as a 20-
year-old kid before going out and silencing
the Hawthorns within five minutes when nod-
ding home Jesse Lingard’s superb half-
volleyed cross.

Wayne Rooney was denied the chance to
equal Bobby Charlton’s all-time United record
of 249 goals when his 23rd-minute shot was

tipped brilliantly on to the bar by Ben Foster.
After Lingard volleyed another chance high

and wide just before halftime, Ibrahimovic
sealed the win in the 56th minute, skipping
between two defenders before firing a
deflected shot into the corner for his 16th
goal of the season in all competitions.

It was the first time since the start of the
season that sixth-placed United had strung
together four wins in a row and it thrust them
on to the same points total as Tottenham
Hotspur who are fifth. — Reuters

In-form Ibrahimovic at the double as United soar

West Bromwich 0 

Man United 2

WEST BROMWICH: Manchester United’s Zlatan Ibrahimovic, left,  fouls West Bromwich Albion’s Craig Dawson as they battle for the ball, dur-
ing the English Premier League soccer match between West Bromwich Albion and Manchester United, at The Hawthorns, in West Bromwich,
England, yesterday. — AP



CARACAS: Desperate Venezuelans looted deliv-
ery trucks and clashed with police as a botched
plan to introduce new banknotes left people
without cash-the latest shortage in a spiraling
economic crisis.

Late Friday President Nicolas Maduro blamed
opposition politicians for the unrest, claiming
that there were pictures and videos of some
opposition members of the National Assembly

involved in “attempts of vandalism and some
acts of violence.” He warned that “parliamentary
immunity does not reach that far,” but did not
give any names.

Maduro mentioned that rioters had torched
two state banks in the town of Guasdalito, near
the border with Colombia. He blamed unnamed
opposition leaders who were also part of a “con-
traband mafia” for the incident, and warned that

they “will be captured and put behind bars in
the next hours.”

Faced with world-high inflation that has
made its money increasingly worthless, the gov-
ernment is trying to introduce new bills in
denominations up to 200 times higher than the
old ones. But the plan went off the rails when
Maduro ordered the 100-bolivar note removed
from circulation before the new bills arrived.

Formerly the highest denomination bill, the
100-bolivar note was worth about three US
cents, and accounted for 77 percent of the cash
in circulation in Venezuela.

Angry protests erupted around the country
as the chaotic reform left people without money
to buy food or Christmas presents. In the second
city of Maracaibo in the west, groups of protest-
ers hurled stones at police, reports said. In the
eastern city of Maturin, dozens of people
blocked off a major avenue and looting broke
out. “I went by the market and it was being
guarded by the military. A chicken truck was
looted,” Juan Carlos Leal, a farmer in Maturin,
told AFP.

In the eastern city of Puerto la Cruz, “people
rioted because they wanted to take out money
and they weren’t allowed to,” said Genesis, a
local baker.

“The police fired in the air to calm the riot.
Everyone dispersed and the  police ordered all
shops to be closed,” said Genesis, who asked not
to be identified by her surname for fear of
reprisals. — AFP

WASHINGTON: US homebuilding fell more than expect-
ed in November, tumbling from a nine-year high as con-
struction activity declined broadly, the latest sign of slow-
er economic growth in the fourth quarter. But the hous-
ing market remains on solid ground, with Friday’s report
from the Commerce Department showing permits for the
future construction of single-family homes, the biggest
segment of the market, rising to a nine-year high in
November.

“The economy won’t be flying as high without new
construction that leads to additional consumer purchases
of furniture and appliances and cars. The economy has
some risks to the downside,” said Chris Rupkey, chief
economist at MUFG Union Bank in New York.

Groundbreaking on new housing projects dropped
18.7 percent to a seasonally adjusted annual rate of 1.09
million units, the Commerce Department said. Last
month’s percentage decline was the largest in nearly
two years, and unwound the bulk of October’s 27.3 per-
cent surge.

Housing starts data are choppy month-to-month, with
much of the volatility coming from the multi-family seg-
ment of the market. October’s starts were revised up to a
1.34 million-unit rate, the highest since July 2007, from
the previously reported 1.32 million rate. Economists had
forecast housing starts slipping to a 1.23 million-unit rate
last month.

The report came on the heels of data this month show-
ing a widening in the trade deficit in October and weak
retail sales and industrial production in November. The
Atlanta Federal Reserve is forecasting GDP rising at a 2.4
percent annualized rate in the fourth quarter after increas-
ing at a brisk 3.2 percent rate in the third quarter.
Residential construction has been a drag on economic
growth since the second quarter, but economists expect it
will contribute to GDP this quarter.

Despite the weak report, the PHLX housing index rose
0.4 percent, tracking a broadly firmer US stock market.
Shares in the nation’s largest homebuilder, D.R. Horton,
gained 0.6 percent and Lennar Corp advanced 0.3 percent.

US Treasury debt prices rose marginally, while the dol-
lar was little changed against a basket of currencies after
scaling a 14-year high.

Permits data upbeat
Starts fell in all four regions last month. October’s surge

in home building had widened the gap between permits
and starts.  With last month’s drop in groundbreaking activi-
ty, building permits are now leading starts, which augurs
well for the housing market.

Permits fell 4.7 percent in November to a 1.20 million-
unit rate. They have remained above the 1.20 million-unit
level for three straight months, the longest stretch since
2007. Single-family permits rose 0.5 percent last month to
their highest level since November 2007. Building permits
for multi-family units, however, dropped 13.0 percent. “The
trends in the single-family data still appear to be moving
higher over time, which is a favorable signal regarding
upcoming single-family construction activity,” said Daniel
Silver, an economist at JPMorgan in New York.

Economists expect housing to continue growing even
with mortgage rates having jumped to their highest in
more than two years following the election of Donald
Trump as the next president. Trump has advocated for an
expansionary fiscal policy, which could fan inflation pres-
sures. A survey on Thursday showed homebuilders’ confi-
dence in December hitting its highest level since July 2005,
with builders anticipating strong sales. Since the Nov. 8
presidential election, the fixed 30-year mortgage rate has
increased about 60 basis points to average 4.16 percent in
the week ending Dec. 15, the highest since October 2014,
according to data from mortgage finance firm Freddie Mac.

Mortgage rates could rise further after the Federal Reserve
raised its benchmark overnight interest rate on Wednesday
by 25 basis points to a range of 0.50 percent to 0.75 percent.
The US central bank forecast three rate hikes in 2017. Last
month, single-family home building fell 4.1 percent to an
828,000-unit pace after hitting a nine-year high in October.
Housing starts for the volatile multi-family segment tumbled
45.1 percent to a 262,000-unit pace. —Reuters
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Mutawa Alkazi 
launches its festival 
of gifts: Buy a GS5How to find more jobs in 2017

LONDON: Two shoppers stop to take a selfie in front of Selfridges window display on Oxford Street, one of the main shopping streets in central London yesterday. Confounding economists, Britain’s economy has
grown solidly since the June referendum, household spending has grown faster than expected, while the housing market has remained resilient and unemployment has dropped to its lowest level since 2005. — AFP 

US housing starts tumble from 9-year high

Building permits decline 4.7%; single-family rise
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BERLIN: The German economy will
rebound more strongly than previously
expected in the fourth quarter and this
growth momentum will carry through
into 2017, one of Germany’s leading
forecasting groups said. The projection,
by the Ifo Institute, comes after the
quarterly growth rate halved to 0.2 per-
cent in the third quarter because
exports to major trading partners
weakened.

A recent jump in industrial orders
and upbeat sentiment surveys have,
however, indicated a rebound in the last
three months of the year. “All signs point
to a fourth quarter that is stronger than
had been expected until now,” Ifo
President Clemens Fuest said in a state-
ment. “We’ll take this impetus into the
new year.” The Ifo institute slightly raised
its growth forecasts for the German
economy to 1.5 percent in 2017 and 1.7
percent in 2018. That was an extra 0.1
percentage points for each year.

This is slightly higher than the predic-
tions of analysts polled by Reuters.  For
this year, Ifo confirmed its growth pre-
diction of 1.9 percent, which would be
the strongest in five years, propelled by
soaring private consumption and higher

state spending. “The change of growth
pace from 2016 to 2017 is only due to a
lower number of workdays,” Fuest said.
Germany’s strong domestic demand is
helped by record-high employment, ris-
ing real wages and low borrowing costs.

Ifo expects the German labour mar-
ket to expand further, with employment
levels reaching new record highs at 43.8
million in 2017 and 44.2 million in 2018
after 43.5 million this year. The institute
predicts unemployment to remain sta-
ble at 2.7 million despite the influx of
more than one million migrants since
the beginning of 2015, meaning the
social costs for the state could turn out
to be lower than originally feared. Ifo
said inflation would bounce back in
Germany as past oil price drops are
being knocked out of the base figures. It
expects the national inflation rate to
climb to 1.5 percent in 2017 and 1.7 per-
cent in 2018 after 0.5 percent this year.

Fuest said the German inflation rate
was close to the European Central
Bank’s policy target of almost 2 percent.
“Since a similar development is also
expected for the euro zone, the ECB
should speed up the exit from the bond-
buying program,” Fuest said. — Reuters

Stronger year-end German 

economy will push into 2017

Venezuela cash crisis sparks looting, protests

SAN CRISTOBAL: People protest on the “Troncal 5” road over the lack of cash as the new bank
notes have not appeared, in San Cristobal, in Venezuela’s Tachira state yesterday. — AFP



KUWAIT: Oil prices surged to a 17-month high level after
the successful outcome of the much-awaited meeting
between OPEC members during the last week of
November-16 followed by the December-16 agreement
with non-OPEC producers. As per our expectations in our
November-16 report, the production cut agreed between
OPEC members is significantly more than the September-
16 agreement. Moreover, as we had expected, non-OPEC
members have also agreed to take part in the mutually
beneficial agreement. 

According to the two output cut agreements within the
OPEC and with non-OPEC members, a total of 1.8 mb/d of
crude oil has been decided to be curtailed starting next
month by global oil producers. This is expected to help
push oil prices upwards as well as ease the pressure on oil
inventories that remains at historical high levels. The mar-
ket was further shocked when Saudi Arabia signaled deep-
er cuts to its oil production after eleven non-OPEC produc-
ers including Russia and Kazakhstan agreed to slash pro-
duction by close to 0.56 mb/d. 

In terms of the timeframe, OPEC said that the oil market
would not rebalance until the 2H-17 as a result of a decline
in oil inventories after the production agreement.
However, IEA’s latest expectations were relatively more
optimistic as the agency now expects a supply shortfall
during 1H-17 but said that the next few weeks after the
implementation of the new plan would be crucial to deter-
mine its effectiveness on the oil market owing to contrac-
tual and logistical reasons. IEA also raised its forecast for
demand in 2016 and 2017 after revising estimates for
Russian and Chinese demand. 

Crude oil price surged more than 17 percent since the
end of November-16 and with the optimism related to
lower production, some oil watchers are speculating an oil
price of  $ 60/b in 2017 followed by  $ 70/b in the follow-
ing year. However, in its short term energy outlook, the
EIA has forecasted an average oil price of  $ 52/b in 2016
after considering the aforementioned agreements.
Average OPEC crude price declined by 9.7 percent during
November-16 to  $ 43.2/b after a double digit surge dur-
ing the previous month as the optimism about the afore-
mentioned deal started waning. However, prices surged
towards the end of the month and in December-16 push-
ing average prices for the first two weeks of this month by
18 percent to  $ 51.0/b. Price of Kuwait Crude broke the  $
50/b ceiling during the first week of this month for the
first time since July-15. 

KAMCO Research believes that an oil price of over  $
50/b would trigger additional output from US shale pro-
ducers as seen in the past few weeks and would partly off-
set the expected impact of the OPEC agreement. This
would push market rebalancing to late 2017 as against
more optimistic forecast from some agencies. We see a
price range of  $ 55/b -  $ 65/b over the next couple of
years as opposite forces of shale vs. OPEC keep prices with-
in this tight range. 

Oil Prices 
Oil prices reached a 17-month high level of  $ 53.24/b of

OPEC crude after two consecutive successful meetings
held for curbing oil output. The first meeting held during
the last week of November-16 between OPEC members
decided to slash OPEC output by 1.2 mb/d starting
January-17 as against a much lower cut of 0.7 mb/d decid-
ed during the September-16 meeting in Algeria. In the
next meeting held during the second week of December-
16, OPEC and non-OPEC members agreed on a global pact,

the first deal in over 15 years, to slash non-OPEC output by
0.56 mb/d spread across 11 non-OPEC producers. Of this,
the largest cut was taken by Russia at 0.3 mb/d (0.2 mb/d
in Q1-17 and 0.3 mb/d in Q2-17) followed by Mexico at 0.1
mb/d.  Moreover, against a backdrop of poor implementa-
tion by both OPEC and non-OPEC members, Russia
announced that it will form a working group to monitor
the voluntary output cut by its oil companies. On the other
hand, Saudi Arabia has also pledged a high level of compli-
ance by OPEC members to the agreed output cut. 

Meanwhile, a strengthening  $ had a negative impact
on oil prices over the past few months partly offsetting
the optimism related to the expected reduction in out-
put. The greenback reached a 14-year high level after the
US Fed raised benchmark interest rates by 25 basis points
on 14-December-16. On the other hand, a new record
OPEC output in November-16 also limited the growth in
oil prices during December-16. Furthermore, US shale
output continues to rise in light of increasing oil prices.
US oil rig count is now close to 500, after it surged the
most in 31 months and increased by 21 to a 10-month
high level of 498, according to the latest weekly update
from Baker Hughes. 

On the consumption front, IEA raised its oil demand
forecast for the current year and for 2017. The agency
expects oil demand growth of 1.4 mb/d for 2016, an
increase of 120 tb/d as compared to its previous forecast.
Demand growth in 2017 is also 110 tb/d more than the
agency’s previous estimate and is now expected to reach
to 1.3 mb/d. 

World Oil Demand 
OPEC raised its world oil demand growth expectations

for 2016 slightly by 11 tb/d in its latest monthly report to
1.24 mb/d to reflect  better-than-expected oil consump-
tion in OECD Europe and Asia Pacific. Global oil demand is
expected to reach 94.41 mb/d this year primarily on the
back of a robust transportation sector in light of low oil
prices that has resulted in better-than-anticipated vehicle
sales.  Demand is expected to grow in almost all the
regions, with the exception of Latin America and Middle
East due to the decline in economic activity and substitu-
tion effect. According to the latest monthly data for US for
September-16, oil demand grew year on year for all the
product categories, except diesel due to lower industrial
activity. Gasoline and jet fuel demand increased by 2.2 per-
cent and 5.9 percent y-o-y, respectively, on the back of
higher transportation and increasing mileage and growing
travel-related activity. Based on preliminary data for

October and November-16, US oil demand is estimated to
have increased by 0.31 mb/d. Oil demand also increased in
OECD Europe on the back of economic growth and the low
oil price environment that supported oil consumption in
the road transportation sector. 

In the other Asia region, India continued to record
strong oil demand in October-16 at around 6.5 percent y-
o-y. The solid economic growth in India has pushed oil
demand for YTD-16 at above the 5-year average level.
However, we expect demand to take a hit for the remain-
der of the year and in early 2017 in India due to the
demonetization initiatives implemented in the country
since early November-16. The Middle East region contin-
ues to record declining oil demand, especially in Saudi
Arabia that recorded y-o-y decline for eight out of ten
months in 2016, due to a decline in consumption of direct
crude for burning. 

For 2017, oil demand is expected to grow at a slightly
lower pace of 1.15 mb/d, in line with OPEC’s previous
month’s expectations, and average at 95.56 mb/d. The
growth would primarily be driven by improving demand in
Latin America and the Middle East as the economic growth
improves, while in the OECD, Americas is also expected to
see higher oil demand partially offset by flat demand in
Europe and a weakness in Asia Pacific. 

World Oil Supply 
Non-OPEC supply expectations for 2016 was kept

unchanged by the OPEC and is expected to contract by
0.78 mb/d to reach year-end  supply expectation of 56.2
mb/d. The only change in the December-16 report was
made to supply from Russia with a Q3-16 supply reduction
of 0.03 mb/d and an equivalent increase for Q4-16 thereby
keeping full year supply from Russia at 11.05 mb/d. 

On the other hand, supply growth expectations for
2017 were raised by 70 tb/d and is now expected to grow
by 0.3 mb/d to average at 56.5 mb/d. Again in 2017 fore-
casts, the change was only related to supply from Russia.
According to OPEC estimates, the key producers that are
expected to increase supply in 2017 includes Brazil (+0.25
mb/d), Kazakhstan (+0.21 mb/d), Canada (+0.17 mb/d),
Russia (+0.08 mb/d), Congo (+0.07 mb/d) and Ghana
(+0.04 mb/d) whereas Mexico, the US, China, Colombia,
and Azerbaijan are expected to show the steep declines.
Meanwhile, oil supply from the US is expected to jump sig-
nificantly next year on the back of the ongoing increase in
rig count. According to Platts RigData, rigs in operation in
the US is expected to average at 579 in 2017, an increase of
29 percent as compared to the expected average for this
year. New wells are also expected increase by 25 percent
next year, according to the estimator. In addition, the new
president elect’s expected pro-fracking stand to support
employment is seen has giving a boost to oil industry in
the US, although the details would only be revealed next
year when the related policies are announced by the new
government. 

OPEC Oil Production & Spare Capacity 
OPEC production reached another high in November-

16 recorded at 34.16 mb/d, according to Bloomberg, on
the back of higher production in Angola, Libya and Nigeria
with the three OPEC members adding 310 tb/d during the
month. This growth was partially offset by a decline in pro-
duction primarily in Venezuela and Saudi Arabia showing a
combined decline of 110 tb/d. The secondary sources of
OPEC shows a smaller increase during November-16 at 151
tb/d to average at 33.87 mb/d. According to Thomson
Reuters, crude exports from OPEC increased at a much
faster pace than production with a rise of 580 tb/d m-o-m
in November-16 to reach 25.93 mb/d. The increase was pri-
marily on the back of higher exports from Nigeria and
Libya. On the other hand, Iran recorded a steep decline of
around 400 tb/d to reach 2.2 mb/d in November-16,
whereas Saudi Arabia exports declined by 72 tb/d. The pro-
duction cut agreement agreed upon between OPEC mem-
bers primarily puts the onus on Saudi Arabia to take the
bulk of the cuts which is expected to total at 1.2 mb/d.
According to the agreement, which would be implement-
ed starting from January-17, Saudi Arabia would cut its
production by 486 tb/d to 10.06 mb/d as compared to the
current level of 10.53 mb/d (November-16). The second
largest cut is expected to have been taken by Iraq at 210
tb/d to a production level of 4.35 mb/d. The country pro-
duced at 4.58 mb/d during November-16. UAE is also
expected to take a sizable cut to its production pegged at
139 tb/d to reach 2.87 mb/d. 

Countries that are exempt from the agreement include
Nigeria, Libya due to the production disruption in these
countries and Indonesia. Nigeria is yet to reach its produc-
tion capacity of 2.2 mb/d although the country has recov-
ered some of its lost capacity over the past few months to
reach a production level of 1.68 mb/d. 

The six-month agreement is seen as a major boost to
the world oil market, however, the temporary lid on the oil
taps would be closely watched as OPEC producers contin-
ue to add new oil rigs by announcing new contracts.
Moreover, none of the producers have announced a cut to
their long-term oil production targets. 
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BP to take 10% stake in 
ADCO oil concession 

DUBAI: BP will take a 10 percent stake in Abu Dhabi’s
ADCO onshore oil concession for 40 years under a deal
signed yesterday with Abu Dhabi’s Supreme Petroleum
Council and the Abu Dhabi National Oil Company
(ADNOC), the latter said. Under the deal signed in Abu
Dhabi, BP agreed to issue new ordinary shares represent-
ing approximately 2 percent of its issued share capital
(excluding treasury shares) which are to be held on behalf
of the Abu Dhabi government, ADNOC said in a statement.
France’s Total also holds a 10 percent stake while Japan’s
INPEX Corporation has a 5 percent stake and GS Energy of
South Korea has a 3 percent stake, ADNOC said. “ADNOC
continues to look for partners to take up the remaining 12
percent stake of the 40 percent earmarked for foreign part-
ners,” the statement said.

Kuwait oil price down 
81 cents to $49.61 pb

KUWAIT: The price of Kuwaiti oil went down by 81
cents to $49.61 per barrel Thursday as oppose to
$50.42 pb the day before, said Kuwait Petroleum
Corporation (KPC) Friday. At the global level, the price
of oil was stable. OPEC recently informed clients that
they will reduce production by early 2017. The price of
the Brent crude went up by 21 cents to $54 per barrel
while the price of the American crude went down by
14 cents to $50.90 pb. 

Sri Lanka secures 
$1.34bn WB loan

COLOMBO: Sri Lanka has secured $1.34 billion in loans
from the World Bank to boost the cash-strapped island’s
economy over the next three years, the finance ministry
said yesterday. The loans would be at concessionary rates
and repayments spread out over 15 years, the ministry said
in a statement.  “This is a great victory for us and it will help
us in the fiscal consolidation program that the new gov-
ernment has started,” Finance Minister  Ravi Karunanayake
said. There was no immediate comment from the World
Bank. The new government, which came to power in
January last year, also secured  a $1.5 billion bailout from
the International Monetary Fund in June after facing a bal-
ance of payments crisis. The IMF last month described Sri
Lanka’s performance since the rescue as“broadly satisfac-
tory”, but said it needed to build its dwindling foreign
reserves. On Wednesday, the ports minister said talks were
under way to sell part of Sri Lanka’s loss-making $1.4 bil-
lion harbour to a Chinese company in January to help pay
off crippling debts. 

Ecuador finance minister
quitting on health grounds

QUITO: Ecuador’s Finance Minister Fausto Herrera is
stepping down for health reasons after three years in the
cabinet, President Rafael Correa said. “The economic
team led by Fausto Herrera has done extraordinary
work,” Correa said during a meeting at the presidential
palace in Quito. “He is leaving his post for health reasons,
but the rest of the economic team is staying.” The
announcement came days after Herrera steered through
a $750 million bond issue to finance the OPEC member’s
budget during difficult times due to the low price of
crude. He had been in Correa’s Cabinet since 2013. The
president did not give details of Herrera’s health, nor say
who would replace him.

Morocco Jan-Nov 
trade deficit rises 18%

RABAT: Morocco’s trade deficit rose 18 percent to
166.03 billion dirhams ($16.43 billion) in the first 11
months of 2016 compared with the same period a
year ago, the foreign exchange regulator said on
Friday citing increased imports. Equipment imports
rose 25.5 percent to 106.71 billion dirhams, while auto
imports were 31.8 percent higher at 12.92 billion
dirhams, the data showed. Wheat imports also jumped
as bad weather hurt the local harvest last year, rising
37.5 percent from a year earlier to 11.22 billion
dirhams at the end of November. The energy import
bill fell 20 percent to 49.19 billion dirhams compared
with a year earlier, thanks to lower prices in the inter-
national market. Morocco is the biggest energy
importer in the North Africa region. Total exports rose
1.4 percent from a year earlier to 203.18 billion
dirhams, led by a 8.5 percent rise in auto exports.
Phosphate sales fell 12.5 percent to 35.76 billion
dirhams as prices fell in the international market.
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ani Riyal 795.218
Bahraini Dinar 813.070
UAE Dirham 83.356

ARAB COUNTRIES
Egyptian Pound - Cash 20.500
Egyptian Pound - Transfer 16.819
Yemen Riyal/for 1000 1.229
Tunisian Dinar 133.920
Jordanian Dinar 431.200
Lebanese Lira/for 1000 2.040
Syrian Lira 2.182
Morocco Dirham 30.909

EUROPEAN & AMERICAN COUNTRIES
US Dollar Transfer 306.000
Euro 327.110
Sterling Pound 389.080
Canadian dollar 233.940
Turkish lira 88.310

Dollarco Exchange Co. Ltd

BAHRAIN EXCHANGE COMPANY WLL

Swiss Franc 304.480
Australian Dollar 231.030
US Dollar Buying 304.800

GOLD
20 Gram 238.39
10 Gram 122.12
5 Gram 61.90

Rate for Transfer Selling Rate
US Dollar 306.300
Canadian Dolla 231.260
Sterling Pound 385.600
Euro 323.655
Swiss Frank 304.425
Bahrain Dinar 811.980
UAE Dirhams 83.785
Qatari Riyals 85.010
Saudi Riyals 82.605
Jordanian Dinar 433.185
Egyptian Pound 16.908
Sri Lankan Rupees 2.064
Indian Rupees 4.527
Pakistani Rupees 2.921
Bangladesh Taka 3.884
Philippines Pesso 6.136
Cyprus pound 168.205
Japanese Yen 3.605
Syrian Pound 2.435
Nepalese Rupees 3.825
Malaysian Ringgit 69.590
Chinese Yuan Renminbi 44.645
Thai Bhat 9.565
Turkish Lira 86.915

CURRENCY BUY SELL
Europe

British Pound 0.380815 0.390815
Czech Korune 0.004063 0.016063
Danish Krone 0.039798 0.044798
Euro 0. 319351 0.328351
Norwegian Krone 0.032384 0.037584
Romanian Leu 0.084806 0.084806
Slovakia 0.009174 0.019174
Swedish Krona 0.029458 0.034458
Swiss Franc 0.295323 0.306323
Turkish Lira 0.084525 0.094825

Australasia
Australian Dollar 0.220883 0.232883
New Zealand Dollar 0.213969 0.223469

America
Canadian Dollar 0.227645 0.236645
Georgina Lari 0.138207 0.138207
US Dollars 0.301900 0.306600
US Dollars Mint 0.302400 0.306600

Asia
Bangladesh Taka 0.003499 0.004083
Chinese Yuan 0.042875 0.046375
Hong Kong Dollar 0.037368 0.040118
Indian Rupee 0.000249 0.005505
Indonesian Rupiah 0.000018 0.000024

Japanese Yen 0.002581 0.002761
Kenyan Shilling 0.003147 0.003147
Korean Won 0.000252 0.000267
Malaysian Ringgit 0.065072 0.071072
Nepalese Rupee 0.002901 0.003071
Pakistan Rupee 0.002655 0.002945
Philippine Peso 0.006089 0.006389
Sierra Leone 0.000068 0.000074
Singapore Dollar 0.209713 0.219713
South African Rand 0.016289 0.024789
Sri Lankan Rupee 0.001642 0.002222
Taiwan 0.009486 0.009666
Thai Baht 0.008255 0.008805

Arab
Bahraini Dinar 0.805100 0.813600
Egyptian Pound 0.015640 0.024893
Iranian Riyal 0.000085 0.000086
Iraqi Dinar 0.000181 0.000241
Jordanian Dinar 0.426542 0.435542
Kuwaiti Dinar 1.000000 1.000000
Lebanese Pound 0.000148 0.000248
Moroccan Dirhams 0.020137 0.044137
Nigerian Naira 0.001268 0.001903
Omani Riyal 0.788384 0.794064
Qatar Riyal 0.083239 0.084689
Saudi Riyal 0.080513 0.081813
Syrian Pound 0.001298 0.001518
Tunisian Dinar 0.129790 0.137790
Turkish Lira 0.084525 0.094825
UAE Dirhams 0.081888 0.083588
Yemeni Riyal 0.001013 0.001093

Output deal implementation is

key to near-term oil price trend 
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How to find more

jobs in 2017

Finding a job is a full-time job; it’s a competitive process that requires
research, hard work, and commitment. Finding a job right after grad-
uation and with zero effort on the job seeker’s behalf is very rare.

Many job applicants are not fully aware of the challenges prior to delving
into the search process. No matter where you’re applying, it is important
that you are familiar with the challenges and how to overcome them as
there are many available tools to help you out.

Much like many activities that moved from being a desktop experience
to a smartphone one, as seen in Bayt.com’s poll, Job Search Challenges in
the Middle East and North Africa, November 2016, the far majority (85.1
percent) of job seekers now search for jobs on their mobiles using tools
like the Bayt.com job seeker application.  Here are more research findings
to help you find better career opportunities in 2017: 

1. Job websites take the lead
Where do most people look for jobs nowadays? Online job sites like

Bayt.com. Almost a third of job seekers find their career opportunities
using online job sites. While many complement that method with compa-
ny social media pages, company websites, networking, newspaper and
magazines, the number of professionals who resort to online job sites is
an indicator of their ease of use and higher success rates.

2. Job search everywhere
It ’s not news that smartphones have bloomed during the past

decade, so it comes as no surprise that it is a very popular method for
finding jobs. The flexibility of having your phone everywhere allows you
to browse for jobs at any given point, fill out job applications, network,
as well as create CVs and cover letters. For instance, the Bayt.com app
allows you to apply directly anywhere you are, and receive insights on
who has viewed your CV as well as updates on your application status.

3. Go the extra mile 
The process of finding a job requires hard work and dedication and

will continue to be demanding in the years to come as competition
grows. Half of surveyed job seekers in the Middle East spend between
one and four hours a day searching for jobs, while almost a third of job
seekers pass the four-hour mark between searching, filling out applica-
tions, writing emails, networking, and following up. So next time you
look for a job, give it the time and energy it deserves.

4. Network and connect
The vast majority of MENA professionals will tell you that the secret

to landing a job is networking. If you can directly speak to a person
related to the desired job position, don’t hesitate. Your persistence and
confidence in doing so only provides positive indications of you as an
applicant. The Bayt.com Specialties mobile application allows you to do
that exactly; form meaningful professional connections through
insightful discussions that have the potential to unfold new career
opportunities. 

5. Acknowledge obstacles and adapt
Job search challenges are affected by different factors. Geographical

location can influence employment opportunities. A shortage of jobs in
the market can also be a big barrier against landing a job. Another
important factor is lacking the necessary skills that employers look for.
So in order to make the search less challenging, locate and apply for job
opportunities with a high relevancy to your qualifications, which is auto-
matically calculated for your CV on Bayt.com. You are also encouraged
to seek personalized support in creating a CV and a Cover letter that tru-
ly stands out from the applicant pool. 

BAYT.COM WEEKLY REPORT

TOKYO:  A wave of start-ups is emerging in famously
risk-averse Japan as cash-rich corporations increasing-
ly delegate the task of keeping pace with technolo-
gies such as artificial intelligence and robotics to
smaller, nimbler businesses. Japan has been dry
ground for start-ups, given the shame that entrepre-
neurs and investors associate with failure, but it is on
track for a record funding year for unlisted start-ups,
exceeding the dot-com bubble of 2000, according to
a private research firm.

“The fundraising environment has improved a lot
compared with a few years ago,” said Ken Tamagawa,
40-year-old CEO of Soracom Inc, which helps compa-
nies set up platforms allowing devices to communi-
cate with each other via the “Internet of Things”.

It raised 3 billion yen ($25.6 million) from Mitsui &
Co and an investment fund in which Toyota Motor
Corp has a stake. Dozens of companies, including
electronics maker Omron Corp and real estate devel-
oper Mitsui Fudosan Co, have set up venture capital
funds to seek returns or team up with smaller compa-
nies. “It’s becoming harder to change with the times,”
says Kei Saika, investment director at Omron’s invest-
ment arm, which was set up two years ago. “It’s more
efficient if the venture firms have the technologies
that we don’t.”

The trend comes with the support of Prime
Minister Shinzo Abe, who sees start-ups as a way to
breathe new life into Japan’s long-stagnant economy,
and has spoken of Japan learning the lessons of
California’s Silicon Valley.

“The tide is changing, although the share of peo-
ple willing to take the risk of launching a business is
still relatively small,” said Yasuhiko Yurimoto, President
& CEO of Global Brain Corp, a venture capital firm that
invests in financial technology, or “fintech”, artificial
intelligence and robotics start-ups.

“More success stories are needed to create a virtu-
ous cycle of growth.” Start-ups raised 92.8 billion yen
in the first half of the year, according to data from
think-tank Japan Venture Research.  At that pace, the
amount will exceed last year’s 165.8 billion yen and
the previous high of about 170 billion yen set in 2000.
The funding is mostly homegrown; foreign investors
made up just 10 percent. Corporations and their affili-
ated venture capital firms accounted for more than a
third of investment, while independent venture capi-
tal firms made up 19 percent.

Way to go
Life Robotics CEO Yoon Woo-Keun managed to

raise 1.5 billion yen this year for his company, Life
Robotics, which developed a robotic arm called
“CORO” designed for use at cosmetics companies, car
factories and logistic warehouses. CORO is now being
used at Toyota, Omron and the Yoshinoya restaurant
chain, but for years he got the cold shoulder from
investors in Japan and had considered decamping to

the United States. Yoon still thinks Japan has a long
way to go. “People talk about a robot boom and start-
up boom in Japan, but personally I don’t feel we have
reached such a stage at all in terms of money,” he said.
Indeed fundraising in Japan remains a fraction of lev-
els in the United States, where start-ups raised rough-
ly $60 billion last year, and even China, where they
garnered about $20 billion, according to the Venture
Enterprise Center.

Few innovators have made it big in Japan, and
most of them got started soon after World War Two,
when Soichiro Honda began making motorcycles and
Akio Morita launched what became Sony Corp.
Softbank’s Masayoshi Son is a more recent example.

But new names could soon be emerging among
the younger generation. Classes on entrepreneurship
at top universities are packed, as many students turn
their back on both the seniority-based lifetime

employment model that served their parents, and the
cheap, insecure contract work that is slowly replacing
it. Yousuke Okada, 28, is typical of this new breed.

He started ABEJA, which uses “deep learning”, a
form of artificial intelligence that processes vast
amounts of data, to analyse shoppers’ behaviour. “It
tends to be time-consuming if you try to start some-
thing new like ‘deep learning’ at a big company, so I
decided to do it by myself,” said Okada. Half of the 20
employees at Astroscale Japan Inc, which develops
technologies to solve space debris problems, are in
their 20s, says company president Miki Ito.

The rest are in their 60s, retirees from jobs at big
firms, as it is hard to find mid-career experienced
workers willing to jump ship. Success stories from
Japan’s last start-up boomlet include networking app
company Line Corp, and Mixi Inc , a social network
operator. — Reuters

Start-up wave challenges 

Japan’s aversion to risk
Risk-averse Japan firms, investors slowly warm to start-ups

LONDON: German discount supermarket group
Lidl announced plans Friday to create 5,000 new
jobs in London as part of a major investment pro-
gram in Britain, where it is enjoying rapid growth.

The food retailer said it will open 250 shops in
the capital after unveiling a three-year, £1.5 bil-
lion ($1.9 billion, 1.8 billion-euro) investment plan
last year that will more than double the number
of stores in Britain to 1,500. The group also
received permission from local authorities
Thursday to build a £70 million new headquarters
in the Kingston area of southwest London, sub-
ject to approval from the mayor.

Lidl, which currently employs 19,000 people in
Britain, has also announced plans to open three
new depots in northern, central and south west

England, creating an additional 1,500 jobs. In
recent years, Lidl and its German rival Aldi have
boomed in Britain, wooing bargain-seekers away
from traditional supermarkets Asda, Morrison,
Sainsbury’s and Tesco. Between mid-September
and early December, Lidl increased its market
share in Britain to 4.6 percent, while Aldi took 6.2
percent, with both appearing to be weathering
the uncertainty surrounding Brexit.

Aldi has also stepped up plans for expansion,
announcing a £300 million investment in
September to revamp its stores over the next
three years. Lidl’s expansion is positive news for
London amid concerns about inward investment
following the June referendum vote to leave the
European Union. — Reuters

Discount supermarket Lidl to

create 5,000 jobs in London



NEW YORK: Falling technology and financial
stocks pulled US indexes back from the edge
of record highs on Friday. Bond yields gave up
some of their big gains from the last few days,
and the dollar downshifted from its sharp
climb against other currencies.

The Standard & Poor’s 500 index fell 3.96
points, or 0.2 percent, to 2,258.07. It had wob-
bled up and down through the day, never ris-
ing by more than 0.3 percent or falling by
more than 0.3 percent.

The Dow Jones industrial average fell 8.83
points, or less than 0.1 percent, to 19,843.41.
The Nasdaq composite fell 19.69, or 0.4 per-
cent, to 5,437.16 after climbing above its
record closing level earlier in the day. All three
indexes remain within 1 percent of their
record highs. Friday’s moves close a week
where stocks slowed their sharp ascent since
last month’s presidential election, and bond
yields and the dollar continued their big gains.
A driving force was the Federal Reserve’s move
on Wednesday to raise interest rates for only
the second time in a decade and indicate sev-
eral more increases may be in store for 2017.

The dollar gave back a smidgen of its gains
on Friday. The ICE US Dollar index, which
measures the dollar against six other curren-
cies, dipped 0.2 percent. The index remains
close to its highest level in 14 years. The yield
on the 10-year Treasury likewise regressed a

bit Friday, dipping to 2.59 percent from 2.60
percent late Thursday. It’s still near its highest
level since 2014.

Friday’s drop in yields helped drive stocks
that pay big dividends higher. They often
trade in the opposite direction of interest rates
on expectations that income investors will buy
them when bond yields are dropping. Those
sectors had struggled in recent days.

Utility stocks and real-estate investment
trusts both rose 1.2 percent on Friday, the
largest gains among the 11 sectors that make
up the S&P 500. Banks and other financial
stocks fell in a rare off-day. The sector has been
cruising since last month’s election on expec-
tations that higher interest rates will boost
their profits. Financial stocks in the S&P 500 fell
0.9 percent. Bank of America fell 50 cents, or
2.2 percent, to $22.66, and Regions Financial
fell 32 cents, or 2.2 percent, to $14.20.

Technology stocks in the S&P 500 fell 0.8
percent. Software giant Oracle fell $1.76, or 4.3
percent, to $39.10 after reporting revenue for
its latest quarter that fell short of analysts’
expectations.

Despite drops for the S&P 500 and other
indexes, more stocks rose on the New York
Stock Exchange than fell. Among them was
Chipotle Mexican Grill, which jumped $9.72, or
2.5 percent, to $392.07. The restaurant chain
said four new directors will join its board as

part of an agreement with activist investor Bill
Ackman’s Pershing Square. Jabil Circuit rose
$2.58, or 12 percent, to $24.15 after reporting
stronger earnings for its latest quarter than
analysts expected.

Big gains since last month’s election mean
stocks generally are more expensive relative to
their earnings, a key gauge investors use to
measure whether the market is overpriced.
The S&P 500 is trading at about 19 times its
earnings per share over the last 12 months,
according to FactSet. That compares with its
average price-earnings ratio of 15.6 over the
last 15 years and is an indication that stocks
are, if not expensive, no longer cheap. And
that, in turn, implies lower future returns than
the big gains investors have enjoyed since the
Great Recession’s end. “I do think we’re in a
low-return environment,” says Bernie Williams,
chief investment officer for USAA’s Wealth
Management Investment Solutions. “Of
course, we thought that at the start of this
year, too, and here we are up 10 percent.”

In foreign stock markets, Japan’s Nikkei 225
gained 0.7 percent, South Korea’s Kospi rose
0.3 percent and Hong Kong’s Hang Seng fell
0.2 percent. In Europe, Germany’s DAX rose 0.3
percent, France’s CAC 40 rose 0.3 percent and
Britain’s FTSE 100 rose 0.2 percent. Crude oil
rose $1 to settle at $51.90 a barrel in New York.
Brent crude, the international standard, rose

$1.19 to close at $55.21 a barrel in London.
Natural gas slipped nearly 2 cents to settle at
$3.415 per 1,000 cubic feet, wholesale gaso-
line rose 1.5 cents to $1.56 a gallon and heat-
ing oil rose 3 cents to $1.67 a gallon.

Gold recovered a bit after falling to its low-
est price in 10 months on Thursday. It rose

$7.60 to settle at $1,137.40 an ounce. Silver
rose nearly 26 cents to $16.22 an ounce, and
copper fell 3.6 cents to $2.56 a pound. The
euro rose to $1.0433 from $1.0424, the British
pound rose to $1.2476 from $1.2436 and the
dollar climbed to 118.01 Japanese yen from
117.93 yen. — AP

Weak tech, bank stocks pull 

indexes back from record highs 

KUWAIT: Boursa Kuwait ended last week in
the green zone. The Price Index closed at
5,668.49 points, up by 1.42 percent from the
week before closing, the Weighted Index
increased by 1.35 percent after closing at
378.35 points, whereas the KSX-15 Index
closed at 889.68 points up by 1.93 percent.
Furthermore, the week’s average daily
turnover increased by 9.57 percent, com-
pared to the preceding week, reaching KD
17.79 million, whereas trading volume aver-
age was 214.38 million shares, recording an
increase of 29.18 percent.

The three stock indices were able to
close in the green zone for the second con-
secutive week, which came amid the con-
tinued purchasing trend that is concentrat-
ing this period on the leading and opera-
tional stocks which is expected to announce
positive financial results for the year 2016.
The purchasing operations witnessed by
the Boursa during most of the daily sessions
of the week were reflected on the perform-
ance of all the market indicators, especially

the Price Index which was able to compen-
sate all its losses recorded since the begin-
ning of the year, where it ended the week’s
trading activity with an annual growth of
0.95 percent.

As per the daily trading activity ; the
three Boursa indices witnessed growth in
the first session of last week, supported by
the active trading and the random purchas-
ing operations that included many listed
stocks headed by the leading ones in the
Banks sector, in addition to the speculative
operations that included few small-cap
stocks;  the Boursa realized such gains
despite the decrease in the trading activity
compared to the previous session, where
the liquidity level declined by the end of the
session by 26 percent, while the traded
stocks volume dropped by 15 percent.

The three Boursa indices continued
recording grouped gains for the second
consecutive session amid the continued
purchasing operations executed on many
listed stocks especially the leading and

operational ones, which contributed into
redirecting the Price Index to the green
zone on an annual level, where it compen-
sated all its losses recorded since the end of
2015, amid a noticeable growth in the trad-
ing indicators compared to the previous
session, where the liquidity level increased
by 51 percent, and the traded stocks grew
by 35 percent.  Also, the Boursa continued
its upward direction in the mid-week ses-
sion, as the three indices grew by the end of
the session amid a drop in the trading indi-
cators compared to the previous session,
where the value declined by 44 percent,
and the volume decreased by 18 percent.

Boursa Kuwait witnessed on
Wednesday’s session a mixed closings for
the three indices, as the Weighted and KSX-
15 indices declined affected by the profit
collection operations that included some
leading stocks, while the Price Index was
able to continue its upward direction, which
is been adopting since the beginning of the
week, in light of the purchasing operations
witnessed in the last few moments of the
session , and concentrated on some small-
cap stocks.  This performance came in light
of the increased trading levels compared to
the previous session, where the financial
liquidity grew by 36 percent, while the vol-
ume increased by 43 percent.

On the end of week session, the fluctu-
at ion cont inued to  over  control  the
indices’ closings for the second consecu-
tive session,  with changing posit ions,
where the Weighted and KSX-15 indices
were able to return to the green zone sup-
ported by the return of the purchasing
operations on the leading stocks, while
the Price Index declined affected by the
profit collection operations executed on
the small-cap stocks.

By the end of the week, the market capi-
talization for the listed stocks in the pri-
mary market reached KD 26.20 billion, up
by 2.22 percent compared to its level in a
week earlier, where it reached then KD
25.63 billion.  On an annual level, the mar-
ket cap for the listed companies in the pri-
mary market grew by 3.69 percent from its
value at end of 2015, where it reached then
KD 25.27 billion.

As far as Boursa Kuwait annual perform-
ance,  the price index ended last week
recording 0.95 percent annual gain com-
pared to its closing in 2015, while the
weighted index decreased by 0.88 percent,
and the KSX-15 recorded 1.19 percent loss.

Sectors’ Indices
Ten of Boursa Kuwait’s sectors ended last

week in the green zone, while the other two
recorded declines. Last week’s highest gain-
er was the Real Estate sector, achieving 2.69
percent growth rate as its index closed at
874.95 points. Whereas, in the second place,
the Basic Materials sector’s index closed at

995.21 points recording 2.17 percent
increase. The Industrial sector came in third
as its index achieved 1.78 percent growth,
ending the week at 1,290.62 points. 

On the other hand, the Technology sec-
tor headed the losers l ist  as its  index
declined by 0.86 percent to end the week’s
activity at 612.15 points. The Insurance sec-
tor was second on the losers’ list, which
index declined by 0.51 percent, closing at
945.61 points.

Sectors’ Activity
The Financial Services sector dominated

a total trade volume of around 417.73 mil-
lion shares changing hands during last
week, representing 38.97 percent of the

total market trading volume. The Real Estate
sector was second in terms of trading vol-
ume as the sector ’s traded shares were
36.43 percent of last week’s total trading
volume, with a total of around 390.51 mil-
lion shares. 

On the other hand, the Banks sector’s
stocks were the highest traded in terms of
value; with a turnover of around K.D 28.26
million or 31.78 percent of last week’s total
market trading value. The Financial Services
sector took the second place as the sector’s
last week turnover was approx. KD 20.53
million representing 23.09 percent of the
total market trading value. — Prepared by
the Studies & Research Department, Bayan
Investment Co.

Boursa Kuwait gains on positive sentiment
BAYAN WEEKLY MARKET REPORT

WALL STREET WEEKLY ROUNDUP

NEW YORK: The American flag flies above the Wall Street entrance to the New York Stock
Exchange. US stock indexes held steady near record levels Friday after gains for compa-
nies that pay big dividends helped to offset drops in technology stocks. — AP
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KUWAIT: A few institutions in the country
still address minds and feel its pain while
analyzing its conditions. The Audit Bureau
is one of them and it recently issued a
report on financial indicators derived from
figures of FY 2015/2016. Whoever is con-
cerned can infer how much -the Audit
Bureau- is concerned with the future. Here
we shall not review its report, but shall
present some of its indicators. It states
that the actual deficit for the FY
2015/2016 scored KD 5.975 billion up by
about 119.6 percent from the actual
deficit for the FY 2014/2015. The deficit
will drop to KD 4.612 billion if the trans-
ferred amount to the Future Generations
Fund is not deducted from the revenues,
or it equals 11.4 percent of GDP with fixed
prices for 2015, which is among the high-
est rates in the world.

The financial deficit is known and sus-
tainable. According to the report, oil rev-
enues for FY 2015/2016 declined by 58.8
percent and 46.3 percent below their lev-
els for FY 2013/2014 and 2014/2015. Oil
revenues represent 88.6 percent of the
general budget revenues. Not only that,
the supporting revenues, ie non-oil rev-
enues, also dropped for the same period
by about 38.1 percent and 35.7 percent. 

Development of non-oil revenues was
the goal of financial reform policies. The
salary and wage bill within Chapters 2 and
5 amounted to KD 9.237 billion and would
score KD 9.695 billion, if we added to
them expenses of supporting  indigenous
labor   in  non-government entities. The
cadres’ policy during the oil market boom
attracted national labor to transfer from
the private sector to the public sector con-
trary to reform policy. The report also
states that the cuts in expenses during the
period came at the expense of economic
activities which lost 29.3 percent and 38.2
percent respectively from the previous
two fiscal years levels, while community
services expenses rose by 11.2 percent
and 10.3 percent, respectively. Defense
expenses increased by about 3.4 percent
and 9.5 percent respectively contrary to
the objectives of economic reform as well.
The report states that the five-year devel-
opment plan projects (2015/2016-
2019/2020) adopt 368 projects: 106 devel-
opmental projects and 262 construction
projects. The Audit Bureau follows them
from expenses angle. But their relation-
ship to development, ie creating sustain-
able job opportunities for the native man-
power or their role in developing tax pot
might be counterproductive.

In summary, the Audit Bureau records
a lot of comments on that uncontrolled
fiscal policy and its wrong composition
and alludes to the impossibility of sustain-
ing it. It hopes to have a proactive role in
addressing its risks but unfortunately it
cannot. Reform requires public adminis-
tration very different from the recent gov-
ernment formation which though some
of its characters changed and some 37.5
percent (60 percent for the National
Assembly) but its core with the leadership
key positions remained unchanged. There
is no relationship between its recent for-
mation and the results of the election; it is
the same content which failed during the
boom of oil market and failed during the
beginning of its weakness era. It will
repeat the same errors in the future
besides being a fertile incubator for cor-
ruption. It is important to know that the
financial and economic indicators men-
tioned by the Audit Bureau are real and
sustainable deficit indicators and its gaps
will expand and deepen if the public
administration continues its old approach,
which will inevitably occur, when treat-
ment may not be available by time.

Local Real Estate Market 
The latest released data by the

Ministry of Justice -Real Estate
Registration and Authentications
Department- indicate rise in the real
estate market liquidity during November
2016 vis-a-vis October liquidity. Total val-
ue of contracts and agencies trading
scored KD 232.1 million which is higher in
value by 40.8 percent than its counterpart
value in October 2016 which was worth
KD 164.8 million. But it dropped by -24
percent compared with November 2015
trading. 

Trading during this month was distrib-
uted between KD 214.7 million for contracts
and about KD 17.4 million for agencies.
Number of real estate deals struck in this
month was 384 deals distributed between
367 contracts and 17 agencies. The highest

share percentage from deals went to
Ahmadi Governorate with 125 deals repre-
senting about 32.6 percent of the total real
estate deals. Hawalli Governorate came next
by 72 deals representing about 18.8 percent.
The lowest share went to Al Jahra
Governorate by 23 deals representing about
6 percent of the total. 

Value of private residential trading
scored KD 74.8 million, down by about -
14.3 percent compared with KD 87.3 mil-
lion for October, representing 32.2 per-
cent, of total real estate trading vis-a-vis
53 percent in October 2016. The monthly
average value for private residence trad-
ing in the last 12 months scored about KD
88.4 million. This means that trading value
in this month is lower by -15.4 percent
compared with the average. The number
of deals for this activity dropped to 257
deals (277 deals in October 2016).
Therefore, the average value per deal of
private residence activity scored about KD
291 thousand.

Investment housing activity dropped
to about KD 57.9 million, -7.1 percent, vis-
‡-vis KD 62.3 million in October 2016. Its
percentage out of total liquidity dropped
to about 24.9 percent (37.8 percent in
October 2016). Trading average value of

investment housing during 12 months
scored KD 75.7 million. This means that
trading value in this month was lower by -
23.5 percent than the 12 months’ average.
Likewise, its deals rose to 112 (109 deals in
October 2016). As such, the average deal
value for investment housing scored KD
516.9 thousand.

Likewise, commercial activity trading
value rose to about KD 96.5 million, a rise
by 861.9 percent compared with October
2016 when it scored KD 10 million. The
rise is exceptional and none recurrent. A
main reason for this big rise is due to the
selling of two commercial pieces of land
of 20,294 square meters at Sabah Al
Ahmad marine area. Its percentage out of
total real estate trading value rose to 41.6
percent compared with 6.1 percent in
October, 2016. Average value of commer-
cial activity trading in 12 months scored
KD 41.7 million. This makes this month’s
trading value higher by 131.4 percent
compared with 12 months average. Its
deals scored 13 deals (6 deals in October
2016). As such, the average value per one
deal for the commercial activity scored
about KD 7.4 million. There were only two
deals on warehousing trading activity in
November and were worth KD 2.9 million
vis-a-vis 5 deals worth KD 5.2 million in
October 2016. When we compare
November 2016 trading with its counter-
part period in November 2015, we note a
drop in the real estate market liquidity
from about KD 305.4 million to KD 232.1
million, i.e. -24 percent. The drop involved
the investment housing activity by -53.1
percent. Likewise, the private housing
activity dropped by -24.8 percent while
the commercial activity liquidity rose by
18.8 percent, i.e. from KD 81.2 million in
November 2015 to KD 96.5 million in
November 2016. If we compare total trad-
ing value since the beginning of 2016
until November 2016 with its counterpart
period in 2015 we notice a drop in the
total real estate market’s liquidity from KD
3.027 billion to about KD 2.194 billion, -
27.5 percent. Assuming market liquidity
would continue in the remaining one
months of the year at the same level, mar-
ket trading -contracts and agencies-value
would score KD 2.393 billion which is low-
er by KD 924.9 million than last year’s
total, i.e. -27.9 percent than 2015 amount
which scored KD 3.318 billion. 

Trading Features at Boursa Kuwait 
Kuwait Clearing Company issued its

report titled “Trading Volume According
to Nationality” for the period of
01/01/2016 to 30/11/2016, which was
published on Boursa Kuwait official web-
site. The report indicated that individual
investors are still the prevailing group
though their share is declining; they cap-
tured 45.7 percent of total value  of  sold
shares  (49.3 percent  for  the same period
2015) and 41.5 percent of total value of
purchased shares (45.9 percent for the
same period 2015). Individual investors
sold shares worth KD 1.170 billion and
purchased shares worth KD 1.061 billion
with a net trading, more selling, by KD
108.973 million. 

Corporations and companies sector
captured 33.3 percent of total value of
purchased shares (29.7 percent for the
same period 2015) and 26.8 percent of

total value of sold shares (26.7 percent for
the same period 2015). The sector pur-
chased shares worth KD 851.785 million
while sold shares worth KD 685.182 mil-
lion with a net trading, more purchasing,
by KD 166.603 million.

The third contributor to market liquidi-
ty is the clients’ accounts sector (portfo-
lios), which  captured  18.3 percent  of
total   value   of sold shares (15.2 percent
for the same period 2015) and 15.9 per-
cent of total value of purchased shares
(14.8 percent for the same period 2015).
The sector sold shares worth KD 466.926
million and purchased shares worth KD
405.688 million, with a net trading, selling,
by KD 61.238 million.

The last contributor to liquidity is the

investment funds sector which captured
9.3 percent of total value of purchased
shares (9.7 percent for the same period
2015) and 9.2 percent of total value of
sold shares (8.8 percent for the same peri-
od 2015). This sector purchased shares
worth KD 238.744 million and sold shares
worth KD 235.137 million, with a net trad-
ing, purchasing, by KD 3.607 million.

Boursa Kuwait continues to be a
domestic boursa with Kuwaiti traders
forming the biggest trading group and
purchased shares worth KD 2.209 billion
capturing 86.4 percent of total value of
purchased shares, (84.9 percent for the
same period 2015), and sold shares worth
KD 2.189 billion, capturing 85.6 percent of
total value of sold shares (86 percent for

the same period 2015). As such, their net
trading, purchasing, by KD 19.934 million.

Other investors share, out of total val-
ue of sold shares scored 11.3 percent,
(10.3 percent for the same period 2015),
worth KD 288.903 million and they pur-
chased shares worth KD 247.390 million,
or by 9.7 percent of total value of pur-
chased shares (10.7 percent for the same
period 2015); thus, their net trading value,
the only one selling, by KD 41.513 million.

GCC Investors’ share, out of total value
of purchased shares scored 3.9 percent
(4.4 percent for the same period 2015),
worth KD 100.991 million, while their total
value of sold shares scored 3.1 percent
(3.7 percent for the same period 2015),
worth KD 79.411 million. Their net trading

was, more purchasing, by KD 21.579 mil-
lion. Relative distribution among national-
ities changed slightly from the previous
period 86 percent for Kuwaitis, 10.5 per-
cent for traders from other nationalities,
and 3.5 percent for GCC traders versus
85.5 percent for Kuwaitis, 10.5 percent for
other nationalities and 4 percent for GCC
traders, for the same period of 2015. This
means Boursa Kuwait remained domestic
though with more trading by foreign and
investors from outside the GCC than from
the GCC with trading prevalence to indi-
viduals.Number of active accounts
between the end of December 2015 and
the end of November 2016 dropped   by
-41.1 percent,  (dropped  by  -56.7 percent
between the end of December 2014 and
the end of November 2015). Number of
active accounts in the end of November
2016 scored 15,222 or 4.1 percent of total
accounts, versus 15,458 accounts in the
end of October 2016, i.e. about 4.2 per-
cent of total accounts  for  the  same
month, dropped by -1.5 percent during
November 2016.

Boubyan Bank Financial Results 
Boubyan Bank announced results of its

operations for the first nine months of the
current year, which indicate that the bank’s
profits -after tax deductions- scored about
KD 29.7 million, a rise by KD 4.5 million, or
by 17.8 percent, compared with KD 25.2
million for the same period of 2015. The
rise in net profits is attributed to the rise in
total operating incomes by a higher value
than the rise in total expenses. 

In details, total operating incomes of
the bank increased by KD 9.2 million, or by
13.7 percent, and scored about KD 76.3
million vis-a-vis KD 67.1 million for the
same period of 2015. This resulted from
the rise in net financing incomes by about
KD 7.5 million, to KD 65.4 million (repre-
sent 85.7 percent of total operating
incomes) compared with about KD 57.9
million (about 86.3 percent of total oper-
ating incomes). Item of net income from
investment incomes rose by KD 1.6 mil-
lion to KD 2.8 million compared with KD
1.2 million. Also, item of net incomes from
fees and commissions rose by KD 1.4 mil-
lion  and scored KD 7.7 million versus KD
6.3 million. But the share of results of asso-
ciates item achieved losses by KD 1.4 mil-
lion versus KD 509 thousand profits.

Total operating expenses increased by
less value than  the rise in total operating
incomes, i.e. by KD 2.3 million, to KD 31.8
million versus KD 29.5 million in the same
period of 2015, or by 7.9 percent. The rise
included all items of operating expenses.
Percentage of total operational expenses
to total operational incomes scored 41.7
percent versus 44 percent. Total provision
for impairment increased by KD 2.2 mil-
lion to KD 13.4 million versus KD 11.3 mil-
lion, a rise by 19.4 percent. This explains
the rise in the net profit margin to 38.9
percent compared with 37.5 percent in
the same period of 2015.

The bank’s financial statements indi-
cate that total assets increased by about
KD 338.2 million, or by 10.8 percent, and
scored KD 3.471 billion (KD 3.133 billion in
the end of 2015). The rise in total assets
scored about KD 492.4 million, or by 16.5
percent, when compared with the same
period of 2015, when it scored KD 2.979
billion. Item of Islamic financing to cus-
tomers increased by KD 271.7 million, or
by 12.5 percent, to KD 2.443 billion (70.4
percent of total assets), compared with
about KD 2.172 billion (69.3 percent of
total assets) in the end of 2015. It
increased by 15.9 percent, or by KD 335.9
million, compared with KD 2.108 billion
(70.8 percent of total assets) in the same
period of 2015. Percentage of Islamic
financing to customers to total deposits
and other balances scored 81 percent ver-
sus 79.9 percent.

Figures indicate that the Bank’s liabili-
ties (without calculating total equity)
increased by KD 244.3 million and scored
about KD 3.056 billion (KD 2.812 billion in
the end of 2015). These figures would be
bigger if we compared total liabilities with
the same period 2015 and would be
around KD 390.1 million, or rise by 14.6
percent, when they scored KD 2.666 bil-
lion. Percentage of total liabilities to total
assets scored about 88.1 percent versus
89.5 percent. Results of analyzing financial
statements calculated on annual basis
indicate that all the bank’s profitability
indexes rose compared with the same
period 2015. The return on average equity
relevant to the bank’s shareholders (ROE)
increased to 12.1 percent (11.1 percent).
Likewise, the return on average capital
(ROC) increased to 18.7 percent (16.7 per-
cent). The return on average assets (ROA)
scored 1.20 percent (1.19 percent). (EPS)
scored 13.7 fils versus 11.6 fils. (P/E) scored
21.1 times, -improved- compared with
26.1 times, as a result of increase in earn-
ings per share by about 17.7 percent
above its level in September 2015 against
a decrease in the market price by 4.9 per-
cent below its price on September 30,
2015. (P/B) scored 2 times versus 2.7
times.

Weekly performance of Boursa Kuwait 
The performance of Boursa Kuwait for

last week was more active compared to
the previous one, where all indexes
showed an increase, the traded value
index, the traded volume index, number
of transactions index, and general index,
AlShall Index (value weighted) closed at
363.6 points at the closing of last
Thursday, showing an increase of about
5.9 points or about 1.6 percent compared
with its level last week, while it decreased
by 2.3 points or about 0.6 percent com-
pared with the end of 2015.

Audit Bureau report stresses need for fiscal reform
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KUWAIT: Mutawa Alkazi, the exclusive agent
of (GAC Motor) launched their “Festival of
Gifts” at the Marina Mall. The offer gives the
first 50 customers who buy one of GS5 or GA6
cars the opportunity to win an iPhone 7, com-
prehensive insurance, and 1000 liters of petrol
as a gift from the company to the buyers. Their
offer gained large acceptance and interest
among visitors of the mall.

Mutawa Alkazi also provides its potential
customers with an opportunity to test drive
any of the GAC cars in their showrooms locat-
ed in Al-Tilal Complex, and offering them the
chance of winning an iPhone 7. The GS5
stands out with its distinctive price, car specifi-
cations and offer. In addition to an 11 year
warranty, traffic registration, 3 year insurance,
and 3 year maintenance or 30,000 km
(whichever comes first) as well as providing a
higher valuation of customers previous car.

The GS5 car is characterized by its motor
with four-cylinder, 2.0 liter, 2000-CC and dou-
ble valve with variable electronic timing, with
its picturesque lines, and frontal grill giving it a
strong and smooth appearance, in addition to
the basic safety factors to feel confident and
secure when driving. 

The GA6 is characterized by beautiful
design, strength and control suitable for all
needs and requirements. GA6 cars represent
the specifications of European performance of
high strength with a coordinated sportive car
which ensures an enjoyable drive for the driver.

What distinguishes Mutawa Alkazi, is the
quality of services provided to its customers.
The company strives to offer the best to its
customers to ensure a strong relationship with
them and maintain reciprocated trust.

MAC offers the best service at all times and
ensures that all of their customer’s needs are
met in their dealings with the company. The
company owns a number of service centers
that welcome GAC car owners 12 hours a day
for the completion of maintenance and repair

of the largest number of cars in the shortest
time period possible as they take in a vast
number of cars monthly without any prior
arrangements or appointments.

“Mutawa Alkazi” is proud of its fast mainte-
nance and repair work carried out by a special-
ized technical team and the coach of engi-
neers and technicians with high efficiency and
large capacity to detect any malfunction and
work to repair with the possibility of providing
an integrated report on the state of the car
and repair systems.

The company is keen on pleasing its cus-
tomers through its focus on providing after-
sales services by offering original spare parts
at the best prices parts with the quality and
originality of the parent company guarantee,
as well as the constant warning of fake spare

parts and the many risks, which have become
a threat to the lives of the people on the road
as a result of such defects and damages. (GAC)
mentions such in their Marketing introduction
as they are keen on always providing the best
quality parts, and efficient repair by the hands
of skilled technicians and engineers.

The company is keen to secure the original
spare parts for different types and models of
cars, either through multi-service centers or
through requesting certain pieces from
abroad. Therefore, through MAC’s serious
commitment towards all its clients in Kuwait
from citizens to expatriates, its goal is to
always provide better service while maintain-
ing a hardworking, integrated, dedicated, and
highly qualified team in terms of experience,
training courses and intense programs.

Mutawa Alkazi launches its festival of gifts: Buy a GS5

‘Price is a surprise!’ Offer on GS5 and GA6 Cars in Marina Mall

DUBAI: Joyalukkas Group Chairman & MD Joy
Alukkas was recognized as “Business Innovator” at
the NDTV Gulf Indian Excellence Awards 2016,
held on the 11th of December, at the Hyatt
Regency Dubai Creek Heights. The star-studded
event was India news broadcasting pioneer
NDTV’s first major event in the UAE and will simul-
taneously be broadcasted over NDTV 24x7 and
NDTV Profit. The NDTV Gulf Indian Excellence
Awards honours outstanding Indian leaders in
the Gulf for their contributions across various
areas of excellence. This prestigious honour was
received by John Paul Alukkas, Executive Director,
Joyalukkas Group.

“It is very heartwarming to receive recognition
for doing something that I love,” said Joy Alukkas,
Chairman & MD, Joyalukkas Group. “I began my
journey 29 years ago with the simple aim of offer-
ing the best and giving my best in service to cus-
tomers. The response to all my ventures has been
overwhelming, and I cannot be more grateful for
the people around me who continue to offer me
their support, and the loyal customers who have
put their trust in Joyalukkas in the 11 countries
we have a presence in. I thank NDTV from the
bottom of my heart for this honour, which I share
with the over 8,000 employees of the Joyalukkas
Group who inspire me to lead them with convic-
tion and determination day after day.”

Joy Alukkas’s vision and forsight has kept
Joyalukkas Group on the growth path year after
year and 2016 has been a year of achievements
and milestones, starting with a 7th consecutive
Superbrand status recognition, as well as a Dubai
Service Excellence Scheme (DSES) Award win for
outstanding customer service from the Dubai
Department of Economic Development. The
founder and the Group, however, is far from rest-
ing on the laurels, the Group has recently ven-

tured into USA by two Joyalukkas jewellery show-
rooms within the last two months.

Joy Alukkas’s leadership has seen the Group
grow from a single jewellery showroom in Abu
Dhabi into a multi-billion conglomerate span-
ning the jewellery retail,  fashion, money
exchange, realty and aviation industries in 11
countries. In such a brief span of time, the
Joyalukkas brand has been dubbed become a
household name enjoying the loyal patronage of
over 10 million customers in the UAE, India, UK,
Singapore, Malaysia, Qatar, Oman, Bahrain,

Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and the USA. Joyalukkas
Group is a multi-billion dollar global conglomer-
ate with varied business interests. The group
operates its various business operations across
India, London, USA, Singapore, Malaysia, UAE,
Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Oman, Kuwait and Qatar.
The group businesses include jewellery, fashion
& textiles, money exchange, luxury air charter,
Malls & Realty. Joyalukkas employees a staff of
over 8,000 professionals across the world and is
one of the most awarded and recognized jew-
ellery retail chains in the world.

Joy Alukkas recognized as ‘Business Innovator’

at NDTV Gulf Indian Excellence Awards 2016

LONDON: Investors sound optimistic
about a breakout for the world economy
next year, but for all the talk of huge tax
cuts from the incoming US presidency of
Donald Trump, the economic outlook
looks similar to 2016: uneven and
unspectacular. Accelerating inflation and
a soaring US dollar as the Federal
Reserve raises interest rates are also risks
to the economic balance, magnified by
that pending stimulus.

Much may hinge on financial mar-
kets, which for a brief period around
the start of this year looked like their
fretting over China might throw the
global economy off track. There is plen-
ty more uncertainty about trade with
China now than then. So, many of the
several hundred professionals polled
by Reuters worldwide say the global
trade slowdown during the world
economy’s lukewarm recovery from
financial crisis that started nearly a
decade ago could worsen.

Emerging economies will remain vul-
nerable. Brazil’s persistent, crippling
recession is way out of line with its soar-
ing stock market, and much of Asia will
grow below potential, putting the latest
global growth forecast for the year
ahead at 3.2 percent, less optimistic than
it was this time last year.

For the developed world, meanwhile,
it has been productivity gains that have
been lacking for so long and policymak-
ers remain at a loss on the reasons why,
and how to remedy the problem.

The US jobless rate is already down to
4.6 percent and hiring slowing, so econ-
omists say improving growth in output
per worker will be crucial for prosperity.
“Mr Trump and his team have promised
growth of 3.5 to 4 percent or more,
which we see as ‘magical thinking’ unless
accompanied by accelerated productivi-
ty growth,” noted Michael Carey, U.S.
economist at CA-CIB in New York.

Markets out of step
The most optimistic US growth fore-

cast for any point in 2017 in a Reuters
poll taken a month after Trump’s shock
election victory was 3.8 percent, well
short of the peak rate in a business cycle
that is already mature by past standards.
The consensus, in line with the Fed’s
view, is a little above 2 percent. That is
similar to a Reuters poll outlook for 2016
in a series of forecasts made a year ago
on growth, rates, inflation and foreign
exchange that were broadly accurate.

Such lukewarm growth does not
compute with another set of wildly bull-
ish stock market views, although it is

clear many strategists who initially said
Trump would be a threat to markets
have abruptly changed their minds since
the election.

Strategists foresee a rising US dollar,
already at a 14-year high, and US
Treasury yields edging up as the Fed fol-
lows through with more rate hikes next
year. But Wall Street isn’t convinced yet
there will be three more.

A rising dollar may blunt future per-
formance of US companies, many
dependent on international business for
revenue.  Many of their share prices
trade near record highs, but propped up
by buyback schemes and stimulus, not
business investment. Dollar strength,
weakening other currencies, will also
influence how emerging markets man-
age relatively higher inflation, as well as
wilting business confidence.

But for all the talk of trade barriers, oil
prices rising on supply cuts, and planned
US tax cuts and infrastructure spending,
the global inflation outlook hasn’t
changed much, even if the Fed is sound-
ing more worried about it. The Fed’s pre-
ferred inflation gauge is forecast to aver-
age 1.8 percent next year, in line with its
own view.

Political risk rising
The world’s second largest economy,

China, has turned up slightly this year,
but built on a government borrowing
binge and a partly-managed weaker cur-
rency. Growth is forecast to slow, and
tensions between Beijing and the
incoming Trump administration are
already flaring. 

Even India’s economy - the fastest-
growing in the world this year - is brac-
ing for a growth hit from a radical gov-
ernment move to replace huge swathes
of its currency in circulation. One bright
spot is the recent acceleration in euro-
zone growth as the European Central
Bank continues buying tens of billions of
euros worth of bonds each month, keep-
ing the euro under pressure and making
exports relatively cheaper.

But elections in Germany, France and
the Netherlands threaten to further chal-
lenge the status quo just as economic
effects from expected formal divorce
proceedings start to appear after
Britain’s shock vote in June to leave the
European Union. The potency of global
monetary policy is fading too, and fur-
ther out of synch with the Fed’s tighten-
ing campaign. The ECB and other major
central banks like the Reserve Bank of
India and the Central Bank of Brazil, are
expected to ease more. — Reuters

Investor optimism, global 

reality may clash in 2017

GLOBAL ECONOMY YEARAHEAD

KUWAIT: Gulf Bank held its Al-Danah daily
draws on 11 December 2016 announcing the
names of its winners for the week of 4 December
- 7 December 2016. The Al-Danah daily draws
include draws each and every working day for
two prizes of KD 1,000 per winner.  

The winners are: 
(Sunday 4/12): Sultan Abdullah Sultan Al-

Malki, Abdullah Abdulateef Ali Hamad
(Monday 5/12): Mohammed Ahmed Hussain

Al-Kandari, Falah Muhsen Rakan Ghareeb
(Tuesday 6/12): Dehayan Nashmi Hasan Al-

Ajmi, Dana Mahdi Abdullatif Jawhar Hayat
(Wednesday 7/12): Sameerah Zuhdi Abou

Jayab, Haitham Abdulredha Abdullah Kakooli
Gulf Bank’s Al Danah 2016 draw lineup

includes daily draws (two winners per working
day each receive KD1000). The final Al-Danah
draw for KD1 million will be held on 5 January,

2017 whereby the Al-Danah millionaire will be
announced. Open an Al-Danah account now or
deposit more to increase your chances of win-
ning the millionaire draw! 

Five reasons why the Al-Danah account is
the best:

1) Kuwait’s single biggest yearly cash prize of
KD 1 million

2) Kuwait’s biggest quarterly cash prizes, up
to KD500,000 

3) Two winners of KD1,000 every working day
4) The most chances to win
5) Only bank that transfers your chances to

win from year to year
Only Al-Danah makes millionaires. 

Al-Danah also offers a number of unique
services including: the Al-Danah Deposit Only
ATM card which helps account holders deposit
their money at their convenience; as well as the
Al-Danah calculator to help customers calculate
their chances of becoming an Al-Danah winner. 

Gulf Bank’s Al-Danah account is open to
Kuwaiti and non-Kuwaiti residents of Kuwait.
Customers who open an account and/ or
deposit more will enter the draw within two
days. To take part in the Al-Danah 2016 upcom-
ing quarterly and yearly draws, customers must
have an Al-Danah account containing at least KD
200; customers can visit one of Gulf Bank’s 56
branches, transfer on line, or call the Customer
Contact Center on 1805805 for assistance and
guidance. Customers can also log on to www.e-
gulfbank.com/aldanahwinners, to find out more
about Al-Danah and its winners.

Gulf Bank announces winners 

of Al-Danah daily draws 



NEW YORK: Yahoo shares slid yesterday
on worries that Verizon will walk away or
slash its $4.8 billion offer for the compa-
ny’s digital operations after another mas-
sive data breach. Yahoo revealed on
Wednesday that information was stolen
from more than 1 billion user accounts in
2013 after disclosing a separate hack in
2014 of some 500 million accounts in
September. Verizon had said it would
reevaluate the Yahoo deal after the first
hack, and said the same Wednesday after
the latest revelation. Verizon spokesman
Bob Varettoni on Thursday declined to
comment beyond the company’s
Wednesday-night statement. Yahoo said
in a statement it was confident in its value
and continuing to work on its integration
with Verizon.

The deal was expected to close by

March 2017. If the hacks drive Yahoo’s
users away, the company wouldn’t be as
valuable to the telecom giant in its quest
to build a digital-ad business that could
rival industry giants Google and
Facebook. Yahoo has said that the
September announcement of the 2014
hack didn’t hurt traffic to its services. The
second hack “clearly ups the ante” that
Verizon may try to abandon the Yahoo
purchase or lower its price, said CFRA
Research analyst Scott Kessler.

But if Yahoo doesn’t agree, Verizon
might not have the legal grounds to do so
under the terms of its deal, he said. There
would have to be significant damage to the
value of Yahoo’s business, like if it caused
many users to deactivate their accounts,
and that’s not yet clear, he said. “If you’re
looking to buy a house and enter into a

contract, and then you find something out
that makes you want to reduce your offer,
that’s not necessarily as easy to do as it is to
say,” he said.  “Everyone wants a better deal.
Whether or not it’s legally supported or
possible I think is still unclear.”

If Yahoo and Verizon can’t agree on
whether to end the deal or lower its price,
there would be a court battle, said Craig
Newman, a lawyer with Patterson Belknap
who specializes in cybersecurity.  That has
risks for both sides. A case like Verizon’s
historically has been difficult to win, he
said, but a trial could also mean a lot of
pointed, embarrassing questions for
Yahoo about “who was watching the
store” on data security. Yahoo shares fell
$2.23, or 5.5 percent, to $38.68 in after-
noon trading. Verizon shares rose 21 cents
to $51.84.— AP 

Another Yahoo breach rattles investors 
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TOKYO: Long guarded about what
was beneath the hood of its pioneer-
ing Prius cars, Toyota Motor Corp plans
to open up its powertrain technology
to rivals, hoping this will boost sales
and speed up the industry’s shift to
lower-emission vehicles. Announcing
last week it would expand its gasoline
hybrid technology development, the
world’s largest automaker said it
would consider selling complete pow-
ertrain modules - engines, transmis-
sions and other drive components - to
its competitors.

The prospect of giving rivals access
to “one-size-fits-all” powertrains comes
as cars are increasingly dependent on
computerized components, making it
easier to design similar parts across
model ranges. The industry has moved
on from competing largely on mechan-
ical engineering. That trend will likely
accelerate as automakers face pressure
from regulators to further cut car emis-
sions and develop more long-range
electric vehicles. As cars become more
like glorified computers, automakers
are standardising many mechanical
parts and competing more on style and
packaging - giving drivers a bigger
range of features from automated park-
ing to cockpit concierges.

For Toyota, this is a big departure
from having a tightly-knit network of
suppliers keeping much of their jointly
developed technology exclusive so as
to have an engineering competitive
edge on rivals. 

“Toyota suppliers produce a lot of
technology which can only be used by
Toyota,” Toshiyuki Mizushima, president
of Toyota’s powertrain company, told
reporters. “We want to change that to a
system where we develop technology
with our suppliers at an earlier stage ...
so they can make that technology avail-
able to non-Toyota customers.”

Mizushima, who joined Toyota a
year ago from group company Aisin
Seiki Co, noted, for example, that past
versions of Toyota’s hybrid system
didn’t fit other automakers’ cars, limit-
ing suppliers’ options to sell to non-
Toyota customers. 

Powertrains combine parts often
made separately by several independ-
ent parts makers, but Toyota’s are
unique in that they are made by its
group suppliers, allowing engineers at
the automaker and its suppliers to col-
laborate in development.

“Until now, we couldn’t sell the same
inverter used in Toyota’s previous
hybrid system to other customers
because it wouldn’t fit the motor, or the
voltage was different,” said Yoshifumi

Kato, executive director of engineering
R&D at Denso Corp, Toyota’s biggest
supplier. “We can avoid this issue if
suppliers can sell the entire system.”
The move should help auto par ts
companies such as Denso and Aisin
spread their customer base and com-
pete better  against  global  r ivals
including Rober t  Bosch and
Continental.  Currently,  Toyota
accounts for around half the annual
sales at Denso and Aisin.

Spreading the R&D burden
Mizushima said he would like to see

Toyota offer its powertrain modules to
all its rivals, in an industry where more
automakers are setting up exclusive tie-
ups on parts. Nissan Motor Co this year
launched the Infiniti QX30 luxury com-
pact crossover using engines and other
parts developed and made by Daimler
AG’s Mercedes and its suppliers. Toyota
already shares components for Fuji
Heavy Industries Ltd’s Subaru BRZ
sports car under a joint development
agreement. In opening up its propri-
etary technology, Toyota is acknowl-
edging the escalating costs of R&D, as
global automakers vie to develop
hybrid and all-electric cars, self-driving
cars and cars connected to mobile
technology.

Toyota’s R&D spend last year was 73
percent more than in 2010 at around
$9 billion, while spending at
Volkswagen , its biggest competitor,
more than doubled over the same peri-
od. As automakers are having to invest
more, they are cramming as much tech-
nology as possible into each vehicle,
while limiting price increases. Toyota
and its suppliers expect their newer
production platform will mean making
a lot more of fewer common parts
across its models, and selling them to
other automakers to earn back more of
the money spent on R&D.

“If we take a component developed
with Toyota and sell a million to Toyota
and another million to other customers,
it would double our return on our
development costs,” said Denso’s Kato.
Toyota’s rivals, too, should be able to
keep their own development and pro-
curement costs down if they can source
off-the-shelf from Toyota, say industry
consultants. 

“It could be a win-win for Toyota and
its rivals because Toyota could develop
another sales line, while customers
could gain access to components
which may be cheaper and of higher
quality than the same parts developed
in-house,” said Takeshi Miyao, Asia man-
aging director at Carnorama. — Reuters

SAN FRANCISCO: Uber said yesterday it
planned to keep its self-driving cars on the
streets of San Francisco, defying a state order to
halt the test program. The ridesharing giant said
it disputed the interpretation by the California
Department of Motor Vehicles that the cars
require a special permit, saying they had the
same autonomy capabilities as Tesla cars which
have an optional “autopilot” feature.

Anthony Levandowski, Uber’s vice president
for advanced technologies, said that as with the
Teslas, the cars driven by Uber still have a driver
capable of assuming control at any time. “We
respectfully disagree with the California DMV’s
interpretation of autonomous regulations, in
particular that Uber needs a permit to operate
in San Francisco,” Levandowski told a confer-
ence call with journalists.  “While these are con-
sidered state of the art today, they still require
monitoring by a vehicle operator at all
times.”Levandowski said Uber did not plan on

seeking a state permit and for now planned to
continue picking up passengers in San
Francisco despite the threat of legal action.

He called it “an important issue of princi-
ple” about “uneven application of statewide
rules.” “We cannot in good conscience sign up
for regulation of something we are not doing,”
he said. Levandowski said Uber was having
“frank conversations” with regulators and
hoped to convince them that its autonomous
cars were no different from Tesla’s,  which
allow a driver to turn over many operations to
an onboard computer but still need a human
behind the wheel.

“We have a person sitting in the driver’s seat,
and there’s also a person next to them looking
at the system and trying to confirm that every-
thing is going well,” he said. “They are able to
override and take control of the vehicle at any
time.” The announcement by the global
ridesharing colossus came two days after state

regulations said the testing program was not
authorized.  In a letter to Uber, DMV counsel
Brian Soublet said the permit is required to pro-
tect public safety.

“It is illegal for the company to operate its
self-driving vehicles on public roads until it
receives an autonomous vehicle testing permit,”
he wrote.  “It is essential that Uber takes appro-
priate measure to ensure safety of the public. If
Uber does not confirm immediately that it will
stop its launch and seek a testing permit, DMV
will initiate legal action.” Backers of autonomous
vehicles say the technology can reduce more
than 90 percent of accidents, which mostly are
due to human error.  Since its debut in 2010,
Uber has grown into a worldwide phenomenon
despite regulatory hurdles and resistance from
traditional taxi operators.  In its latest funding
round, Uber was valued at more than $60 bil-
lion, but has racked up losses at it expands and
takes on competitors such as Lyft. — AFP 

SAN FRANCISCO: An Uber driverless car heads out for a test drive in San Francisco. — AP

Uber defies California 
Ridesharing giant keeps the self-driving cars rolling

CALIFORNIA: A cyclist rides past a Yahoo sign at the company’s headquarters in
Sunnyvale, Calif. — AP 

BERLIN: German officials are stepping up their
criticism of Facebook, saying the social network
is doing too little to stop hate speech and could
face stiff fines unless it deletes illegal content
faster. In an interview published Friday, Justice
Minister Heiko Maas said his ministry was check-
ing whether it would be possible to make social
networking sites legally liable for illegal posts.
“Of course in the end, we also have to think
about fines, if other measures fail to work,” Maas
told the Sueddeutsche Zeitung newspaper.
“That would be a strong incentive to act quickly.”
Germany has seen a sharp increase in vitriolic
posts on social media in recent years amid a
heated public debate over the influx of more

than a million migrants since the start of 2015.
The country has laws against speech deemed

to be racist, defamatory or inciting violence - a
response to Germany’s Nazi legacy. But authori-
ties have struggled with the deluge of often
anonymous postings on foreign-owned web-
sites. Facebook, based in California, says it takes
the issue seriously and has hundreds of contrac-
tors reviewing posts at a Berlin office. But
Sueddeutsche Zeitung reported Friday that staff
members there complain of inconsistent rules
and overwork. Thomas Oppermann, a senior
lawmaker in Maas’ Social Democratic Party, told
German weekly Der Spiegel that dominant
social media sites like Facebook could be

required to delete illegal posts within 24 hours
or face fines up to 500,000 euros ($522,000).

Facebook also could be compelled to distrib-
ute corrections that reach the same number of
people as the original post, Oppermann sug-
gested, something traditional media companies
in Germany are already required to do. The pro-
posals come as German officials warn that the
country’s upcoming general election is likely to
be heavily affected by hate speech and fake
news spread on social media. The nationalist
Alternative for Germany party, which has a
strong presence on Facebook, criticized the gov-
ernment’s proposals as an attempt to limit free
speech. — AP 

NEW YORK: Twitter is adding the ability for
users to broadcast live video directly from
its app as it seeks to distinguish itself
among social media rivals as the place for
real-time connections and discussions. The
move follows Facebook, which launched
live broadcasts for public figures in 2015
and everyone else this April, along with a
bevy of smaller competitors that include
Twitter’s own Periscope app. 

Twitter says it is not shutting Periscope
down. Rather, the company hopes that the
new Twitter feature will broaden its appeal.
Live video - by regular people as well as
curated creations from celebrities - is
growing.  Twitter touts itself as the place to
see what’s happening now, and has had
several livestreaming deals, including with
the NFL and CBS News for the presidential
debates. — AP

Twitter adds ‘ability to
broadcast live videos’ 

Toyota unlocks its 
engine technology

SAN FRANCISCO: An Uber driverless car waits in traffic during a test drive in San
Francisco. The ride-hailing company is refusing to obey demands by the state’s
Department of Motor Vehicles that it stop picking up San Francisco passengers in
specially equipped Volvo SUVs. — AP 

Germany threatens to fine 
Facebook over hate speech

LONDON: Photo shows Facebook logos pictured on the screens of a smartphone and a laptop computer, in central London. Facebook said it was
offering a tool allowing users to report fake news, a move aimed at stemming a wave of misinformation which some claim influenced the 2016
US election. — AFP 
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SAN FRANCISCO: Climate scientists worried
that President-elect Donald Trump will slash
their budgets and sideline their research are
entering survival mode, trimming the words “cli-
mate change” from study proposals, emphasiz-
ing business applications of their work, and safe-
guarding data that shows global warming is real.

The early reactions, gathered by Reuters in
more than a dozen interviews, may foretell a
broader shift in the US  climate science commu-
nity, which had enjoyed solid political and finan-
cial support under President Barack Obama but
could be isolated under a new administration
skeptical of climate change and committed to
expanding oil drilling and coal mining.

“I think it is maybe really necessary to refocus

what you are doing and how you are labeling it,”
said Andreas Prein, a scientist at the federally
funded National Center for Atmospheric
Research, who previously had changed the term
“climate change” in a project for the oil industry
and expects such linguistic twists to proliferate.
Trump has questioned whether climate change
exists and has raised the possibility of withdraw-
ing US support for a global accord to reduce car-
bon dioxide emissions, which an overwhelming

majority of scientists believe is driving sea level
rise, droughts and more frequent violent storms.

Trump is also preparing to nominate cabinet
members with close oil industry ties, including
Exxon Mobil CEO Rex Tillerson as secretary of
state and former Texas Governor Rick Perry as
energy secretary. A member of the transition
team further raised concerns among scientists
this month by sending a questionnaire to the
Department of Energy seeking the names of
researchers there who worked on climate
change issues, a move Trump’s team later dis-
avowed.

Federal funding for climate change research,
technology and international assistance hit
$11.6 billion in 2014, from $2.4 billion in 1993,

according to the U.S. Government
Accountability Office. While Trump has not
explicitly said he would cut such funding, one of
his advisers told The Guardian newspaper last
month that climate research at NASA would be
eliminated. A Trump transition team official did
not respond to repeated requests for comment.

“DATAREFUGE”
Prein at National Center for Atmospheric

Research said he had replaced the politically
charged term “climate change” with “global
change” in a project he submitted for the oil
industry.

He said that regardless of how it is labeled,
interest in climate research would likely endure
given the importance of extreme weather fore-
casting to a broad array of industries, like insur-
ance and energy. However, he was concerned
the longer-term work crucial to understanding
the scope of global warming could lose critical
support. Climate scientist Ben Sanderson, also at
NCAR, told Reuters he is applying to renew fund-
ing for assessing uncertainty in climate change.
“Now the proposal would have to be defensible
without referring to climate change explicitly, so
to talk about weather risks in general,” he said.

Tracey Holloway, an air quality scientist at the
University of Wisconsin, said she believed simple
word changes sometimes could help scientists
avoid trouble. Using the term “weather” instead
of “climate change,” for example, could work for
studies that deal with a short-term time scale,
she said.

But Eric Holthaus, a meteorologist who writes
for online magazine Slate, has taken efforts to
protect scientists and their work a step further.
He spearhead an effort, with the support of the
University of Pennsylvania and the University of
Toronto, to let scientists move their data onto
publicly available non-government servers.  The
project, called “DataRefuge,” is intended to elimi-
nate the chances of political interference with
the data, he said.

The signals from the Trump transition team
on climate change have also put members of
Obama’s outgoing administration on edge.
Current Interior Secretary Sally Jewell told scien-
tists at a conference in San Francisco this week
they must confront climate change deniers and
speak up if Trump tries to sideline them.

White House spokesman Josh Earnest later
said in a press briefing he believed the concerns
of the scientific community about Trump were
“legitimate.” “If the incoming administration
determines that they want to base their policy
on something other than science, it looks like
they’re going to get at least four years to try that
out and we’ll have an opportunity to see how it
works,” he said.

Other scientists were dealing with the stress
of a new administration using humor.
University of South Florida glaciologist Jason
Gulley said his team had a list of joke projects
for science under Trump. “How could we
weaponize glaciers?” he asked, and what is the
best real  estate currently hidden under
Greenland ice sheets. — Reuters 

Climate scientists adjust 
as Trump builds team 

Worries over budget cuts overshadow researches

SAN FRANCISCO: Kurt Wechsler holds an image of the earth during a rally by scientists in con-
junction with the American Geophysical Union’s fall meeting in San Francisco. The rally was to
call attention to what scientists believe is unwarranted attacks by the incoming Trump admin-
istration against scientists advocating for the issue of climate change and its impact. —AP 

This file illustration photo taken on November 04, 2015 shows a small globe above
the flames of a gas ring to illustrate global warming. When the world triumphantly
celebrated the signing of the landmark Paris climate pact last December, it was hard
to imagine that only a year later it might face an existential threat. —AFP

QAYYARAH, Iraq: The battle to retake
Mosul from the Islamic State group is leav-
ing a legacy of environmental damage and
health risks that will pose dangers to peo-
ple for years to come.

Iraqis have already paid the initial price
from burning oil wells and a sulphur facto-
ry that IS set alight south of Mosul, Iraq’s
last jihadist-held city which is the target of
a major military operation launched two
months ago. The fires, combined with
water pollution and the potentially toxic
remains of destroyed buildings, military
equipment ad munitions, will also present
longer-term threats to people in areas
around and inside Mosul.

“We are concerned about how the pol-
lution will affect the health of local popula-
tions and negatively impact their capacity
to rebuild quality, sustainable livelihoods
within those affected areas,” said Jenny
Sparks of the International Organization for
Migration.

A United Nations report on environmen-
tal and health risks in the Mosul area said
that “hundreds of people were treated for
exposure to chemicals, and millions are
exposed to soot and gases from the burn-
ing oil wells”. “The events are occurring in
an already environmentally degraded
region, threatened by substantial environ-
mental legacy risk from previous conflicts,
coupled with serious desertification and
land degradation primarily caused by
unsustainable agricultural practices,” the
report said. IS set fire to oil wells before the
Qayyarah area was recaptured by Iraqi
forces in August, and these have burned for
months, turning sheep that graze in the
area black with soot.

“We can’t sell our sheep any more. We
have had some sheep die, other times peo-
ple won’t buy them because they look
black,” said Jaber, a 16-year-old shepherd.

Iraqi civil defense forces have been bat-
tling the Qayyarah fires, and while they

have extinguished some, others are still
burning.

Destroyed buildings, polluted water 
IS also set fire to the Mishraq sulphur

plant south of Mosul, and while the blaze
was eventually put out, it had already blan-
keted nearby areas with a haze of smoke
that caused respiratory problems for those
who inhaled it. However, the aftermath of a
2003 fire at the same plant offers some
cause for optimism, according to the UN
report. “Even though the vegetation and
crops had been badly damaged by the fire,
natural recovery was advancing well two
years later,” it said. Houses and other build-
ings damaged or destroyed by air strikes
and shelling also pose a risk to civilians try-
ing to return and rebuild their homes.

“Crushed building materials contain
harmful substances, pulverised cement,
household wastes and chemicals which can
cause exposure hazards to civilians and
people dealing with the rubble,” the UN
report said. The destruction of ammunition
and weapons depots can also “leave a toxic
footprint”, while “destroyed military materi-
al such as tanks and armoured vehicles
often contains various toxic materials”, it
said. Water pollution associated with the
conflict is another potential problem,
according to Eric Solheim, the head of the
United Nations Environment Program.

“The dumping of bodies, hazardous
materials and oil into water sources have all
been reported and are major causes of con-
cern,” Solheim said. Inadequate disposal of
waste also poses risks, the UN said.

“Collapse of environmental gover-
nance can further lead to accumulation of
solid household, medical and industrial
waste, and if not dealt with properly, can
result in increased burning of solid waste
and resulting environmental health risks,
or the outbreak of communicable dis-
eases,” it said. — AFP

Mosul battle leaving legacy 
of environmental damage

AL-QAYYARAH, Iraq: This file photo taken on November 25, 2016 shows smoke bil-
lowing from a burning oil well, set ablaze by retreating Islamic State (IS) group’s
jihadists, in Qayyarah, some 60 kilometres (35 miles) south of Mosul. The battle to
retake Mosul from the Islamic State group is leaving a legacy of environmental dam-
age and health risks that will pose dangers to people for years to come. — AFP

PARIS: Gazing upward to take in the
majesty of the Eiffel Tower, visitors to Paris
may be astonished to learn that a vicious
war, pitting Man against Rat, is unfolding at
their feet.

The Champ de Mars park around the
famous monument is a battleground in a
city-wide anti-rodent campaign that has
drawn both cheers and jeers. Several of the
French capital’s green spaces are off-limits
for two weeks as rat catchers go about a
grim task, baiting traps with powerful poi-
son. “I haven’t seen any rats, but I wouldn’t
want to, that’s disgusting,” said Brazilian
tourist Marcos Oliveira, 35. Many Paris resi-
dents were keen to see the end of a new
scourge in a city whose image has already
suffered from a string of terror attacks.

“It’s about time,” one Paris native said. “In
all my 40 years I’ve never seen rats in the
daytime,” said the dancer, giving her stage
name Fabiola H.

“They used to hide, but now we see
them in broad daylight... obviously well
fed.” Safely out of sight, they were blissfully
out of mind, except in the imaginations
that created the hit 2007 cartoon
“Ratatouille”, which depicted a Parisian rat
cooking in a famous restaurant. But the city
has come under fire for allegedly dragging
its feet before launching what has been
dubbed its “war on rats”.

The campaign is seen by some critics as
rodent mass murder-an online petition
entitled “Stop the rat genocide” has gath-
ered 19,000 signatures-and others fault the
city for failing to keep the streets clean.

Georges Salines, head of Paris’s environ-
mental health services, is at the centre of
the storm. “When it’s an emergency... we
have to carry out operations to destroy the
rats, which satisfies no-one,” Salines told
AFP in his office adorned with pictures of
flora and fauna.

“Animal lovers don’t like it, nor do I

because I love animals too,” he said. “Rats
multiply very, very fast,” the public health
doctor said. “As long as they have food,
water and places to burrow, they’ll multi-
ply.” Biologists say a female rat will normally
have three litters totalling around 20 off-
spring in her one-year lifespan.
Mathematically, one pair of rats could have
more than 46,000 offspring in 24 months.

‘Killer in chief’ 
Salines hit back at the animal rights

activist behind the petition, Josette
Benchetrit, who labelled him the “killer in
chief”. “I’m well aware of the issue of ani-
mals’ suffering and respect for animals,”
Salines said, calling Benchetrit’s attack
“totally unacceptable”.

On another front, Socialist Paris Mayor
Anne Hidalgo came under fire in a scathing
commentary in the conservative daily Le
Figaro. “New in the Parisian cityscape: filthy
streets because of the total and persistent
disarray in the cleaning services,” wrote
author and politician Serge Federbusch.

Describing the situation as “Hidalchaos”,
he accused the eco-friendly Hidalgo of
dragging her feet before “closing several
green spaces long enough to kill  the
beasts!” Federbusch, who heads a small lib-
ertarian party, then said sarcastically :
“Great ecological record.”

Geppy Vitale, a 55-year-old Swiss tourist,
agreed. “Where there are rats, there’s rub-
bish, and therefore sloppy standards. Big
cities like Paris should not have too many
rats, they are supposed to have the means”
to prevent such a thing.

Salines said the problem was the sheer
abundance of tasty morsels in Paris. “Rats
have to be hungry” to go in the traps, he
said. That is why parks are being closed for
the extermination effort. “If we leave them
open there are too many people who bring
in food,” Salines said. — AFP

BERLIN: The condition of Michael Schumacher’s health will
remain closely guarded among family and close associates,
the former Formula One champion’s manager said yester-
day. “Michael’s health is not a public issue, and so we will
continue to make no comment in that regard,” Sabine
Kehm said in a statement. “We have to protect his intimate
sphere. Legally seen and in the longer term, every state-
ment related to his health would diminish the extent of his
intimate sphere.”

Schumacher sustained severe head injuries in a skiing
accident in France on Dec. 29, 2013 and has been cared for
at his home in Switzerland since September 2014. Kehm
said the Schumacher family was aware that fans were hop-
ing for news of the 47-year-

old German’s condition, “but we do this with full com-
mitment to Michael’s guidelines and can only thank people
for their understanding.”

Kehm announced that the family was launching a “Keep
Fighting Initiative” as a sign of gratitude to fans and to
encourage people inspired by Schumacher’s career “to
keep fighting and never give up.”

Schumacher’s accident happened on a family vacation
as he was skiing with his son at the Meribel ski resort in the
French Alps. The avid skier hit the right side of his head on
a rock, cracking his helmet. Doctors operated to remove
blood clots from his brain, but some were left because they
were too deeply embedded.

Schumacher’s condition stabilized after he was placed
in a drug-induced coma, from which he later emerged.
“Michael has always been very protective of his privacy,
even during the most successful times of his career. He has
always made sure there is a clear and distinct line between
his public persona and his private one,” Kehm said.

Schumacher, who made his name with Benetton before
joining Ferrari in 1996, won a record seven F1 titles and 91
races. — AP

Schumacher’s 
health to remain 

private matter

TAEZ, Yemen: A malnourished Yemeni child is attended
to at a therapeutic feeding centre in the country’s third-
largest city of Taez yesterday. The UN children’s agency
UNICEF says nearly three million people in Yemen need
immediate food supplies, while 1.5 million children are
suffering from malnutrition, including 370,000 with
severe malnutrition that weakens their immune sys-
tem. —AFP 

LONDON: Investors need more informa-
tion about the risks companies face from
global warming so they can fund devel-
opment of the new technologies that are
needed to control climate change and
mitigate its effects, a task force said.

An international panel, chaired by for-
mer New York City Mayor Michael
Bloomberg, developed recommenda-
tions over the last year based on the idea
that markets need more and better data
to respond to the challenge of climate
change. The task force was appointed by
the Financial Stability Board, an arm of
the Group of 20 industrialized nations
and led by Bank of England Governor
Mark Carney. “ The challenge is that
investors currently don’t have the infor-
mation they need to respond to these
developments,” Carney and Bloomberg
wrote Wednesday in the Guardian news-
paper. “This must change if financial mar-
kets are going to do what they do best:
allocate capital to manage risks and seize
new opportunities.”

The recommendations come a year
after 195 countries agreed to work
together to limit the rise in average glob-
al temperatures to less than 2 degrees
Celsius. U.S. President-elect Donald
Trump, who has called global warming a
“hoax,” has said he plans to abandon the
U.S. commitment to reduce carbon emis-
sions as part of that agreement.

The task force is composed of execu-
tives from major companies, banks and
insurance companies, including J.P.
Morgan Chase, BHP Billiton and Swiss Re.
The companies represented have a com-
bined market value of $1.5 trillion, while
the financial institutions oversee $20 tril-
lion in assets.

The panel developed its recommen-
dations after the G-20 asked it to exam-
ine the financial stability risks posed by
climate change. The advice focuses on
“practical, material disclosures” that can
be used by all financial institutions and
companies that raise money from
investors, Carney and Bloomberg said.
“Of course, given the uncertainties
around climate, not everyone will agree
on the timing or scale of adjustments
required to achieve this goal,” Carney
said at the report’s launch. “But the right
information will allow optimists and pes-
simists, skeptics and evangelists, to back
their convictions with their capital.”

He also dipped into history to
explain his view. “Early disclosure rules
allowed 20th-century financial markets
to grow our economies by pricing risks
more accurately,” he said. “The spread of
such standards internationally has
helped lift more than a billion people out
of poverty. Climate-related disclosures
could be as transformative for 21st-cen-
tury markets.” — AP

Companies need to disclose 
more on climate risks: Panel 

PARIS: A picture taken on December 15, 2016 shows a warning placard reading “A
deratisation operation is taking place in the garden. To increase the efficiency, the
square will remain stay close until the end of the interventions” at the square of the
Saint Jacques tower close to the rue de Rivoli, in Paris. — AFP

Paris seeks high ground in fight 
to keep rats underground
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WASHINGTON: Republicans may be handing
wealthy Americans a big tax cut by repealing
President Barack Obama’s health care law,
according to a study released Thursday that
spells out potential economic pitfalls behind
the election-year slogans. The richest house-
holds - those with incomes above $3.7 million -
would get an average tax cut of about
$197,000, said the analysis from the nonparti-
san Tax Policy Center, a joint venture of the
Urban Institute and the Brookings Institution
think tanks.

The windfall would come mainly from the
repeal of taxes that the Affordable Care Act
aimed at upper-income earners, including an
investment tax and a Medicare levy.

The study comes as Republican lawmakers
and aides start grappling with the complexity
of unraveling the 2010 law, which touches
most major players in the $3 trillion health care
industry.

While Republicans plan to take just a few
months next year to pass legislation dis-
mantling the law, that “repeal” may not
actually take complete effect for up to four
years, top House GOP aides told reporters
Thursday. Congress would need the time to
pass replacement legislation and work out a

smooth transition. The Tax Policy Center
study did not consider the impact of replace-
ment legislation, so its look at potential win-
ners and losers is preliminary. President-
elect Donald Trump and GOP congressional
leaders  have promised to replace
“Obamacare” with a conservative-tinged ver-
sion that provides access to affordable cover-
age for all Americans. Details of that plan are
unavailable, but it’s bound to affect the final
bottom line.

The “repeal” part of the GOP promise would
definitely have one-sided consequences, said
Gordon Mermin, an Urban Institute researcher
who conducted the study. “This is a change
that helps high-income folks more than every-
one else,” said Mermin. 

“People who currently get these premium
tax credits are going to lose a lot.”

The impact is more complicated for middle-
and low-income households. The vast majority
would see little or no change in taxes. Repeal
of various taxes on the health care industry
would get passed through as modest benefits
for most. But more than 8 million consumers
receiving tax credits through the law to help
pay for health insurance could take a signifi-
cant hit. They would lose financial assistance

worth several thousand dollars. How big a loss
depends on individualized factors such as
household size and family income. The study
did not look at the impact on insurance cover-
age. Obama’s law has helped drive the nation’s
uninsured rate to a historic low of about 9 per-
cent. A separate Urban Institute study earlier
projected that nearly 30 million people could
lose coverage if Obama’s law is repealed with-
out a replacement.

GOP aides who briefed reporters Thursday
on Capitol Hill said a stable and orderly transi-
tion is one the party’s top goals. The aides
spoke on condition of anonymity to discuss
the broad outlines of a private dialogue among
Republican decision-makers.

The long transition period under considera-
tion - two to four years - reflects a desire to
avoid disrupting existing coverage for con-
sumers and to give lawmakers time to create a
new health care program. It ’s an exercise
fraught with policy and political complications.
Four years would put Republicans on the
threshold of the next presidential election.

During that period, Republicans hope to
write replacement legislation, perhaps with
several bills whose provisions would kick in
stage by stage. —AP

OTTAWA: Nine people died from fentanyl opioid
overdoses in the Canadian city of Vancouver in
just the past 24 hours, Mayor Gregor Robertson
said Friday. The spike in deaths comes as
Canada-like its neighbor the United States  has
been struggling to contain an overdose crisis
that claimed 2,000 lives last year, with even more
expected in 2016.

Flanked by the city’s police chief and other
emergency officials, Robertson lauded existing
harm reduction services such as drug consump-
tion rooms in the city, but said more treatment
options are urgently needed. “It’s desperate times
in Vancouver and it’s hard to see any silver lining
right now when we haven’t hit rock bottom,” he
said, warning of more overdoses to come. “Can
you imagine nine people dying from another
cause in one day in our city?” Police Chief Adam
Palmer said, calling for more help for addicts. The
government has poured tens of millions of dollars
into bolstering public health emergency respons-
es, with little effect. Across the border, the United
States has also seen a sudden spike in fentanyl-
related deaths, including the apparent overdose
of the pop star Prince in April.

Vancouver has seen an average of 15 over-
doses a month and police are currently investi-
gating 160 fatalities, Palmer said. The city’s coro-
ner said morgues have reached capacity.

Most of the deaths occurred in the gritty
Downtown Eastside neighborhood, where an
open drug market and extreme poverty persist
despite decades of interventions. As the crisis
snowballed, the city council approved a 0.5 per-
cent property tax hike this week to help stem
the number of overdoses.

The funds are to go to support frontline
emergency workers, shelters and outreach cen-
ters. Meanwhile, the federal government this
week removed hurdles to opening new drug
consumption rooms-as demand skyrocketed-
and expanded its fight against narcotics traffick-
ing at the border. Its revamp of drug laws is
expected to pave the way for at least nine new
drug consumption sites-known in Canada as
“supervised injection sites”-across the nation,
and more customs searches for fentanyl.

The first North American consumption rooms

were established at a clinic in Vancouver ’s
Downtown Eastside in 2003 under a special
exemption from federal drug possession and
trafficking laws.

It remains the only facility on the continent
where addicts can receive medical supervision
as they inject heroine illegally bought on the
street. Ottawa also recently restricted six chemi-
cals used to make fentanyl and partnered with

China to stem its flow into the country from
abroad.

Highly potent and addictive, the analgesic
fentanyl is estimated to be up to 100 times
stronger than morphine. The related drug car-
fentanil is 100 times more powerful than fen-
tanyl. Two milligrams of pure fentanyl-the size of
about four grains of salt-is enough to kill an
average-size adult. —AFP

PORTLAND, Maine: President-elect Donald
Trump this week tapped Exxon Mobil CEO
Rex Tillerson to serve as his secretary of state.
If confirmed by the Senate, where opposition
is emerging, the move could have broad con-
sequences for US environmental policy and
affect the role the US plays in multinational
discussions about climate change. Here are
some questions and answers about the
selection of Tillerson.

Q. What’s his background?
A. Tillerson, 64, is a Texas native and has

spent his entire career at Exxon after gradu-
ating from the University of Texas with a civil
engineering degree. He started as a produc-
tion engineer and rose to become general
manager of the company’s oil production
division in Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas and
Kansas in 1989. He was named president of
Exxon Yemen in 1995 and was later put in
charge of Exxon’s operations in Russia and
the Caspian Sea. After being named presi-
dent of the corporation in 2004, Tillerson
became chairman and CEO in 2006. He was
expected to retire next year in line with the
company’s mandatory retirement age of 65.

Q. What’s his relationship to Trump, and
who was in the running for the post?

A. Trump has said he believes Tillerson’s
role as an international businessman for
Exxon makes him uniquely qualified for the
cabinet position. He has cited Tillerson’s
experience in “global enterprise” as evidence
that Tillerson can represent US interests
around the world. The two share an estab-
lished network of contacts in international
government and business, while both lack
public policy experience. Tillerson’s selection
for the nation’s top diplomatic job came after
former New York City Mayor Rudolph Giuliani
and former Massachusetts Gov. Mitt Romney
emerged as early favorites.  John Bolton, a
member of President George W. Bush’s cabi-
net, was also mentioned.

Q. What is Exxon’s environmental
record?

A. Eleven million gallons of oil spilled
when the Exxon Valdez ran aground in
Alaska’s Prince William Sound in 1989. The
accident fouled birds and marine life and left
a lasting stain on Exxon’s reputation. Tillerson
last year described it as a turning point that
ushered in a new “culture of safety.”
Nevertheless, accidents and violations of pol-
lution regulations have continued. Since
2006, Exxon’s pipelines have spilled roughly
350,000 gallons of oil, costing $158 million in
property damage and repairs, including
major spills in Montana’s Yellowstone River
and in Mayflower, Arkansas. The
Environmental Protection Agency lodged at
least 73 enforcement cases against Exxon
and related companies in the same period,
resulting in $11.3 million in assessed penal-
ties and $436 million in compliance costs,
according to an Associated Press analysis.

Q. What is the status of the federal law-
suit involving accusations that Exxon hid
climate change research?

A. Officials in Massachusetts and New York
have said Exxon understood a connection
between burning fossil fuels and global
warming as far back as the 1970s. They con-
tend the company deliberately misled the
public about the issue. Exxon has denied the
accusations, and pushed back.  Exxon went to
court in Dallas in June to throw out the
Massachusetts request and later added a New
York subpoena. Lawyers for the company
have said in their lawsuit that the state inves-
tigations were politically motivated. Federal
Judge Ed Kinkeade in Texas has the case.

Q. How has Exxon’s position on climate
change morphed?

A. Exxon was long considered a leading
opponent of efforts to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions from burning fossil fuels that
scientists say is responsible for climate
change. That changed over the past decade,
coinciding with Tillerson’s leadership and
shifting energy markets, said David Levy, a
management professor at the University of
Massachusetts in Boston. The company now
supports imposition of a “carbon tax” that
would put a price on each ton of carbon
emitted. Criticism lingers. “While the world
needs to go one direction, he’s been hell-
bent as CEO trying to go the other direction,”
said U.S. Sen. Jeff Merkley, an Oregon
Democrat.

Q. What has Exxon’s position been on
President Barack Obama’s efforts to pro-
tect the environment?

A. Exxon has been critical of some of
Obama’s efforts to safeguard natural
resources. The company, under Tillerson’s
leadership, has questioned the wisdom of
limiting offshore oil drilling off the Atlantic
coast and Alaska. Tillerson told The
Associated Press last year that drilling off
Alaska is important despite disapproval from
environmentalists because “eventually we are
going to need it” to meet energy needs. US
policy about domestic drilling would fall
under the Interior Department more than
under Tillerson.

Q. How would Tillerson interact with
other countries on climate change?

A. Tillerson would be responsible for rep-
resenting US interests in international meet-
ings on climate policy and in dealings with
world powers about issues that overlap with
climate, such as energy, security and environ-
mental protection. John Kerry has put a focus
on climate change as secretary of state, in
keeping with the agenda of Obama. The
selection of Tillerson signals to other coun-
tries that the Trump administration is chang-
ing diplomatic priorities, said Varun Sivaram,
director of the Program on Energy Security
and Climate Change at the Council on
Foreign Relations. But he added it’s impor-
tant to note Tillerson has acknowledged that
the world is warming. “There certainly is sym-
bolism to nominating the CEO of the biggest
oil company in the world as secretary of
state,” Sivaram said. “I think it’s important to
separate the man from the symbolism.” —AP

GRENOBLE: (FILES) This file photo taken on December 13, 2016 shows a “CRIT’air”
eco-vignette on a  car window in Grenoble, eastern France. The French government
wants to extend the use of the coloured “air quality certificate” vignettes, to better
target and fight air pollution. —AFP 

Study: Repealing Obama health
law cuts taxes for wealthy

Nine dead of fentanyl opioid 
abuse in one day in Vancouver

Canada battling to contain overdose crisis

NEW YORK: (FILES) This file photo taken on September 22, 2016 shows bags of heroin, some
laced with fentanyl, displayed before a press conference at the office of the New York Attorney
General, in New York. Nine people died of fentanyl opioid abuse in the Canadian city of
Vancouver in just the past 24 hours, Mayor Gregor Robertson said. —AFP

Q&A: US Secretary of State 
pick could affect climate policy
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LuLu Hypermarket, the leading hypermarket in the
region, distributed prizes to 20 winners of its ‘Live for
Free’ promotion, during a ceremony held at its Al Rai

outlet on Thursday, 15 December. LuLu Hypermarket man-
agement along with an enthusiastic crowd of shoppers
were present to felicitate the winners.  The winners
expressed excitement at their very generous prizes, with
the first prize being a gift voucher worth KD 600, while 19
second place winners were given KD 200 worth of gift
vouchers each. 

The ‘Live for Free’ promotion, which ran from 23
November to 3 December, provided LuLu shoppers with
raffle coupons for every purchase worth KD 5. An official
draw ceremony was held at the Al Rai outlet on 6
December and the names of the lucky winners
announced.  The ‘Live for Free’ promotion is part of LuLu
Hypermarket’s commitment to consistently providing
the best shopping experience and rewarding loyal cus-
tomers through a variety of exciting campaigns through-
out the year.

LuLu Hypermarket rewards winners of ‘Live for Free’ promotion

Ali Abdulwahab Al Mutawa Commercial
Co (AAW) yesterday celebrated the
inauguration of three of its new

stores, The North Face, Eastpak, and Vans at
Boulevard, Salmiya. The ribbon cutting cere-
mony was attended by AAW Chairman Faisal
Al Mutawa, AAW General Manager Ali Faisal
Al Mutawa, and Regional Sales Manager of
Eastpak Michele Messori.

AAW has brought together world’s prime
brands catering to families practicing sea-
sonal outdoor activities, individuals that
have a passion for action sports and also
provides a choice for the contemporary
lifestyle consumer. The North Face delivers

an extensive line of performance apparels,
equipment, and footwear with an innovative
collection designed to provide rock climbers,
backpackers, hikers, trail runners, and out-
door enthusiasts with the ultimate fit and
function. Eastpak offers street-smart back-
packs to convenient shoulder bags and
ingenious luggage and travel items. While
Vans offer fully comprehensive range of
footwear, apparel, and accessories for men,
women and kids.

Opening the ceremony with a speech
AAW Chairman and CEO Faisal Al Mutawa
expressed AAW’s commitment to providing
customers with top-of-the-line outdoor

products and adding more stores to serve
them better. The event concluded with a rib-
bon cutting ceremony attended by media
and mall visitors who indulged in canapÈs
and refreshments and enjoyed exclusive
store opening benefits in all three stores.

AAW General Manager, Ali Faisal Al
Mutawa said: “We at AAW aspire to provide
Kuwait’s market with the highest quality
products and offer our customers a whole-
some shopping experience. By opening
three of our brands under one roof at
Boulevard, we are meeting our customers’
growing demand for new and practical prod-
ucts and promise them more expansions in

order to provide them with the best brands,
customer satisfaction, and service we can.”

Boulevard is one of the newest and largest
touristic hubs in the country occupying more
than 353 thousand square meters and
includes a heritage village, botanical garden,
multiple sporting areas, a health club, and
more. Eastpak’s first exclusive store occupies
127 square meters and offers bags of various
size, type, and style as well as travel gear and
accessories specializing in design, develop-
ment, and manufacturing able to withstand
and resist strong conditions of use and a
guarantee up to 30 years. The North Face
flagship store occupies 242 square meters

and delivers an extensive line of performance
apparel, equipment, and footwear designed
to provide outdoor enthusiasts with the ulti-
mate fit and function.

The Vans store occupies 127 square
meters and provides a fully comprehensive
range of footwear, apparel, and accessories
made to be a dominant force in the action
sports and the brand of choice for the con-
temporary lifestyle consumer. In addition to
Eastpak, The North Face, and Vans, AAW pro-
vides top-of-the-line products for outdoor
and action sport enthusiasts from worldwide
brands such as Arc’teryx, Patagonia, Houdini
and more.

AAW launches The North Face, Eastpak and Vans at Boulevard

Malayali Media Forum
(MMF), Kuwait hosted a
farewell reception in honor

of A K Srivastava, Second Secretary
(Information and Cultural Affairs),
Indian Embassy Kuwait, who is leav-
ing Kuwait next week after com-
pleting his tenure in the country. At
a small function held at the FOKE
auditorium, Abbassia, MMF mem-
bers wished Srivastava all success in
his future endeavor and recalled
how he strengthened the interac-
tion between media persons and
the Indian embassy in disseminat-
ing information and news during

the last three years.
In his reply speech, Srivastava

said he has striven hard to help
make the embassy services more
accessible to people. As the cultural
secretary, he had the opportunity
to interact with  several members of
the Indian community and experi-
ence the problems being faced by
them during many of the cultural
meetings he attended as the repre-
sentative of the embassy.
Srivastava,  who has served in
Indian embassies in Pakistan and
Nepal prior to his appointment in
Kuwait, will be posted in Delhi.  

MMF General Convener Sam
Painummodu presided over the
meeting. Sajeev K Peter, Anil K
Nambiar, Anil P Alex, Hikmath,
Azeez Thikkodi, Sathar Kunnil,
Abdul Fathah Thayyil, Sunoj
Nambiar, Anwar Sadath Thalassery,
Jalin Triprayar, Girish Ottapalam,
Reji Bhaskar, Muneer Ahmad and
Mustafa delivered felicitation
speeches. Salim Kottayil welcomed
the gathering while Mohamed
Riyaz proposed vote of thanks.
MMF members presented a
memento to Srivastava on the
occasion.

MMF Kuwait holds farewell

party to honor Srivastava

—Photos by Yasser Al-Zayyat
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The Holiday Downtown Hotel in Sharq
has celebrated the grand reopening
on 13th December 2016, witnessed

by top media personals and dignitaries
from various social institutes. “We are
proud to reopen our doors to guests who
will enjoy our newly renovated European
contemporary style rooms and elegant fab-
ric spaces resulting in the creation of truly
4 star experience in the heart of Kuwait
Downtown” says the newly appointed
General Manager Mohamed Wahib
Mohamed Labib.

The Hotel will extend its known service
standards as before and will acquire back
being one of the best in the market. The
pride of the hotel was excellent convention
and events facilities, with the renovation car-
ried out, it is going to be better. As part of
the reopening, exceptional offers are provid-
ed for outside catering and weddings. As
well, for corporate guest’s meeting require-
ments, a superior arrangement is awaiting in
2017 with free 24 hours valet parking servic-
es. Amenities includes first class offering of
full service experience to guest with 169

rooms, cutting edge top qualifying food
served at the restaurants, the hotel houses a
modern fitness centre with personal trainers
along with indoor pool.

A total of 210 guest was entertained by a
musical group, followed by a gala dinner,
which made the evening elegant and special.
Holiday Downtown Hotel has forever
changed hotels catering for business and
leisure clientele. “It is all about the comfort of
our guests and exceeding their needs, and
Holiday Downtown exemplify this, both
physically and in terms of the staff attitude

and culture”.  Mr Wahib continued to explain
that his ambition is to be No 1 in the market
by simply creating “A right way, the Holiday
Downtown Way” for his guest, an art of hos-
pitality & Arabic generosity in welcoming our
valued guest. A sense that anything is possi-
ble which he and his team will ensure will
happen to each of his guest.

It does not stop here, the hotel will soon
expand facilities for long stays and more F&B
options such as Fallah Restaurant opening by
1st quarter of 2017 specialist in authentic tra-
ditional and contemporary Kuwaiti cuisines. 

Holiday Downtown Hotel celebrates grand re-opening

Millennium Hotel & Convention Center hosted a
‘Millennium & Copthorne Hotels-GCC & Middle East
Roadshow Event’ in Kuwait last Monday, December

5th, 2016 wherein 23 senior representatives of these hotels
participated, each one highlighting the properties to promote
its extraordinary and enticing services that will evoke new
potential clients.

Speaking on this occasion, Dani Saleh, Area General

Manager of Millennium & Copthorne Hotels Kuwait, said: “This
event represents and ignites Millennium Hotel Kuwait’s com-
mitment to build and impasses business relationship with the
region’s premium property entrepreneurs. Competency builds
a strong team. No doubt, the event is a golden opportunity to
deliberately discuss and share mutual businesses and interests”.
We are taking the modern strategical approach in providing
brand awareness to locals, frequent business travelers, travel

agencies and new entrepreneurs. It is better to target a group
of clients and new business partners by honing them and
standing out where you can in a niche segment of the industry.”

“Although the world is filled with professional competitors,
we are still positive making our way towards developing the
brand “Millennium & Copthorne Hotels” well known worldwide.
That’s why our main target is to have a much more tougher and
profound sales initiative; aiming to commercialize and intro-

duce the brand awareness overall Millennium & Copthorne
regional hotel’s excellent services and introducing our interna-
tional benefits by spreading the message to a wider range. This
is to drive the business effectively and be the key decision mak-
ers and rampantly promoting tourism inside and outside of
Kuwait.” “Taken together as one team, these measures are pow-
erful drivers for higher levels of performance, profitability and
productivity for organizations.” Saleh concluded.

Millennium Hotel hold GCC & Middle East Roadshow Event

—Photos by Yasser Al-Zayyat
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00:00   Turkey Shoot   
02:00   Sharknado 3: Oh Hell No!   
04:00   Hercules Reborn   
06:00   Metro   
08:00   Apocalypse Pompeii   
09:45   Christmas Twister   
11:30   The Berlin File   
13:45   War Of The Worlds   
15:45   Metro   
17:45   Deja Vu   
20:00   The Expendables 3   
22:00   The November Man   

00:50   Gator Boys   
01:45   I'm Alive   
02:40   Urban Predator: Lion On The
Loose   
03:35   Into The Pride   
04:25   Rogue Nature With Dave Salmoni   
05:15   I'm Alive   
06:02   The Real Lion Queen   
06:49   River Monsters   
07:36   Swamp Brothers   
08:00   Swamp Brothers   
08:25   Dr. Dee: Alaska Vet   
09:15   Tanked   
10:10   Wildest Islands Of Indonesia   
11:05   Lone Star Law   
12:00   Life On Earth: A New Prehistory   
12:55   Bondi Vet   
13:50   Wild Animal Repo   
14:45   Biggest And Baddest   
15:40   Biggest And Baddest   
16:35   Biggest And Baddest   
17:30   Biggest And Baddest   
18:25   Wild Animal Repo   
19:20   Tanked   
20:15   Dr. Jeff: Rocky Mountain Vet   
21:10   Wildest Islands Of Indonesia   
22:05   Dr. Dee: Alaska Vet   
23:00   Tanked   
23:55   Gator Boys   

00:00   The Collection   
00:55   Eastenders   
01:30   An Inspector Calls   
03:00   New Tricks   
04:00   Doctors   
04:30   Eastenders   
05:00   Death In Paradise   
06:00   Doctors   
06:30   Eastenders   
07:00   Holby City   

08:00   Father Brown   
08:45   Call The Midwife   
09:40   Doctor Who   
10:30   Doctors   
11:00   Eastenders   
11:35   Father Brown   
12:20   Call The Midwife   
13:20   Doctor Who   
14:15   Doctors   
14:45   Eastenders   
15:20   Father Brown   
16:05   Call The Midwife   
17:00   Doctor Who   
18:00   Doctors   
18:30   Eastenders   
19:05   Father Brown   
20:00   New Blood   
21:00   New Blood   
22:00   Orphan Black   
22:45   Silent Witness   
23:40   Doctors   

00:00   Fred Dinenage: Murder Casebook   
01:00   The Haunting Of...   
02:00   I Was Possessed   
03:00   American Murder   
04:00   Fred Dinenage: Murder Casebook   
05:00   The Haunting Of...   
06:00   I Was Possessed   
07:00   Fred Dinenage: Murder Casebook   
08:00   Fred Dinenage: Murder Casebook   
09:00   Beyond Scared Straight   
10:00   I Killed My BFF   
11:00   I Killed My BFF   
12:00   I Killed My BFF   
13:00   I Killed My BFF   
14:00   I Killed My BFF   
15:00   I Killed My BFF   
16:00   I Killed My BFF   
17:00   I Killed My BFF   
18:00   I Killed My BFF   
19:00   It Takes A Killer   
19:30   It Takes A Killer   
20:00   It Takes A Killer   
20:30   It Takes A Killer   
21:00   It Takes A Killer   
21:30   It Takes A Killer   
22:00   It Takes A Killer   
22:30   It Takes A Killer   
23:00   Robbie Coltrane's Critical Evidence   

00:00   Chris Hardwick: Mandroid   
00:50   Chappelle's Show   
01:15   Tosh.0   
01:40   The Daily Show - Global Edition   
02:05   Tosh.0   
02:30   Broad City   
03:00   Workaholics   
03:25   Disorderly Conduct: Video On
Patrol   
04:15   Key And Peele   
04:40   Impractical Jokers   
05:05   Ridiculousness   
05:30   Framework   
06:20   Frankenfood   
06:50   Frankenfood   
07:15   Disorderly Conduct: Video On
Patrol   
08:05   Impractical Jokers   

08:30   Ridiculousness   
08:55   Tosh.0   
09:20   Key And Peele   
09:45   Workaholics   
10:10   The It Crowd   
10:35   Ridiculousness   
11:00   Framework   
11:50   Lip Sync Battle   
12:15   Workaholics   
12:40   The It Crowd   
13:05   Disorderly Conduct: Video On
Patrol   
13:55   Ridiculousness   
14:20   Framework   
15:10   The Jim Gaffigan Show   
15:35   Ridiculousness   
16:00   Impractical Jokers   
16:30   Workaholics   
16:55   Tosh.0   
17:25   Workaholics   
17:50   Catch A Contractor   
18:39   The It Crowd   
19:03   Framework   
19:50   The Jim Gaffigan Show   
20:13   Key And Peele   
20:37   Ridiculousness   
21:00   The Daily Show With Trevor Noah   
21:30   Kyle Kinane: I Liked His Old Stuff
Better   
22:18   Broad City   
22:42   Tosh.0   
23:05   Ugly Americans   
23:30   The Daily Show With Trevor Noah   

00:30   What Could Possibly Go Wrong?   
01:20   What Could Possibly Go Wrong?   
02:10   Dirty Jobs   
03:00   Dirty Jobs   
03:50   Ultimate Survival   
04:40   Ultimate Survival   
05:30   Ultimate Survival   
06:20   How It's Made   
06:40   How It's Made   
07:00   Kenny The Shark   
07:25   Kenny The Shark   
07:50   Awesome Adventures   
08:15   Awesome Adventures   
08:40   How It's Made   
09:05   How It's Made   
09:30   How It's Made   
09:55   How It's Made   
10:20   How It's Made   
10:45   How It's Made   
11:10   How It's Made   
11:35   How It's Made   
12:00   How It's Made   
12:25   How It's Made   
12:50   Ultimate Survival   
13:40   Ultimate Survival   
14:30   Ultimate Survival   
15:20   Ultimate Survival   
16:10   Ultimate Survival   

17:00   What Could Possibly Go Wrong?   
17:50   What Could Possibly Go Wrong?   
18:40   Troy   
19:30   Dogs: The Untold Story   
20:20   How The Earth Works   
21:10   Rockin' Roadsters   
22:00   Destroyed In Seconds   
22:25   Destroyed In Seconds   
22:50   Destroyed In Seconds   
23:15   Destroyed In Seconds   
23:40   Destroyed In Seconds   

00:40   The Haunted   
01:30   Deadly Women   
02:20   Deadly Women   
03:10   Deadly Women   
04:00   A Crime To Remember   
04:48   I Almost Got Away With It   
05:36   I Almost Got Away With It   
06:24   I Almost Got Away With It   
07:12   I Almost Got Away With It   
08:00   I'd Kill For You   
08:50   I'd Kill For You   
09:40   I'd Kill For You   
10:30   I'd Kill For You   
11:20   I'd Kill For You   
12:10   Who On Earth Did I Marry?   
12:35   Who On Earth Did I Marry?   
13:00   Beauty Queen Murders   
13:50   Beauty Queen Murders   
14:40   Beauty Queen Murders   
15:30   Beauty Queen Murders   
16:20   Beauty Queen Murders   
17:10   Dead On Arrival   
18:00   Blood Relatives   
18:50   Blood Relatives   
19:40   Blood Relatives   
20:30   Blood Relatives   
21:20   Blood Relatives   
22:10   Vanity Fair Confidential   
23:00   Unravelled   
23:50   Killer Instinct With Chris Hansen   

00:10   Hank Zipzer   
00:35   Binny And The Ghost   
01:00   Violetta   
01:45   The Hive   
01:50   Sabrina Secrets Of A Teenage
Witch   
02:15   Sabrina Secrets Of A Teenage
Witch   
02:40   Hank Zipzer   
03:05   Binny And The Ghost   
03:30   Violetta   
04:15   The Hive   
04:20   Sabrina Secrets Of A Teenage
Witch   
04:45   Sabrina Secrets Of A Teenage
Witch   
05:10   Hank Zipzer   
05:35   Binny And The Ghost   
06:00   Violetta   
06:45   The Hive   
06:50   Mouk   
07:00   Dog With A Blog   
07:25   Dog With A Blog   
07:50   Tsum Tsum Shorts   
07:55   Duck The Halls: A Very Mickey
Christmas   

08:20   Elena Of Avalor   
08:45   Star Darlings   
08:50   Liv And Maddie   
09:15   Jessie   
09:40   Jessie   
10:05   Jessie   
10:30   Sky High   
12:10   A.N.T. Farm   
12:35   A.N.T. Farm   
13:00   A.N.T. Farm   
13:25   A.N.T. Farm   
13:50   A.N.T. Farm   
14:15   Backstage   
14:40   Backstage   
15:05   Bizaardvark   
15:30   Dog With A Blog   
15:55   Dog With A Blog   
16:20   Stuck In The Middle   
16:45   Best Friends Whenever   
17:10   Elena Of Avalor   
17:35   Miraculous Tales Of Ladybug And
Cat Noir   
18:00   The Next Step   
18:25   The Ultimate Christmas Present   
20:00   Star Darlings   
20:05   Disney Cookabout   
20:30   Elena Of Avalor   
20:55   Best Friends Whenever   
21:20   Jessie   
21:45   Jessie   
22:10   Jessie   
22:35   H2O: Just Add Water   
23:00   Binny And The Ghost   
23:25   Sabrina Secrets Of A Teenage
Witch   
23:50   Sabrina Secrets Of A Teenage
Witch   

00:00   Doc McStuffins   
00:30   Minnie's Bow-Toons   
00:35   Zou   
00:50   Loopdidoo   
01:05   Art Attack   
01:30   Henry Hugglemonster   
01:45   Calimero   
02:00   Zou   
02:15   Loopdidoo   
02:30   Art Attack   
03:00   Calimero   
03:15   Zou   
03:30   Loopdidoo   
03:45   Art Attack   
04:10   Henry Hugglemonster   
04:25   Calimero   
04:45   Loopdidoo   
05:00   Art Attack   
05:25   Henry Hugglemonster   
05:35   Calimero   
05:50   Zou   
06:00   Loopdidoo   
06:15   Art Attack   
06:35   Henry Hugglemonster   

06:50   Calimero   
07:00   Zou   
07:20   Loopdidoo   
07:35   Art Attack   
08:00   Mickey Mouse Clubhouse   
08:30   Sheriff Callie's Wild West   
09:00   Little Mermaid   
09:30   Goldie & Bear   
10:00   Goldie & Bear   
10:30   The Lion Guard   
11:00   Sofia The First   
11:30   Goldie & Bear   
12:00   Sofia The First: The Floating
Palace   
13:00   Sofia The First   
13:30   Mickey Mouse Clubhouse   
14:00   Jake And The Never Land Pirates   
14:30   Doc McStuffins   
15:00   The Lion Guard   
15:30   Sofia The First   
16:00   Minnie's Winter Bow Show   
17:00   Goldie & Bear   
17:30   PJ Masks   
18:00   The Adventures Of The Disney
Fairies   
18:30   Goldie & Bear   
19:00   Jake And The Never Land Pirates   
19:30   Little Mermaid   
20:00   PJ Masks   
20:30   Sofia The First   
21:00   Sofia The First: The Floating
Palace   
22:00   The Lion Guard   
22:30   The Lion Guard   
23:00   The Adventures Of The Disney
Fairies   
23:30   Mickey Mouse Clubhouse   

00:20   Wheels That Fail   
00:45   Gold Rush   
02:25   Gold Rush   
03:15   Gold Rush   
04:05   Gold Rush   
05:00   Gold Rush   
06:00   Deadliest Catch   
06:50   Wheeler Dealers   
07:40   Fat N' Furious: Rolling Thunder   
08:30   Diamond River Hunters   
09:20   The Liquidator   
09:45   How It's Made: Dream Cars   
10:10   How Do They Do It?   
10:35   Salvage Hunters   
11:25   Marooned With Ed Stafford   
12:15   Shallow Water Invasion   
13:05   How It's Made: Dream Cars   
13:30   Storage Hunters UK   
13:55   The Liquidator   
14:20   Edge Of Alaska   
15:10   Diamond River Hunters   
16:00   Deadliest Catch   
16:50   Fat N' Furious: Rolling Thunder   
17:40   Wheeler Dealers   
18:30   How It's Made: Dream Cars   
18:55   How Do They Do It?   
19:20   Diamond River Hunters   
20:10   Storage Hunters UK   
20:35   The Liquidator   
21:00   Mega Trains   
21:50   Castro: The World's Most Watched
Man   
22:40   Free Ride   
23:30   Fat N' Furious: Rolling Thunder   

06:00   Supa Strikas   
06:25   Supa Strikas   
06:50   Counterfeit Cat   
07:00   Star vs The Forces Of Evil   
07:15   K.C. Undercover   
07:40   Atomic Puppet   
08:10   Lab Rats   
08:35   Danger Mouse   
09:00   K.C. Undercover   
09:25   Lab Rats   
09:50   K.C. Undercover   
10:20   Lab Rats   
10:45   K.C. Undercover   
11:10   Lab Rats   
11:35   K.C. Undercover   
12:00   The Pacifier   
13:45   Lab Rats   
14:10   Disney Mickey Mouse   
14:15   K.C. Undercover   
14:40   Counterfeit Cat   
14:50   Star vs The Forces Of Evil   
15:05   K.C. Undercover   
15:30   Atomic Puppet   
15:55   Lab Rats   
16:25   Danger Mouse   
16:50   Star Wars Rebels   
17:15   Future-Worm!   
17:40   Star Wars Freemaker Adventures   
18:10   K.C. Undercover   
18:35   The Pacifier   
20:20   Star Wars Rebels   
20:45   Mighty Med   
21:10   Pickle And Peanut   
21:40   Disney Mickey Mouse   
21:45   Guardians Of The Galaxy   
22:10   Ultimate Spider-Man   
22:35   Boyster   
23:00   Programmes Start At 6:00am KSA   

00:00   Diners, Drive-Ins And Dives   
00:30   Diners, Drive-Ins And Dives   
01:00   Man Fire Food   
01:30   Man Fire Food   
02:00   Man Finds Food   
02:30   Man Finds Food   
03:00   Chopped   
04:00   Guy's Grocery Games   
05:00   Man Fire Food   
05:30   Man Fire Food   
06:00   Chopped   
07:00   Amazing Wedding Cakes   
08:00   The Pioneer Woman   
08:30   The Pioneer Woman   
09:00   Siba's Table   
09:30   Siba's Table   
10:00   Barefoot Contessa   
10:30   Barefoot Contessa   
11:00   Diners, Drive-Ins And Dives   
11:30   Diners, Drive-Ins And Dives   
12:00   Diners, Drive-Ins And Dives   
12:30   Diners, Drive-Ins And Dives   
13:00   Chopped   
14:00   Guy's Grocery Games   
15:00   Amazing Wedding Cakes   
16:00   Siba's Table   
16:30   Siba's Table   
17:00   Private Chef   
17:30   Private Chef   
18:00   Cutthroat Kitchen   
19:00   All Star Academy   
20:00   Private Chef   
20:30   Private Chef   
21:00   Restaurant Takeover   
22:00   All Star Academy   
23:00   Cutthroat Kitchen   

00:00   Brad Meltzer's Lost History   
01:00   Brad Meltzer's Lost History   
02:00   Brad Meltzer's Lost History   
03:00   Brad Meltzer's Lost History   
03:50   Brad Meltzer's Lost History   
04:40   Brad Meltzer's Lost History   
05:30   Brad Meltzer's Lost History   
06:20   America's Book Of Secrets   
07:10   The Universe   
08:00   Brad Meltzer's Lost History   
09:00   Brad Meltzer's Lost History   
10:00   Brad Meltzer's Lost History   
11:00   Brad Meltzer's Lost History   
12:00   Brad Meltzer's Lost History   
13:00   Brad Meltzer's Lost History   
14:00   Brad Meltzer's Lost History   
15:00   Brad Meltzer's Lost History   
16:00   Brad Meltzer's Lost History   
17:00   Brad Meltzer's Lost History   
18:00   Brad Meltzer's Lost History   
19:00   Monster Quest   
20:00   In Search Of Aliens   
21:00   Your Bleeped Up Brain   
22:00   The Universe: Ancient Mysteries
Solved   
23:00   In Search Of Aliens   

00:20   Billion Dollar Wreck   
01:10   Forged In Fire   
02:00   Counting Cars   
02:25   Counting Cars   
02:50   Lost In Transmission   
03:40   Lost In Transmission   

04:30   Pawn Stars   
05:00   Time Team   
06:00   Swamp People   
06:50   Ax Men   
07:40   Ice Road Truckers   
08:30   Storage Wars Texas   
08:55   Counting Cars   
09:20   Counting Cars   
09:45   Shipping Wars   
10:10   Shipping Wars   
10:35   Shipping Wars   
11:00   Shipping Wars   
11:25   Time Team   
12:15   Ice Road Truckers   
13:05   Ice Road Truckers   
13:55   Billion Dollar Wreck   
14:45   Mountain Men - Closest Calls   
15:35   Pawn Stars   
16:00   American Pickers   
16:50   Storage Wars   
17:15   Storage Wars   
17:40   Swamp People   
18:30   Time Team   
19:20   American Pickers   
20:10   Pawn Stars   
20:35   Pawn Stars Best Of   
21:00   Pawn Stars   
21:25   Pawn Stars   
21:50   Pawn Stars Australia   
22:15   Pawn Stars Australia   
22:40   Britain's Bloody Crown: War Of
The Roses   
23:30   Pawn Stars   
23:55   Pawn Stars   

00:35   Miguel's Tropical Kitchen   
01:00   Hook It, Cook It   
01:25   Route Awakening   
01:50   Lucky Chow   
02:15   Fish Of The Day   
02:40   Fish Of The Day   
03:05   Fish Of The Day   
03:30   My Sri Lanka With Peter Kuruvita   
03:55   What's For Sale?   
04:20   What's For Sale?   
04:45   Home Strange Home   
05:35   Wineroads   
06:00   Cesar To The Rescue   
06:50   My Sri Lanka With Peter Kuruvita   
07:15   My Sri Lanka With Peter Kuruvita   
07:40   Lucky Chow   
08:05   Gok's Chinese Takeaway   
08:55   A Is For Apple   
09:20   Carnival Eats   
09:45   My Restaurant In India   
10:10   Fish Of The Day   
10:35   Fish Of The Day   
11:00   The Food Files   
11:25   The Food Files   
11:50   Charlie Luxton's Homes By The
Sea   
12:40   My Restaurant In India   
13:05   Eat Street   
13:35   Lucky Chow   
14:00   Fish Of The Day   
14:30   Fish Of The Day   
14:55   Fish Of The Day   
15:25   My Sri Lanka With Peter Kuruvita   
15:50   What's For Sale?   
16:20   What's For Sale?   
16:45   Home Strange Home   
17:40   Wineroads   
18:10   Cesar To The Rescue   
19:05   Fish Of The Day   
19:30   My Sri Lanka With Peter Kuruvita   
20:00   What's For Sale?   
20:25   What's For Sale?   
20:50   Home Strange Home   
21:40   Wineroads   
22:05   Cesar To The Rescue   
22:55   My Restaurant In India   
23:20   Eat Street   
23:45   Lucky Chow   

00:10   Mega Factories   
01:00   Air Crash Investigation   
02:00   Do Or Die   
02:25   Do Or Die   
02:55   Science Of Stupid Sports   
03:20   Science Of Stupid Sports   
03:50   Beyond Magic With DMC   
04:45   Two Tales Of China   
05:10   Two Tales Of China   
05:40   Continent 7: Antarctica   
06:35   Mars   
07:30   Startalk   
08:25   Explorer   
09:20   WW2 Hell Under The Sea   
10:15   The Border   
11:10   Locked Up Abroad   
12:05   Live Free Or Die   
13:00   Dog Whisperer   
14:00   Dog Whisperer   
15:00   Years Of Living Dangerously   
16:00   Continent 7: Antarctica   
17:00   Mars   
18:00   Startalk   
19:00   Do Or Die   
19:30   Do Or Die   
20:00   Continent 7: Antarctica   
20:50   Mars   
21:40   Startalk   
22:30   Do Or Die   
22:55   Do Or Die   
23:20   Lords Of War   
23:45   Lords Of War   

00:20   Ultimate Predators GPU   
01:10   Wild 24   
02:00   Big Baboon House   
02:50   Monster Fish   
03:45   Maneater Manhunt   
04:40   Wild Colombia's Lost Eden   
05:35   Night Stalkers   
06:30   Monster Fish   
07:25   Monster Fish   
08:20   Man V. Monster   
09:15   Animal Fight Club   
10:10   America's National Parks   
11:05   Extreme Animal Babies   
12:00   Big Baboon House   
12:55   Going Wild   
13:50   Monster Fish   
14:45   Maneater Manhunt   
15:40   Wild Middle East   
16:35   Wild Colombia's Lost Eden   
17:30   The Incredible Dr. Pol   
18:25   Swamp Men   
19:20   Maneater Manhunt   
20:10   Wild Middle East   
21:00   Wild Colombia's Lost Eden   
21:50   The Incredible Dr. Pol   
22:40   Swamp Men   
23:30   Big Baboon House   

01:00   Breaking Through   
03:00   Trust Me   
05:00   Stolen From Suburbia   
07:00   The Silent Mountain   
09:00   A Kind Of Magic   
11:00   Breaking Through   
13:00   Trust Me   
15:00   Every Thing Will Be Fine   
17:00   A Kind Of Magic   
19:00   Dark Places   
21:00   War Book   
23:00   Life Of A King   

00:30   Cougar Town   
01:00   Cougar Town   
01:30   Saturday Night Live   
03:00   2 Broke Girls   
03:30   The Simpsons   
04:00   Better With You   
04:30   The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy
Fallon   
05:30   10 Items Or Less   
06:00   The Grinder   
06:30   Men At Work   
07:00   Late Night With Seth Meyers   
08:00   Better With You   
08:30   10 Items Or Less   
09:00   2 Broke Girls   
09:30   Wrecked   
10:00   Dr. Ken   
10:30   Men At Work   
11:00   The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy
Fallon   
12:00   The Grinder   
12:30   Better With You   
13:00   10 Items Or Less   
13:30   Men At Work   
14:00   The Simpsons   
14:30   Wrecked   
15:00   Dr. Ken   
15:30   Cougar Town   
16:00   Cougar Town   
16:30   The Grinder   
17:00   Late Night With Seth Meyers   
18:00   Last Man Standing   
18:30   The Simpsons   
19:00   Wrecked   
19:30   Dr. Ken   
20:00   Telenovela   
20:30   Superstore   
21:00   Cougar Town   
21:30   Cougar Town   
22:00   Veep   
22:30   Veep   
23:00   It's Always Sunny In Philadelphia   
23:30   Telenovela   

00:00   Mad Dogs   
01:00   Better Call Saul   
02:00   Better Call Saul   
03:00   Grimm   
04:00   Stitchers   
05:00   Good Morning America - Weekend   
06:00   Prison Break   
07:00   Drop Dead Diva   
08:00   Castle   
09:00   Stitchers   
10:00   Prison Break   
11:00   Top Gear (UK)   
12:00   Shark Tank   
13:00   The Ellen DeGeneres Show   
14:00   Drop Dead Diva   
15:00   Stitchers   
16:00   Live Good Morning America -
Weekend   
17:00   The Ellen DeGeneres Show   
18:00   Castle   
19:00   Once Upon A Time   
20:00   This Is Us   
21:00   The Catch   
22:00   The Catch   
23:00   Mistresses   

01:00   Peter Pan   
03:00   My Girl 2   
05:00   The Amazing Wizard Of Paws   
07:00   Scooby-Doo! Moon Monster
Madness   
09:00   Home   
11:00   The Amazing Wizard Of Paws   
13:00   Mousehunt   
15:00   Jingle All The Way 2   
17:00   Get Santa   
19:00   Black Beauty   
21:00   Marvel's Iron Man & Captain
America: Heroes United   
22:30   Jingle All The Way 2   

01:15   Paranormal Activity: The Ghost
Dimension   
03:00   Dolphin Tale 2   
05:00   Le Weekend   
07:00   San Andreas   
09:00   Dolphin Tale 2   
11:00   Louder Than Words   
13:00   Krampus   
15:00   All The Wilderness   
17:00   The Benefactor   
19:00   Ride Along 2   
21:00   Ant-Man   
23:00   Sisters   

00:00   Cooties   
02:00   Accidental Love   
04:00   The Invention Of Lying   
05:45   The Hundred-Foot Journey   
08:00   Angus Thongs And Perfect
Snogging 
10:00   The Invention Of Lying   
12:00   Accidental Love   
14:00   Dickie Roberts: Former Child Star   
16:00   Angus Thongs And Perfect
Snogging 
17:45   How Do You Know   
20:00   Wish I Was Here   
22:00   Cyrus   

01:00   Child Of God   
03:00   Eight Men Out   
05:30   Masaan   
07:30   Love & Mercy   
09:30   Gone With The Bullets   
11:30   Eight Men Out   
13:30   Reds   
17:00   Love & Mercy   
19:00   The Dark Half   
21:00   Foxcatcher   
23:30   Heaven's Gate   

01:15   Minuscule: Valley Of The Lost Ants   
03:00   The Olsen Gang In Deep Trouble   
04:30   Pim And Pom: The Big Adventure   
06:00   The Unbeatables   
07:45   Daddy I'm A Zombie   
09:30   Blue Elephant 2   
11:15   True Story Of Puss'n Boots   
13:00   The Olsen Gang In Deep Trouble   
14:30   Ploddy Police Car On The Case   
16:00   The Adventures Of Don Quixote   
18:00   Blue Elephant 2   
20:00   Egon And Donci   
22:00   Ploddy Police Car On The Case   
23:30   The Adventures Of Don Quixote   

00:00   The Taking Of Deborah Logan   
02:00   Taken 3   
04:00   The Mark   
06:00   The End Of The Tour   
08:00   The Hunger Games: Mockingjay
Part I   
10:15   Barefoot   
12:00   The Final Girls   
13:45   Miracles From Heaven   
15:45   The Hunger Games: Mockingjay
Part I   
18:00   Glass Chin   
20:00   The Pyramid   
22:00   Knock Knock   

01:05   Outrageous Acts Of Psych   
01:30   You Have Been Warned   
02:20   Penn & Teller Tell A Lie   
03:10   Race To Escape   
04:00   How Do They Do It?    
06:00   Food Factory     
08:00   How Do They Do It?   
08:26   Prototype This   
12:26   Mythbusters   
13:14   Mythbusters   
14:02   Weird Or What?   
16:26   How Do They Do It?   
17:38   Food Factory   
18:50   Curiosity: How Does Life Begin?   

RIDE ALONG 2 ON OSN MOVIES HD

COOTIES ON OSN MOVIES COMEDY HD

THE BERLIN FILE ON OSN MOVIES ACTION
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KNCC PROGRAMME FROM THURSDAY TO WEDNESDAY (15/12/2016 TO
21/12/2016)

SHARQIA-1
MOANA 1:00 PM
MOANA 3:15 PM
MOANA 5:30 PM
MOANA 7:45 PM
TAHT AL TARABEZA 10:15 PM
COLLATERAL BEAUTY 12:30 AM

SHARQIA-2
ROGUE ONE:A STAR WARS STORY 12:30 PM
ROGUE ONE:A STAR WARS STORY-3D 3:30 PM
ROGUE ONE:A STAR WARS STORY 6:30 PM
ROGUE ONE:A STAR WARS STORY 9:30 PM
ROGUE ONE:A STAR WARS STORY 12:30 AM

SHARQIA-3
MOANA 12:00 PM
COLLATERAL BEAUTY 2:30 PM
MANTAQH MAHZOURAH 4:45 PM
COLLATERAL BEAUTY 7:00 PM
MANTAQH MAHZOURAH 9:15 PM
ROGUE ONE:A STAR WARS STORY 11:30 PM

MUHALAB-1
COLLATERAL BEAUTY 12:45 PM
COLLATERAL BEAUTY 3:00 PM
ROGUE ONE:A STAR WARS STORY 5:15 PM
MANTAQH MAHZOURAH 8:15 PM
MANTAQH MAHZOURAH 10:15 PM
TAHT AL TARABEZA 12:15 AM

MUHALAB-2
MOANA 11:45 AM
MOANA 2:00 PM
MOANA 4:15 PM
MOANA 6:30 PM
COLLATERAL BEAUTY 8:45 PM
COLLATERAL BEAUTY 11:00 PM
COLLATERAL BEAUTY 1:15 AM

MUHALAB-3
ROGUE ONE:A STAR WARS STORY 12:00 PM
ROGUE ONE:A STAR WARS STORY 3:00 PM
ROGUE ONE:A STAR WARS STORY-3D 6:00 PM
ROGUE ONE:A STAR WARS STORY 9:00 PM
ROGUE ONE:A STAR WARS STORY 12:05 AM

FANAR-1
COLLATERAL BEAUTY 1:30 PM
COLLATERAL BEAUTY 3:45 PM
COLLATERAL BEAUTY 6:00 PM
COLLATERAL BEAUTY 8:15 PM
COLLATERAL BEAUTY 10:30 PM
COLLATERAL BEAUTY 12:45 AM

FANAR-2
MOANA 11:30 AM
MOANA 1:45 PM
MOANA 4:00 PM
MOANA 6:15 PM
ROGUE ONE:A STAR WARS STORY-3D 8:30 PM

ROGUE ONE:A STAR WARS STORY 11:15 PM

FANAR-3
TAHT AL TARABEZA 12:00 PM
TAHT AL TARABEZA 2:15 PM
INTO THE FOREST 4:30 PM
MISS SLOANE 6:30 PM
INTO THE FOREST 9:30 PM
INTO THE FOREST 11:45 PM

FANAR-4
ROGUE ONE:A STAR WARS STORY 1:00 PM
ROGUE ONE:A STAR WARS STORY 3:45 PM
ROGUE ONE:A STAR WARS STORY 6:30 PM
ROGUE ONE:A STAR WARS STORY 9:15 PM
ROGUE ONE:A STAR WARS STORY 12:05 AM

FANAR-5
THE LAST KING 11:30 AM
MISS SLOANE 1:45 PM
MISS SLOANE 4:15 PM
MANTAQH MAHZOURAH 7:00 PM
MANTAQH MAHZOURAH 9:00 PM
MANTAQH MAHZOURAH 11:00 PM
THE LAST KING 1:00 AM

MARINA-1
COLLATERAL BEAUTY 11:45 AM
MANTAQH MAHZOURAH 2:00 PM
TAHT AL TARABEZA 3:45 PM
COLLATERAL BEAUTY 6:00 PM
MANTAQH MAHZOURAH 8:15 PM
MANTAQH MAHZOURAH
ROGUE ONE:A STAR WARS STORY 12:30 AM

MARINA-2
ROGUE ONE:A STAR WARS STORY 11:30 AM
ROGUE ONE:A STAR WARS STORY 2:30 PM
ROGUE ONE:A STAR WARS STORY 5:30 PM
ROGUE ONE:A STAR WARS STORY 8:30 PM
ROGUE ONE:A STAR WARS STORY 11:30 PM

MARINA-3
MOANA 12:30 PM
MOANA 2:45 PM
MOANA 5:00 PM
MOANA 7:15 PM
COLLATERAL BEAUTY 9:30 PM
COLLATERAL BEAUTY 11:45 PM

AVENUES-1
MOANA 12:30 PM
LAF WA DAWARAN 2:45 PM
MOANA 5:00 PM
ROGUE ONE:A STAR WARS STORY 7:30 PM
TAHT AL TARABEZA 10:30 PM
TAHT AL TARABEZA 12:45 AM

AVENUES-2
MOANA -3D- 4DX 11:30 AM
MOANA -3D- 4DX 1:45 PM

MOANA -3D- 4DX 4:15 PM
ROGUE ONE:A STAR WARS STORY -3D- 4DX 6:45 PM
ROGUE ONE:A STAR WARS STORY -3D- 4DX 9:45 PM
ROGUE ONE:A STAR WARS STORY -3D- 4DX 12:30 AM
ROGUE ONE:A STAR WARS STORY -3D- 4DX 11:30 AM
MOANA -3D- 4DX 2:15 PM
MOANA -3D- 4DX 4:45 PM
MOANA-3D- 4DX 7:15 PM
ROGUE ONE:A STAR WARS STORY -3D- 4DX 9:45 PM
ROGUE ONE:A STAR WARS STORY -3D- 4DX 12:30 AM

AVENUES-3
MANTAQH MAHZOURAH 12:00 PM
MANTAQH MAHZOURAH 2:00 PM
MANTAQH MAHZOURAH 4:00 PM
MANTAQH MAHZOURAH 6:00 PM
MANTAQH MAHZOURAH 8:00 PM
ROGUE ONE:A STAR WARS STORY 10:00 PM
THE LAST KING 1:00 AM

AVENUES-4
COLLATERAL BEAUTY 11:30 AM
COLLATERAL BEAUTY 1:30 PM
MOANA 3:45 PM
Special Show “MOANA” 3:45 PM
MOANA 6:15 PM
COLLATERAL BEAUTY 8:45 PM
COLLATERAL BEAUTY 11:00 PM
COLLATERAL BEAUTY 1:15 AM

AVENUES-5
ROGUE ONE:A STAR WARS STORY 12:00 PM
ROGUE ONE:A STAR WARS STORY -3D 3:00 PM
Special Show “ROGUE ONE:A STAR WARS STORY” 2:00 PM
ROGUE ONE:A STAR WARS STORY 6:00 PM
Special Show “ROGUE ONE:A STAR WARS STORY” 6:00 PM
ROGUE ONE:A STAR WARS STORY -3D 9:00 PM
ROGUE ONE:A STAR WARS STORY 12:05 AM

AVENUES-6
COLLATERAL BEAUTY 12:30 PM
COLLATERAL BEAUTY 2:45 PM
COLLATERAL BEAUTY 5:00 PM
COLLATERAL BEAUTY 7:15 PM
COLLATERAL BEAUTY 9:30 PM
COLLATERAL BEAUTY 11:45 PM

AVENUES-7
MOANA 1:00 PM
MOANA 3:30 PM
INTO THE FOREST 6:15 PM
INTO THE FOREST 8:30 PM
INTO THE FOREST 10:45 PM
INTO THE FOREST 1:00 AM

AVENUES-8
FANTASTIC BEASTS AND WHERE TO FIND THEM 12:15 PM
TROLLS 3:00 PM
DEAR ZINDAGI -Hindi 5:15 PM
Special Show “ROGUE ONE:A STAR WARS STORY” 5:15 PM
THE NEIGHBOR 8:15 PM

Arrival Flights on Sunday 18/12/2016
Airlines Flt Route Time
KAC 776 Riyadh 00:20
JZR 267 Beirut 00:30
JZR 539 Cairo 00:40
THY 772 Istanbul 00:55
KAC 102 London 00:55
KAC 742 Dammam 01:00
RJA 642 Amman 01:05
QTR 1086 Doha 01:15
DLH 635 Doha 01:55
PGT 858 Istanbul 02:00
ETH 620 Addis Ababa 02:05
JZR 555 Alexandria 02:05
MSC 405 Sohag 02:30
GFA 211 Bahrain 02:30
UAE 853 Dubai 02:30
KAC 412 Bangkok 02:50
OMA 643 Muscat 02:55
KKK 6506 Istanbul 02:55
FDB 069 Dubai 03:05
ATG 4471 Sharjah 03:05
MSR 612 Cairo 03:10
ETD 305 Abu Dhabi 03:10
CEB 0018 Manila 03:15
KAC 358 Kochi 03:30
QTR 1076 Doha 03:30
PGT 4860 Istanbul 04:05
KAC 418 Manila 04:25
KAC 514 Tehran 04:35
DHX 170 Bahrain 05:20
KAC 354 BLR 05:20
QTR 8511 Doha 05:45
THY 770 Istanbul 05:55
KAC 384 Delhi 06:05
KAC 206 Islamabad 06:20
KAC 346 Ahmedabad 06:25
BAW 157 London 06:40
FDB 053 Dubai 07:45
KAC 302 Mumbai 08:20
UAE 855 Dubai 08:40
KAC 382 Delhi 08:45
KAC 362 Colombo 09:05
ABY 125 Sharjah 09:05
ETD 301 Abu Dhabi 09:05
KAC 352 Kochi 09:10
QTR 1070 Doha 09:30
FDB 055 Dubai 09:40
IRA 665 Shiraz 09:40
SVA 512 Riyadh 10:00
IRC 528 Ahwaz 10:05
MSC 415 Sohag 10:15
GFA 213 Bahrain 10:40
KAC 774 Riyadh 11:05
MSC 403 Asyut 11:15
JZR 165 Dubai 11:30
KAC 618 Doha 11:50
MEA 404 Beirut 11:55
KAC 744 Dammam 12:10
SAW 701 Damascus 12:30
JZR 561 Sohag 12:40
FDB 075 Dubai 12:50
UAE 871 Dubai 12:50
KAC 680 Dubai 12:55
MSR 610 Cairo 13:00
AXB 393 Kozhikode 13:10
KAC 614 Bahrain 13:30
KAC 564 Amman 13:40

QTR 1078 Doha 14:10
FDB 059 Dubai 14:20
SVA 500 Jeddah 14:30
GFA 221 Bahrain 14:40
KAC 542 Cairo 14:45
KAC 672 Dubai 14:50
KNE 529 Jeddah 14:55
SYR 341 Damascus 15:00
KAC 662 Abu Dhabi 15:05
ETD 303 Abu Dhabi 15:15
KAC 286 Dhaka 15:20
OMA 645 Muscat 15:35
UAE 857 Dubai 15:45
ABY 127 Sharjah 15:50
KAC 154 Istanbul 15:55
QTR 1072 Doha 16:10
JZR 535 Cairo 16:10
KAC 788 Jeddah 16:20
FDB 051 Dubai 16:25
JZR 787 Riyadh 16:25
KAC 522 Al Najaf 16:35
KAC 792 Madinah 16:55
RJA 640 Amman 16:55
KAC 118 New York 17:00
SVA 510 Riyadh 17:15
GFA 215 Bahrain 17:30
JZR 777 Jeddah 17:45
UAE 875 Dubai 18:00
FDB 063 Dubai 18:10
JZR 177 Dubai 18:20
KAC 502 Beirut 18:20
MSR 620 Cairo 18:30
QTR 1080 Doha 18:50
ABY 123 Sharjah 19:25
GFA 217 Bahrain 19:30
JZR 483 Istanbul 19:35
KAC 674 Dubai 19:45
FDB 057 Dubai 19:50
KAC 104 London 19:50
KAC 694 Muscat 20:00
OMA 647 Muscat 20:10
QTR 1088 Doha 20:35
KAC 562 Amman 20:40
DLH 634 Frankfurt 20:45
MSR 606 Luxor 20:45
KAC 172 Frankfurt 20:45
FDB 5053 Dubai 20:50
JAI 572 Mumbai 20:55
KAC 786 Jeddah 21:15
ETD 307 Abu Dhabi 21:20
MEA 402 Beirut 21:20
ALK 229 Colombo 21:25
UAE 859 Dubai 21:40
KAC 676 Dubai 21:45
GFA 219 Bahrain 21:45
QTR 1082 Doha 22:00
JZR 125 Bahrain 22:05
KLM 417 Amsterdam 22:05
ETD 309 Abu Dhabi 22:15
AIC 981 Chennai/Ahmedabad 22:25
JZR 241 Amman 22:45
JZR 185 Dubai 23:15
KAC 156 Istanbul 23:25
KAC 1544 Cairo 23:30
PIA 205 Lahore 23:40
FDB 071 Dubai 23:45
JAI 574 Mumbai 23:50
BBC 043 Dhaka 23:55

Departure Flights on Sunday 18/12/2016
Airlines Flt Route Time
AIC 988 Hyderabad/Chennai 00:05
KAC 513 Tehran 00:10
FDB 072 Dubai 00:40
JAI 573 Mumbai 00:50
KAC 417 Manila 02:00
KAC 285 Dhaka 02:25
THY 773 Istanbul 02:25
DLH 635 Frankfurt 02:55
ETH 621 Addis Ababa 03:05
MSC 406 Sohag 03:30
PGT 859 Istanbul 03:35
UAE 854 Dubai 03:45
KKK 6505 Istanbul 03:55
OMA 644 Muscat 03:55
ETD 306 Abu Dhabi 04:10
MSR 613 Cairo 04:10
ATG 4471 Istanbul 04:30
QTR 1077 Doha 04:40
KAC 103 London 04:45
PGT 861 Istanbul 04:55
CEB 0019 Manila 05:20
QTR 1087 Doha 05:50
JZR 560 Sohag 06:05
FDB 070 Dubai 06:30
THY 771 Istanbul 06:50
KAC 153 Istanbul 06:50
JZR 164 Dubai 06:55
RJA 643 Amman 07:05
KAC 171 Frankfurt 07:05
KAC 541 Cairo 07:15
KAC 541 Cairo 07:15
GFA 212 Bahrain 07:15
KAC 773 Riyadh 07:30
KAC 563 Amman 08:00
KAC 617 Doha 08:00
KAC 679 Dubai 08:10
BAW 156 London 08:55
FDB 054 Dubai 08:55
KAC 743 Dammam 09:00
KAC 117 New York 09:00
JZR 534 Cairo 09:15
ABY 126 Sharjah 09:45
KAC 101 London 09:45
UAE 856 Dubai 09:55
KAC 787 Jeddah 09:55
KAC 501 Beirut 10:00
KAC 671 Dubai 10:05
ETD 302 Abu Dhabi 10:10
KAC 613 Bahrain 10:10
FDB 056 Dubai 10:35
KAC 661 Abu Dhabi 10:35
JZR 482 Istanbul 10:35
QTR 1071 Doha 10:40
IRA 664 Shiraz 10:40
SVA 513 Riyadh 11:00
IRC 529 Ahwaz 11:05
MSC 416 Sohag 11:15
GFA 214 Bahrain 11:25
KAC 791 Madinah 12:05
JZR 776 Jeddah 12:05
MSC 404 Asyut 12:15
KAC 521 Al Najaf 12:50
MEA 405 Beirut 12:55
JZR 786 Riyadh 13:10
SAW 702 Damascus 13:30

JZR 176 Dubai 13:45
KAC 155 Istanbul 13:50
MSR 611 Cairo 14:00
FDB 076 Dubai 14:05
AXB 394 Kozhikode 14:10
UAE 872 Dubai 14:15
KAC 693 Muscat 14:30
KAC 561 Amman 15:00
KAC 673 Dubai 15:00
FDB 060 Dubai 15:05
KAC 785 Jeddah 15:15
GFA 222 Bahrain 15:25
QTR 1079 Doha 15:40
SVA 501 Jeddah 15:45
KNE 530 Jeddah 15:55
SYR 342 Damascus 16:00
KAC 1543 Cairo 16:00
ETD 304 Abu Dhabi 16:20
KAC 357 Kochi 16:20
ABY 128 Sharjah 16:30
OMA 646 Muscat 16:35
KAC 675 Dubai 17:00
JZR 266 Beirut 17:05
JZR 240 Amman 17:15
FDB 052 Dubai 17:25
QTR 1073 Doha 17:40
KAC 363 Colombo 17:40
UAE 858 Dubai 17:45
JZR 538 Cairo 17:45
RJA 641 Amman 17:55
KAC 331 Trivandrum 18:00
SVA 511 Riyadh 18:15
KAC 353 BLR 18:15
GFA 216 Bahrain 18:20
JZR 184 Dubai 18:40
FDB 064 Dubai 19:05
JZR 124 Bahrain 19:15
UAE 876 Dubai 19:30
MSR 621 Cairo 19:30
QTR 1081 Doha 19:50
ABY 124 Sharjah 20:05
GFA 218 Bahrain 20:15
KAC 383 Delhi 20:30
FDB 058 Dubai 20:35
KAC 775 Riyadh 20:45
OMA 648 Muscat 21:10
KAC 205 Islamabad 21:25
QTR 1089 Doha 21:35
DLH 634 Doha 21:35
MSR 619 Alexandria 21:45
KAC 741 Dammam 21:45
DHX 171 Bahrain 21:50
FDB 5054 Dubai 21:50
JAI 571 Mumbai 21:55
KAC 351 Kochi 22:00
KAC 783 Jeddah 22:10
ETD 308 Abu Dhabi 22:15
KAC 413 Bangkok 22:15
MEA 403 Beirut 22:20
ALK 230 Colombo 22:25
GFA 220 Bahrain 22:30
KAC 301 Mumbai 22:45
KAC 381 Delhi 22:45
UAE 860 Dubai 22:55
JZR 502 Luxor 22:55
KLM 417 Dammam/Amsterdam 23:05
ETD 310 Abu Dhabi 23:05
QTR 1083 Doha 23:20

CHANGE OF NAME

I HATIM S/o MANSUR, hold-
er of Indian Passport No.
K8514434 and Civil ID No.
291072601473 has
changed my name to
HATIM MANSUR NAJMI,
hereinafter in all my dealing
and documents I will be
known by name of HATIM
MANSUR NAJMI. (C 5249)
17-12-2016

SITUATION WANTED

Purchase Manager experi-
ence 20 years in construc-
tions field, seeking for job
in one of the leading Co.
Tel: 99061637. (C 5248)
18-12-2016
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Watch out-an independent streak seems to be surfacing at this time. Others
will admire your unique and rather unusual way of understanding. Your

sense of humor simply shines at this time, and added to your rather eccentric behavior,
should set you apart from the crowd. You should find the benefit of new insights or break-
throughs in your living situation or life conditions. If you are performing in a comedy club,
you have probably discovered a completely new set of ideas. Keeping people guessing is
part of your allure. People love to be entertained by you. A change of scenery this after-
noon is just what you need to lighten your spirit. Get away for the afternoon to some
place exciting. An amusement park, perhaps with a loved one, could be just the place.

Aries (March 21-April 19)

STAR TRACK

You may find a move or some other change in the planning stage at this
time. Anticipation and preparation is the type of energy for much of today. Chatting with
friends, you may come up with an idea for a new invention or some new experiment you
want to try. This could be anything such as carpentry, fishing or designing of clothes styles,
etc. You will ponder many questions by analysis and deep or penetrating thought.
Someone close to you may come to you for your psychological perceptiveness and com-
prehension. Putting yourself in a position to gather and share information is always impor-
tant to you. You understand hypothetical ideas and know how to present them to those
around you. Network if possible.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

If, for any reason, you have been procrastinating about having a conversa-
tion with an authority figure concerning anything that needs changing in your city, now is
the time. You could communicate the details of some legal matter that will make the law
clear in your area of the state. Perhaps this matter involves a leash law or identification
tags for your feline friends. This is a period when you can put your practical insights into
words and convey them to others. A little cleaning and putting things away is the goal for
this afternoon and you have things looking good in short time. You aim to have a place for
everything and everything in its place. Step outside to see the beautiful sunset this
evening. Perhaps a walk would be revitalizing.   

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

You may be feeling very good about yourself just now and appreciating
your own better qualities. You may see value in or feel love for an older person or someone
in authority. You seem to appreciate feelings and movement in general, and could possi-
bly find yourself looking for a little romance, or at least enjoying some emotional release.
You may just want to get active and walk or exercise. It's just a wonderful time to be in the
company of others and to work together. A particular job may be just right for someone
with your credentials. You may want to consider your path to this new job, beginning with
a couple of paragraphs to the manager of that department about how you think you
could be an asset. Your ideas are on target!

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

Taking the novel approach and trying out new ideas and breakthroughs
in thinking could be what keeps you busy right now. You just simply feel like trying out
something new and unusual. Perhaps you are feeling contented about your life or you
could be getting bored with the status quo. Adding a little variety to life is what gives it
spice and adds interest. You may want to travel a less-traveled path. Perhaps you can write
a story about what it would be like. Growth comes from allowing yourself to make
changes, allowing yourself to see things differently. Fear not what awaits you on the other
side of any adventure-take it by the event and let it unwind. This evening there is time for a
bicycle ride with a friend or two.

Leo (July 23-August 22)

Self-expression is accomplished through helping others and you will be
happy to help someone out if they ask or if you see a need. The challenges that come up
today will be more beneficial for you than you think; keep a positive frame of mind. You
may be placed in a working situation today where you will be with a group of people in a
small place; patience. Plan to do a little exercise later this afternoon, even if it is only to
walk the dog. This will create a picture for you to think about if a situation today gets a bit
stuffy. You will be very much in tune with your own feelings and the feelings of others.
Being patient, creative and understanding is your ticket to a most positive end result. A
lover or child is generous or inspiring this evening.

Virgo (August 23-September 22)

A rather eccentric person may temporarily overshadow your humor this
day. Your unique qualities are appreciated by those around you and when the time is
right, you will be acknowledged once again. The happenings this day should give you
some new ways of looking at things or discoveries with respect to your living situation or
life circumstances. Feel free to allow yourself to dream. Since you will not find these
insightful days too often, you should not ignore the opportunity to let your imagination
loose. Maybe, later this afternoon, a good book or movie will take on a more than real
dimension. Keep exploring the many possibilities that life seems to present to you. You
are successful and others learn from your attitude and insights.

Libra (September 23-October 22)

Your warmth and affection attract many people to you. It is easy for you to
make a good impression. Today, however, when meeting new people, you should avoid
behaving in any way but natural. You will want to be sure that you do not mislead a per-
son-it could bring problems later. In existing relationships your natural affection could be
put to good use to undo tensions between friends and loved ones. You may find yourself
entertaining company later today. It would not be a bad idea to find tours in your area that
would be of interest to the type of creative things your guests might appreciate. Perhaps a
planetarium, imax theater, museums, a tour through a candy company, etc., would be a
fun and different ways to remember their visit.

Scorpio (October 23-November 21)

You have your own philosophy about world affairs. Even as a young person,
you were empathetic and understood the weakness of human beings and

their emotional suffering. As an adult, you are extremely tolerant, perhaps some would
say, too tolerant of humanity. You are dramatic and optimistic and attract the love of audi-
ences or groups of people. If there is an injustice or problem, you are the first to help
make a correction. Others could learn from your positive attitude and you may be a bit
more caring for your own concerns. You will want to be around in the future to push
through the wonderful ideas you have that benefit humanitarian interests. Medicine, wel-
fare work and the arts attract you now.

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)

You may find yourself working extra hard today to get things and people
organized-there is a feeling of change. You may have been asked to guide someone in his
or her research for a better job. Wait until you are asked before you start changing a
resume. Although this person's resume probably needs changing, it still gives a true indi-
cation of just where he or she is emotionally, as well as educationally. There is a great deal
of understanding between good friends and you can be assured of a special time with
someone you love before the day has ended. Great feelings and knowing how much you
are loved makes this a very happy time. Sit quietly with a loved one and let that loved one

speak; your guidance and advice may be requested.

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

When some kind of recognition or extra support comes along it is always
nice, but to get that extra boost that you find coming your way today,

makes life extra special. You may have the feeling that you are very much in touch and in
harmony with those around you; the lines of communication are wide open. All of the
support that you need will be there for you. Your taste in art and a curiosity about how
things work in general are heightened. Maybe this is the perfect time to pick out furnish-
ings, colors and so forth-the more elegant things in life. At the least, you will find treasures
to add to your goal list. This evening is a wonderful time to be around friends and associ-
ates and to work together in some sort of effort to make life better-perhaps a charity.

Pisces (February 19-March 20)

This morning is a great time for exercise, particularly with a friend, perhaps
an early morning run. A good breakfast begins your busy day. Congratulations on the
physical improvements-hard work pays. A hot shower, massage or a little caffeine and you
are off to join your friends. Whether you are away from home or around home just now,
there are some fun things to enjoy. You will want to seek exciting and stimulating contact
with people. This may mean you visit a tourist interest or go on a shopping expedition.
Your intuition is more active at this time. A new project of yours has a special creative vent
and proves quite successful. Laughter and a sense of togetherness with special people
make for a great weekend.

Aquarius (January 20- February 18)

CROSSWORD 1464

ACROSS
1. Dearly loved.
5. A diplomatic building where ambassadors

live or work.
12. An internationally recognized distress sig-

nal in radio code.
15. Long-bodied long-tailed tropical American

wildcat.
16. Red-mouthed grunt found from Florida to

Brazil.
17. Angular distance above the horizon (espe-

cially of a celestial object).
18. (informal) Exceptionally good.
19. Make broader.
20. (meaning literally `born') Used to indicate

the maiden or family name of a married
woman.

21. Relating to or using or proceeding by
means of symbols.

22. A metric unit of length equal to 100
meters.

24. (Akkadian) God of wisdom.
25. Related on the mother's side.
28. A soft silver-white ductile metallic element

(liquid at normal temperatures).
30. Produced by a manufacturing process.
31. Nonresinous wood of a fir tree.
32. (Irish) Mother of the ancient Irish gods.
36. United States designer noted for an inno-

vative series of chairs (1907-1978).
40. A vague idea in which some confidence is

placed.
43. Give an education to.
45. An island in the Mediterranean.
48. The compass point that is midway

between north and northeast.
49. Relating to or having the characteristics of

bees.
50. Used of idealized country life.
53. Monotypic genus of palms of Australasia.
56. An ancient Hebrew unit of dry measure

equal to about a bushel.
57. Cubes of meat marinated and cooked on a

skewer usually with vegetables.
58. A state in midwestern United States.
61. A nucleic acid consisting of large mole-

cules shaped like a double helix.
67. Goat grass.
69. An Arabic speaking person who lives in

Arabia or North Africa.
70. The longer of the two telegraphic signals

used in Morse code.
71. (Greek mythology) 7 daughters of Atlas

and half-sisters of the Hyades.
74. A loose sleeveless outer garment made

from aba cloth.
75. A constellation in the southern hemisphere

near Telescopium and Norma.
76. Music composed for dancing the saraband.
77. An adult male person (as opposed to a

woman).

DOWN
1. United States labor organizer who ran for

President as a socialist (1855-1926).
2. The lofty nest of a bird of prey (such as a

hawk or eagle).
3. An edilbe seaweed with a mild flavor.

4. A motley assortment of things.
5. Special design or visual object representing

a quality, type, group, etc..
6. A fancy dock for small yachts and cabin

cruisers.
7. Thick heavy expensive material with a raised

pattern.
8. Title for a civil or military leader (especially in

Turkey).
9. The 18th letter of the Hebrew alphabet.
10. (linguistics) The form of a word after all

affixes are removed.
11. A yearning for something or to do some-

thing.
12. The capital and largest city of Yemen.
13. A naturally occuring glyceride of oleic acid

that is found in fats and oils.
14. An ancient upright stone slab bearing

markings.
23. English theoretical physicist who applied

relativity theory to quantum mechanics
and predicted the existence of antimatter
and the positron (1902-1984).

26. A brittle silver-white metalloid element
that is related to selenium and sulfur.

27. The function or position properly or cus-
tomarily occupied or served by another.

29. Offensively curious or inquisitive.
33. (nautical) Of an anchor.
34. The shape or manner in which things come

together and a connection is made.
35. Distinguished from Bovidae by the male's

having solid deciduous antlers.
37. An irrational but irresistible motive for a

belief or action.
38. An inactive volcano in Sicily.
39. Witnessed at first hand.
41. (Old Testament) The second patriarch.
42. A state in southeastern United States.
44. Small European freshwater fish with a slen-

der bluish-green body.
46. Modify the temperature of, as of air.
47. Any of various thermoplastic resins used to

make things.
51. The capital of Western Samoa.
52. An Indian tree of the family Combretaceae

that is a source of timber and gum.
54. Remote city of Kazakhstan that (ostensibly

for security reasons) was made the capital
in 1998.

55. Inability to walk.
59. Jordan's port.
60. Hungarian choreographer who developed

Labanotation (1879-1958).
62. Not far distant in time or space or degree

or circumstances.
63. Title for a civil or military leader (especially

in Turkey).
64. A large mountain system in south-central

Europe.
65. Having or demonstrating ability to recog-

nize or draw fine distinctions.
66. The biblical name for ancient Syria.
68. A federal agency established to regulate

the release of new foods and health-relat-
ed products.

72. The blood group whose red cells carry
both the A and B antigens.

73. A state in north central United States.
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Ahmadi Sama Safwan                                    Fahaeel Makka St 23915883
Abu Halaifa                                        Abu Halaifa-Coastal Rd 23715414
Danat Al-Sultan                              Mahboula Block 1, Coastal Rd 23726558

Jahra Modern Jahra                                   Jahra-Block 3 Lot 1 24575518
Madina Munawara                        Jahra-Block 92 24566622

Capital Ahlam                                                   Fahad Al-Salem St 22436184
Khaldiya Coop                                 Khaldiya Coop 24833967

Farwaniya New Shifa                                           Farwaniya Block 40 24734000
Ferdous Coop                                   Ferdous Coop 24881201
Modern Safwan                               Old Kheitan Block 11 24726638

Hawally Tariq                                                      Salmiya-Hamad Mubarak St 25726265
Hana                                                      Salmiya-Amman St 25647075
Ikhlas                                                    Hawally-Beirut St 22625999
Hawally & Rawdha                         Hawally & Rawdha Coop 22564549
Ghadeer                                              Jabriya-Block 1A 25340559
Kindy                                                    Jabriya-Block 3B 25326554
Ibn Al-Nafis                                        Salmiya-Hamad Mubarak St 25721264
Mishrif Coop                                     Mishrif Coop 25380581
Salwa Coop                                        Salwa Coop 25628241

Ophthalmologists

Dr. Abidallah Al-Mansoor            25622444

Dr. Samy Al-Rabeea                         25752222

Dr. Masoma Habeeb                        25321171

Dr. Mubarak Al-Ajmy                      25739999

Dr. Mohsen Abel                                 25757700

Dr  Adnan Hasan Alwayl               25732223

Dr. Abdallah Al-Baghly                  25732223

Ear, Nose & Throat (ENT)

Dr. Ahmed Fouad Mouner          24555050 Ext 510

Dr. Abdallah Al-Ali                            25644660

Dr. Abd Al-Hameed Al-Taweel  25646478

Dr. Sanad Al-Fathalah                    25311996

Dr. Mohammad Al-Daaory         25731988

Dr. Ismail Al-Fodary                         22620166

Dr. Mahmoud Al-Booz                   25651426

General Practitioners

Dr. Mohamme Y Majidi                  24555050 Ext 123

Dr. Yousef Al-Omar                           24719312

Dr. Tarek Al-Mikhazeem               23926920

Dr. Kathem Maarafi                          25730465

Dr. Abdallah Ahmad Eyadah     25655528

Dr. Nabeel Al-Ayoobi                      24577781

Dr. Dina Abidallah Al-Refae       25333501

Urologists

Dr. Ali Naser Al-Serfy                       22641534

Dr. Fawzi Taher Abul                        22639955

Dr. Khaleel Abidallah Al-Awadi 22616660

Dr. Adel Al-Hunayan FRCS (C)   25313120

Dr. Leons Joseph                                66703427

For labor-related inquiries 
and complaints:

Call MSAL hotline 128 

Sabah Hospital                                                 24812000

Amiri Hospital                                                  22450005

Maternity Hospital                                         24843100

Mubarak Al-Kabir Hospital                        25312700

Chest Hospital                                               24849400

Farwaniya Hospital                                    24892010

Adan Hospital                                                23940620

Ibn Sina Hospital                                         24840300

Al-Razi Hospital                                            24846000

Physiotherapy Hospital                            24874330/9

Kaizen center 25716707

Rawda 22517733

Adaliya 22517144

Khaldiya 24848075

Kaifan 24849807

Shamiya 24848913

Shuwaikh 24814507

Abdullah Salem 22549134

Nuzha 22526804

Industrial Shuwaikh 24814764

Qadsiya 22515088

Dasmah 22532265

Bneid Al-Gar 22531908

Shaab 22518752

Qibla 22459381

Ayoun Al-Qibla 22451082

Mirqab 22456536

Sharq 22465401

Salmiya 25746401

Jabriya 25316254

Maidan Hawally 25623444

Bayan 25388462

Mishref 25381200

W Hawally 22630786

Sabah 24810221

Jahra 24770319

New Jahra 24575755

West Jahra 24772608

South Jahra 24775066

North Jahra 24775992

North Jleeb 24311795

Ardhiya 24884079

Firdous 24892674

Omariya 24719048

N Khaitan 24710044

Fintas 23900322

GOVERNORATE PHARMACY                            ADDRESS PHONE

Plastic Surgeons

Dr. Mohammad Al-Khalaf                        22547272

Dr. Abdal-Redha Lari                                   22617700

Dr. Abdel Quttainah                                 25625030/60

Family Doctor

Dr Divya Damodar                        23729596/23729581

Psychiatrists

Dr. Esam Al-Ansari                                         22635047

Dr Eisa M. Al-Balhan                                  22613623/0

Gynaecologists & Obstetricians

DrAdrian arbe                                   23729596/23729581

Dr. Verginia s.Marin                       2572-6666 ext 8321

Dr. Fozeya Ali Al-Qatan                              22655539

Dr. Majeda Khalefa Aliytami                  25343406

Dr. Ahmad Al-Khooly                                  25739272

Dr. Salem soso                                                  22618787

General Surgeons

Dr. Amer Zawaz Al-Amer                          22610044

Dr. Mohammad Yousef Basher             25327148

Internists, Chest & Heart

Dr. Adnan Ebil                                                   22639939

Dr. Mousa Khadada                                      22666300

Dr. Latefa Al-Duweisan                              25728004

Dr. Nadem Al-Ghabra                                  25355515

Dr. Mobarak Aldoub                                    24726446

Dr Nasser Behbehani                                25654300/3

Paediatricians

Dr. Khaled Hamadi                              25665898

Dr. Abd Al-Aziz Al-Rashed                         25340300

Dr. Zahra Qabazard                             25710444

Dr. Sohail Qamar                                   22621099

Dr. Snaa Maaroof                                  25713514

Dr. Pradip Gujare                                  23713100

Dr. Zacharias Mathew                        24334282

Dermatology

Dr. Mohammed Salam 
Bern University                                      23845955

Dentists

Dr Anil Thomas                                       3729596/3729581

Dr. Shamah Al-Matar                          22641071/2

Dr. Anesah Al-Rasheed                     22562226

Dr. Abidallah Al-Amer                       22561444

Dr. Faysal Al-Fozan                              22619557

Dr. Abdallateef Al-Katrash             22525888

Dr. Abidallah Al-Duweisan             25653755

Dr. Bader Al-Ansari                              25620111

Neurologists

Dr. Sohal Najem Al-Shemeri         25633324

Dr. Jasem Mola Hassan                     25345875

Gastrologists

Dr. Sami Aman                                        22636464

Dr. Mohammad Al-Shamaly         25322030

Dr. Foad Abidallah Al-Ali                 22633135

Endocrinologist

     Dr. Abd Al-Naser Al-Othman 25339330

     Dr. Ahmad Al-Ansari 25658888

     Dr. Kamal Al-Shomr 25329924

Physiotherapists & VD

     Dr. Deyaa Shehab 25722291

     Dr. Musaed Faraj Khamees 22666288

Rheumatologists:

     Dr. Adel Al-Awadi 25330060

     Dr. Khaled Al-Jarallah 25722290

Internist, Chest & Heart

     DR.Mohammes Akkad           24555050 Ext 210

     Dr. Mohammad Zubaid
     MB, ChB, FRCPC, PACC
     Assistant Professor Of Medicine
     Head, Division of Cardiology
     Mubarak Al-Kabeer Hospital 25339667

Consultant Cardiologist

     Dr. Farida Al-Habib          2611555-2622555
     MD, PH.D, FACC

     Inaya German Medical Center
     Te: 2575077
     Fax: 25723123

Soor Center
Tel: 2290-1677
Fax: 2290 1688

info@soorcenter.com
www.soorcenter.com

Psychologists
/Psychotherapists

PRIVATE CLINICS

William Schuilenberg, RPC 2290-1677
Zaina Al Zabin, M.Sc. 2290-1677

Kaizen center
25716707

Noor Clinic
23845955

INTERNATIONAL
CALLS

Afghanistan 0093

Albania 00355

Algeria 00213

Andorra 00376

Angola 00244

Anguilla 001264

Antiga 001268

Argentina 0054

Armenia 00374

Australia 0061

Austria 0043

Azerbaijan 00994

Bahamas 001242

Bahrain 00973

Bangladesh 00880

Barbados 001246

Belarus 00375

Belgium 0032

Belize 00501

Benin 00229

Bermuda 001441

Bhutan 00975

Bolivia 00591

Bosnia 00387

Botswana 00267

Brazil 0055

Brunei 00673

Bulgaria 00359

Burkina 00226

Burundi 00257

Cambodia 00855

Cameroon 00237

Canada 001

Cape Verde 00238

Cayman Islands 001345

Central African 00236

Chad 00235

Chile 0056

China 0086

Colombia 0057

Comoros 00269

Congo 00242

Cook Islands 00682

Costa Rica 00506

Croatia 00385

Cuba 0053

Cyprus 00357

Cyprus (Northern) 0090392

Czech Republic 00420

Denmark 0045

Diego Garcia 00246

Djibouti 00253

Dominica 001767

Dominican Republic 001809

Ecuador 00593

Egypt 0020

El Salvador 00503

England (UK) 0044

Equatorial Guinea 00240

Eritrea 00291

Estonia 00372

Ethiopia 00251

Falkland Islands 00500

Faroe Islands 00298

Fiji 00679

Finland 00358

France 0033

French Guiana 00594

French Polynesia 00689

Gabon 00241

Gambia 00220

Georgia 00995

Germany 0049

Ghana 00233

Gibraltar 00350

Greece 0030

Greenland 00299

Grenada 001473

Guadeloupe 00590

Guam 001671

Guatemala 00502

Guinea 00224

Guyana 00592

Haiti 00509

Holland (Netherlands) 0031

Honduras 00504

Hong Kong 00852

Hungary 0036

Ibiza (Spain) 0034

Iceland 00354

India 0091

Indian Ocean 00873

Indonesia 0062

Iran 0098

Iraq 00964

Ireland 00353

Italy 0039

Ivory Coast 00225

Jamaica 001876

Japan 0081

Jordan 00962

Kazakhstan 007

Kenya 00254

Kiribati 00686

Kuwait 00965

Kyrgyzstan 00996

Laos 00856

Latvia 00371

Lebanon 00961

Liberia 00231

Libya 00218

Lesotho 00266

Lithuania 00370

Luxembourg 00352

Macau 00853

Macedonia 00389

Madagascar 00261

Majorca 0034

Malawi 00265

Malaysia 0060

Maldives 00960

Mali 00223

Malta 00356

Marshall Islands 00692

Martinique 00596

Mauritania 00222

Mauritius 00230

Mayotte 00269

Mexico 0052

Micronesia 00691

Moldova 00373

Monaco 00377

Mongolia 00976

Montserrat 001664

Morocco 00212

Mozambique 00258

Myanmar (Burma) 0095

Namibia 00264

Nepal 00977

Netherlands 0031

Netherlands Antilles 00599

New Caledonia 00687

New Zealand 0064

Nicaragua 00505

Nigar 00227

Nigeria 00234

Niue 00683

Norfolk Island 00672

N. Ireland (UK) 0044

North Korea 00850

Norway 0047

Oman 00968

Pakistan 0092

Palau 00680

Panama 00507

Papua New Guinea 00675

Paraguay 00595

Peru 0051

Philippines 0063

Poland 0048

Portugal 00351

Puerto Rico 001787

Qatar 00974

Romania 0040

Russian Federation 007

Rwanda 00250

Saint Helena 00290

Saint Kitts 001869

Saint Lucia 001758

Saint Pierre 00508

Saint Vincent 001784

Samoa US 00684

Samoa West 00685

San Marino 00378

Sao Tome 00239

Saudi Arabia 00966

Scotland (UK) 0044

Senegal 00221

Seychelles 00284

Sierra Leone 00232

Singapore 0065

Slovakia 00421

Slovenia 00386

Solomon Islands 00677

Somalia 00252

South Africa 0027

South Korea 0082

Spain 0034

Sri Lanka 0094

Sudan 00249

Suriname 00597

Swaziland 00268

Sweden 0046

Switzerland 0041

Syria 00963

Serbia 00381

Taiwan 00886

Tanzania 00255

Thailand 0066

Togo 00228

Tonga 00676

Tokelau 00690

Trinidad 001868

Tunisia 00216

Turkey 0090

Tuvalu 00688

Uganda 00256

Ukraine 00380

United Arab Emirates 00976

United Kingdom 0044

Uruguay 00598

USA 001

Uzbekistan 00998

Vanuatu 00678

Venezuela 00582

Vietnam 0084

Virgin Islands UK 001284

Virgin Islands US 001340

Wales (UK) 0044

Yemen 00967

Yugoslavia 00381

Zambia 00260

Zimbabwe 00263
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The 39-year-old actress was hit with the penalty after her Chihuahua
named Pete -  that she adopted from Kinder4Rescue four years ago -
was found emaciated and wandering the streets in North Hollywood,

California last month. Now, TMZ reports, Anna has paid the fine, after she
was publicly shamed by the animal shelter. Writing on the Kinder4Rescue
official Facebook page, Laurel Kinder - who runs the rescue centre - wrote
in a since-deleted post: "Calling Anna Faris house bunny The puppy you
adopted from us years ago was found starving on the street. Someone
brought it into a vet, scanned the microchip, we've been calling you for
days no return call did you read your contract about giving our dogs away
and the $5,000 fine. "If you were panicking looking for your lost dog you
certainly would've contacted us or the microchip company. I'm not sure
what you're guilty of this dog ended up in this condition, you signed a four

page contract how does this dog end up on the street Anna, being a
celebrity does not excuse you from following the rules or respecting the
rescue you adopted the dog from, or abiding the contract. This is why peo-
ple are not allowed to give Kinder4Rescue dogs away they have adopted
from us because they become disposable get passed around and end up
on the street like this (sic)." Anna's representative previously said: "Anna is
thrilled that the dog has been found, and is ensuring all necessary
arrangements are made to bring the dog home." Pete is still at the shelter,
waiting for a new home.

Anna Faris fined after her 
dog was found homeless 

Leah says Tom

Cruise thinks 

she is the devil 

The 46-year-old actress abandoned the Church of Scientology
in 2013 after 30 years and has been working on a new A&E
docuseries 'Leah Remini: Scientology and the Aftermath' in

order to expose it and says Tom and other members of the church
see her as the enemy. In an interview for 'Larry King Now', she said:
"He thinks I 'm the devil.  Tom and most Scientologists, all
Scientologists, are taught to believe that people like me are literally
the devil, that we mean them harm. "Tom is a dedicated and loyal
Scientologist. Tom is very well-aware of what is Scientology, truth-
fully. He is very well-aware that it's an organisation that is defraud-
ing people out of their lives. But in his heart, I believe he believes
it." When asked if she thinks Tom is "delusional", Leah said: "I could
say that about myself at the time. "I didn't want to look. I didn't
want to believe that what I've been involved in my whole life was a
lie, that it was damaging and hurting people. Yeah, you can say I
was delusional." Speaking previously about her reason for making
the documentary, Leah said: "For too long, this multi-billion-dollar
organisation bullied victims and journalists to prevent the truth
being told. It is my hope that we shed light on information that
makes the world aware of what is really going on and encourages
others to speak up. "Even though I had been a member of the
church for a long time, I was stunned by some of the things I
learned. There is a lot more to this story than anyone knows. And
this series is breaking ground in bringing that information to light."

The music mogul has stayed close
friends with Terri Seymour since they
ended their six-year relationship in

2008, and his two-year-old son Eric is
"madly in love" with the 'Extra' presenter's
little girl Coco, 21 months, who she has
with boyfriend Clark Mallon. Terri said: "Eric
and Coco are madly in love with each other
and Simon is convinced they're going to
get married. "Eric calls Coco his girlfriend
but they're having a long-distance relation-
ship." And it seems Eric - whose mother is
Simon's girlfriend Lauren Silverman  -
already has competition for Coco's affec-
tions. Terri added: "It's funny as they're
apart so often as Terri spends so much time
in the UK, but he's also very loyal. "Coco on
the other hand isn't so loyal and has anoth-
er little boyfriend called Henry, so Eric had
better get back in the picture as Henry is

moving in there." Despite her history with
Simon, Terri gets along very well with his
girlfriend. She said: "Lauren is a really good
friend and we've become very close. She's
one of my best friends and we speak all the
time." And the 42-year-old beauty wouldn't
be surprised if the couple have more chil-
dren. She told Closer magazine: "Having
Eric has completely changed Simon. "He's
an amazing dad, very hands on and com-
pletely adores Eric. "I wouldn't be surprised
if he has another one soon. "I think it would
be good for him to have a little girl and for
Eric to have a playmate. He has Coco but it
isn't the same as having a sibling. I'd say
watch this space."

Kim Kardashian West

and Kanye West's

marriage was strained

The 39-year-old was rushed to hospital in Los Angeles with suspected
"temporary psychosis", brought on by exhaustion, in November but
insiders claim they were having marriage problems ever before then.

A source told PEOPLE: "The divorce claims come from before he had the
breakdown. She didn't know what was up with him and they weren't
spending time together. She didn't know it was a mental breakdown. And
an insider recently revealed that Kanye didn't handle the "pressure" of
fame very well and things had started going downhill for the rapper in late
October. A source said: "The pressure had gotten to him and he didn't han-
dle it well. He made himself exhausted. But [the exhaustion] was a symp-
tom of the problem, not the problem itself ... He wasn't making a lot of
sense when he talked, and he was texting a lot of strange stuff to people.
Not dangerous, but he just didn't make a lot of sense. "Part of loving Kanye
is that he sometimes is talking on a different level from you, and you just
listen. But this was a lot more alarming. When Kanye gets like this, he does-
n't sleep. So, you'd wake up to like 20 texts. The more tired he got from not
sleeping, the less sense he was making. He wasn't in a good head space."
However, despite reports of trouble in their marriage, Kim, 36, and Kanye -
who have children North, three and 12-month-old Saint together, have no
plans to split up. An insider said: "Truly no truth behind divorce reports. It's
not something she would divorce him over."

Daniel Radcliffe likes to
shock people by asking
them for cigarette lighters 

The 27-year-old actor - who shot to fame as Harry Potter, the saviour
of the wizarding world, in the 'Harry Potter' franchise - admitted he
"gets a kick out of" surprising strangers by smoking. He said: "I do

smoke and I like roll-ups. "I get a kick out of asking people for a light - I'm
always losing lighters. "They fumble in their pockets, look up and realise
they've committed the crime of giving Harry Potter cancer." Daniel is cur-
rently dating New York based actress Erin Darke, 30, and says the pair have
a romantic trans-Atlantic love. He explained: "I live in both London and
New York. My girlfriend and I hop back and forth, so we're constantly say-
ing goodbye but looking forward to seeing each other. It's quite a roman-
tic state to be in." And although Daniel loved working on the 'Harry Potter'
movies, he is happy to have moved on from the role of the young wizard.
He said: "I'm not Harry Potter any more, but I don't regret a day of it. I had
the time of my life. "People look at me with pity sometimes. I know it's
because they think I didn't have a childhood, that I was like a slave to the
Potter set. "But it was fun hanging out with Emma Watson and Rupert
Grint, and the most fascinating grown-ups like Alan Rickman, Julie Walters
and Maggie Smith. "You don't meet those characters every day and they
were like family to me."

Simon Cowell thinks his son will 
marry his ex-girlfriend's daughter

The 'Guardians of the Galaxy' actor had his
father and mother's permission to buy a
firearm with his own money, even though his

age meant his cousin had to acquire the weapon
for him. He said: "My cousin bought it for me, with
my parents' permission [and it was] one I paid for
with money I earned." And the first toy Chris ever
bought himself - after doing odd jobs around his
local neighbourhood - was an air rifle. He said: "I
loved that BB gun. I must have shot it 10,000 times.
It was my main toy. It was mine. I bought it - you
know what I mean?" The 37-year-old actor - who
has four-year-old son Jack with wife Anna Faris -
became a stripper when he was just 14 years old
and charged $40 for his services. He said: "I put the
word out there that I was going to start stripping. I
marketed myself." Chris was first hired for a
teenage girl's birthday party, but things didn't go
according to plan. Though he was initially "totally

pulling it off", the girl's parents unexpectedly
returned home, so he jumped out of the balcony,
put his clothes back on, said hello to the couple
who were then leaving again, and returned inside
to finish his routine. He said: "It was like something
out of a John Hughes movie." The former 'Parks
and Recreation' star then landed gigs at a 40th
birthday party and a grandmother's birthday -
which he described as "more funny than weird"
but he quit stripping when he began to consider it
as a full time career option and went for an audi-
tion at a local club, only to find one of the strippers
sleeping outside. He told GQ magazine: "It just felt
seedy and that I was moving into less innocent ter-
ritory."

Chris Pratt bought his first 

gun when he was just 12 
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Writer, comedian and actor Roy Hudd, who plays the character “Mother Goose”, is pictured in the midst of a costume change during a performance of
the pantomime ‘Mother Goose’ at Wilton’s Music Hall in London.

Actress Maria Askew, who plays the character “Priscilla The Goose” gets
into costume in a dressing room before a performance of the pantomime
“Mother Goose” at Wilton’s Music Hall in London.

Wilton’s Music Hall is pictured before a performance of the pantomime
“Mother Goose” in London. — AP Photos

All a cute, curly haired 10-year-old girl named Gayla
Peevey wanted for Christmas in 1953 was a hippopota-
mus. And amazingly enough, after "I  Want a

Hippopotamus For Christmas" became the biggest hit song of
that holiday season, she actually got one, a 700-pound baby
named Matilda. She promptly donated it to the Oklahoma
City Zoo, where it lived to be nearly 50, a ripe old age for hip-
pos. As for Peevey's song, it may never die. "That one just real-
ly took off, and it's still going strong, stronger than ever. Sixty-
three years later! Hard to believe," Peevey, an ebullient woman
of 73, says during a recent phone interview from her San
Diego-area home.

So much so that it's used as a cell phone ringtone these
days, included on holiday ornaments and Christmas cards,
available for download on iTunes. It's even featured in a US
Postal Service commercial in which the post office boasts it
ships more online gifts, hippopotamuses included, than any-
body. Some people will tell you it's an annoying ear worm, a
tune with such silly lyrics and a melody so maddeningly mem-
orable that it will play endlessly in your head every holiday

season until New Year's Day. But that's part of its charm, says
Tim Moore, iHeart Radio's New Hampshire programming
director who over the decades has played it plenty of times.

"It's got the sound of an old-time recording," Moore says. "It
sounds dated. It sounds a little corny. But that's the thing
about it. Also, not to be discounted is its effect on children."
Yes, definitely don't discount that. For years, Peevey has been
hearing from schoolteachers around the world who tell her
their students perform the song and can't get enough of it.
"Over 15 years now we've done it, and I don't think we're stop-
ping," laughs Dana Caro, who directs the second-grade
Christmas music program at a suburban Southern California
school. Other songs come and go, says Caro, but "Hippo" stays
in the mix every year at Arcadia's Longley Way Elementary
School.

A hit but not a big hit 
"Even in class today, we weren't in rehearsal yet when one

kid started singing it, and then they were all singing it," added
the teacher, who says it has a bounce and a cheeriness that

kids love. And who knows, singing it may actually get a kid a
hippo. Unlikely, perhaps, but it did get one for Peevey. Her
hometown zoo, hippoless at the time, teamed with the local
newspaper to encourage people to send in enough money to
buy her one after she debuted the song on television's "The
Ed Sullivan Show." Three thousand dollars later, Matilda
arrived on Christmas Eve, a fitting gift for someone who would
so enthusiastically declare, "No crocodiles, no rhinoceroses. I
only like hippopotamuses. And hippopotamuses like me too."

Soon after, however, Peevey left her hippopotamus
behind, moving to California. She had been singing profes-
sionally for two years before recording "Hippo," moving up
from local watermelon festivals to radio shows and then a
spot on television's "Saturday Night Revue" hosted by Hoagy
Carmichael. But her hippo fame caught her off guard, and for
months afterward she couldn't move around Oklahoma City
without being mobbed by fans. Her parents figured she'd
blend in as just another "normal kid" in California while
recording a few more songs. None would have the impact of
that first one, written by John Rox and personally selected for

Peevey by Columbia Records' legendary producer and A&R
man Mitch Miller, who backed her with his orchestra.

She did resurface briefly in 1959 with "My Little Marine," an
aching teen ballad she'd written about her first crush. She
recorded it under the name Jamie Horton, her manager not
wanting people to dismiss it as another hippo song. It peaked
at Number 84 on Billboard's Hot 100. "A hit but not a big hit,"
she says now. "Certainly not a hit as big as the hippopotamus
song." Soon after, she was off to college, then marriage and
motherhood. Eventually she founded her own advertising
agency, keeping her hand in music writing commercial jingles.
Retired and married for 53 years now, she still sings regularly
in church. "But not the hippo song," Peevey says, laughing. "It's
not really a church song." — AP

Want a hippo for Christmas? The story of a girl who got one

Gayla Peevey, singer of that enduring Christmas classic, ‘I Want a Hippopotamus For Christmas,’ stands next to an image she drew of a hippopotamus in her home in La Mesa, California. — AP Photos

Monday nights feel like Saturdays in
Rio's Little Africa neighborhood
when the sun sets and the samba

starts to play. Surrounded by a mostly
young crowd, seven musicians sit around a
table with the small four-string guitar
called a cavaquinho, the cuica drum and a
tambourine. The instruments and the
relaxed format, known as a "roda de sam-
ba," has changed little since its infancy in
the late 19th century, when Afro-Brazilians
first developed the style in this same neigh-
borhood, officially known as Saude. 

"It's our samba, folks, it's your samba!"
called out percussionist Walmir Pimentel,
34, to applause from the crowd that fought
off the evening heat with cold beer and
caipirina cocktails. Pimentel's group has
been playing Monday night "rodas" here at
Pedra do Sal square since 2006, performing
right at the steps where slaves once
unloaded sacks of salt. The lively perform-
ances have helped resurrect the long
depressed center of Rio de Janeiro. But
exactly 100 years from the first ever record-
ing of samba-a song called "Pelo telefone"
("On the telephone") -- the likes of Pimentel
are also helping to rejuvenate the venera-
ble art form. 

The group Moca Prosa has been break-
ing new ground at the same symbolic
space in the Little Africa neighborhood
since 2012.  As the only all-female band in a
musical genre which, like much of Brazilian
society, suffers from deep sexism, they let
the music do their talking. "At first, there
were men in the audience who were
shocked, saying, 'Wow, these girls play sam-
ba?' They looked at us with mistrust, but
when the roda started, they saw we played
the same," said singer Fabiola Machado, 35.

Evolution 
Samba has its roots among the slaves of

Brazil's northeast Bahia before arriving in
Rio, then the country's capital, where it
took form and became the soul of the
Brazilian carnival. Today, samba rhythms
and songs are omnipresent, from the
February carnivals to dance clubs, and are
one of the most internationally recogniza-
ble symbols of Brazil. But the music rooted
in African traditions has not stood still.

Since that recording of "Pelo Telefone,"
samba has picked up layers from the
Argentinian tango, the jazz-influenced
Bossa Nova, samba-funk and today every-
thing from samba-rock to samba-rap.

One of the biggest sources of regenera-
tion for samba can be traced to another Rio
neighborhood, Lapa, which was also long
run-down but re-emerged in the late 1990s
as a nightlife hub. Clubs like Carioca da
Gema and Rio Scenarium were catalysts for
a more professional and adventurous set of
samba musicians like Moyseis Marques,
Teresa Cristina, Mariene de Castro, Julio
Estrela, Nilze Carvalho and second genera-
tion stars, like the children of well-known
sambista Serginho Procopio. "Our genera-
tion has this idea that everything is samba.
So we have no qualms about adding a gui-
tar or a piano," said Marques, 37. "We're
seeking more harmony."

From 'telephone' to WhatsApp 
The lyrics are also adapting to the new

sounds and new times. If the historic first
recording sang about the then new-fan-
gled telephone, current star Arlindo Cruz
peppers his lyrics with talk of social net-
works and messaging service WhatsApp.
"Samba is alive, strong and creative," said
historian Andre Diniz, although he added
that the music was not "for the masses. Its
fans have an intellectual, middle class
aspect." 

At its best, samba continues to bring
together old and new, just as the Rio musi-
cians modernized what had originally been
a slave tradition in the faraway north-east.
At a recent concert, the daughter of famed
composer Paulinho da Viola, Beatriz
Rabello, joined him on stage to present her
own first album. In the audience were
some of samba's l iving legends, l ike
Monarco, the 84-year-old composer from
the Portela samba school, and Nelson
Sargento, 92, from the rival Mangueira
school. — AFP

Samba gets new rhythms 100 

years after first recording

Industrial rockers Nine Inch Nails on Friday
announced their first release in three years-an
EP that frontman Trent Reznor described as

"impenetrable." Reznor, who last year promised
new Nine Inch Nails music within 2016, made
good on his word with days to go and said that
the five-song EP, "Not the Actual Events," would
come out December 23. "It's an unfriendly, fairly
impenetrable record that we needed to make,"
Reznor said in a statement. "It's an EP because
that ended up being the proper length to tell
that story." Reznor did not further characterize
the sound but said that it marked a departure
from his recent material. 

Since the last Nine Inch Nails album, 2013's
"Hesitation Marks," Reznor has pursued various
side projects with a more ambient sound. His
recent music has included work on soundtracks
including to the new film "Before the Flood," a
documentary on climate change led by Leonardo
DiCaprio. Reznor created Nine Inch Nails in the
late 1980s as he was working as a janitor at a
Cleveland recording studio and quickly won
both an underground and mainstream audience.
With albums such as 1994's "The Downward
Spiral," Nine Inch Nails pioneered a brand of
industrial rock rooted in post-punk but guided
by electronic elements and Reznor's searing
voice of despair. 

Reznor said that the new EP would mark the
arrival of British sound engineer Atticus Ross as a
full-fledged member of Nine Inch Nails. Ross has

been a longtime collaborator of Reznor, working
with him on the Oscar-winning score to the 2010
Facebook drama "The Social Network" and the
Grammy-winning music to dark thriller "The Girl
with the Dragon Tattoo." Nine Inch Nails also
announced that the band was re-mastering all of
its major albums for vinyl editions to be released

starting in 2017. Reznor said the effort required
"an insane attention to detail that you probably
won't notice," but that he hoped to create defini-
tive versions of the albums. — AFP

Nine Inch Nails return with 'impenetrable' music
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The Academy's makeup and hairstyling branch is difficult
to peg down. Of all the various branches, its members
often seem the most uninterested in a film's critical or

box office success. Movies like "The Lone Ranger," "Norbit,"
"Click" and "The Time Machine" have scored nominations in
the past, regardless of being perceived as creative failures oth-
erwise. Not only that, but this is a branch that can drag hidden
contenders into the light. Look at movies like "The 100-Year-
Old Man Who Climbed Out the Window and Disappeared," or
"Il Divo," which went on to out-of-the-blue nominations.

So it can make for an exciting race. How do things appear
to be shaping up this year? One film has stood out consider-
ably in the field since hitting theaters over the summer: "Star
Trek Beyond." Once again featuring a variety of alien designs,
it would be a bit of a surprise if it fell off, particularly with the
work done to actor Idris Elba, completely covered in prosthet-
ics as the film's antagonist. Then again, the last film in the fran-
chise, "Star Trek Into Darkness," missed the cut. Related Oscar
Predictions: Best Makeup and Hairstyling

Speaking of prosthetics on stars, Ryan Reynolds sports
gnarly burn patterns and scarring in Fox's box office smash

"Deadpool." The film isn't exactly an Oscar contender besides
(though the Hollywood Foreign Press Assn. sure took a shine
to it), but this arena makes the most sense for recognition. Fun
fact: Every single Mel Gibson-directed film has been nominat-
ed in this category except one. And interestingly enough, the
one that missed-his 1993 debut "The Man Without a Face"-fea-
tured a heavy makeup component. That's not necessarily rea-

son enough to assume "Hacksaw Ridge" is poised for a spot,
but it's noteworthy. 

Bakeoff contenders
The film boasts an array of gruesome war injuries that only

add to the harrowing experience. Often the branch can zero in
on period-specific hair design and detail. Members have a
number of films to choose from this year in that regard, from
"Rules Don't Apply" and "Florence Foster Jenkins," to "Hidden
Figures" and "Love &amp; Friendship." The most likely of them
to stand out is "Jackie," which elegantly brings Jacqueline
Kennedy to the big screen. Another period piece to keep an
eye on is the Coen brothers' "Hail,  Caesar!" The 1950s
Hollywood throwback involves a fair share of era-specific
work, but also examples of movie-set makeup for certain
backlot sequences.

It's a film that shouldn't be counted out in the crafts cate-
gories across the board, to be honest. Related 'Silence,' 'La La
Land,'  'Passengers' Among Production Design Oscar
Contenders A few other actors besides Elba and Reynolds had
their dashing good looks futzed with by makeup artists this

year. Aaron Eckhart, in addition to putting on weight for
"Bleed for This," saw his hairline scooted back quite a bit. Ditto
Matthew McConaughey in "Gold." The practical elements of
"Rogue One: A Star Wars Story" or "Fantastic Beasts and Where
to Find Them" could certainly find love. The work done on
Ruth Negga and particularly Joel Edgerton in "Loving" may
get some respect, too. 

And you shouldn't underestimate the best picture heavy-
"La La Land"-in any category. But what completely unexpect-
ed contender is lurking? "Suicide Squad," with Jared Leto's
Joker and Margot Robbie's Harley Quinn designs leading the
way? How about something like Matteo Garrone's fantasy film
"Tale of Tales?" Perhaps "Nocturnal Animals" could show up?
There are some brutal injury effects in "Green Room," as well
as some gross dead-guy stuff in "Swiss Army Man." "Pride and
Prejudice and Zombies?" "The Neon Demon?" "The
Handmaiden?" You could throw just about anything up
against the wall. We'll see what's left of the field after the
Academy narrows the category down to seven bakeoff con-
tenders next week. — Reuters

'Hacksaw Ridge,' 'Star Trek,' Lead Makeup Oscar Contenders

Disney's new version of the 1980s animated series
"DuckTales" is getting a cast worth quacking about,
including a former Doctor Who. Disney said Friday that

David Tennant will be the voice of Scrooge McDuck, the
wealthy great-uncle of Huey, Dewey and Louie. Tennant
played the title role of the "Doctor Who" series for five years.
The trio of mischievous nephews will be voiced by Danny
Pudi, Ben Schwartz and Bobby Moynihan.

Other cast members include Beck Bennett as Launchpad
McQuack; Toks Olagundoye as Mrs. Beakley, and Kate Micucci
as Webby Vanderquack. The actors offer their renditions of the
original "DuckTales" theme in a video .  The original
"DuckTales" aired from 1987-90. The new series will debut
next summer on Disney XD channels worldwide, with Donald
Duck's role yet to be filled. — AP

This image released by Disney XD shows a scene from Disney’s ‘DuckTales,’ an all-new animated comedy series based on
the Emmy Award-winning series starring Scrooge McDuck and his grandnephews Huey, Dewey and Louie, and Donald
Duck. — AP

'DuckTales' lands David 
Tennant as Scrooge McDuck

Disney-Lucasfilm's "Rogue One: A Star Wars Story" is domi-
nating the domestic box with a huge $140 million open-
ing weekend coming into view, early estimates showed

Friday. Disney issued a range of $135 million to $140 million,
noting that weather continues to be an unknown factor in some
parts of the country. The number includes $29 million in
Thursday night business-the biggest Thursday preview of the
year and the seventh-largest of all time. The studio is estimating
an opening day near $70 million, including the $29 million pre-
view figure.

Recent forecasts had estimated this week that "Rogue One"
would open to between $120 million to $150 million domesti-
cally this weekend at 4,157 sites. Rivals issued estimates Friday of
as high as $160 million. Meanwhile, Will Smith's drama
"Collateral Beauty" is showing little traction with early estimates
of a weekend at under $8 million at 3,028 locations Related Film
Review: 'Rogue One: A Star Wars Story' The film also took in $33
million in its first two days in international markets and should
wind up the weekend with $150 million from foreign territories
when it opens in nearly every major movie going market except
China and South Korea.

"Rogue One" will put up the second-largest December
domestic opening in history, behind last year's $248 million
debut of "Star Wars: Episode VII-The Force Awakens" on the same
weekend. "The Force Awakens" took in an astounding $57 mil-
lion in Thursday night previews. Should it hit $140 million in
North America this weekend, "Rogue One" will wind up 17th on
the list of the North American launches of all time. "The Twilight
Saga-Breaking Dawn Part 2" is 16th with $141 million. At $160
million, it would be 10th on list after "The Dark Knight Rises,"
which is ninth with $160.9 million.

"Rogue One" is the eighth film in the Star Wars franchise but
the first to step outside the narrative of the other seven films in a
standalone story set shortly before the events of 1977's original
"Star Wars"-though Darth Vader, the Galactic Empire and The
Death Star remain key elements. Felicity Jones stars with Diego
Luna, Ben Mendelsohn, Mads Mikkelsen, Donnie Yen, Alan Tudyk
and Forest Whitaker. Related Early 'Rogue One' Reviews: What
the Critics Are Saying"Rogue One" follows a group of rebel spies
trying to steal the schematics for the Empire's Death Star. 

It's directed by Gareth Edwards ("Godzilla") from a script by
Chris Weitz and Tony Gilroy. Disney is launching "Rogue One"
accompanied by enormous expectations, four years after it
acquired Lucasfilm from founder George Lucas in October, 2012,
for $4 billion. "The Force Awakens" was an  outsize success with
a worldwide box office gross of $2.1 billion, the third-largest
total of all time after "Avatar" and "Titanic." Disney is planning to
release another three Star Wars films including "Episode VIII" on
Dec. 15, 2017, and a Han Solo movie on May 18, 2018.

Paul Dergarabedian, senior media analyst with comScore,
said that the early numbers for "Rogue One" portend long term
playability into 2017 that could eventually make it the top North
American performer released in 2016. Disney's "Finding Dory" is
the highest domestic grosser in 2016 with $486 million. Rivals
backed away from "Rogue One" except for Warner Bros. and
New Line, which are launching "Collateral Beauty." Village
Roadshow" is a co-financer on "Beauty," in which Smith's charac-
ter deals with the death of his daughter. Three more major titles
will open Dec. 21 with Universal-Illumination's animated "Sing";
Sony's "Passengers," a science-fiction romance with Chris Pratt
and Jennifer Lawrence; and Fox's video game adaptation
"Assassins Creed." — Reuters

From "American Beauty" to "The Last
American Virgin," there have been so
many American-moniker movies over

the past few decades that we hardly stop to
dwell on their titles any longer. While it
sounds like just another generic addition to
the list, "American Wrestler: The Wizard" is
actually making a statement via its title: the
tale of a teenage Iranian refugee who flees
his oppressive homeland only to find him-
self fighting for respect in the United
States, this feel-good high-school sports
drama actually concerns an Iranian
wrestler, not an American one, for whom
victory in the ring earned acceptance from
his peers.

The wrestler's name is Alidad
Garahasnaloo Jahani, though he prefers to
be called "Ali" and quickly earns the nick-
name "wizard" for the sheer speed with
which he pins his opponents-"faster than
you can say his name," as one local sports-
page reporter puts it. His story, which was
loosely inspired by true events, derives
from actor-producer Ali Afshar's own expe-
rience growing up in East Petaluma,
California, at a time when the locals weren't
any more friendly toward Middle
Easterners than they are today.

Set in 1980, right around the Iranian
hostage crisis depicted in "Argo," the film
reminds of an earlier wave of headline-dri-
ven xenophobic sentiment, offering audi-
ences an easily identifiable portrait of at
least one foreigner who isn't so different
from themselves. If anything, that's the
trouble with this well-meaning movie:
Apart from the opening sequence, in which
a sympathetic driver smuggles a nervous
Ali (George Kosturos) across the border, the
teenager's story isn't so different from
every other misfit high school movie of the
past 30-odds years, much less the wrestling
sub-genre that includes such films as "Win
Win" and "The Hammer."

Lacks in originality 
"The Hammer" is an especially useful

point of comparison, since that film deals
with the (mostly) true story of deaf
wrestling champ Matt Hamill, treating the
disability much as this one views Ali's clear-
ly non-American status: as the defining
conflict in a narrative that will predictably
follow its hero discover the sport, prove
himself to skeptical teammates and coach-
es, and finally win a title previously consid-
ered to be out of the school's league. Along
the way, we can expect a budding relation-
ship with a young lady (in this case, Lia

Marie Johnson) who doesn't quite under-
stand him and an emotional reconciliation
with a tough-love relative (Afshar plays Ali's
uncle, Hafez).

But whereas "The Hammer" added an
intriguing wrinkle-at his father's insistence,
Hamill was raised with "normal" kids and
never learned sign language, giving rise to
an identity crisis that leaves him feeling
alien to both his old friends and new deaf
classmates-"American Wrestler" is mostly
tired old formula. Still, what the movie lacks
in originality it makes up for in personality,
as Kosturos brings the kind of rare alchemy
to the role of Ali that makes all present feel
as if they're watching the birth of a movie
star.

Meanwhile, director Alex Ranarivelo
(downshifting from speed-driven racing
movies to lower-intensity melodrama,
where the performances actually matter)
surrounds the promising newcomer with
solid character actors, who bring dimen-
sion to relatively hackneyed roles-William
Fichtner as a believably post-traumatic
Vietnam-vet coach, and Jon Voight, lending
that immovable sense of authority to the
his part as the school's slow-to-yield princi-
pal.  Shot in ever-so-slightly unstable
widescreen and fueled by the kind of
yearning teenage energy that 

invariably connects with audiences of a
certain age, "American Wrestler" shows
how this Indian outsider came to convince
a skeptical community (one that seems a
bit too much like the 1960s South of
"Mississippi Burning," although more recent
cases of race-related bullying suggest the
problem never really goes away) to accept
him as one of their own. As uncle Hafez
advises, "This country loves a winner. They
don't care how you become one"-or put
another way: If you can't join 'em, beat 'em.
Certainly that's as true in the wake of the
election as the film's colorblind idealism is
needed. — Reuters

'Rogue One' Blasting to $140 
Million-Plus Opening Weekend

Lexus has recently announced the formation of
a creative partnership with film studio
EuropaCorp. One of the early highlights of this

collaboration will be the highly anticipated 2017 sci-
ence fiction film, Valerian and the City of a Thousand
Planets, starring Cara Delevingne and Dane DeHaan.
Lexus collaborated with the Valerian creative team,
as they imagined and brought to life the vision for
the SKYJET, a single-seat pursuit craft featured in the
film. An epic teaser trailer unveiled online recently
(http://valerianmovie.com), giving fans a long-await-
ed first look at footage from the film. Viewers will
also get a first glimpse of the SKYJET maneuvering
through the intergalactic citadel of Alpha. 

The Valerian team created the SKYJET with the
ambition of featuring a vehicle grounded in reality
but befitting of the Valerian world, set 700 years in
the future. The creative team met with Lexus' Chief
Engineer, Takeaki Kato and the Lexus design team,
to discuss incorporating believable, imaginative

technologies and contemporary design cues into
the final iteration of the SKYJET. The SKYJET design
also incorporates an adapted interpretation of
Lexus' signature "spindle" grille, and a similar head-
light design to that of the hotly anticipated 2018
Lexus LC coupe, defined by an athletic and aerody-
namic shape. 

Valerian and the City of a Thousand Planets fea-
tures an all-star cast including Clive Owen, Ethan
Hawke, Rihanna, and Kris Wu. The project marks Luc
Besson's most ambitious film to date and the
largest-budget European motion picture ever pro-
duced. The feature film is an adaptation of the
French comic series 'Valerian,' written by Pierre
Christ in and illustrated by Jean-Claude Mezieres.
The film is produced by Virginie Besson-Silla.
Commenting on the partnership, director Luc
Besson said, "For this partnership, we were looking
for a brand that's pioneering in innovation and tech-
nology, which is focused on the future more than

the past."
The brand is set to provide unique fan experi-

ences over the next nine months, designed to bring
enthusiasts from around the world closer to the
action leading up to the film's release in July 2017.
Commenting on the development of the SKYJET,
David Nordstrom, Global Branding Department
General Manager at Lexus, added: "As fans of films
and Luc's previous work, Lexus is privileged to help
bring Luc's dream to life. We enjoyed the challenge
of bringing Lexus' design philosophy and technolo-
gy innovations to this project. 

We look forward to developing our partnership
with EuropaCorp as we strive to give audiences the
most amazing experiences imaginable in the com-
ing years." "At Lexus, we are committed as a luxury
lifestyle brand, to being part of innovations that pro-
vide our customers with amazing experiences that
inspire and excite them in one form or another -
whether it is through our industry-leading develop-
ments that are shaping the future of the automotive
industry globally or through our collaborations with
a global film and television studio like EuropaCorp,"
said Takayuki Yoshitsugu, Chief Representative of
Middle East & North Africa Representative Office,
Toyota Motor Corporation. 

Yoshitsugu added: "With the aim of supporting
and nurturing a new generation of emerging film-
makers, we have always sought new ways to tell our
brand story and excite film fans and customers alike.
Our team is thrilled to have been involved with the
design and development of the SKYJET spacecraft,
which in many ways, is a reflection of our passion to
go beyond the boundaries of the automotive world
and we look forward to seeing our team's efforts
translate into cinematic brilliance in the much-antic-
ipated movie. We would like to thank our customers
for the confidence and trust they place in us, which
ultimately power our ambitions to continue enter-
ing into unique partnerships." 

American Wrestler: The Wizard

Film Review

Lexus and EuropaCorp Unveil 
28th Century Spacecraft 'SKYJET' 
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Members of the public watch a performer in the Leeds Hidden Christmas Market in the ruins of Kirkstall Abbey in Leeds, northern England.

Sausages are barbecued on a food stall at the Leeds Hidden Christmas Market in the ruins
of Kirkstall Abbey in Leeds, northern England. —AP photos

Christmas gifts are displayed for sale at the Leeds Hidden Christmas Market. 

Members of the public queue to experience the Leeds Hidden Christmas Market.

Performers entertain the crowds from the main stage of the Leeds Hidden Christmas Market.

Members of the public experience the Leeds Hidden Christmas Market.
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Sparrows fly along the edge of the forest as they feed in a field on the outskirts of Minsk, Belarus. — AP

Samba gets new 
rhythms 100 years 

after first recording

The subway sticky notes that New Yorkers used to express
their thoughts about the future of the nation after last
month's election will be preserved in a museum, officials

announced Friday. The installation called "Subway Therapy"
will  be housed at The New-York Historical Society on
Manhattan's upper west side, Gov. Andrew Cuomo
announced. Thousands of people have left messages in sub-
way stations and tunnels since artist Matthew Levee Chavez
created the project after the Nov 8 election. Chavez said he
felt New Yorkers needed a place to vent their emotions after
the election of Republican Donald Trump, whom few city resi-
dents supported. 

The project quickly became a forum for New Yorkers and
visitors to express their thoughts and feelings. One note read:
"You will not divide us. Love is everything." Another said, "It
doesn't end today." The museum will preserve a selection of

notes as part of its History Responds program. Beginning
Tuesday through Inauguration Day on January 20, 2017, mem-
bers of the public can continue to participate in the project by
placing sticky notes on the glass wall inside the museum's
front entrance. 

Chavez said he is "thrilled that we have found a way to
work together to move the project and preserve it for others
to experience in the future." "I started the project so people
could have a channel to express their thoughts, feel less alone,
and also become exposed to opinions different than their
own," Chavez said. New-York Historical Society president
Louise Mirrer said museum officials are happy to preserve the
sticky notes for future generations. She said that ephemeral
items "can become vivid historical documents." — AP

In this file photo, a commuter places a sticky note on the Subway Therapy wall, in New York. Matthew Chavez, who goes by the artist name Levee, talks to commuters about the messages posted on the Subway
Therapy wall, in New York. — AP Photos

Historical society, artist preserve 

'Subway Therapy' notes

In this file photo, sticky notes are seen on the Subway Therapy wall in New York.
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